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It is an interesting point that she saw him dressed in a way
which surprised and puzzled her, but which seems to have been

correct. We could probably make certain.

HELEN U. MACKLIN.

On July 2, 1918, Miss Macklin called at the S.P.R. Rooms
and gave the Secretary further particulars in regard to the

case. As a result of this interview she kindly expressed her

willingness to collect the necessary evidence.

A^ statement from the percipient, Mrs. Macklin, was received

a few days later, as follows :

WHITE WOOD CORNER, SANDY.

July 5, 1918.

My sister-in-law has asked me to write to you about an im-

pression I had of my son coming to me about the time of his

death.

I did not make any note of it at the time, but I know the

date, because I spoke of my impression next day to a sister who

came to visit me that day and to a servant who came home

the same afternoon, March 28th.

When the German offensive began on March 21st, I was

anxious about my son, because he was (2nd Lieut, in the 4th

Bedfordshire), as I believed, somewhere in the neighbourhood of

Arras.

On the night of the 27th March or in the early hours of the

28th (I don't know the time), I had what I can only describe

as a waking dream. I mean that it did not seem just an

ordinary dream to me.

When I got up on the Thursday morning it was so vivid that

it haunted me, and I spoke of it, as I said, on that day.

It seemed that I felt or heard footsteps along the verandah

outside my bedroom window (I live in a bungalow), and that I

rushed out knowing the steps were my boy's. (Bodily I did not

leave my bed.)

I seemed to see him with a " tin hat
"

and his pack with webbing

equipment, and my general feeling was great dismay that he

should be in
"
Tommy's kit," and I exclaimed,

"
Oh, David boy,

you have never disgraced your officer's uniform and had to go

back to Tommy's clothes."

(I am rather troubled at repeating this, because it almost

seems to imply that I had doubts of my boy, which I certainly
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Ot He was a very dear >on and In-other, and had got

nil splendidly as Intelligence officer: he was a most happy and

keen soldier, and letters from his senior officers and nion

to liis efficiency and courage, as well as to his thoroughly

good and useful w-

He passed as in a Hash and I can't >ay that he looked at

me, it was more a feeling of knowing he was there. From that

time 1 expected had news of him and 1 was not surprised
'

a telegram fn.m the W.U. on the ;>rd April, to tell me that my
M killed in action .,n March the L'Tth.

I think that the dream or impression, whichever it was. haunted

111.- all tl;. -11 the la>t leave

-II .Ian. -".I. 1 \\as helping him to

irally then- was one thoiiL'ht up}- -Imu^h we

until (piite eherrful. 1 >aid t him.
"

If what \\

help thinking alxmt >lmiild hap|-n. will t me '

H. did i>"' MJ an\ filing. lut he would alwa

,< ci.iild th.it 1 a-k.-d him. and I

would havi- willed tfl the time

t f hi death.

April .~>th. two of i: :iiir hon. i

iji-m altout m\ impn^vinn of their lrnthn '>

i uiiin. iioidil I-*- PM Hlinj'fl

til >aid i ho\\ he would ha\e

.- 11

I think 1 you. and it do,- not

i uch, \mi my USl

\.N .M. M.\ KI.IN.
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anything, just state what you can. Give your reason for re-

membering the date.

To this letter Mrs. Macklin received the following reply :

August 13, 1918.

Mrs. Macklin has asked me to write what I remember concerning

the dream she had of her son, Mr. David Macklin. On March

28th Mrs. Macklin related to me, how during some period of the.

night of March 27th she saw in a dream Mr. David running

along the verandah in his tin helmet and private's uniform, when

she exclaimed :

"
Oh, David, what have you done to disgrace

yourself?" The following Wednesday [April 3] Mrs. Macklin

received a telegram stating her son had been killed in action

on Wed., March 27th. L. REYNOLDS.

P.&. I am quite certain it was March 28th Mrs. Macklin

spoke to me of her dream, as I had been away several weeks,

and returned home on that date to spend Easter.

Letter from Mrs. Macklin to Miss Bridgman.

I have been asked if you would write an account of what

you remember of my telling you about my impression or dream,

or whatever it may have been, of dear David on the day that

you came to White Wood Corner in March. Possibly you may
not remember anything. I don't want to remind you of any
details or give you leads. But if you can write anything clearly,

I want to send it to the S.P.R.

Miss Bridgman replied to this letter as follows :

*

4 ST. STEPHEN'S ROAD,
BAYSWATER, W. 2.

"
I have been asked by my sister, Mrs. Macklin, to write what

I can remember of what she told me of her dream or vision

on the 27th-28th March this year.

I can state that these were her words as nearly as possible :

'

I have a queer feeling about my David this morning. Last

night I saw him so clearly, he seemed to come suddenly round

the corner of the verandah, rushing, and in a great hurry dashed

past me. He seemed to be dressed in an ordinary Tommy's
uniform, with "

tin helmet." I said,
"
Oh, David, you have done

a Miss Bridgman's statement, which is not dated, was written in August,
1918, but by an oversight was not sent to the 8.P.R. until November.
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nothii.. "iir uniform as an officer." He did not

reply, but disappeared to the ri^ht of the front of the bungalow.'

I went to viMt m\ n Thursday. .Maivh -jstli. ami it

that 1 arrived that she told me of her dream."

H. M. BRIIKJMAN.

In reply to a further enquiry Mrs. Macklin informed us

that she had never had a similar impression or any other

experience of M that she could recall.

The T of tip itnesses may be held to establish

the fact that .Mr-. .Macklin had this experience during the

ni^ht immediately following the death of her s(n at the 1'Yont

and before any intimation of his death could possibly have

normal means. The experience appear.- to

have been in the of an unusually vivid dream The

Macklin had been in special anxiety about her

on weakens the e\ the case

?tood "iirlude that the close coincide;

:'ii and the MMl'i death ua>

luo to chance. But >in a type .n

|g
which a hiiu'

1 ainoiint ,id\ been

ut on record, r likely that t.he dream originated in

, telepathic imprei-
With regard to Mr.-

'

impreim that IKM

it. .Ma(klm'> bo<l\ \\a-

thoee with him ha\e been killed

& ha l>een possible to ol ;inite n Q on

hi- point. Hut tiling | hen the\

" in* be so equipped a* to be pra<nall\ in

uibhable from private
\\ an : /; . Mrs. and Miss Blacklm tor then- MI

ion to use nai

II. < '"IN' II': t!

T
, 1.

HE following catte of appa h\ we have received

Mi F < <

Court,
i ear Bristol, a Member of the Societ II. ui;

The two statements ami :i below speak for theiu-

I)- Uhley and Miss Dodd, a daughter
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of the late Major Dodd, are all well known to me personally.

Miss Dodd's statement was sent me by post. At the time of

the accident she was in residence with Mrs. S. Ashley. Mrs. S.

Ashley's statement was made by her in my absence. Her endorse-

ment on Miss Dodd's letter was made in my presence.

F. C. CONSTABLE.
23rd Oct. 1918.

Statement of Miss Dodd.

PARSONAGE HOUSE,

LlDDINGTON, NR. SWINDON, Oct. \!th.

Dear Mr. Constable, In reply to your note this is as nearly

as I remember what passed between Mrs. Ashley and myself on

the day Arthur met with his accident. I missed him at his

usual dinner hour, but his mother then told me that he did

not always come home at that time. After dinner I retired as

usual to my little sitting-room and Mrs. Ashley to her duties

at the back of the house. In about an hour's time I was sur-

prised to hear her call out,
"

Is that you Arty ?
"

and getting

no reply she came into my room saying
" Have you seen any-

thing of Arthur ?
"

. I said
"
No, I have not." She then seemed

very surprised, saying,
"
Well, I heard him call out

'

Ma,' (a pet

name for his mother) as plainly as I have ever heard him, and

if that was not his voice I have never heard it." I remarked

that it was very curious, and she then added,
"

I hope there's

nothing the matter with him." Seeing that she was much

agitated I tried to soothe her and said,
" Oh ! he will be home

all right presently." This was all we said to each other and

Mrs. Ashley then went away, but soon after I heard a knock

at the door and some one said,
" No answer," then I heard

Mrs. Ashley cry out and on going to her to see what had

happened she put a letter in my hand which she had just received

from the works telling her of her son's accident. I think this

is all you will want to know, and hope I have made it plain

enough. I may add that I have been much impressed by such

a clear premonition
l of the sad event.

C. A. DODD.

1 Mr. Constable informs us, in reply to enquiries, that he has "not the

slightest doubt [Miss Dodd] used the term '

premonition
'

merely for ' abnormal

occurrence.'" that is not as implying that Mrs. Ashley's experience preceded

the accident.
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A' <f mi t/tf nh,,r- l;i J/Vs. A*h>'

I have read This letter and all therein stated is correct. I never

heard mv son's voice clearer in my life.

M. ASHLEY.
( 'n >: . \\ ick.

itoi, Or/. -2'2il. 1918,

At the hour of the a-ridi-nt I distim tlv h.-ard the hoy call me.

:

'

Arthur, is that y..u
'
"

Mavinsi no answer 1 said,

that Arthur. Miss Dod
I

S -aid. What, i- Arthur come

hon I Raid.
"

1 di-tim-tlv heard him rail me. I do hope

nothing has happened to him - -aid. 1 hop.- not."

On Frid MOOD. Sept. r,th. at ."..".n. I was in the l.aek

litht-n uipiiiL' my hand- l'...t!. and front doors wen-

it was aboi; and the di

is about 1 mile from the h

M.
Cro: Wiek.

.1. -18.

n/ J), /;. M

\\ I- K. M

ii.i|-j..-?..-d at about t p.m. n -
\

-d. to tin- h-

t Codham, and h* rrma tin- time of the

:t up to the tin him ..ver to the hospital
uthoi

DHARUOI BKAVI&

EBI onu DD m \\n \i

re indrl,-. d to Di I the following

tt.-r d--cril.ii d.-nt uhi-h it is diHi-nlt t

i to him pei-onallv. and he

..lii-ve- him "to l>e .1 \ery good and n-liall- '

witi

\\v \.

I had arrived u -iporfant h-ttn t>

Hot nn- th.-r.-. It did no-
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So, after two weeks waiting there, I prepared to leave for New
York. I was living at the Vendome Hotel, where each room-

door contains a plate of ground glass.

I was seated under a light near the door, when I saw what

seemed to be the shadow of an arm and hand sweep by the

glass on the outside. I opened the door, but the corridor was

empty.
Then I returned to my seat and took up my book.

Then a piece of furniture at my right, something like a chest

of drawers, began to stir and creak, as do articles on a ship

when the waves are high.

Wondering what could cause such a demonstration, I rose and

pushed the furniture aside to ascertain what was causing the

disturbance. And there, on the floor, and until then completely
hidden by that piece of furniture, was the missing letter !

It had been pushed under the door by a bell-boy and pushed
so hard that it had disappeared under the article of furniture.

But for the moving and creaking of the furniture my attention

would not have been called to it, and I would not have received

the letter. I have no explanation to offer
;
had not then, nor

have I since, made any pretence of looking into
"
the Occult

Sciences."

I simply state the incident as it occurred.

W. A. WHITECAR.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of the Journal of the S.P.R,

WlNDLKSHAM, CROWBOROUGH,

SUSSEX, November, 1918.

DEAR MADAM, On the morning of April 4th, 1917, I woke

up with a strong feeling that information of importance had

been conveyed to me in my sleep. I had a feeling also that it

was of a consoling nature. I could only remember one word,

however, Piave. It rang in my head, Piave ! Piave ! It was

as though it were some keyword, and if I could retain that, I

should have the essence of the message.

No doubt in my reading I must have seen the word, and on

my visit to the Italian front I had actually passed over the

river, but I had retained the names of none of the many streams,
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only the Isonso, upon which the war was at that time

waged. Thus Piave conveyed nothing to my mind. I

was so impressed, however, that 1 went at once into my >tud\

and looked up the index of my Atlas. By th:

.ered that the name was that of a river about fifty miles

in the rear ol
> hieh was at that time victori-

ously advancing. I could imagine few more unlikely things

than that the war would he transferred to the Piave. None

the less I was so impressed -Mat 1 drew up a paper

at once, under the date April 4, 1917, in which 1 stated that 1

some great event of the war would n the Piave.

This was witnessed ti. *wo witnesses. In view .f

eling of elation on waking I too! this event would

be l&\ tho' how a favourable event could occur fifty miles

in the rear was n* underst.i

It is a mat- nistory how six later the Italian

army was a its position- \Vhil>t it wa> in retreat

I sent a sealed envelope th an amount

cream. The ossed sc nits, such as the Taglia-

a stand seemed probable, and halted e\entually

i pon had been said t.. i.r un

1 nabl- it ua>

V

ie has been fully ju

]
resun it some fn< nd in the beyond was ) ur the

1 have .-: that

was mea

tlu> >; uge way in

uime wa> '-d t<> m\ mi mi ip|>eared

It will !> recalled t ' the

e was fought. h '.as not a great victory,

i it it wa> a

: the war. Cj.
< u had

i till : three >e\ ere def.-at>. II.

S <iume battle, ti the second

On June 17th th- jects We Mack. !

t ie d looked back again,

a id on e\

c ilminating, in the case of in the tc

1 -nab

i
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which was the most decisive in the war. Thus in conveying the

name ' Piave
'

my comforter had given me the keyname which

would unlock the whole situation.

Now how could this be accounted for by coincidence ? That

is unthinkable. Even if my subconscious self had known there

was a river called the Piave, that would not have shifted the

Italian army back to it. Was it then telepathy ? But no one in

the world could have conjectured such a series of events. What
then was it ? I claim that the only possible explanation is that

my friends on the other side, knowing how much I worried over

the situation, were giving me comfort and knowledge. The

ordinary spirit has, so far as my reading and experience teach

me, only a very limited and uncertain gift of prophecy. There-

fore I have some reason to hope that my information came

from a high source. Why I should have been so privileged

above others is the one point which is beyond my conjecture.

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLK.

[The sealed letter to which Sir Arthur Conan Doyle refers above

was received by the Secretary on November 7, 1917, with a covering

note asking that it should be opened only at the writer's request. It

ran as follows :

WlNDLESHAM, CROWBOROUGH,

SUSSEX, November 4, 1917.

In the early summer of 1917 I woke from sleep with the word

Piave in my head, as the culmination of some dream of which

I could remember nothing. I had no remembrance of the word,

but thought vaguely it was a place. The index of an atlas

showed me that it was a river some distance behind the Italian

front. I drew the attention of my wife and brother-in-law to

it that morning, and said something would surely occur there.

Afterwards the Italians advanced and Piave seemed far in the

rear. Now the tide has turned, tho' I have not yet seen the

line of the Piave mentioned. It is always the Tagliamento.

Still it is worth chronicling and putting into neutral hands.

A. CONAN DOYLE.

This letter was opened and read on November 20, 1918, on re-

ceiving the further communication from Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,

which we print above. ED.]
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF MEMBERS.

THE Annual General Meeting of Members of the Society was

held at 20 Hanover Square, London, W., on Friday, January
31st, 1919, at 3 p.m. ;

MR. J. G. PIDDINGTON in the chair.
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Then- : Mr. W. \V. Manually. Mrs. Roy
Sir \V. Barrett. Mi. Arthur l'arlt.n. ('aj)tain A. J.

Holliek. Sir Lawrence Jone>. Dr. T. \V. Mitchell. Mi.- l!ad

Mali. .Mrs. St. Clair St..l>art. Mi-. Troul.rid.uc. .Mrs. Henry
!> V. .1. \\'nlley (and, by proxy. Dr. 1,. P. Jacks,

Sir Oliver Lodge, and Mr. Sydney C. Scott): aUo Mrs. Salt or.

Kditor. and Mi- 1. NVwton, Secretai

Report of th< il for 1918 was accepted. Tlio

audited account of income and expenditure for the year 1918

was
]

ken as read.

The Chairman announced that tho MX rotirinu Mrml.ors of

the Counril offered themselves for re-election. No other

nominations having been rewmd, tho following \voro declared

|Q ! duly olocted Members of tho Council: Mr. \\ . \V

Baggally. i. Lord

-wick, and 1 loyd Tu<

T1IK < (M'NCII,

g
..I' it, il was hold at L'n Haii..v,-r

London \\ a PridAj
!

^t, 1919, at

i < .
I

1

;

. >;\..H>N in ti prere

[.resent: M< \\ \\ Baggalh Bu Law-

ence Jones, I' i \\ M h II, Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, and
\ i

WToofley; also Mrs. Salter, Editor, and Miss I.

The Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council were read

nd >i^nt-<l as rormt.

The Report of th< was considered for the year 1 '.'!-.

'th Meet; nl wa> hold at J< Hanover

quaro. I. \\ n Jam] L919, im-

\ediately after th<- Am neral Meeting; MK I G
i.iNf.iMN n also present : Mr. \\ \\

aggally. MI \\ . I:.. I" I \\ .

V. J. Woolley; also

In. s d Miss I. Newton, Secretary.
;

. asi Mr.-tiiiLi of tli.' Counril were read

nd H<;nod as correct.
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The proceedings of the Annual General Meeting were reported.
The Eight Hon. Lord Rayleigh was elected President of the

Society for the year 1919.

Mr. J. G. Piddington was re-elected Hon. Treasurer
;

Mrs.

Henry Sidgwick and the Hon. Everard Feilding, Hon. Secre-

taries
;
and Mr. John Avery, Auditor, for the current year.

The following were co-opted as Members of the Council for

the year 1919: the Rev. M. A. Bayfield, Mr. G. Lowes

Dickinson, Sir Lawrence Jones, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, Dr. V. J.

Woolley, and Dr. M. B. Wright.
Committees were elected as follows :

Committee of Reference and Publication : The Right Hon.

Gerald W. Balfour, Sir William F. Barrett, the Rev. M. A.

Bayfield, the Hon. Everard Feilding, Dr. W. Leaf, Sir Oliver

Lodge, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, Mr. J. G. Piddington, Lord Ray-

leigh, and Mrs. H. Sidgwick.

Library Committee : Sir William Barrett, the Hon. Everard

Feilding, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, and Mr. J. G. Piddington.
House and Finance Committee : Mr. W. W. Baggally, the

Hon. Everard Feilding, Mr. J. G. Piddington, and Mr. Sydney
C. Scott.

Corresponding Members and Honorary Associates were elected

for the year 1919.

Nine new Members and fifteen new Associates were elected.

Their names and addresses are given above.

PRIVATE MEETING FOR MEMBERS AND
ASSOCIATES.

THE 59th Private Meeting of the Society for Members and

Associates only was held in the Council Chamber, at 20

Hanover Square, London, W., on Friday, January 31st, 1919,

at 4.30 p.m. ;
MR. J. G. PIDDINGTON in the chair.

MR. PIDDINGTON, in announcing that the Council had that

afternoon elected Lord Rayleigh as President, said that they
felt it was a great honour for the Society to have as its

President a man of Lord Rayleigh's scientific distinction
;

amongst mathematical physicists no one held a higher place.

The announcement was received with much applause.
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MBS. W. H. SALTER read a paper on 'A 1 \eport on the

Trance-phenomena of Mrs. Leonard," which will, it is hoped,
be published later in the Proceedings.

1-TIITHER DON \TloN.x TOWARDS THE
I NT IIEASED COST OF 1MMNTIXG.

Miss Irene Putnam ($100) 21

II. N .Matriu'WB 330
i Selboni- 300

Lady Butt 220
hur Hill - 220

220
Ut-laril.i 1 1

1 1

Miss Diana Nash ($5) 110
];. .1. 110
:drs. Arthur Tugv 1

Vfiss Isabel Basden - 10 6

diss Rachel Davison 1'

<:. H. Ta o 10

Irs. Scot ,.- 050
40 9

I ,'K PORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR TIIK YEAR 1918.

V
T

E may hope that the year which is now past has seen the

nd < iropean War, under the shadow of v have

ved since 1914, and that with the apj>: peace the Society

iical Research, like other scientific societies, may look

rd to a return to wider activities under more normal

.nditinns. Not only has our work been restricted by the

that many of those whom we might have enlisted as

v have been otherwise engaged, but

i itercourse of any kiml with our foreign members, ev.-n \\itli

i \ as were allies or neutrals, has been very difficult. More-

( ver, several foreign and British periodicals whose coi

1 ave a bearing on our work have been either in abeyance,
<

- much reduced. All these factors have necessarily limited

< ir ppnrtunitii-j for NMN
A2
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So far as the membership of the Society is concerned, the

war made its influence felt most in 1915, when the net

decrease was 96
;

in 1916 it was 31, but in 1917 we were

able to report a net increase of 62, and in 1918 there has been

a further increase of 68. Fifty-seven new Members have been

elected, including one Honorary Member, and 4 Associates have

become Members
;

80 new Associates have been elected, and

7 Members have become Associates. The number of Members

elected last year was again large in proportion to the number

of Associates. The losses from death, resignations, and failure

to renew subscriptions amount to 21 Members and 48 Associates.

The total membership of the Society now stands at 1215, of

whom 348 are Members and 867 Associates.

The increase of interest in the Society's work which these

figures suggest is also indicated by the large sale of publica-

tions. In the sales to the general public there has only been

a small increase, the amount last year being 40 3s. 3d., as

compared with 33 16s. 8d. in 1917 ;
but seeing that these

sales are for the most part confined to the current volume, and

that our recent output has for various reasons been below

the average in size, we could hardly expect an increase here.

What is noticeable and encouraging is that the sale of publi-

cations last year to Members and Associates realised 104 15s. 9d.

This is the largest amount that the Society has ever obtained

from this source in any single year. The previous record was

reached in 1906, when the amount was 83 12s. 3d.
;

the

average annual amount for the ten years between 1904 and

1913 was 54 14s. 3d., so that last year's total was almost

twice our pre-war average. This total was chiefly made up

by the sale of earlier volumes of Proceedings to those who
have recently joined the Society, which implies that our new
Members take a serious interest in the work of the Society,

a fact of good augury for the future.

In July the Council decided to print in the Journal a

statement calling the attention of Members and Associates

to the very great increase in the cost of printing and paper,

which, if the average output of Proceedings and Journal was

to be maintained, would involve an extra expenditure of about

500 a year. The Council said that they hesitated at such a

time to make a general appeal, but that if any Members or
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Associates weiv willii .nurilwto. their generosity would

be much appreciated. The response to this appeal amounts

already to about 130, and donations are still bong
nbuton have expressed a hope that the Socictv's

publications would not be reduced; some of them have offered

to make an annual donation so long as the present ra

dit are continues, and some Associates have intimated their

to become Members from January, 1919, in order tha

I may benefit by their increased subscript :

The principal piece of research work carried out last year
as a Society, has been an i

n|uiry into the

trance-phenomena of Mrs. Leonard. At the end of 1917, as

stated in the Annual Report for that year, an agreement was

1 intn Leonard, whereby for a period of

three month- 1mm the middle <>f January to the middle of

I'M 8, she should give sittings only to persons i

had been made through the Society. It was

nade a condition of granting these appointments that a

ecorder approved by the Society should be present at each

notes, and that sitters should so far as p<>

le the information necessary for enabling investigators

;i judgment upon the value of the results obi

\il the arrangement s were in the hands of a

itttee appointed by the Council for that purpose,

Irs. Leonard received a weekly sala

held during this period. A
|>

be read to the Sooi- the Hon
tesearch Officer, and it is hoped that a fuller report

hem may be published hi

In addr supposed c<> 'its of a

vpe similar to those obtained throu<_i it tings

Mrs. Leonard are characterised by a special class of

] henomena, known as
"
book-tests," m uhnh the

< itor professes some knowledge of passages in books stand m-j

\ opened in shelves in distant rooms. Into these the 8<>

i also enquiring, and if the claim < >rmal I.

1 dge made in connexion with these tests should be substan-

t ated, tln matter is likely to prove of some importance.

oiiL'h the Society no longer has any definite agreei

vith Mrs. Leonard, it has not lost touch with her. Miss
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Radclyffe-Hall and Mrs. Troubridge, upon whose report of

their own sittings the determination of the Council to enquire

into Mrs. Leonard's phenomena was partly based, are still

having regular sittings of which careful records are kept ;

and the Honorary Eesearch Officer, Mrs. Salter, has also had

sittings from time to time with good results.

Some of the theoretical problems which are raised by the

phenomena obtained through Mrs. Leonard and other mediums

have been the subject of discussion in the Journal, and

especially the question as to how we can account for veridical

descriptions given of the personal appearance of supposed
communicators unknown to the medium. The explana-
tions which have been put forward may be classified

according as they postulate a purely telepathic hypo-
thesis to explain this phenomenon, or account for it by
a theory of quasi-materialisation. Those who adopt the

telepathic hypothesis may be further classified according as

they suppose the telepathy to be from the sitter, or from

the communicator. To this last supposition it has been objected

that the descriptions which the medium gives appear to be

of people as others see them rather than as they appear to

themselves
;
but in reply the suggestion has been made that the

telepathic impressions received by the medium are derived,

not from the communicator's conscious self as it existed when

he was alive, but from his whole self, which may have a much
truer and profounder knowledge of his body than he ever

possessed consciously. It has also been pointed out that the

phenomena observed with mediums do not stand alone, but

fall into line with other phenomena, such as veridical appari-

tions of living persons. Sir Oliver Lodge has tentatively

suggested that the psychic interaction which appears to take

place with matter may take place also with the ether by
which matter is interpenetrated, and that a deeper knowledge
than we at present possess of the properties of ether may
throw light upon psychical problems.

During the past year the Society has lost two old and

valued supporters by the death of Mrs. Benson, who had

been a member of the Society since the year of its foundation,

1882, and Bishop Boyd Carpenter, who had been a Vice-

President since 1885, and was President in 1912.
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The Assistant Secretary, Mrs. Thatcher, resigned in April,

1918, and considerable difficulty wa^ experienced in finding

an efficient successor. As a consequence much extra work

was thrown on the Secretary, Miss Newton, who was without

;ate assistance for a considerable period. The Council

place on record their appreciation of the manner in

which Miss Newt. lounted the iv>ultaiit difficulties and

irried out the work of ti

The financial portion of the Snriety i< on tlie whole sati-

hough not so favourable as the Balance Sheet mirlii.

perhaps, suggest. ! :- tone that the General Fund has been

able to repay 100 borrowed fiom the Endowment Fund.

and also to T Fund the balance

(200) of Mrs. Verrall's legacy of 500. Hut the Society's
16 was augmented during 1918 in an exceptional n

by (a) donations to the Printing Ft; ;ntin<j to 1114 10s. 6d.,

(h) l.y an unusually large ninni Membership

Vssociateship payments, and (c) by an unusually large
sale of back m; he Proceedings. Of these three

sources of income, two at any rate, (6) and (c), are not

likely to cunt iiuie to be as n as in the past year.

a far heavier expendi mtin,u than that

accounts was incurred during 1918, and a further

of about 500 will have to be made to the print, i

in 1919.

Parts of Proceedings were published last year, Part

LX\ ily and Part i in N'nveMiber.

e number of meetings held during the year was four.

On January 31st, at a Private Meeting, Miss RadclyfYe-Hall
read the first part of a paper by Mrs. Troubridge and herself

on
" A Series of Sittings with Mrs. Leona

On March 22nd, at a General Meeting, Miss RadclytV. II dl

read the second part of the paper described above.

On .Inly :>th, at a General Meeting, Dr. T \V. Mit.h.11 read

t paper on
tl
Th. Doris Fischer Case of Multiple Personality

ml>er loth, at a General Meeting, Sir Oliver Lodge
er, and their possible Psychical

hoped that the two papers mentioned above will be

later in Proceedings.
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PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF THE DEPARTED.

BY DR. L. P. JACKS.

IN a previous communication I pointed out that these appear-

ances, as described by mediums, seem to indicate not such

knowledge as a person would have of what he looks (or

looked) like, but rather the view of an external observer.

They suggest the public view of his appearance and character

as distinct from any private view or estimate he may have

formed of himself. If I may be allowed so ugly a word, the

distinction may be otherwise expressed by saying that they
have all the marks of being ^efero-biographical and not auto-

biographical. From this I inferred the likelihood that these

descriptions are derived telepathically from the mind of some

person (most frequently the sitter) who remembers, either

consciously or subconsciously, the outside or public view

of the departed as he appeared during life.

In spite of what has been written by Sir Oliver Lodge,
Dr. Schiller, Professor Hyslop and Miss Sellers, this still seems

to me the least difficult explanation, though I would not

deny that it has difficulties of its own. If, on the other

hand, I am to view these appearances as autobiographical
or seZ/-painted likenesses, I find them both physically and

psychologically unintelligible, and I can then account for them

only by supposing that spirits possess the power of working
what must be called a miracle. Miss Sellers seems to make
the same supposition when she suggests that spirits

"
have the

inherent power to be in appearance what they think themselves

to be." This I should say would be miraculous in the same
sense that a power to increase my height by thinking myself
a cubit taller than I am would be miraculous. 1 But is this

a scientific mode of explanation ? If the spirits may be credited

with an
"
inherent power

"
to do whatever they are alleged

to do, there would be no end to the claims on our credulity.

Until we have made up our minds on that point it is

useless to discuss the present question. How far may we
ascribe to spirits the power to perform feats which are

impossible to human agency under the known conditions, mental

x Nor would it serve the purpose of recognition. If we are to be recognised by
our friends we must " build up" as they think us and not as we think ourselves.
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and physical, of this life \ I ob>erve in many quarters a

'. and it seems to me to require

criticism. Thus, in the case of a haunted house with which

I had something to do, a door which was so bolted and

barred as to be absolutely unshakable by any human force

I alleged to have been violently shaken by the spirit. I

argued thus : this door is unshakable but it is alleged to

have been shaken th u-re is something wronu with

thf evidence. The witness argued in a very different way:
this door is unshakable but it has been shaken therefore

</n'rit must have shaken it. The witness believed with

Miss Sellers that spirits have an inherent power to do this

kind of thing, and the more I urged the impossibility of

thing the more convinced he became that a spirit had

done it. \\hi.h of these two is the right attitude of mind

the psychical researcher? The bearing of the point on

tin- present- question is obvious. A spirit in the exau

1'cfore us produced a back view of its IV >dily appear

-painted his own p- as it \\ DO behind. Does
1 he normal impossibility (or next to impossibilit

his indicate something wrong with the '. Or does

increase that a 'spiritual' agency has been

i the gene: of his paper I gather thai

Oliver Lodge would support my own attitude in this mat

ostead of appealing to a tha ic power as the cause

i' these phenomena he endeavours, in tin- nn<>

; pin orrelate them with known facts. His ar

the bodily appearance of the departed is an insta

f nial process by which nun. I unconsciously Imil.j

i p a body conformable to itself. On the general th<

i lat our bodies are th Ided and made what they are

ly the mind I am entirely at one with him. 1* 1 . ult

i t: can be made to cov.-r tin- fa-t> now l>

i For what the spirits apparently do is not to manifest

t lemselves in the bodies they now possess, but to manifest

t lemselves in the bodies they fonm'rlt/ possessed their age

Mt, their dress as it was, even their hair brushed as

i MVW. All th learly
*

out of the picture' to whi< h

MI Oliver refers, and seems rather a breach of the theory
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than an instance of it. On the lines of the theory I should

expect my departed friend to manifest himself as he had
become in the meantime

;
instead of which he manifests as

he was a long time ago, with his old suit on and his age

unchanged. Thus, though I agree that our normal minds

have what Sir Oliver calls a materializing faculty, I would
insist that they have no power of returning to their former

materializations.

Not, at least, in our waking experience. In dreams it

is different, and I think Miss Sellers has done a service to

the discussion by reminding us that in certain dreams we

go back to our former selves and appear in self knowledge as

we were at earlier points of our existence. And I agree with

Miss Sellers that the study of dreams would throw light on

this question of personal appearance and not on it alone

but on the whole group of phenomena with which it is

associated. I am not sure, however, that the result of such

a study would be favourable to the survival hypothesis. It

might be. At present I am strongly inclining to the belief

that in dreams we are all telepathists ;
the dream cited by

Miss Sellers, in which she seemed to herself to be another

person, suggesting to my mind that she was tapping somebody
else's experience.

I pass on to the question of names. In the particular

case to which I referred, I had been struck by the fact that

a spirit who manifested his former personal appearance with

great accuracy, even to minute details, was yet apparently
unable to manifest his name, except in an imperfect and

doubtful manner. It seemed to me an odd thing that one

who could build himself up, clothes and all, and even indicate

peculiarities in his appearance which could only be seen from

behind, should yet be unable to find the sound of his name,
or to trace the letters of it, which his hand must have traced

thousands of times on earth and which his eyes must have

seen thousands of times after they had been traced. Dr.

Schiller truly remarks that we do not usually think of ourselves

by name, or at least that the knowledge of our name has

very little to do with our self-consciousness. But I should

say that our back-view has still less. As to clothes, people
differ ;

but I am very sure that my friend of the -seance
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when on this earth was as far from thinking of himself in

c>t' his t'M coat as he was from ideutifyiiur himself

with the sound or letters of his nam . Yet the coat was

manifested and the name was not. On the other hand, our

names, while unessential to our self-con-ciou-ne-s. do play
a prominent part in our sensibl- -pecially with

f u- who are cursed by an interminable cnrropondence.
and one would think that a mind returning on its old b

as Sir Oliver Lodge suggests the spirits do would find his

it
1 one of the easiest things to pick out.

All thi-. how.- :i be retorted upon tin- hypothecs

pathy. as both Dr. Schiller and Miss Sellers have been

pi-nnpt to see. medium urot the back-view of my
friend, and his old coat, telepathically from me. why did

she fail to get his name also? It is a cho een ditli-

enlti- Q the survival hypothesis you have a dep

spirit who has kept tmirli with his coat bir tOttoh with

h.s name; on the oth-r hypothesis you have a telepathic

vho gets his coat from me I _
|(

-r th,- name. It is

B it easy to decide on whirl. pr*'p<>n<

( n the whole, however. 1 am in< lined to think that they
ae lighter for the hypothesis of telepathy I

i ideretand how a t ing succeeded in reading

'.ind. shiuild fail >r nmit t. ivad
I

;ii'l'TM, an educated man. in thr

i be abl

Alu-n telepathy \- kimwn
ike plaee it ! In- whole

c 'ntei. !i.- opm t. the telepa-

> or is tl iscredited because, after reading one

o my thoughts c he has failed to read ai I

a though I had accused a person of stealing my watch and
t' e d- H.t up could not have stolen my

it< h because he didn't steal .- _' else which was in

\.
- same po<

Mr Lodge suggests that 1 have no ri'_
r ht t,, -p.-ak >.('

tl e spirit forgetting its name, and that what I take to be

tl is is pr- -he failure of tin- control to "catch"
tie name which IT ha> <.,rrectly given. In the case

t< whi< li 1 was i I dnult if iln- ran be accepted: all
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the signs indicated that the failure was in the communicating

spirit. But even if we do accept Sir Oliver's view, the result

is merely to shift the difficulty from the spirit to the control.

Why, if the control can
"
catch

"
and reproduce long messages

or sentences given by the spirit, should she be unable to
"
catch

"
the name in spite of the effort of all parties to get

it through ? Sir Oliver agrees with Dr. Schiller as to the

unimportance of our names to our self-consciousness, the

suggestion being, I suppose, that spirits are not interested

in their names. And yet, whether successfully or not, they

apparently make great efforts to get them through both by

spelling and by sound. And naturally so
;

for however unim-

portant names may be in the psychology of self-consciousness

they are an important means of identification, and would

inevitably be made use of by an intelligent spirit interested

in getting itself identified by the sitter. He would use not

only his own name, but the names of those he remembered

or was addressing and apparently does so, when he can.

I think that both Sir Oliver and Dr. Schiller show at this

point the disposition to draw a metaphysical herring across

the track. It is a very good herring but has no business

here.

Sir Oliver suggests further that I err in regarding the personal

appearances as consciously enacted by the spirits on the basis

of consciously remembered data
;

and thinks that the diffi-

culties I have indicated would disappear if we refer the pheno-
mena to subconscious activities. Well, I am perfectly willing

to translate the whole argument into subconscious terms, but

I cannot see how this would ease the difficulty. The old

question recurs in precisely the same form. If the spirit, by
means of some subconscious activity, can produce a likeness

or quasi-material embodiment of its former presence, including

the clothes it wore, why cannot it also, by means of the

same subconscious activity, produce a likeness or quasi-material

embodiment of its former name ? Why again, if subconscious

activities enable it to recover its former language and to speak
it with fluency, should they not enable it to recover the one

spoken and written word with which it was most familiar ?

Are we to suppose that the realms of subconsciousness are

receptive to such things as a clean-shaven face and a tweed
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suit (both of which were
"
built up

"
on the occasion in

ion) and language in general, but intolerant of proper

names ? I see no reason to suppose anything of the kind.

tlif hypothesis (t' telepathy, Sir Oliver puts

the following case and asks whether I would regard it as a

crucial te-t :

"
Suppose a perfectly unknown person is being described, one

whom tip has never seen; and suppose he is ultimately

told to take messages from ti a friend or

acquaintance; and suppose that on taking tin* message, and

the desci it is recognized as correctly repre-

he recipient's memory of the communicator."

I have heard of several such cases and believe them to l>e

\\ell-.i .tted. Would telepathy cover th-

al an>uer. for the >imple reason

that 1 du no- and am not aware that anybody knows

vhat the range of telepathy I B hypothetical answer

1 be as follows :

(1) were conclusive! -1 that telepathy is une

(

ffair* 'i at is, always limited to the telepathist and

he person on whom he is immediately operating, then clearly

use supposed is a crucial one and telepathy is ruled out.

telepathy is not necessarily limited to two persons.

1\ w<>rk through a network of centres all

f them doubtless in the subconscious realm. Thu

elepathist who taps rough my mind have

ccess to <) that of

third person, and so on. Ky' the entry gained into one

hist might in fact be able to read a whole

of mind- uifh which the first is in some sort of rcl

so far as I know, has been proved ;
but

la I know has been disproved of any
eason that renders it antecedently impossible. If this long-

ange hy exists the case supposed is not a crucial <>ne

nd ruled out.
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CASE.

L. 1222. AUDITORY.

THE following case is a good specimen of a sensory halluci-

nation concerning a person which preceded by a short time

the unexpected arrival of that person. Several such cases

will be found in Phantasms of the Living and elsewhere, in the

Society's publications. Assuming that we can rule out chance,

the presumption is that the hallucination is due to a telepathic

impulse from the person on the point of arriving.

We are indebted for the first account we received of this

case to Miss E. Arkwright, who wrote as follows from Bourne-

mouth :

On Tuesday, January 8, (at Grange-over-Sands, Lanes), Mr.

Saunders (a retired gardener of ours) heard a message (Mr. Saunders

has a grandson at the front called Tom). The message is this,

that Saunders heard
" Tom is coming to-day." Saunders was

wide awake (about 7.30 in the morning), and had been for some

time. He looked round to see who it was speaking ;
and there

was no one to be seen. If the message had not been uttered

loudly Saunders would not have heard, as he is extremely deaf.

When he went down to breakfast he told the incident to his

family. They chaffed him and said he must have been dreaming.
After breakfast (at 9 o'clock) when Saunders was washing up the

breakfast things in walked the said Tom.

On January 7th they received a printed card from Tom from

France to say he was very well and a letter would follow. His

leave was quite unexpected. The message Saunders received was

on the following day, January 8th.

As our correspondent was unknown to us and had omitted

to give her name, we asked Mr. Kolleston Walker, an associate

of the Society living at Bournemouth, if he could find out

more for us. This he has very kindly done. He saw Miss

E. Arkwright, who gave him a very satisfactory account of

the percipient,
"
a most reliable, a matter-of-fact person."

She also put him in communication with her Aunt, Miss S. M.

Arkwright, at Grange-over-Sands, from whom she first heard

the story. To the latter lady he sent a note of points on

which information was desired, and she was good enough to

call on the family of Mr. Saunders, who were known to her.
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Finding him absent she left a r- for a written account

of his experience, with the following n.te> of points to be

with.

1 . A signed statement from one or more of the persons to whom
Suunders described his [experience] before the arrival of his

grandson.
J. A statement as to the time of the son's arrival and its

ier Saunders has ever had a similar experioiu.', visual,

>r otherv

1. Thr state of Saundere's ht fore and I incident.

lirmator. Tom Tom of the incident.

In re;,|y she receiN lowing statements from Mr.

lers and his granddaugh?

On the eig!)' ajn, I heard four

distinctly as I lay in bed*?
" Tom's coming to-day." I asked

aid been room. They
ie negati

t lought I must have been dreau 1 till the

\ nexpected Tom turned up between 9 and 10 a.m. on the same

c 17.

My health was good at the fore and after. Age 84.

JAMES SAUNDERS.
!' !

,

On the morning of Jam .ither was

u' breakfast he said : to-day, so some one

t .Id i (I his words by saying that while he lay

i bed a MS? to-day," so he

t irnel <> see who it was speaking, but there was no one

t iere.

A htrl. i..T,. r ..n the same morning ray brother Tom arrived.

? one of us knew he was coming and we were not expecting him.

MAUD SAUNDERS.
Fern Bank, Grange-over-Sands.

October 14, 1918.

I has wi Tom and asked him if 1

n embers anything about the circumstances, but we shall not be

<> get a reply for several days [Tom being with the army
ii Fra-
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It will be seen that Mr. Saunders has not answered the

important question whether he has ever had other similar

experiences. Perhaps the meaning of the question as it

stands was not very clear to him. If auditory hallucinations

were frequently experienced by him the evidential value of

the coincidence would of course be materially diminished. It

seems probable, however, from the evidence before us that

the experience was at least rare and striking if not unique.
After some time, no answer reaching her from

'

Tom,'
Miss S. M. Arkwright called on the Saunders family again,

and learnt that a letter had been received from him but lost

or mislaid. Miss Maud Saunders writes on January 13, 1919 :

My brother Tom, when we wrote to ask him if he remembered

the incident, said he remembered it quite well and only wished

it had occurred again, but his letter is not to hand
;

so cannot

send it on to you. M. SAUNDERS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

I. EFFECT OF LIGHT ON LONG ETHER WAVES AND
OTHER PROCESSES.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

A curious and important observation, made on the basis of

experience in long-distance wireless telegraphy, exhibits a strange
kind of interference between ether waves of very different lengths.

The extremely short waves which ionise air interfere with the

easy transmission of the long waves which are originated by

alternating electric currents, and may conceivably have something
to do with the optical opacity of dry haze.

This is an entirely different effect from the purely localised

bands of interference which accompany the superposition of wave

motions and are a matter of simple geometry. In this phenomenon
of interference-bands there is no destruction, only re-distribution,

of energy ;
and there is nothing akin to opacity whether of

the absorbent or of the reflective kind. It is moreover purely
an affair of the ether : whereas opacity is always an effect brought
about by the presence of matter in the path of ether waves.

The ions or electrons which are liberated from matter by exceed-

ingly short waves raise a barrier or act as a reflector to extremely

long ones. Thus the phenomenon depends on the interaction
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ther and electrified particles immersed in it. So

far I ently written to A imexion with a project
for observing the effect of the forthcoming solar eclipse of May
'J9th on P Telegraphy in the region of totality between

Brazil and the Gulf of (Guinea. I now continue on a different

theme.

It has been OQ04 among non-physical writers to claim

wireless telegraphy as analogous to telepathy a- if that too were

likely to be a travelling physical process transmitted by the

ether at a defini; is no evidence in favour of

telepathy and wireless

telegraphy !v popular and superficial. If telepathy were

square of the di-tance. if it \\eiv

i by metalh ,f it \\ere obstructed by
-.motion from light to dark between sending and

se facts would be relevant. But I know

>f no such facts.

obstructive inthiei,. .- of light has always been asserted in

it is true, and the consi>tent

harac \ is worthy of attention hut

phenomena have been always of the |>sycho-physical order

US saV, or ft -'111 of object-

.vithout Co; so far as I remember, has any luminou^

i been asserted for punk p-\ ; i such as

1 at present believe teh

If i' A ever, tl

that f..

learly important, for here we are de rh what nnwt be

artly a physical process and which if MODI likrly to be

it leat an in- between So it may be

-,hat either the ctherul .juiver known a.s light, or else the re-

-
waves, does exert some definite

ready exertion of th<

brces or mampulanonH necessary.

It become* ,iild seem comj>aratively
-

ascertain whether rtfl pid flu-rial oscillations, too rapid

affect the eye but Mtm in ini>ing power,
as X-rays for ; would also > detrimental

ntluence. in a room oHMTWlM and optically "dark." Not

lecessarih nee the -.aves of red light.

>. hich an- known to have |*-.^ ionising power, do not apj)ear to
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be seriously hostile to physical phenomena, there would be evi-

dential advantage in employing such illumination as usual.

If this country possessed a psychical laboratory, such as will

some day no doubt be established, or if Dr. Crawford could

continue his researches at Belfast, the influence of X-rays coming

through a thin aluminium partition into the operating room

such rays being preferably put on or off at times unknown to

those present, so as to minimise the effect of suggestion, the

experiment would be well worth making. For a physical pheno-

menon, even a psycho-physical phenomenon, must have physical

concomitants
;
and the investigation of these would be sure sooner

or later to throw light on the mechanism of the at present barely

credible phenomena themselves, and determine their relationship

in the orthodox physical family from which hitherto they have

been too arbitrarily and ignominiously extruded.

OLIVER J. LODGE.

II. TELERGY.
To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

There has been some criticism, most courteous in form, of

my use of the word '

telergy
'

in a little book I have written.

I think, then, it is but just I should be allowed to explain why
I have so used the term : I believe I have followed Myers'

footsteps directly.

In his great work on Human Personality he defines telergy

as :

" The force exercised by the mind of an agent in impressing

a percipient involving a direct influence of an extraneous spirit

on the brain or organism of the percipient." How does he himself

interpret this definition ?

On page 197 of the same work he says telergy is a kind of

correlative to telepathy. He says also :

" This action on the

physical brain may be due either to the percipient's own spirit

or subliminal self, or else directly to the agent's spirit."

On page 526 he says :

" That law (that spirits should influence

men) is the direct transmission of thought and emotion from

mind to mind and the telergy to use here a word more active

in its connotation than telepathy the telergy by which this

transmission is effected may be as universally diffused in. the

metatherial world as heat in the material."

These statements of Myers, I think, show that he meant the

word involving to be used in its ordinary sense not as meaning
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'

involving in every case. If he meant the word nu-olcunj to

be used as '

involving in every ease/ then, in his own ^reat work,

he misused his own definition I' (' ( ..\-IABLK.

III. DKKAM-ANAIASIS.

* ofthe JOUBNAL 01 THK S.P.H.

DEAR MADAM, -Student* of Freud a*nd Jung will have read

Miss Johnson's article on Dream-Anal vsis in Pan 1AXY. of the

Proceedings with very threat interest, and those who know Miss

- on behalf of the Society will not fail to be ini

pressed by the results. V. --\vever, I venture to think,

will v. hether the <|iiali! am-analv>i* i- M>4

tin- solution dues nut drop dew-like into tifftSSJ

*|>ont.

'\.iM:|.le (page 70), Miss Johnson says, l>nu

T n.e 1 MI--. I in vain t<> think of any other associations; at last

i oc< and (6) (page 82)
" when about

f >ur months later I Lr"t tin- book again and read it carefully

(n connection \\ith another dream), I found to my Mirpn<. that

. ristophanes' primeval man was behind this dream also/'

r a legit rooess in analysis to try and think

< f association^ ' one really ! sure of distinL'ui-lnnLr the

- x>ntaneous acquiescence frit to thr ...nn.-.-tion

; dn- on wak.
i
nt -tatr. and

t le f- aptness resultant upon finding an associable idea

i the course * reading afterwards ? Sup|X)sing in case

( ) above, Miss Johnson had, in th- (our>- after

t te dream, happed upon tin- story of Troy and tin- Wooden
1 one, how would this have fitted in with th. I;

' is a certain relevancy to the dream th.- \.\\~\

> "arm of bees issuing from Samson's lion. Aristeus* ox. and the

- ldi'-r> pnurin^ fn.in tin- hollow horse.

Again in the Tableau Vivant dream, from the account of

v hich (n\ is taken, it seems to me. if I may vmtun- t.. H
t -e seems to be a strong association with "Alice through the

I .okiiiL' <da->
"

.-.spi-rially if the hri.L'htly coloured dress of the

! ijipy wife was red : 1 m<-an Alic- with the Red and White

T was of a distinctly hypochondriatal if not

n ihappy disposition, and the incident is largely conn. -t -d with

h r doak. whi- -no off and blew away.
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Of course this may have occurred to Miss Johnson and failed

to awaken the necessary subliminal sense of appropriateness.

The fact that the flat-faced dolls faced one another in the

doll dream while the dreamer was able to see their faces is of

course quite possible in dreams, nevertheless it suggests a touch

of
"
secondary elaboration

"
in the actual outlining of the dream.

That
" '

letters
'

suggest literature and hence that a literary origin

is to be looked for
"

is not quite convincing, especially as the

letters are so clearly assignable to the recent visit to the oculist.

But waiving the above criticisms the results obtained have

perhaps an important significance in connection with the sugges-

tion made by Miss May Sinclair in the Journal for May-June,
1917 1

: that the cross-correspondences may be traceable to sub-

conscious desire on the part of the automatists (or an auto-

matist) to produce script of this kind. Here we have proofs

that Miss Johnson's subconscious self has been very busy corre-

lating the ideas both manifest and latent in the old scripts, and

that they do not emerge full-fledged into her waking" mind on

analysis, but some later than others. If we adopt Freud's

nomenclature and suppose that some of the ideas (familiar now
to readers of the Proceedings) were telepathically conveyed by an

automatist X, to A from the Unconscious, and others to B
from the Pre-conscious (assuming that they (such ideas) do pass

from the former to the latter on their way to Consciousness),

and assuming further that in the absence of the analytical nisus

they do not reach consciousness at all if this is assumed, scripts

produced would have a purely living source, would perforce show

the complementary character, and no one would necessarily know

whence they originated.

The strength of Freud's theory is that it affords an explanation

of the strange predilection of the subconscious for veiling its

message in this inexplicable way. If it has a meaning it is not

ashamed of, why wrap it up in symbolism
1

? If symbolism is,

like the appendix and tonsils, a rudiment of a bygone method

of functioning, why should not the supraliminal have inherited

the faculty of interpreting its messages or
"
ruminations

"
?

ERNEST E. THOMAS.
l Jour. 8.P.B. Vol. XVIIL, pp. 67, 68.

NOTICE.

The index to Volume XVIIL of the Journal will very shortly be

ready, and may be obtained, post free, on application to the Secretary.
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MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

THE 161st Meeting of the Council was held at 20 Hanover

Square, London, W., on Tuesday, March llth, 1919, at

4.30 p.m. ;
MR. J. G. PIDDINGTON in the chair. There were

also present : Sir William Barrett, the Kev. M. A. Bayfield,

Captain E. N. Bennett, Mr. Sydney C. Scott, Mrs. Henry

Sidgwick, and Dr. V. J. Woolley ;
also Mrs. Salter, Editor,

and Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council were read

and signed as correct.

Twelve new Members and ten new Associates were elected.

Their names and addresses are given above.

The Monthly Account for January, 1919, was presented

and taken as read.

FURTHER DONATIONS TOWARDS THE INCREASED

COST OF PRINTING.

A. Mansell, - 110
Dowager Lady Farrer, 500
Mrs. F. W. H. Myers, 15

Mrs. Salter,
- - 12 10

OBITUARY.

SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, O.M., F.R.S.

WE record with much regret the death of Sir William Crookes,

O.M., F.R.S., which occurred on April 4th, 1919. An Obituary
Notice will be published later in Proceedings.



' ASES.

I. APPARITION AT THE TIME OF DEATH.

L. 1

he Following case in the first in '> Mr. Hubert

Wales, who has been a MMttbcc of the Society for H
and kindly undertook to collect the n< lence.

.il intere- act that some intimation of

th- death of an officer in action appears to have been rer.

in three different quarters at about the time of his death

hoith afterwards, before any noniuil knowledge of

what had occurred <<>iild have reached those concerned. The
in que^ion was Captain Bowyer-Bower, and the following

notice of his death appeared in <t Journal of .lime 1.

BowvER-BowER. Previou "rted missing, now reported
killed in action on March 1 an Bow\
C .ptain the Kast Surrey I I F.C., son of Ca;

a d Mrs. T. Bowy m Gardens, S.W., and

Ashanti, and grandson of the late Major-General Henry P.

a ed \vo yean. (Captain Bower's body, beside hi*

riddled plane, was found and recovered by his own fath

Oth.) No mourning.

appears from information rereived by Captain Bo
1 >wer ^ee below) that \\i^ death oocurre<l in the

e fix

1. The most remarkable of the experi'-m ; which have

b en reported to us was an apparition of Captain Bowyer-
1 >wer which was see half-sister Mrs. Spearman m
I dia. within a few hours of his death. Mrs. Spearn
o) iginal report of her experience was obtained under the

f< lowing circumstances.

Shortly tin Bowyer-Bower's death, his fiancee,

lli-h.-Tf. i :\ medium. Mi^.

ittain, at uhnh a as made whih Mr-. Ili.i/hrtt

rrx>rts thus in a Mi \\ales:

Wed. 12th June [1918].

I wish to t< hat Mn. Brittain was quite a stranger to

O ptain and Mn. Bower and roe. My interview with her took

n rum

'
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place on September 29th, 1917. After telling me many things

about Mrs. Bower's son she said,
" He has a sister." I said,

"Yes, Cicely." She said,
"
No, that's not the name." She

waited a few seconds and then said :

"
Joan. She has a little

girl called Joan, now I get Dorothy." I said,
"
Yes." He

says,
"

Tell Dorothy she has the power to communicate." He
also said,

"
She is not in this country." ^TA HIGHETT.

Mrs. Bowyer-Bower wrote to her step-daughter, Mrs. Dorothy

Spearman (Captain Bower's half-sister) in India, with refer-

ence to the statements made to Miss Highett at this sitting.

The following passage is extracted from Mrs. Spearman's reply :

CALCUTTA,

2 Jan., 1918.

. . . Now I have never told you this before because I was

afraid you would not understand. Eldred was greatly on my
mind when baby was born, and I could only think of him. On
March 19th, in the late part of the morning, I was sewing and

talking to baby, Joan was in the sitting-room and did not see

anything. I had a great feeling I must turn round and did,

to see Eldred
; he looked so happy and that dear mischievous

look. I was so glad to see him, and told him I would just put

baby in a safer place, then we could talk.
"
Fancy coming

out here," I said, turning round again, and was just putting

my hands out to give him a hug and a kiss, but Eldred had

gone. I called and looked for him. I never saw him again.

At first [I] thought it was simply my brain. Then I did think

for a second something must have happened to him and a terrible

fear came over me. Then again I thought how stupid I was,

and it must be my brain playing tricks. But now I know it

was Eldred, and all the time in Church at baby's christening

he was there, because I felt he was and know he was, only I

could not see him. All the time I thought why do I fee] like

this when Eldred is safe. And Mrs. K kept on telling me
to look more cheerful . . .

Mrs. Bowyer-Bower states that Mrs. Spearman was at a

hotel in Calcutta at the time referred to in the above
4extract,

and in a letter to Mr. Wales she says :

26th May, 1918.

. . . The little boy whose Christening is mentioned was to have

been his godson and the day he was baptized Eldred fell. Dolly
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[Mrs. Spearman] did not of course know of Eldred's death or

even that he was out in France again, as he had been home
1 months and [had] only returned there three weeks when

killed .

In reply to a question addressed to her by Mrs. Bowyer-
r as to whether she had informed any one of her ex-

perience before she knew of Captain Bowyer-Bower's death,

Mrs. Spearman wrote thus :

DAKJEELING,

August 3rd, [1918].

I can only tell him [Mr. Wales] I saw Eldred, and, Peggy,
i forget the joy that went through me or the horror

when I looked and called and could not find him or make him

hear. No, I did not tell any one before I heard of his death

.;ive not up to now. I did not tell Alec 1 because I knew
h<- did not believe as i i told him how Mrs. B

-
boy, Alec said it must have been a dream. One

d iy Alec said, I wonder if any one has seen Eldred, and I said

y a I have, and 1 explained what I saw and how I felt, and

ben I went to the Grand we took the same rooms and I showed

I m where Alley stood. He now believes we can see those who
b .ve gone. His the same as my own. If Aler had

b en with me at the time. I would have called out to hi-

a ked if he had seen Eldred, was h- in t! room. I only

k icw the K s in Calcutta, and often when I spoke to them

t ey would laugh. So I never said a word ab< In

f ct I thought it might be my own madness. I started a

t you the same day and tore it up as I thought you would

o ly say it was cracked. .

Subsequently a statement concerning her experience

v is obtained from Mrs. Spearman in a letter \<> Mr. Wales,

a. follows:
!.

My step-mother Mrs Bower asked me to write to you
the vision I had of my brother.

w brother appeared to me on the 19th March, l'.17. At the

ti ae I was either sewing or talking to my baby, I cannot

r< nember quite what I was doing at that moment. The baby
w; s on the bed.

I had a very strong feeling 1 must turn round; on doing so,

I Mrs. Spearman's husband.
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I saw my brother Eldred W Bowyer-Bower. Thinking he was

alive and had been sent out to India, I was simply delighted

to see him, and turned round quickly to put baby in a safe

place on the bed, so that I could go on talking to my brother ;

then turned again and put my hand out to him, when 1 found

Le was not there. I thought he is only joking, so I called him

and looked everywhere I could think of looking. It was only

when I could not find him I became very frightened and the

awful fear that he might be dead. I felt very sick and giddy.

I think it was 2 o'clock the baby was christened, and in the

church I felt he was there, but I could not see him. Two weeks

later I saw in the paper he was missing. Yet I could not bring

myself to believe he had passed away. I did fancy once I saw

my grandmother, but she seemed very misty, so it may have

been fancy.

I did not tell any one of the vision I saw of my brother for

quite 1 or 2 months after I heard of his death, as I was

staying in the Grand Hotel, Calcutta, and did not know anyone
there very well. My husband was not with me and I did not

write to him about it, because he did not believe in these sort

of things. However, I finally told him before writing to Mrs.

Bowyer-Bower. The only reason I did not mention it was, I

felt nervous people would only say I had imagined it, so decided

to keep quiet on the subject. DOROTHY C. SPEARMAN.

It is unfortunate that Mrs. Spearman should not have

mentioned her experience to anyone before she knew of her

brother's death, but this weak point in the evidence is to

some extent counteracted, because the date of the experience

is established by the circumstance (clearly recollected by Mrs.

Spearman) that it occurred on the day upon which her baby
was christened. The christening of the child, as we are

informed by Mrs. Bowyer-Bower, took place on March 19,

1917, the day of Captain Bowyer-Bower's death. It is very

unlikely that Mrs. Spearman's memory would deceive her on

such a point as that, and it is evident from her statements

that the experience was of a striking and unusual character,

the apparition being so completely developed as to make her

think momentarily that her brother was actually present in

the flesh. She states that the experience took place
"
in

the latter part of the morning," which means that allowing
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for the ditVereii e of latitude it occurred at about the time

[tain Bowyer- Bower's death, seeing that, so far as can be

,tined, he died in France in the early morning of the same day.

'ial impression of Captain Howyer- Bower would

appear to have been received at about the time of his

by his niece, a child of not quite three years old.

Thi- inci: -

ivpc.rted to Mr. \Vale> in a letter from

the child'- mother. Mrs. Chater, Captain & iwtr'fl

aster, thus :

My Mrs. Bowyer-Bower tells ine you wish ine to write

ou about my little girl saying she had seen iny brother

after he \\u* killed.

morning while 1 was .still m bed, about 9.15, she

to my room and said, "Uncle Alley Boy IB downstair-. and

a rhoiiL'h I told her he wa she inn ' -he had

8"en him. Lat.-r m i happened to be writing to my
r other and n tin-, not lecause I thought much about

i . I. ut to show that Betty still thought and spoke of h.-r uncle

.011 1 rwards we found

th- <!,: -her was missing was the (I

1 tier. r has since been destroyed.
Tin- rhild wa> a htr three yean <

1 have never attached miuh importance to this incident as it

i ay be just only a childish CECILY CHATER.

above letter Mrs. Bou wrote to
'

r. Wales as foil-,

8 ST. PAUL'S R(

BeuBvncou i u

12IA June, 1918.

\ lioy* was Kldred's pet M a kil

I :
, : ire the date of Mrs. Chater's letter

t i >a\s. It might have l).n th,

1 h, 20th .ii>u 1 n-i.-ivrd it down h.

I --' Office telegram ai i he was missing. lOldml

f. 1 -ived by
u liy i>ost sent on

rnin^. I I believe I received

Mrs. Chater I was ponit< ><!'/ a

01 two before 1 got the other news. In any case she told me

r, but

; ,.r

k

;
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it was on Monday
1
Betty tried to get her out of bed to come

down and see
*

Uncle Alley Boy.' It proved to be about the

time the boy fell. His Colonel's account said he went out at

dawn and after "
reconnoitring just over an hour over German

lines he was pounced on from the clouds by an overwhelming
number of enemy machines," etc., etc. He received the news

from a Cavalry Patrol between 10-11 a.m. the same day.

3. Concerning the third impression received at about the

time of Captain Bowyer-Bower's death, Mrs. Bowyer-Bower
wrote to Mr. Wales, thus :

June 12ft, 1918.

. . . Mrs. Watson, an elderly lady I have known many years,

wrote to me on the afternoon of March 19th [1917] after not

corresponding with me for quite 18 months, and said she felt

she must write because she felt I was in great anxiety over

Eldred. (I have her two letters in store in London, fortunately.)

I wrote back and said Eldred was fit and happy, and I simply

took her writing thus [as an] excuse for writing again after so

long. I asked her in my reply what she felt about Eldred, and

she replied to this effect on the afternoon of the day she wrote,

about tea time, a certain and awful feeling came over her that he

was killed, etc., etc. It was the day . . .

Subsequently in November, 1918, Mrs. Bowyer-Bower sent

to Mr. Wales the first of the two letters written to her by
Mrs. Watson, which runs as follows :

March 19, 1917.

Something tells me you are having great anxiety about Eldred.

Will you let me know ? Also have you good news of Tom ? . . .

The second of Mrs. Watson's letters Mrs. Bowyer-Bower was

not able to find, but her statement is sufficiently corroborated

by the first letter, given above, which is dated March 19,

1917, the day of Captain Bowyer-Bower's death.

The last two experiences, that of the child and that of Mrs.

Watson, are not in themselves very striking, and if either

stood alone, it might be put down to chance-coincidence. But

taken together, and especially taken in conjunction with . Mrs.

Spearman's remarkable experience, they are not without

interest, and assuming the agency of Captain Bowyer-Bower,

1 March 19, 1917, was a Monday.
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they suggest that this agency was unusually powerful and was
felt by more than one person.

experiences, occurring after Captain Bowyer-
Bower's death was known, are also worth recording. They
do not fall into the same category as the three experiences

ed above, as indicating knowledge supernormally acquired.
but they were such as great ly to impress the percipients, and

;n assuming the agency of Captain Bowyer-Bower in the

of the former experiences, they suggest that this agency
has continued to make itself felt since Captain Bowyer-Bower's
death.

1. The percipient in one case was Mrs. Bowyer-Bower. who
describes her experience thus :

June 12, 1918.

During the ni.L n the late part of Nov. or early

part of Dec. 1917, I came over very hot indeed and turned down
the eiderdown, etc. Some few moments later I became extra-

ordinarily cold with a most unnatural coldness. . 1 doubled

the n over myself ami tried to sleep and tin- f.-.-lmi: l-ft

i 16 slightly, but came back again stronger than ever and far n

: itense. While I wondered what I < mild do a yellow-blue ray
< ime right across the room and I at once blamed tin- housemaid

i x> myself) for not drawing the
'

Raid' curtains together, thinking
was a light from the garage outside. I looked to make sure,

ut the curtains were all well together, and as I looked the ray
loved right across the foot of my bed and then came round

ght across in front of where I lay. I watched, not at all

i ervously, and something like a crumpled filmy piece of chiffon

1 nfolded and the beautiful wavy top of Eldred's head appeared,
; few seconds and his forehead and broad, beautiful l>row appeared,

ill it waited and his lovely blue eyes came, but no mischievous

t rinkle, but a great intensity. It all shook and quivered, then his

i we came. More waiting and quivering and then his tiny
1 ttle moustache and mouth. At this point he turned his head

\ TV slightly and looked right into my face, and moistened his

L >. slightly with his tongue. I kept quite quiet, but it quivered
a id shook so much and no chin came, and in my anxiety I put

o it my hands and said :

"
Eldred, I see you," and it all flickered

q lite out, light and all. It is possible it might have been a

d -earn, one never can be certain at night, l.ut in my
1 am satisfied it was not. The eiderdown was doubled dver mo

J*1I~
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in the morning when I was called, and it is not one of my habits

to do things in my sleep. I certainly never slept after this, and

I got slightly this cold feeling once or twice after and continued

small rays several times during that night. Eldred referred to

it through Mrs. Leonard in Jan. 1918. F. M. B. B.

5. The percipient in the other case was Miss ^Eta Highett

(Captain Bowyer-Bower's fiancee), who describes it to Mrs.

Bowyer-Bower thus :

THE LODGE, HYTHE.

January th, [1918].

... I think I will tell you something that happened to me
a short time ago. I certainly 'did not dream it, or imagine
it, but of course it may be something to do with my brain.

I was going to tell you before, only I thought you would think

me mad. I heard a number of raps when I was in bed and I

began to talk to Eldred, and asked him to rap twice if he was
ever going to show himself to me. Almost immediately two raps
came ;

I waited a long time but saw nothing. Then I went
to sleep. Afterwards I woke up and looked round and saw
Eldred on the bed beside me, he was wearing his blue suit. I

sat up and started talking to him, [Miss Highett records what she

said, and that
"
his lips started to move " and made a reply"

just above a whisper "]. I then tried to touch him, but my
hand went through him, and like a fool I started to cry, and
he disappeared. . . .

A letter from Mrs. Bowyer-Bower to Mr. Wales, written

on May 30, 1918, states that
"
Miss Highett had her vision

in Dec. [1917] . . ." In a subsequent letter, written in reply to

questions put to her by Mr. Wales, Miss Highett writes :

Saturday 15^, [June, 1918].

... At the time of my vision I knew of the experiences of

Mrs. Bower and Mrs. Watson and Mrs. Chater's child. [Miss

Highett did not, however, know of the experience of Mrs. Spear-
man. See date of Mrs. Spearman's letter.] You wish to know
what I did between my waking and seeing the vision. As a

matter of fact I saw Mrs. Bower's son as soon as I woke up.
After having seen the vision I switched on the electric light,

which is by my bed, to look at the time and found it was four

o'clock in the morning. I think you will know by this that I

was perfectly awake. ..."

In a further letter to Mr. Wales Miss Highett says that

when she had this vision
"
Captain Bower seemed to have a

light all round him that made him perfectly visible."
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II. AITAKITION AT IHK TIMK 01 DEATH.

I, :.

THE following case was brought to our notice by Mrs. Willett,

an A>ciate of the Society, who wrote to us concern i-

thus :

FIR TKKK KM. HAYWARD'S HEATH,
Si >vember 7, 1918.

I inclose an account written from dictation by the Percipient
of an appearance to her of a friend who was dying at the time.

Ada Orr, who is a single woman between 50 and 60, has lu-.-n

known to me nearly all her life. She is an absolutely truthful

ami -traightforward person. She is quite ready to answer any
questions, but particularly begs that the names of her frinuU

shall not be made public. Mrs. B - is a very nervous woman.
and the subject of Mrs. S 's appearance has not been men-
tioned to her. MARY WILI.KTT.

by the percipient enclosed with thi- letter

was as follows :

November 6, 1918.

J went to see Mrs. B in - Road, on October I. I

[bit] did not find her at home. As I came away from the

ho ifle. J -ly saw Mrs. S wh rl\
lodged

with

Mi i. B standing by the < louse. Jut like

a tuff of cold air seemed to go over me. I saw exactly how
sh> was dressed. 1 noticed she was wearing her black hat

i ribbon bow a- Ib-r face was quite 1

Hi /ing seen her so distinctly as I < am* round tfie corner of

th< house. xt mom* had disappear! I felt quite
a reepy feeling all o\ norwards found

Mi . S was dying at t !i, Id I nfinnary Mrs. B
ha ing gone to see her. She passed away at 2 a.m. the

m< -ning. When I saw Mrs. B a few days later she told

m< about Mrs. 8 and how she had longed to go
" home

to die." She said this many times, but the doctor would not

gi to her being removed. l ta death Mrs. S had
to I her daughter how much she wished to see me.

[Signed] ADA ORR.

further statement was obtained from Miss Orr, partly

in reply to questions put by us, and partly by Mrs. \Villett.

wh kindly saw Miss Orr on our behalf. According to the

inf Moat-ion thus received, Miss Orr did not mention her

ex] erience to anyone before she heard of Mrs. 8 's death,

exc 3pt
"
to an unknown woman passing by

"
Mrs. B 's

hoi se a The date of h- to Mrs. B - and

1 By an error this date WM first given a* October 3, nee below. I
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of her seeing the apparition is, however, clearly fixed in her

mind, as she told Mrs. Willett, by the circumstance that these

events occurred on the day on which she heard of the birth

of a great-niece. Mrs. Willett informs us that the child was

bom on October 3, 1918, and the postcard announcing the

birth was received by Miss Orr on October 4, 1918. The

mistake in Miss Orr's original statement, in which the date

of her visit to Mrs. B was given as October 3, arose

doubtless through that being the date of the child's birth

by means of which she had fixed the date of her experience.

A written statement was obtained from Miss Orr on this

point, thus :

December 17, [1918].
I remember the date by hearing of the birth of my niece's

Baby which I heard of by P.O. on the day that I saw Mrs. S .

A. M. ORR.

In reply to a question as to how recently she had seen

Mrs. S - and what she knew about her state of health,

Miss Orr wrote on November 13, 1918, thus :

[I] had not seen her for at least three months when she was
taken away from Mrs. B 's to the Infirmary. I had no
idea her end was near. At the time I saw her I had had a long
walk and was tired, thought I would call at Mrs. B 's for

a rest, and heard afterwards she was with Mrs. S - who was

dying, which I knew nothing about. ADA ORR.

In regard to the date of Mrs. S 's death, independent

testimony was obtained through the Curate of the Parish,

who wrote thus :

December 13, 1918.

I have just found out quite indirectly from Mrs. B - that

Mrs. S - died at Cuckfield Infirmary on Saturday, October 5th,

at 2 a.m. H. E. W.

It will be seen that it was not possible in this case to obtain

corroborative evidence from any one to whom Miss Orr had

related her experience prior to her knowledge of Mrs. S 's

death
;

but her original statement was made only a month

after the experience occurred, when it was still fresh in her

mind, and there appears to have been nothing in the circum-

stances, as known to Miss Orr at the time, which would

lead her to imagine that she saw Mrs. S . Miss Orr tells

us that she has never had any similar experience before, but

her sister had one many years ago.
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\\. \V jy. the Rev. M. A. Kavtield, Sir
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ully discussed, Imt matrriaU : i .arisen are n-'t

. liiind -I some account of an thft-WlJ

-Htm iple may possibly be of mtoMCfc The details
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which I here submit are derived from the Process of Beatifi-

cation of an Italian nun, Veronica Laparelli, who was born

in 1537 and died in 1620.

Although the Process has never been completed, the delay
was not due, I fancy, to any lack of the necessary evidence,

but probably only to want of funds, for a process of beatifi-

cation, like a private bill in parliament, entails considerable

outlay in taking evidence, printing reports, paying copyists,

etc., and when such a process drags on for fifty or a hundred

years the interest of promoters is apt to slacken. In the

case of Veronica Laparelli the first stages were successfully

carried through, and a fat volume of the usual blue-book

size enshrines the Positio super dubio an constet de Virtutibus

Fide Spe et Charitate et Cardinalibus . . . in gmdu heroico, in

other words a statement of the claim of this particular servant

of God to have practised virtue in a heroic degree. The

printed volume to which I refer x
includes, as is usual, a full

summary of the evidence given by witnesses on oath before

both the "ordinary" and "apostolic" commission. Such

a blue-book, if we may so describe it, was intended exclusively

for the use of the members of the Congregation of Sacred

Rites charged with the examination of the cause, and references

are given throughout to the official report of the depositions,

preserved in the archives of the Congregation. The portion

of the volume which concerns us here is that which describes

the ecstasies (estasi, ratti) of Suor Veronica. In middle life

(about 1560 to 1590) she undoubtedly experienced many such

trances, but, as often in other similar cases, they do not

seem to have continued in old age. Hence the depositions

taken during the
"
Processus ordinarius," i.e. the bishop's

commission, which sat in 1629, are somewhat less satisfactory

than might otherwise have been expected, owing to the fact

that at that date Veronica's own contemporaries were mostly
either dead or very aged. It seems, however, that one of

the nuns, Suor Margherita Cortonesi, afterwards Abbess, wrote

a life of Veronica while she was yet living.

1 The copy I have used is in the library of the British Museum. It is

catalogued under "Veronica (Laparelli), Saint-" this is a mistake; she is not

in fact canonized and was printed in Rome in 1747. The press mark is

1229, h, 7.
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- document was presented in evidence. Further, there

were a few of the nun<. and <ome extern-, who had a clear

ion of the e. while others deposed to what they
had heard about them from the older generation now

awa !' haps the m tordinary of these trances \

which once came \i}>on Veronica when she was rinuinij

a joyous peal upon the convent hell on the eve of tl

val nf - The hell went on and on. without

nul

that Veronica had fallen into an ecstasy without interrupting

occupation upon which -:. i The rinuinu

'<\ for three hour-, during whieh thev tried in vain

i the t- I !. !,,i ,-d the hell

> tiriuly that it was impo. wrest it from >

found it necessary the r

this operation, attended necessar a cessation

of i- and a diminution of tin- mu-rular etTort. did

1'rini: li'-r to herselt in the

irai m arm up and down as ! Mi

ihe feast of th- 3 Paul (.Ian. he used

accession to fall into an ecstasy which la-

hours.

The < Ortona (the convent to which Ver<

elonped was at Cortona), th- \> K.-v. L0tio r.i-^-nni.

ged sixty-seven, deposed that m hi> vuuth he had sem her

-hen she had three that state.

ras k; he sai<i -i.mds joined, her face

orned I fixed and unhlinkin^
"

(i

P occhi aperti e fisti che non battevano m< It was

nown to all the com .1* the i idy

pol a some of these occasions she was

used above the grou
itilla Setnholi. a i. in I'iJ'.' \shri,

j
ave -vid. !!< \\a^ t rs of age, deposed that

ecstasies and raptures, and that

r<elf had fre- in thi- M.r "
In

p

< 'jlar," she went <-i late f;i >emlli, on

< ae occ TO the grate ent and found there

^ ist : 14 in ecstasy, and he said to me,
'

1

1 '*
Suiiim.-iriinn

"
in \>.

1 '.
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and see what it is that Sister Veronica has under her knees,

for she seems to me to be taller than her ordinary stature
'

;

and I thereupon put my hand under her knee and I found

that she was lifted up above the ground."
1 Another witness,

not a nun, one Signora Magdalena Alari, aged sixty-five,

deposed that she had three times seen Suor Veronica in

ecstasy, and on one occasion raised from the ground as much
as a palm (? 10 inches), or a little more according to the account

of some of the nuns. After which the witness goes on :

"
And, as I stated above, I saw her three times, on different

days, when one of the nuns aforesaid took a stick and passed
it under the knees of the said Suor Veronica, so that the

people, who were there present might see that the said Suor

Veronica in her ecstasy was raised above the ground. She

knelt (stava) with her hands joined, motionless, her eyes

fixed, and such a number of people came to look at her

that the chapel was full of them. Suor Veronica, who had

come there to say her prayers, was inside the grate, which

was then opposite the altar of the Blessed Sacrament." 2

With regard to the fact of elongation the evidence is less

precise than one could wish, but in the process of 1629 the

manuscript life by Suor Margherita Cortonesi was cited to the

following effect :

" On one occasion, among others, when she (Veronica) being
in the trance state was reciting her office alternately with

some invisible being, she was observed gradually to stretch

out until the length of her throat seemed to be out of all

proportion (pareva facesse una gola lunga fuori di misura) in

such a way that she was altogether much taller than usual.

We, noticing this strange occurrence, looked to see if she was

raised from the ground, but this, so far as our eyes could

tell us, was not the case. So, to make sure, we took a yard-

measure (canna) and measured her height, and afterwards

when she had come to herself we measured her again and she

was a
"
span

"
(at least ten inches) shorter. This we have seen

with our own eyes all of us nuns who were in the chapel."
3

The second piece of evidence is second-hand, but it was

1 Summarinm, p. 138. 2 Summarium, p. 141.

s Xummarium, p. 144.
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Lriven in Iti29 and is quite definite. Doiina Hortenzia Ghini.

aged sixty-nine, then deposed that :

er Lisabetta Pancrazi. formerly a nun in the said

nt. told me that on one occasion seeing that the said

Veronica when in ecstasy seemed taller than in her

normal state she took a yard-measu -/) and measured

her height, and that after the said Sister Veronica came to

-he measured her again with the said yard-measure,
and -he found that she was half an arm's length (nn ))ie::o

braecio) shorter; and this I know because I heard the said

Sister Lisabetta say it, as I said al><\

Witnesses in the "Apostolic" enquiry held in 17i>

hundred years later, evidently exaggerated the fa

at that date, could only speak of tl ions surviving

in the convent. The story, of course, had grown, and

nuns declared that in her trance- Veronica was at times

wice her normal height. Cleurlv -u.-h evidence u thi- H

B, while even the depositions j
I ura l>v

10 means as full or as .s one would* wish. I'.

I would lay stress upon, even m the evidence

is the e inlikelihood of these enclosed mm- 1

i a detail as the elongation of Ver<

md body. They certainly knew n,,- .lamblieh:^. and

\hile instances of 'ion are \ o in Mich records

>f saintly mysti I bave never -1\ come uj>on a case

>f apparent elongation. Moreover, this particular feature was
new to the /' ' '

li.-
"

I )'vil's

) whose di vas to criticise the ,-\ idence and
all attention to weak points. In his Animadversione* he

ingles on other details the r.

lon^ 1 -ems rather to have shocked him.

he says,
" we may note a

.ood and ineoiiLTuity m . as stated in tl:

;.. 1 ie occasion the bod lie servant .:'

od, when in ecstasy, stretched out and grew beyond its

al measure, while ..th.-r \\itne- the same pheno
ii to occasion she was praying without tasy."

.iid thereupon he goes on to remark that this elongation was

iilv mtiiiiM. allv imjM-ukiMe. hut that it could serve no

. p. III.
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purpose of edification or utility. It could not help the servant

of God herself, and would excite repulsion and alarm rather

than devotion in the beholder. 1

And there, I think, we may leave the matter, with the

remark that even if the nuns were unscrupulous enough to

be willing to fabricate evidence, they would not be likely

to invent things calculated to prejudice rather than to aid

the cause they had at heart.

CASE.

L. 1225. TELEPATHIC.

THE following case of a dream which appears to have had
a telepathic origin has been sent to us by the dreamer, Mrs.

Hanson, who has been an Associate of the Society for some

years.

An account of her experience was received from Mrs. Hanson
as follows :

PLEASAUNCE COTTAGE, DORMAN'S PARK,
NR. EAST GRINSTEAD, January 7, 1919.

I thought the enclosed dream might be of interest to the

Society for Psychical Research, of which I have been an Associate

for several years, so am sending details.

Since the summer of 1915 I have, first personally and later

through the Prisoners of War Care Committee, been sending

regular parcels to Lance-Corporal W. D
, Royal Scots Fusiliers

Regiment, prisoner first at Doberitz and later at Guben, Branden-

burg.

I do not know the man or his family personally, and heard of

him through a friend who was interesting herself in the British

Prisoners. Apart from occasional postcards thanking me for the

parcels, and two photographs and a group taken at the Prison,

I have had no other correspondence with the man. Since the

Armistice I have naturally awaited with interest any news that

I might receive from him. I was away for Xmas, and as I had

heard nothing from him I began to wonder if he was all right,

and determined on my return to write to his wife and ask her

if she had received any news.

1
Animadversiones, p. 13.
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I had a good deal of correspondence to m-t through, ami put
off writing until Sunday. .Ian. ."ith. The previous night (

v

Jan. 4th) I had a very vivid dream twice repeated, in fact I

could be almost surv it came three times, but of twice I am
certain. In the dream I was with my husband in mge

place talking to L. (\ D . We shook hands with him. and he

said he was safe home. He was dressed in a dark uniform

:!ar to that of one of the photographs he sent me. In

the morning (Jan. 5th) when 1 1 i.usband. and

also she came to wake us. I enclose both their

statements t- ; D left by the dr.-.

so vivid that I did D to Mrs. 1)
, thin!, -mid

wait a day or two longer in case I might hear of her hu-i -ami's

ruing (Jan. 7th) I '.Inch I

enclose, dated by post L./C. D saying he

had ju>t arrived at Leith. Therefor.' wh - dream

he was safely home I. h . . .

I am no and seldom n-in

my dreams, and only once before, a good many years a_

r had anything of interest in M

A corroborative statement was end u Mix Hanson's

m>land. thus :

7 1919.

iiing of Jan. 5th, shortly after 7 a wif.-

old me she had had two most vivid dreams about m-r

>f War, a man named D . She said that she and 1

i im in a strange place, that we shook hands with i 1 he

aid he was safe home.

wife told me she was sure we should hear mg of

lim very ahor B. K II \ ^ON.

A furth nt \\a- enclosed from Mrs.

lanson's maid, thus:

r.'.

I beg to say that at 7 15 on the morning of the 5th of January,
called Mr. and Mrs. Hanson. Mrs. Hanson said :

"
I have

.ad such a :ream of D nur a Prisoner of War,
hat she through the Red Cross had been sending parcels to, and

frs. Hanson said :

'

I was in a strange place with Mr. Hanson

tie suit that he had sent her a photograph
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of himself, and she said,
" I woke up, and went to sleep and

dreamt of him again."

In a little over 40 hours I took a postcard to Mrs. Hanson

and said, "I think it's from D ." I might say I have been

in service for Mr. and Mrs. Hanson some years. M. 0.

The postcard to which Mrs. Hanson refers in her statement

has an Edinburgh postmark, dated 4 p.m., January 5, 1919.

It reads :

*

I have just landed at Leifeh, and am going on to

Prisoners of War Reception Camp,
South Camp,

Ripon.

[Signed] L./C. W. D
R.S.F.

It appears, therefore, as Mrs. Hanson says, that at the time

of her dream, the night of January 4-5, 1919, Lance-Corporal
D was approaching Leith. The intention of sending a

postcard to Mrs. Hanson may well have been in his mind at

the time, since he despatched it immediately on his arrival.

The coincidence is not a very striking one, but it seems

worth while to put it on record, in view of the fact that Mrs.

Hanson does not frequently dream, or at any rate remember

her dreams, and that this particular dream was vivid and was

repeated at least twice during the night.

OBITUARY.

CHARLES MASON BARROWS.

WE have received from Mr. Arthur 0. Christensen of Brooklyn,

N.Y., some account of the life and work of Charles Mason

Barrows, who was for many years an Associate of the Society

for Psychical Research and died in 1918. In 1896 he con-

tributed an article to Proceedings (Vol. XII. pp. 21 ff.) entitled
*'

Suggestion without Hypnotism."
Mr. Barrows, who was born in 1838, appears to have become

interested in the question of cine by suggestion at quite

an early age, and for many years he practised healing with

considerable success. He himself gives some account of the
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r'*ults he achieved in the article to Proceedings which is

mentioned above ;
as its title implies Mr. Barrows did not

vpnotism, but gave the -u^e-tion to hi* patient* in a

A a king state.

Perhaps the most interesting, though not the most siu-cessful

part of his work, was his prolonged effort durini: the latter

years of his life to cure deafn tkm, and in par-

rirular deaf-mutism. He turned his attention to thi< subject-

first at the end of 1901, and in 1904, when he was living in

Boston, he got into touch \\ aham Bell, Presi-

ican Association to Promote the Tea- -him: <f

the I)>af. and a Committee was appointed to enquire

>ds. Partly with the assistance of Dr. Hodgson,

Secretary ot \ni-ri<an Branch of the S.P.R., ten

pupils were obtained, but the results achieved, although not

rest, were inconclusi

In 1907 Mr. Barrows moved to New Y<;ik. win-re lie con-

irmed \ rnents.

I -enis to have been the star pupil. . . 1.

1. !<>ctor state that she was totally

ml tlumi. .she began ? she b-

tormal i _' and speech. John I' .11 . w's

ion, W. 68tl rote

n Jan. 5, 191> I have known EfOBO

afancy. She had spinal n

eat ed me h'-vund a doubt that the girl hears as

/ell as the average. . . . She easily heard and repeated words

nd sentences win. h 1 -;-.-ke to her ... in that

rev ting any

Barrows also seems to have had some success wi

lan called Holton "between thirt iiirty-five years old,

< eaf and -lu hi* lir

The course began May I-TU. All suinincr tn-atnu-nts

< 'tinued. Oi .>te : .en I am ipiii-t

.mid my pori I r some fellows talkim.'. It 'I'" 1 - "'' last

1 mi mutes, but the hearing is getting clean r

aid stronger. Wh.-n I tir h*-arl it was very faint, hut o<

i about four tinifs as clear." On .him- 30th,
"

I told Mrs.

1 niton I would ! ...nld hear trolh-y car-. . . . Slu- was
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surprised. I told her a piano was playing next door. She

did not believe me, and I told her to go and see. She was

surprised to find it was." On July 8th : "I don't know what

some sounds I hear are. The hearing is really increasing." . . .

On Jan. 24, 1914, in a carefully written report, Mr. Luther H.

Holton, cousin of Charles, . . . wrote :

" We are satisfied that

C. N. B. Holton has acquired the ability to hear certain sounds."

Still the case was not conclusive.

Unfortunately Holton seems to have become impatient of

the treatment, and it was given up. Mr. Barrows continued

his efforts up to within a very short time of his death, but

he does not seem to have attained any results more definite

than those quoted above. He worked to the last, however,

with disinterested enthusiasm.

CORPvESPONDENCE.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF THE DEPARTED.

I.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

April 8, 1919.

DEAR MADAM, Dr. Jacks will hardly expect a reply from me
to his interesting discussion in the February-March Journal.

He is seeking to find the simplest explanation of certain

phenomena, but of course well knows that what we really need

is not the simple but the true. He will say the simplest must

also be the truest, and I agree; but we cannot always judge

what is really the simplest, until our knowledge is adequate.
I go further, and say that the true explanation of anything is

not only in the long run the most simple, it is unique. A
problem has not two solutions but only one. Yet, as in a chess

problem, a number of false solutions appear at first sight both

simple and attractive, while the real solution may appear

strange and unlikely. Inevitably so in a period of half

knowledge. Only when we fairly grasp the whole can the

beautiful simplicity of reality conspicuously appear.
An astronomical structure for the atoms of matter, if suggested

20 years ago, would have appeared absurdly complicated, and

the lines in the spectrum of an element were felt to be almost

hopeless in their variety : yet law and order are dawning through



MA* I

the mi>t. ami a wonderful generalisation is beginning to appear.
At present v. to enquirer- may feel -ometimes like asking

"Who shall roll ty the -tone from the door of the

sepulchre"? But when we ai : he door we may tind that

rolled av.

( M.IVEK LODGE.

To t: thf JofHXAL OF TUE >
. 1' \\ .

M, Dr. :iearanees, as

oed by idicate not such knowledge as

a person would have of what he looks (or looked) like, but :

the view of an external observer ifer an argument
which, if sound, proves that Dr. Jack .t the experience
of niediui: . if veridical to us a> evidence, give

>se concerned were known to u

they are or were known to themselves.

iseion of the question raised that

ry Sidgwick's exi paper on the Psychology of

Trance Phei, \\V1I1.) has

lot been referred to. I think, n the theory she suggests be

ccepted, t before us is simplified. R
suggest, I alone am responsible

we (nearly?) all dream a dreams we other

teople to ourselves at -n. Most of these dream

way <>t so pass. Many
robably, like myself, have had innumerable dreams which have

11 passed away: all passed away but some very few Why have

hese few rema ked and distinguished in memory
' Because

f someth; Tii'-

ppearanoe is like all other dream experiences, but at it time

f appear,! v marked as no more than the projected
. ppearanoe on <>ur mortal plane of a spirit. We feel this, do

ot know it. It is the strength of this feeling which stereotypes

be e.\ '' '
. tin- appearance

, of tlie person as known to us, not as known to itself. \V--

r-l tl. ut -MI
'

it- anthropiMiioi-j-.

] urely fot -rpose of appearing to and being recognised by
i s at we knew /

'

here, with all respt HM

;ld expect my d- t I'-nd t
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as he had become in the meantime ; instead of which he manifests

as he was a long time ago."

If metempsychosis be true and the departed friend has, after

death, taken on some other material form that of a bear ? he

could manifest himself as he had become in the meantime, though
it is doubtful, even in such case, that he would be recognised.
But if, after death, he has form even etherial form which has

never been part of our human experience, he could not manifest

himself as he had become. Any such appearance to us would

be meaningless, for all thought is relative. In order to appear
he must appear as we knew him. Otherwise we could by no

possibility recognise him, unless in ecstasy.

It has been well said that there are three- John Smiths : one

known to his God
;
one to himself

;
one to others. If the John

Smith known to himself and to others be the same, then caclit

quaestio. But assume they are not the same? Then John

Smith, in order to appear to others and be recognised, must

appear as they knew him.

In fact we dramatize ourselves not only to others, but to

ourselves. What we know of each other is the dramatized "I,"
and for a departed friend to appear to us and be recognised he

must appear as he was dramatized for us and not for himself.

I worry out this question in "Myself and Dreams."

Mrs. Sidgwick's suggested theory agrees, I think, with human

experience and still leaves open the possibility of communication

from spirits. But with such communication we are not now
concerned.

Mrs. Piper, when in, trance, dreams: dreams even of Julius

Caesar, clad in helmet and armour, with a sword, flying in search

of a Mexican cowboy ;
dreams of him so engaged in company,

it would appear, with D. D. Home, Alexander the Great, Proteus

and others. I think we must assume that in all such dreams she

dreamt of personages as they appeared to her, not as they

appeared to themselves.

I refer to Mrs. Piper's subjective dreams not for the purpose
of throwing contempt, but to emphasize the fact that some of

her dreams are of individuals, imaginary or real, who appear to

her as pictured by herself not by themselves. Her dreams are

like to our own dreams. If they differ it is in degree not in

kind.

Now with Mrs. Piper we find sometimes what Mrs. Sidgwick
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has termed "flashes of intel Telergie messages are said,

at times, to get through iron; inunieator : that is, the

communicator appears himself to use Mrs. Piper's brain ji

machine directly: he does not, first, affect her spirit and make

her spirit use its brain for the message to eim> ';it. of. 1'

Vol. XX VIII.. p. 320.)

Hut is there any veridical case, where a "flash of intelligence
"

has got through I \\\\\\ possible for

Mr>. Pip>r herself, quite apart from the question of the trit/>

of it she could offer us if it occurred ?

u- assume tiiat, in trance, Mrs. Piper's spirit

from the body t '[111111011 with other >pirit>. though
the assumption is a bold o with thi< assumption it

would be impossible for Mrs. Piper to give us any eviii

how these spirits appear to themselves or even as they a]

language in existence to express such appe

language can only use ideas for expression, and really spiritual

Appearances transcend ideas. I agree with Will

*cstasy is part of human experiem \ Hut the /-

. re all anthropomorp!
I agree with Mrs. Sidgwick as

etween Mrs. Piper on the one hand and h

jmrmiiiicators on the other B nypothe^i

ut, does not interfere with any as.-u- jathy fi

le (!

We have not before us f- >n the personal
all we Ii

-

!cperience.

If, free in >i

>irits, they can off* . .,:' w appearance
irits in re, of ecstasy no '.m-uage

i found available to express experience.

if now assumed, the disembodied d<> return in ~u.-li

t tat mediums -can give evidei i> of their appearance. For
t lis re any w- ure

1 ? worthless to us unless we recognise ;

M qinv>ti-

It follows that the appearance, in order that we should rec<\

nust be of the person as known to us, not as known to its<

F. C. CONSTABLE.
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III.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

DEAR MADAM, Dr. Jacks in the Journal for February-March
seems to find difficulties where perhaps there are none, as to the

power of spirits to build up bodies or to suggest what he calls

for the moment an autobiographical representation of themselves.

It would appear that even on this plane each of us has an

inherent idea what he or she looks like, and any Art-school

master knovys that in drawing from the life the tendency
of the student is to reproduce him or herself, so that a tall

student will have a tendency to draw the model tall and a short

student makes the opposite mistake, and so with other attributes,

as fatness or thinness. Artists have a tendency also to draw

themselves. Cruickshank's model in very many of his illustrations

was undoubtedly himself, and this effect was an unconscious one.

Anyone with a capacity to draw will be able to draw himself not

only front but side face, and will also make a fair representation
of his back view.

This, I think, will be found to be undisputed.
If the spirits then have the power of building up a form, it

requires no supposition of a miracle on their part to build up a

form which shall be like themselves as they were 111 life.

As to the incident of the unshakable door mentioned by Dr.

Jacks, the difficulty here arises from the word the door was

"unshakable" and afterwards was shaken (apparently).
It would appear the adjective unshakable was wrongly used.

A. G. WlTHERBY.

IV.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

DEAR MADAM, Is it not possible that when a medium gives a

description of the personal appearance of a departed spirit, the

description is derived from what I may term a retrospective
vision of the deceased person, and his or her environment, when
alive upon earth ? This vision would be similar to retrospective

crystal visions in which past events are reproduced in exact detail

together with the characteristics of the persons who* took part in

them.

Such a vision might be induced by telepathy from a sitter, or

by telepathy from a departed spirit with whom the medium was
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ill some sort Miunication. And the. medium would not

necessarily know from whom the telepathic influence was derived ;

or the date of th< or whether the person seen was alive

or dead.

Such vinous were, I think, con by "Mir-> A

who also received verbal communications from tin \v in

.1 and otherwise. And, if I remember rightly,

Radnor particularly noted that when bed a

me of seeing it. she usually spoke as if she

!i the midst of the people she described, net merely looking

at them in a moving picture.
1 Biggest ! have <imilar but,

through being in re unable to desci tn as

in the way "Miss A.," who was alway- fully con-.

o do.

S. M. I

V

.!/>-// -:^/

HEAR MADAM, Dr. Jack- in 1 rsting article in the

j wrruil for February-March, 1919, de 'lie question of

T hether the personal de*> i.y a me.

a leged spi: .is own appearance, or the view of

a i external observer, seem tare to say so, to deal

t o mu<h with the a priori aspect of the subj*

Would not some a potttriori evidence throw more light <>n the

ii atter? In other words, would it not be possible to

r cord the differences, Between the descriptions givei
t OP< l>ered by ter and others!

In t small expei ay be

r- -ording. A recent long, and in many wa\> very "evidential."

j^i tim Mrs. Leonard began with a d< y late

v fe, as having dark brown hair ar.<i dark )>n>wi<. eyebrows. I

h ve asked several people who 1 well what they considered

lift colour of her ha one and all have unheeitat

oint of my story, she

h< belt in life always vehemently alleged, in despite of the

la ighi of myself a her hair

W; s dark brown
BASIL HAM.

M8MP.--E
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CO-OPERATIVE AUTOMATISM.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

January, 1919.

DEAR MADAM, The most important advance in Psychical

Research that has been made in recent years has been the

institution of co-operation between two or more automatists.

This is true irrespective of the results obtained, as to the

significance of which there is still room for much dispute. It

is the method that matters, and the introduction of a new

method into any science is an event of the first importance^
This new method, which may be called that of co-operative

automatism, was suggested in the first instance by an observed

concordance between the scripts of various automatists, and has

been developed almost entirely in the direction of securing
internal evidence of the activity of independent intelligences.

The privilege of initiating experiments is not confined to those

in charge of the experiments, but is even conceded to the very
'controls' 1 whose nature is under investigation. It is what I

should call a very advanced method, and it is my object in

this letter to throw out a few suggestions for a programme
of very elementary experiments of a kind that seems to be in

danger of being overlooked in connection with that particular
class of automatisms generally included in the term automatic

writing. (I am not aware of a generic term which covers

automatic hand-writing, plaiichette writing, use of
"
Ouija board,

""

etc., and suggest 'manual automatism' as being a convenient

phrase.)
When a scientific worker is confronted with a relatively

unknown complex x, he can usually perceive or guess at the

outset that it is to some extent at least determined by certain

relatively better known factors or conditions a, b and c. If

the subject matter permits, he proceeds to vary the quantity
or incidence of a, b and c in order to watch the effect on

oc. During the experimental process, other factors d and e

emerge, and in the end he is able to state x in terms of a, b, c, d

and e. In the realm of Psychical Research x is usually a

highly elaborate complex about which we know very little. It

is therefore necessary to start, as it were, at the very beginning
and to vary in a systematic manner the most general and

1 1 use the word control in a general sense, as indicating any soi-disant
*' communicator."
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ntary conditions in which the phenomenon under observation

occu

\V" may now apply this principle to the ca>e of inaiiuai

automatisms. Regarded objectively, every such automatism i>

an event, determined in time, place and circumstances. Our

programme of experiments will require us to vary each of t host-

in turn in a ic manner. Some experiments, of course.

would 'prove' more than c: ;id it will be useful, in

passing, to consider the evidential value of one or two types
oeriment. Take above 'conditions' in order.

I. TIME.

(a) Syri -nf. I am not aware that any
tti. attempt has been made with two or more an

ng in different places, to obtain exactly simult

messages from the same control. If, as the result of a series

ol such experiments, it appeared that a given control never

manifests places at

t< ud to show that a control is iudepeudc .atist*

a id is not a 'subliminal self of any one of them. If, on the

o her hand, simultaneous messages were received, r seem

t follow either that the .<>t an independent M
o else that it can 'divide its attention' u mal way.

1

(b) Periodic out The exp- -a set

t to obtain at certain definite intervals of time a series of

T\ HHinrrn control through diflerent autnmatists

a d M ierc might be of dev

& \ e.\ t of thi- type was carried out by Mr. J. A. Hill.

a d is described < 240 and 241 of his book "
Psy

1 vestigations \\.\\\ a 'rap; i belonged
t a person recently deceased he obtained through dif;

u 'diums results which varied fr< . >lete failure five days
ai -er death, through partial f iderable evidence"

<*" some five and a half after

d* ith. On the
|| apparent develoj

in (icates a gradual waking u of the deceased

nts of tin ugh valuable,

Mr. Lambert does not Mem to have taken into account the p<>

"< eferred impreanions," i.e. th .'-i^- until some
tin e after the automatut had receiv

pli ate such an experiment M he saggc*
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are by no means crucial in the sense of excluding any other

than the spiritist explanation. Psychometry might give the

medium (subconsciously) the simple information '

this object

belonged to a person who has been dead x days or months/ and

the medium's constructive imagination, assisted by telepathy
from the sitter, would 'construct' a spirit with just the right

amount of development, according to the common belief among
spiritists that a period of sleep and gradual awakening follows

bodily death. I do not suggest that this is the right explanation,
but the mystery that surrounds psychometry obscures the issue

of all such experiments as formal proofs or even as evidence

of the theory they are usually supposed to confirm.

II. PLACE.

It seems to me a pity that the place where an automatism

occurs is not always recorded as an essential particular. The

question arises whether an automatist is more successful in one

place than another in obtaining messages from a given control.

Do places exercise a kind of
'

rapport
'

influence ? This seems

to be believed by persons who obtain historical details about

places by automatic writing, but I am not aware that this

circumstance has been systematically investigated in connection

with the evidence for or against the individuality and identity

of controls. Experiments in this field are urgently required to

throw additional light on the vexed hypotheses of
'

clairvoyance/

'cosmic memory/ 'spirit return' and so on.

III. CIRCUMSTANCES.

This term covers a very wide range of conditions, from the

emotional state of the automatist to the colour of the wallpaper
in the room, and opens up a wide field for experiment. It

must here suffice to suggest variations of two very general

conditions which may influence the phenomena under investigation,

viz. :

(a) presence or absence of light

(b) presence or absence of sitters.

It seems to be a well-established fact that white light has

as a rule a disintegrating effect on the
' mechanisms ' which

produce telekinetic movements of material objects, but, so far

as I am aware, it does not interfere with manual automatisms.

The point of this observation will be made clear by what
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follow ' ain considerations almost compel the conviction

.-it any rule with some automatists, the movements of the

hand and arm are not centrally controlled through the mechanism

ot brain, nerve and muscle, but are imposed, as it were, locally

by a kind ol pplied inside the arm (it

this contradiction in terms may be allowed) It is to be noted

interior of the arm (and of the whole bod

protected by the blood in the capillaries from the direct incidence

ot act . which are harmful to certain vital processes, and

provides a suitable place for the ai t force which,

when projected externally, causes telek: tor instance,

the experiments described by Sir William Barrett in chapter xiv.

book <>n the Threshold of the Unseen." ! >scope

(an ouij.i board) there -pelt out messages from let; -ealed

I mm the automatiste and arranged in

known to them. The suggest -mpo>ed
"

^uidaiu-r

is here very strong.

The further (juestion arises whether the reo the

n eesages has anytiling to do wi access ot

I DCS the oper ice use his eyes to direct the hands ot th<>

a tual automatists? In other \\ he an nn-..i

c< -operator in the experiments? 11 ue acros

ii vestigati iis posmi seems to me to be a real

o e. To tter to the test, it would be necessai

in' ! the recorder < essage a

k* 3ping a mechanical record "t tli tMiU of the autoscope.
T IB might be done by covering the lt , table w

si >et of tin- <wted glass, whi<-li

cl Idren trace pictures, ai as one leg of

t. e autoscope. The peucil would leave a trace moved

fr m letter to letter to enable a

si i >rt message to be deciphered after ti '1 ceased.

"here are, ot BOM that

m ht be varied. The field is a very wide one, and gives murli

ng expei Tin* purpose of

' ' ii Id be
j)i

that.

na in rjiu'-i tl would thu-

IK)i dept-nd ill any wav on the \-^.

V. I
,

'

! I t 1 t V

of individual eems to me of paramount importance
to stu ire of general, and to find out
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what are their powers and limitations in so far as their activities

come within the scope of our experience. There is a tendency

at present to concentrate attention on the subject matter of

automatic scripts and to pass by this other field for research.

There is, however, a real opportunity for systematic study in

the direction I have indicated. The mere task of setting out a

scientifically arranged programme of experiments would in itself

be a labour of no small magnitude, and the execution of the

work would require the co-operation of many "willing hands."

G. W. LAMBERT.

REVIEWS.

I.

Spiritualism, Its History, Phenomena and Doctrine. By
J. ARTHUR HILL. With an Introduction by SIR ARTHUR
CONAN DOYLE, (Cassells.)

This brief notice of Mr. Hill's book must not be taken as a measure
of its merits, unless it be in inverse ratio. One might go into

detail and write several pages, but it would come to the same

thing ;
one would only be saying at length what can be said

in a single sentence, that the work is as admirable an intro-

duction to the study of Psychical Research as could be wished,
and a worthy successor to the valuable volumes on the same

subject that we have already had from the author's pen. One

may recommend it without hesitation to anyone who wishes to

obtain in compact form a comprehensive account of what

"spiritualism" is, and what progress has been made in the

study of it up to the present. A short resume of the book's

contents will show how wide is the ground traversed. The
matter is divided into two parts. The First Part, entitled

"Historical and Evidential," comprises chapters on the early
Antecedents of Modern Spiritualism, Swedenborg, Confluence
of Swedenborgianism and Mesmerism in America, the Hydesville
Knockings, Early Days in England, W. Staintoii Moses, the

Society for Psychical Research, Physical Phenomena, Confirma-

tory Phenomena in India, Ghosts, and Evidence, Proof and
Belief. The Second Part, entitled "Religious Aspect and
Criticisms," deals with Spiritualism as a Religion, Materialistic

and other Objections, Roman Catholic and Mystical Objections,
Some Protestant Objections, Fechner's Theory of Life after

1 Mr. Lambert hardly makes sufficient allowance for the extreme difficulty
of isolating such phenomena as those with which psychical research is con-

cerned, and determining which among a imiltitude of concomitant circumstances
have been crucial in the result observed. But doubtless it is desirable that

systematic experiments -should be tried, so far as is possible, and we therefore

print Mr. Lambert's letter as indicating one or two directions in which an

attempt might be made. ED.
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Death, and Spiritualistic conceptions of After- Heath Condition^

In his final chapter Mr. Hill ijives the conclusions at which

he himself ha he should carry his readers with

him to the adoption of all of them, he himself will not expert.
ave now left the objective for the subjective, and are

dealing with question- on which there \\ill be difference of

M to the end of time. Thus on one point, which this

is not the place to .it any length. I find myself in

complete disagreement with the author, and compelled to repeat
what I think I have had occasion to say before in this

understand how "spiritualism" can be

tito a religion, at least in any worthy sense of the

latter word : more goes to jion than

in ever furni-h 1 fail to see how it could even
form a ha*i for religion. Ir nothing n*\\ to the

: it ha- only furnished romirmatii :

:rh hav.- hrrn an integral part of it

ie absence of w!

pieces. One o( -t^-t im. Mr Hill

<|uote "a I of a

heological college as folio v A
lie reaso* decay of the iiiHnrn.v of t!-- ("\.-

nlpr >

past generati loubtedly the

the doctrine of in by has 90 largely lo

>lace at tlie heart of the < me. a

i>ose, -speaks fron ..n XJM f h.-

.s speaking, t t the Chnrrh of

imagine a

uiti \,

!l

Void. By HESTER TRAVERS SMI
Q by > B XV 1 1

Ltd.. L I 108. 1'

In thi- vo! M 'l'i ,v. Sinith gives what one would

xpect fr<> i Professor Edward I

: i Dub ti lan a careful an<

>f her al expei ii have extended ov
*st seven yea- ..uija
oard iwo opera y a man and a woman, the

oases being Mr l>read
' a table underneat "et of plate glass, and in

'.pern were r- b indfold.-d

perators know letter. Messages
rue of

he c<> i B t experience 1 1

I>I*'U-

lind: even when a screen was used as well thr

ver feel as sure as the ex
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legitimately felt, that the letters were not seen, subliminally if

not supraliminally. The evidence for supernormal faculty is

therefore mostly in the content of the messages.
The most striking cases are those of the pearl tie-pin (quoted

in Sir W. F. Barrett's book On the Threshold of the Unseen,
and briefly described in the review, Journal S.P.R., Vol. XVIII.,

p. 59) and of Sir Hugh Lane, who purported to communicate
before the automatists became aware by normal means that he

was on the Lusitania. Mrs. Smith is "almost convinced" that

the communicator at this sitting and later ones when he

expressed emphatic wishes about the disposal of his pictures
was what he claimed to be : but she does not expect the sceptical
reader to agree with her.

The regular "controls" were of the usual type: Peter Booney,
an Irish American whose, story about his death in Boston turned

cut untrue
; Eyen an Egyptian priest of the time of Rameses

II. wno was sentimental, suave, and unreliable, personating

spirits' whom he claimed to have brought ; Sharnar, a Hindoo

woman, sensible and helpful ;
and so on. These persons'

identities being unverifiable, Mrs. Smith expresses no strong

opinion, though she naturally finds it difficult to believe that

they are fractions of her own mind. " Shamar " has the

peculiar power of "bringing" living people who are asleep, and
these often gave evidential messages, which they said they would

forget on awaking. Some of the controls are good at psychornetry
also, though in most cases the phenomena might be accounted

for by telepathy from one of those present.
It is to be hoped that Mrs. Smith will continue her investi-

gations, for it is only by the study of a large collection of data
that we can expect to reach conclusions of any value. It is

still an open question whether in such phenomena we are dealing

entirely with the subliminal levels of the automatists' minds, or

whether some external intelligence is at work
; but in either

case experiment should teach something, about discarnate minds
or the methods of incarnate subliminals. In preparing any
later volumes Mrs. Smith will perhaps consider the desirability
of giving full accounts of all sittings, instead of extracts

;
also

of using "sitter" in the usual sense as meaning all those

assisting at the experiment, rather than as meaning only those

operating the traveller of the ouija-board, who may be called

the operators or automatists.

Sir William Barrett, who was present at many sittings,
discusses in his Introduction the various theories of "controls,"
and inclines to believe that some of them are separate entities.

Most investigators will agree with him that we need to guard
against using "the subliminal self" with a comfortable feeling
that we have thereby explained things. The term is useful, but
it is often little more than a cloak for our ignorance.

J. ARTHUR HILL.
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THE "MASKED MEDIUM."

SOME stir both in the press and in certain spiritist circles has

been made recently by the performance of a lady under the above

title at the Victoria Eooms of the Criterion, and later at the flat

of the manager, Mr. Selbit. It might have been expected that

the claims of this lady, which included the power of describing
the contents of a closed box filled with articles collected from the

audience, and of producing a materialised spirit within the limits

of time or with the regularity demanded by the conditions of a

public performance, would have sufficed as a warning that the

show did not aim higher than to afford an hour's pleasant mystifi-

cation. And, if this were not enough, it might have been supposed
that the fact that Mr. Selbit himself is a well-known illusionist,

described in the telephone book as a "
Theatrical Novelty Pro-

ducer," would have daunted the faith of even the most robust

believers. Judging, however, from the controversy that arose,

and from the reports that we ourselves received from certain

quarters, it is clear that the interest which has recently been

aroused in spiritualism has not been accompanied by a correspond-

ing increase of the public critical faculty. It is, therefore, fortunate

that Mr. Selbit has had the candour to admit (see An Amazing
Stance and an Exposure, by Sydney A. Moseley : Sampson Low,
Marston & Co., p. 123) that the performance was "engineered."

This admission is to Mr. Selbit's credit
;
his show was ingenious,

and his efforts were produced promptly and with scant attempt
at mediumistic realism. If a certain temporary deception of the

simple has resulted, it would be unfair to hold Mr. Selbit himself

as wholly responsible.

CASES.

I.

L. 1226. APPARITION AT THE TIME OF DEATH.

THE following case of an apparition seen at the time of death

has reached us through Sir Oliver Lodge, to whom a report

was sent in the first instance. The apparition was that of

Lieut. David E. M'Connel, K.A.F., who was kille'd in a flying

accident on December 7, 1918, and the percipient was one of his
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fellow-officers, Lieut. J. J. Larkin, R.A.F. The earliest report of

the occurrence was contained in a letter to Sir Oliver Lodge from

Lieut. M'Connel's father, Mr. D. R. M'Connel, who writes thus :

nuary 16, 1919.

Knowing your iir il affairs, I t lilu-rty of

ig you the particulars of the reported appearance of my son

at the time of his death through an accident while Hying. 1

enclose the copy of tin* writ' ;t. Jas. J. La-

of Scampton Aerodrome, to whom the appearance was made.

I heard of the occurrence at my soi; .1 on the llth

as killed on the T as soon

as I could 22nd P
uade to me on t. ililhnan.

ness of the account given, corresponds

*;curately with the account itself. L: \\ had not

b -en back to Scampton, or seen

o ; ral and of the account

Y rote his attestation on reading the ac< my house. The

e ent seems to have made a > or

t ree of my son's friends who heard < . One other

MI I may mention. My son was .-ssed for tl

v tl. n he started. We happen to have a snapsh<>

h in tak- lust bef<>

lew. The a. .ites that

v. th his naval cap on. My son began his flying career in March

amalgamation of the

B N.A.8. wr Sad ent<

1; N'.A.S. and my son David was proud of his nli

-ervice. Having a < kit of tin- naval flying

8< vice, he always w> naval tl\ ii.-.
r uniform about the a

dr -me, and was one of only three at the drome who had followed

th same coun 'u was therefore

w< 1 would not be at all an unusual thing that he

ah M have taken off In fortable helmet on arriving 1

at the hangar, and exchanged it for his naval cap. Ui

cir umstances, howe\ to be remarked that he wore his

he 1 net at the time of the accident; and in tl- appearance to

Li< r n wore the naval cap. His mother informs me 1

he was dressed, as usual, in his naval uniform below his fl\

thi igs, and that he had his naval cap with him in the fusilage
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to wear on reaching Tadcaster the usual action. The O.C. states

that my son left Scampton for Tadcaster at 11.35 a.m. December

7, '18.

The circumstances of the flight were as follows. My son, with

other officers, had been to a dance at Lincoln on the night of the

6th December. He got up rather late on the morning of the 7th,

missed parade, and also had no breakfast. The formal completion
of all his tests for

"
getting his wings

"
were to take place on

the 7th. As the account states, he was on his way to start for

the Aerial Range to shoot off those final tests when he was

asked by the O.C. to take one of two "
camels

"
to Tadcaster.

He went therefore unexpectedly, rather fatigued, and without food.

I may say here that his O.C. considered him a
"
born flyer,"

and that he was a very cautious and careful flyer, though not

shirking necessary risks. By most unusual favour, he had been

accepted for permanent service before he had won his
"
wings

"

had been nominated for an instructorship in flying, and was to

have left for the Camp of Instructors on the Monday following

Saturday, 7th December. The weather was fair when he left

Scampton to fly to Tadcaster, a distance of 60 miles. He was

accompanied by another "Avro" plane a 2-seater which was to

have brought him back to Scampton after delivery of the
"
camel."

You are probably aware that a
"
camel

"
scout plane is a

notoriously difficult and sensitive one, and requires continued

strain and effort to keep it down. At Doncaster the two planes

ran into fog. My son and his Avro companion descended, and my
son described the situation to his flight commander and asked

for instructions by telephone. The reply was "
Use your own

-discretion." We suppose that my son's anxiety to finish his tests

prompted him to continue. His companion states that neither of

them lunched at Doncaster. Between Doncaster and Tadcaster

the fog became very thick. The Avro man had to come down,
und made a forced landing, successfully. My son circled round

him to see that he was all right and continued his flight to

Tadcaster. Sixty miles is not a long flight. But the fog was

very dense. In order to keep touch with the solid a flyer has

to keep his plane under such circumstances about 150 ft. above

the surface of the ground a feat in a camel of considerable

difficulty. My son must have encountered difficulty, as he did

not approach Tadcaster till nearly 3.30. Allowing for J or f hour

for the descent at Doncaster, he must have been flying for about
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3J to 3J hours on this occasion. I am told that it is as much

as an ordinary flyer can do to fly a camel for 2 hours. The

in on the arms is intense. In fact, his mother, who saw his

body on Monday the 9th at midday, observed that his hands

clenched and his forearms swollen. As he at last

approached the Tadcu tie was seen approach-

ing
;

-i on the road about J mile distant from the camp, who

reported the fon to hr t-xtremely dense During th-

inquest a i:i: mg woman, said she was watching the plane,

and saw it appar- then right itself. It fl \\ <t adily

for a minute or two, then mounted suddenly and immediately
' nose-

dived " and i The engine was full on

son was thrown violently forward his head gun
h was not hooded. One arm was broken, one

leg was torn. The girl ran to the spot and " found the officer dead."

contact seems to have stopped hi- iuh

icgistered 3.25 p.m. His cigarette case was almost doubled u]>

i re the circumstances of the a o far as I am aware of t
:

am informed by flying men that the reaction on r.-arhinv.

; afety after a difficult flight is so
"

terrible/' that fainting is

nknown. My son, it is thought, may have fainted ; hen

nd his inability to save himself. Or there was po u'ine

rouble. I am told also that when shot

lought of the flyer is usually a qn a, such as the BU*\

esire for a cup of cocoa, or to get undressed at camp, etc. I

lia because the "appearance" was not made at my son's In

r to his mother, who was there at the time, but own
^ imp-room, and to a person who was a comparative stran

o\\ 1 have a strange impression at the 1

;i she is writing an account h<

My son had a happy, even
j. ;.

..im disposh lie had a

* ep and which would an ise and clatt.

v hi Larkin reports in his account .

was 18 il, 1918, ha'. Bedales School,

I rnte, before military age, to enter the R.N.A.S. He had been

1 udboy at Bedales during that u .vas the youngest
h tadboy Bedales had had. ... At Scampton, aa at school, hin

conduct, cha md disposition made him as mu< h loved as

lopectecl. His friends and his O. 1 r r that, though they are

hat been sent to the Society, >>ut is not printed here.
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all accustomed to the sudden deaths which repeatedly occur, when

the news of David's death reached camp, the camp was com-

pletely
"
broken up."

I write these words to you that you may see what bearing his

character may have had on the
"
appearance," if indeed character

has any influence in such things.
DAVID E. M'CoNNEL.

Enclosed with Mr. M'Connel's letter was an account by
Lieut. Larkin of his experience, together with two corroborative

statements from fellow-officers, thus :

34 T.D.S., ROYAL AIR FORCE,

SCAMPTON, LINCOLN, December 22, 1918.

David [M'Connel], in his flying clothes, about 11 a.m. went to

the hangars intending to take a machine to the
"
Aerial Range

"

ior machine gun practice. He came into the room again at

11^30 and told me that he did not go to the range, but that he

was taking a
"
camel

"
to Tadcaster drome. He said,

"
I expect

to get back in time for tea. Cheero." He walked out and half

a minute later, knocked at the window and asked me to hand

him out his map, which he had forgotten. After I had lunch,

I spent the afternoon writing letters and reading, sitting in front

of the stove fire. What I am about to say now is extraordinary

to say the least, but it happened so naturally that at the time

I did not give it a second thought. I have heard and read of

similar happenings and I must say that I always disbelieved them

.absolutely. My opinion had always been that the persons to whom
these appearances were given were people of a nervous, highly-

strung, imaginative temperament, but I had always been among
the incredulous ones and had been only too ready to pooh-pooh
the idea. I was certainly awake at the time, reading and smoking.

I was sitting, as I have said, in front of the fire, the door of the

room being about eight feet away at my back. I heard someone

walking up the passage ;
the door opened with the usual noise

and clatter which David always made
;

I heard his
"
Hello

boy !

" and I turned half round in my chair and saw him standing

in the doorway, half in and half out of the room, holding the

door knob in his hand. He was dressed in his full flying clothes

but wearing his naval cap, there being nothing unusual in his

appearance. His cap was pushed back on his head and he was

smiling, as he always was when he came into the rooms and
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.-. In re: Hello b<> .

"
Hello!

II. l>ut there all rij:ht, had a

good ; .re of th< used,

but he said,
" Had a good trip," or

" Had a fine trip," or

to that effect. I was looking at him the whole time h--

;ig. He said.
"

\\'.-;i. oh< 1 the door noisily and

went out. 1 went 0:1 '-ught he had gone
to visit some friends in one of th. rooms, or ;.. rhaps had

gone back to the hangars for some of his flying gear, helmet,

goggles, et i lid not have a

so could not be sure of

n a quarter and half-pa>

Smith came int rn and it was a q

to four. He said,
"

I hope Mac (David) p-

going to Lincoln this evening.'* 1 r- : !i-l.

in the room a few

tea?" and I ivj.lied that I did not think so, as ) had

not changed his clothes, but that he was proba
room. Garner-Smith said, "I'll try and find h; 1 b]

into the mess, had tea, and rds dressed and \v< nt to

ing room of the Albion ard a

tl talking, and overheard <i ih<>

vords "crashed" "
Tadcaster

"
and "M'O them

md they told me that just before they had left S< word

and had been

to Tadcaster I

ot L- had been killed on tli- Tadcast*

ipression was that he had gone up again I had seen

iim, as I felt posr 1 had at 3.30. I was eager
o hear so ,

. and la

:? had b< Tadcaster
j

h and 1 had n long discussion ab<

d to persuade me that I must have been mistaken, thati
had no- .ion about

'

X), \ >ted that I had As you < an in
'

i. M'Connel, I was at a loss to solve the was

iisputini; th- fact that he had been killt-d whilst flying to
r
la<i presumably at 3.25, as we ascertained aft

h.s watch had stopped at t I tried to persuade in

t lat I had not seen him or spoken to him in tln^ room, hut

I <

myself l.-li<-ve otherwise, as I was unl-niably
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awake and his appearance, voice, manner had all been so naturaL

I am of such a sceptical nature regarding things of this kind that

even now I wish to think otherwise, that I did not see him, but

I am unable to do so.

The foregoing are just the plain facts of the case. Would you

please give me your opinion ? I have given you every detail

and described easily and naturally just as it happened. I must

thank you very much for David's photograph. I shall always
treasure it. We had been very good friends though not intimate-

friends in the true sense of the word, as though I had known

him for about four months, we had been room-mates for about

six weeks only. We had lots of discussions, political, social, and

educational, but not once did we discuss anything bordering on,

the occult or spiritual. Had we done so, I would perhaps have

been able to account, in a measure, for his appearance in this

room at the time of his death. As it is, I have no explanation

whatever to offer.

JAS. J. LARKIN, 2nd Lt. R.A.F.

CORROBORATIVE STATEMENTS.

Mr. Larkin has related almost word for word what he told me-

on the afternoon of the 7th [December, 1918], at about a quarter

to four. Knowing the type of man he is, I most certainly believe

this strange occurrence, but am at a loss to explain it.

GERARD GARNER-SMITH, Lt. R.A.F.

On Sunday morning, December 8th [1918], Mr. Larkin told me

the story exactly as he has written it down here. I have known

Larkin rather intimately for some time, and although at any
other time I would have been inclined to disbelieve a story of

this nature, knowing Larkin as I do and as he is, I am convinced

of his story as he has told it.

E. MOWAT HILLMAN, Lt. R.A.F.

In reply to a further enquiry, the following letter was

received from Lieut. Larkin giving additional details concerning

the circumstances in which his experience took place :

EEPATRIATION DEPOT, K.A.F.,

BLANDFORD, DORSET, June 27, 1919.

The Society already has my detailed description of the occur-

rence regarding the time, it was about 3.25, or rather between
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3.20 and 3.30 p.m. The room was quite small, about 12 feet

square, and at the time the electric light was on and also a good
fire burning in an open stove. I may mention that the liL'ht was

particularly good and bright, and there were no shadows or half

shadows in the room. Outside it was still quite light, hut hein^

a foggy, cold day, I had my door closed and the lijht on and

the fire going. I think that is all the additional informs

require, as I understand from Mr. M'Connel's letter

JAS. J. LAI; R.A.F.

Lieut. Garner Smith's corroborative statement supplies evi-

dence that Lieut. Larkin had identified the man who ent

his room on December 7, 1918, as Lieut. M'Connel before he

could have had any normal knowledge of the accident which

had only just occurred. The identitirutiun cannot therefore

be due to any uory consequent on the news
of the accident. That being so, the only norn

plunation which could be made to the facts would be

one of mistaken identity. It was with this possibility in mind

that we questioned Lieut. Larkin concerning the light iiiLr <>f the

room. Obviouj-1 . d be far more likely to

occur in a dim li-ht. Lieut, Jerkin's reply on this point is

satisfactory Th- light, he tells us, was good, and und. i these

circumstances it is very diilimlt to suppose that Lieut. Lukin

could mistake a man, with whom he actually had conversa

it a distance of only a few feet, for a an with whose

voice and appearance he was perfectly UM iliar. A further

irgument against the theory of mistaken i<! is that

Lieut. Lark-in observed that the man who entered his r<

*as wearing a naval cap. This was worn by only two ,

nen at the aerodrome besides Lieut. MTonnrl. i

is we are assured by Mr. M who is personally ac-

quainted with them.
'

roiiM . or !i

nanner, or voice, have been mistaken for my son."

II.

L. 1227. '! MIC.

, i i: of the following case appeared in the Westminster

< 'athedral Chronicle for March, 1919, and we are indebted

to the i permission i it here. The names
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and addresses of all those concerned have been given to us,

but are withheld by request.

The report in the Westminster Cathedral Chronicle, which

we have slightly abbreviated, ran as follows :

One afternoon a short time back Fr. Brompton (to give the

priest a fictitious name) was requested to visit a lady who was

ill. When he arrived at her house he met the doctor who

very urgently requested him not to administer the last rites at

that particular moment, but to be satisfied with giving the patient

a few cheering words. He very reluctantly consented but, when

he saw the lady, greatly regretted his promise and the fact that

the doctor should have made such a request, as he feared that

the patient was very much worse than he had been made to

understand. However, his promise had been given ;
so he arranged

that he would come again in the morning and administer the Last

Sacraments. Before he left the house, however, he gave the nurse

his telephone number and asked her to telephone should the

patient become suddenly worse before the morning.

As usual, that night the telephone was switched on to one

of the Father's rooms, as is the custom at the Oratory, with

a view to any possible sick-calls. Fr. Brompton retired to bed

at his usual hour after reciting his rosary, in which he did not

forget to include his patient of the afternoon. In the early

morning he was startled out of a deep sleep by his bedroom

door opening, and saw, by the light of the moon through his

open, uncovered window, a medium-sized, dark-robed figure stand-

ing by it, and understood the person to say something about

a sick-call.

" For heaven's sake, man," he hastily answered, sitting up
in bed and rubbing his eyes, not quite sure if it was the Father

on duty or the lodge porter,
"
speak clearly."

" Be quick !

" came the reply in clearer tones.
"
There is

no time to lose. There is a telephone message."
"
Right right you are !

"
at once answered Fr. Brompton.

The word
"
telephone

"
brought back in a moment to his mind

the sick-call of the previous afternoon, and it did not therefore

occur to him to ask for the address. He sprang out of bed

the door closed as he did so. Turning on the light, he observed

that it was just on the quarter to four. He quickly dressed,

and went to the chapel for the Holy Oils and the Blessed Sacra-
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inent, remarking, by the way, on the forgetfulness of his caller

to turn on th- liiiht for him. ross

space 1" i he house and the irates tliat shut it off

from the main road, he found them locked as they should be,

and had to knock u\> the lodge porter to let him out. Within

a minute or two he was well on his way to the hou<e he had

visited * ious afternoon, and as he waited after his

if on hi arrival,

he looked at his watch and saw that it .still \\ai,

four. He rang again and again.

hour. Ilf rang and knocked. "Strange that bJ

ady to answer the door nr og," h*> thought.

In >onlight night h

enough noise to wake the dead. Tin- dead! ( on! i orst

have happened ? His regret of yesterda

sud; ", so th. Became ;-. !! banged a1

door. T light was on in
'

and or airs,

as he could see new that there were on!

the house- band, given up
as hopeless, in an- <>s (now tly in a

sound sleep), and the two night nurses in at; on the

pat; had all safely

and had been taken elsewhere. ... A < i

past. At last, to the priest's grea door opei.

"Co; said a nurse; "I fear you have

I : not the doctor: I'm a priest."

"Oh, I suppose they telephoned for y< i.ad news.

Will you go i

n made his way i: IM sick-roon

he entered he saw rse kneeling by
and noticed that she was very startled as

hea: person .* ,ul<l

con learned : space of about Jialf

an hour before his am lady had been expressing a wish

a Catholic, and

that a priest v. outside t
irs, suggested

that she should recite some prayers from a Cat)

boo I : ! she was doinj/ this. II,

at once gave tin* : Last Sacraments, mm-h to h.-r relief

and peace of mind. V or two she became un-
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conscious. After reciting the prayers for the dying, the priest

prepared to leave the house.
" Thank you so much for coming so opportunely," said the

nurse, "but you quite startled me."
" On the contrary, thanks are due to you for telephoning."
"
Oh, but I didn't !

"

"
Well, someone did. I expect it was Mrs. - s sister."

As the nurses were not Catholics, the priest took it that one

of the lady's relations had telephoned in her anxiety about her

sister. Fr. Brompton heard that she died a few hours later. She

became a Catholic at the age of eighteen, and had been an

excellent one up to her pious death at the age of thirty-two.

In the evening of the same day, Fr. Brompton had occasion

to speak to the Father whose duty it had been to answer the

telephone, and in the course of conversation said :

"By the way, I'm sorry I spoke to you so sharply last

night."
"
Why, when do you mean ?

"

" When you came to call me."
" But I never called you last night !

"

"
My dear Father, you came to my room at a quarter to

four this morning and told me there was a telephone sick-call."
"

I never left my room last night. I had a sleepless night

and happened to note that I was awake at that very time,

as I had my light on. And what is more, there was no telephone

call last night !
"

In the above story it should be borne in mind that Fr. Bromp-
ton had had no reason, up to the moment he spoke to the

Father responsible for the night telephone, to suppose that any-

thing unusual had happened. He had had a sick-call in the

afternoon and would return the following morning in the ordinary

way. He mentioned the sick person in his prayers as was his.

wont in such cases. He made no special preparations before

going to bed. He was awakened by his door being suddenly

opened. He took the caller to be the Father on duty, and

were it not [that he knew it could not have been the lodge

porter, would not have spoken to the Father at all. It was.

only because he considered he had spoken roughly to him when,

as he presumed, he had called him, that he referred to the

matter at all when speaking to him on other business. Om
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enquiry at the telephone exchange it was stated that *

no record of any call for the Oratory on the niuht in

In reply to our request Father Emm] it on and Father X.

(the j.ri-st in charge of the telephone) kindly corroborated

the above report tin.

1. The above narrative correctly states my i l>y

n the early morning of November 22nd, 191 v

[FA'i

had a telephone call, nor did i

D the early morning of 1 18.

X.]

We were also able to get in touch with the nurse who

was on duty in tin- >ick woman's room on the night in ques-

and obtained from her the following corroborative state-

men

phone or send for F.

M. A. W.

In i'}>ly to a further question concerning the nature of

his experience Father wrote :

Marc)>

'

my I- (1 was a

was nothing uni.j-: n tin*

call, it came like dozens of <-t

was, and is a u:

person who ca

MPTON.]

It cannot be clearly determined whether Father Erompton's

experience was in the nature of an unusually vi\ i.l dream or an

halhn is, whether he was awake or asleep at the time.

ling to his own account he woke to see a figure

ing by his door and heard it speak to him. But evidently

jion such a point a mistake might easily occur; it may
i at Father Erompton woke only at the moment when

h- jumped from bed, at which time, he tells us, his bed-

room door was closed and the figure had vani hl The

origin of his impression, whether dream or hallucination,

would appear to have been telepathic.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
To The Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

"THE HYENAS OF PIRRA."

DEAR MADAM, May I, through your Journal, call attention

to an article in the Cornhill Magazine for October, 1918?

entitled
" The Hyenas of Pirra," by Mr Richard Bagot. My

reasons are a hope that some of our members may be able

to throw further light on this interesting subject, and a possi-

bility that some day there may be a further investigation. There

is here a chance that might add much to our knowledge ;
at

the least it would clear up an error which bears on one like

an evil dream.

The subject of the article is the supposed power of some indi-

viduals of a race in N. Nigeria to change into animal form,

a somewhat startling proposition though not unknown to legend.

Mr. Bagot's article describes some experiences reported by Lieut.

F. personally, and an experience of the late Capt Shott, D.S.O.

With variation of detail both narratives deal with the killing

of natives when in the form of supposed hyenas. There is so

much in the details which excludes commonplace explanations,

and the Officers to whom the experiences happened seemed so

deeply impressed with what they learned on further inquiry,

that one is led to wonder whether here is not some new psycho-

physiological phenomenon. Can there, in other words, be any

real, solid, actual truth in the idea that men can at will put
off their bodily form and take on another, and that the body
of a ravening beast ?

Of the accounts themselves the main facts are as follows.

Raiding hyenas were wounded by gun-traps, and tracked in

each case to a point where the hyena traces ceased and were

succeeded by human foot-prints, which made for the native

town. At each shooting a man mysteriously dies in the town,

all access being refused to the body. In Lieut. F 's exper-

iences the death wail was raised in the town almost immediately

after the shot, but Capt. Shott does not mention this. In Capt.

Shott's experience the beast was an " enormous brute," readily

trackable, which after being hard hit made off through the

guinea-corn. It was promptly tracked, and a spot was come

upon where "they found the jaw of the beast lying near a large

pool of blood." Soon after the tracks reached a path leading
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to the native town. The natives next day came to Capt. Shott

and this is the eurious part of the affair and told him, with-

out any regrets, that he had shot the Nafada a lesser head-

man who was then lying dead with his jaw shot away. Tin*

ves gav reasons as having seen and spoken to

ida as he was, lission, going in-

They heard the gun and saw him return with his head all

muffled up and walking like a k man. On going D<

mornini: bo see what was had turned out all

ion on returning th< him as stated. The X:<,

a bad reputation and was a noted
"
hyena man :

"
having

o change hiin^-lf into a pa ^e and c-un

tt of the animal. ('apt. Shott confessed that he was

rted from being a very B

i a half believer in

of v.-s in th-, He also

p-hy other shootings could not have b.

deaths. For fuller detail- ! n Qf|

article itself, as it is n -to contest

I for reason of

f on , of

* ich a case as this last v and

uiiowledL .1 are jj>

t e changes must be the result of some power of <1

i g and a lower form-

t lower ? one cat

1 it what does thi^ mr.m lie psycli:

a d can we solemnly face su ! may be quite w.

v die to glance at this aspect of the problem, assuming 8<

t ing really to lie b* reports, especially as several phases
c< me to the min<i. In my own case first thoughts went to

tl 9 Theosophist teaching of e soul in

oi animal lit".-. If by soul w- here understand the a

ol self and I MOUIOt ; ii ! 1.11:1: heard any clea nti-

at >n made between would seem that the same
nt divided among the many becomes later a single en

in each hig! ulna!. Su. -h a theory wouM a long
e\ )lutionary period to effect the change in growth, and we might
as ume a wide borderland within which a tendency to go ha< k

to t > r or lower state occasionally obtained. CouM
be an n in th*- jtresent case? It is not easy to v:
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alise so tremendous a process as the astral change or how it

worked in physiological detail
;

but no doubt, in the flesh, the

motive would be some deep racial instinct not yet quite extinct.

The tribe in question, we are told, were hardly if at all meat-

waters, yet the man returns to the beast to hunt and eat flesh

and even carrion. But it could hardly be this one desire which

actuated the change, as that desire could more easily be satis-

fied without it. The tendency would have to lie in some cause

much deeper, such as the older racial instinct overmastering the

newer evolution. In the vast periods of time and change required

for Nature's processes no hard line of demarcation seems allowable,

and if such a border-land existed to our comprehension now, no

doubt many strange and interesting things might be witnessed.

When we come to think of the practical happenings, and

still assuming the changes to have taken place, we are in the

presence of some very weird ideas. How, for instance, was the

material body changed, and what became (or becomes) of matter

extraneous to, or not part of the body itself, such as food in

the stomach. In the changing back it would, after successful killing

or finding, be considerable in quantity and even poisonous to

the reassumed man-body. Clothing also though that could

be discarded and resumed if missed on the return, might lead

to discovery, for evidently the natives generally looked on the
"
hyena-men

"
as evil doers. In Capt. Shott's instance the man

returned all muffled up, and he could not have known of his

coming misfortune and need of wrappings. The whole thing seems

too fantastic to discuss, but yet it does seem imperative to think

about it, if only to clear it all up. Again, the detached jaw ; why
was this discarded ? Is there a certain point beyond which the astral

or other forces are unable to control the matter under change ?

Surely so stupendous a power could control so small a detail,

considering the magnitude of what was being done. To question

further still : why was the man killed at all ? You cannot,

so we are taught, kill the astral-body ; yet the man dies after

the change and without his jaw. Have we to assume that the

jaw was so far detached as to be killed at or before the moment

of change ? If then the beasts had been shot dead what would

have happened ? It seems clear from the records that in these,

and other native cases reported, the beings did not die as hyenas
but as men in their homes

;
no dead hyena seems ever to have

been found
;

and only, in this one case, the dead jaw.
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As Lieut. F. remarks,
'

I prove nothing; but

they certainly give food for much thought," and as 1 think

so too I have ventured to write this letter, in the hope, as

I have said before, that some of our members more qualified

to think with effect may be interested to enlighten us. There

are of course many more incidents in the article than
]

allows me to mention.
JOHN M.-XM \ CI.AKKK.

The evidence detailed in the original article in the

il
C' 'We character, and /VT

receiving Mr. Mostyn Cl r<Ae to Mr. Richtu

<*df a member of the Society, to ask whether he

received any information throwing f >iht upon the matter.

In his reply Mr. Bagot said that he had not so far heard any-

thing more, and he continued:

iy add that in the i question I merely repro<

verbatim the reports and letters sent to the said official [a friend

of Mr. Bagot's who "occupies one of th.- most important Go\

ment posts in Northern Nigeria "] by British officers well known

to him, and that the a aid good faith of the writers

can be vouched for I have evidence of

occurrences that have come un

ill Eritrea and Somaliland ; and in all cases it \\..uld seem

that a gravel patch thrown up mall black ants is neces-

sary to the process of in< I drew the attention

>f Sir James G. Frazer (a f The Golden Bough) to this

oil. and asked him if ! had mine across in Ins n-srar

mything which might explain the connection between gi

hro\\n up by ants and the power of pmj-< -t.. ma I

onus; but he i im- that, so far as he could raoo

e had not done so. Italian officials and big game hunters

. ssi. it is considered most dangerous (l>y the natives

a Somalilut a, etc.) to sleep on ground thrown up

y ants; the belief being that any one who does so is lial>!<-

. be
"
possessed

"
or obsessed by some

i us obsession having once taken plu< , th victim is never after-

irds able entirely to , and i^ compclL-d

jeriodually to a*-ui:i' rhr form and haliitA of some beast or

r

IAKU BAGOT.
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REVIEW.

Psychical Phenomena and the War. By HEREWARP CARRINGTON,
Ph.D. (T. Werner Laurie, Ltd., London. Pp. 363. Price,

10s. 6d.)

Mr. Carrington divides his book into two Parts, dealing with

the normal and supernormal aspects of the psychology of the

war. In Part One are described the soldier's attitude ard

sensations during training and actual fighting, illustrated by
letters home

;
shell-shock is described, and allusion made to

the remarkable efficacy of suggestive methods of cure
;

and

a chapter is given to German mentality and its gospel of fright-

fulness. Part Two reviews almost the whole field of psychical

research, from telepathy and apparitions to mediumistic messages,

materialization, and vampires. Many interesting cases are quoted
from various sources, of premonitions of death and its exact

manner, veridical apparitions of soldiers killed, and the like
;

some are from the Journal S.P.R., and Phantasms of the

Living; many of the others are not very well authenticated.

But even popular presentation of such cases has its use, for

it trains the public in the estimation of evidence, a
"
good

"

case showing up the lacunae of an adjoining weak one. Such

education is important, for it will help readers who become

percipients of any psychical phenomenon to present it in as

scientific a shape as possible. And to many bereaved people

Mr. Carrington's impressive collection of cases will bring a help-

ful strengthening of belief that their dead still live and that

all is well with them.
J. A. H.
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Ellershaw, Major Henry, 124 Pembroke Koad, Clifton, Bristol.

Goodden, Mrs. Robert, The Cheyney Court, The Close, Win-
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McDonald, Miss Elizabeth M., The Elizabethan Society, 6 Trinity
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Meek, Mrs., 6 Alexandra Villas, Brighton, Sussex.
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EASTWOOD, H. E., The Conservative Club, 74 St. James' Street,.
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WEBSTER, MRS. JULIA C., Swanton, Vermont, U.S.A.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

THE 164th Meeting of the Council was held at 20 Hanover

Square, London, W., on Friday, July 4th, 1919, at 4 p.m. ;

MR. J. G. PIDDINGTON in the chair. There were also present :
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Mr. W. W. Ban-ally. Sir William Barrett, the Hon. Everard

Feil x ir Lawrence Jones, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, and Dr.

V i

v
\'.,lley: al> Mrs. SaJter, Editor, and Miss Isabel

Secreta

The Minutes of the last Meeting ot the Council were read

and signed as correct.

Nine new Members and new Associates were elected.

Their names and addresses a:

The Monthly Accounts for May and Jtiii'-. l'.M!.

sented and taken as read.

It was resolved that the follc.wiiiir Minute he < i tin-

Minute-book, and that a co]> be sent to Lady Rayleiirh :

"The Council have learned with deep regret of the death,
'

.0 30th, of the Society's illustrious President, Lord

'i, one of their original Vice-Presidents, and a >

; he Committee of Reference ; and they hereby place on

ncord t h appreciation ot

ii accepting the Presiden

e Council desire to offer to Lad

8 mpatliv in the loss she and her family have sustained."

GENERAL MEETING.

1 IB 159th < ; id in the

I Dbert Barnes Hall of the Royal So<

pile Street, Lond.m \\ on h. 1919, at 5.30

; DR. T. W. MM
DR. C. G. JUNO (of The Psycho-

1( deal Foundations of the Bel is hoped,
\\ 11 be published later in the Proceedings.

A SUIT' Kh POLTERGEIST" CASE AND !

EXPLANATION,

T i. E have recently appeared in the Times reports of

m -sterious "oil spurts in a Norfolk rectory." These pheno-
m na occurred at the residence of the Rev. Hugh Guy, rector

of Swanton Novers, near Melton Constable. Several in\,

ga ore were called in. in< hiding Mr. Maskelyne, the u. -II known
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illusionist, and various tentative explanations were put forward,

but the origin of the phenomena remained obscure until they
were at last traced to a servant-girl of fifteen, employed at the

Rectory, who confessed to having produced them.

A brief report of the phenomena appeared in the Times of

August 30, 1919
;

the matter was discussed at greater length
on September 1st by Mr. Cloudesley Brereton, who had visited

the house, and on September 2nd a long report was printed trom

a
"
special correspondent," a part of which we give below :

On August 8, when there was a big explosion in France, earth

tremors were felt at the village of Swanton Novers, and early in

the afternoon five greasy blotches appeared on the scullery wall

of the house. At the same time, an odour of sandalwood oil was

noticed to be hanging about the garden. Although these mani-

festations aroused comment, no special signification was attached

to them, and the following day the family left the village for a

fortnight's holiday. If anything occurred during the period when

the house was closed it was not of a startling kind, but on

August 23, when the rector returned home, water with a faint

trace of paraffin began to drip from the scullery ceiling. This was

regarded as a matter for the local plumber, who was duly called

in, but failed to discover the leaking pipe. On the following day
water fell from the ceiling of the maid's bedroom. The girl was

transferred to a bed placed in the bathroom, but immediately she

got there a fresh shower of oil and water occurred.

The situation rapidly became worse during last week. First the

dining room, then the drawing room and bed-rooms were affected.

Visitors who had come to stay with the rector had to leave.

Mr. Guy's two young nieces were driven from their rooms by
another shower of oil on their beds. On Wednesday oil and water

spoiled the breakfast table cloth.
"
In the scullery," the rector

told me,
" we were practically flooded out. The stuff came from

the ceiling in gallons. We made a hole through the floor above

it, to discover the source of the downpour, to find even the laths

to be dry. More extraordinary than anything is the fact that

since this hole was made not a drop of water or paraffin has

fallen through it, but there have been drippings from other parts

of the ceiling. The further end of the week the house had become

uninhabitable. Much of the oil we find is highly inflammable."
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About five this afternoon, while Mr. Guy was showing me over

the almost empty rectory, a furniture remover let us know that a

fresh shower had taken place in the kitchen. I went to look at

what was happening, and saw that the tloor was splashed with

-T, and that a fresh discoloured patch about 18 in. long had

appeared on the ceiling. From this spot half a dozen oily globules

<pended, and occasionally one of these fell. There was a

ng smell of paraffin about the room, but that was general

throughout the house. The
"
manifestation

"
could have been

caused by some person throwing up a cupful of oil and paraffin,

but who would do this ?

One matter which requires clearing up is that the appearances
of the oil are limited to the daytime, and are almost r.\rlu>ively

confined to rooms where a little l.Vyear-old girl servant chances

aid seems to act like a water divine:

said. 1 i <><iced the girl to-day, and should not suspect her of any
irclination towards practical joking.

The distribution of the various liquids which have been collected

ii the house was given to me as follows:

Dining room paraffin and pe*

Drawing room some paraffin.

Kitchen petrol, paraffin and war

Scullery eandalwood oil, petrol, methylated spirits, paraffin,

water.

Bed-rooms water and paraffin.

Bath room water and parat;

. paraffin, wa

Well paraffin.

There was another shower of the oil which is regarded as

>od this morning. This is only the second time this

h. 4 been seen.

.Imong the theories put forward were (a) a leakage tin

til; ground of paraffin je shop three hund

Is away, (6) a leakage from the petrol lighting-syst<m
'd at the Rectory, (c) the existence under the Rectory

i I-bearing strata, such as those found at East Winch and

eL jwhere in Norfolk. None of these explanations, however,

aj xjared to cover the ground. They did not, for example,
ex )!.. traces of sandalwood oil found on two occasi<>

her considerable dilli< -ulties.
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On September 9, 1919, the following statement appeared in

the Times :

The Swanton Novers oil
"
mystery

"
has at last been solved.

It is due to a hoax perpetrated by a young servant girl, aged 15,

employed by the rector, the Rev. H. Guy, and his wife.

Mr. Oswald Williams, the illusionist, who is holiday-making at

Cromer, proffered his assistance to Mr. Guy, who, on his suggestion

dismissed the girl for three days and caused the house to be shut

up rigorously. During this interval no liquid fell. In the mean-

time, Mr. Williams cut off the water supply and removed all

liquids from the premises except that he bestowed about the

rooms haphazard several pails containing water strongly salted

with common table salt. On the return of the girl yesterday

morning she reported two more falls of liquid. This was found by
Mr. Guy to be salted water.

No accusation was then made against the girl, it being thought
best to await the return of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, who were due

to arrive from Cromer again during the afternoon. Mr. Williams,

Mr. and Mrs. Guy, and two other persons then went into one of

the front rooms. Mrs. Williams proceeded quietly to an upper
room above the kitchen, the ceiling of which had been torn away

by explorers seeking for the cause of the mystery. As the floor

boards of the upper room had also been removed, there was an

aperture through which Mrs. Williams, by exercising great caution,

could see what was happening below. She plainly saw the girl

take up a glass and throw some of the salted water up to the

ceiling. She at once raised the alarm, and finally the girl, after

first denying her hoax, made a clean breast of the matter in the

presence of the whole of the party, and burst into tears.

The rector has addressed a note to Mr. Williams thanking him

for his timely aid, and making public acknowledgment of his

gratitude for the sympathy and interest manifested towards him

in a time of great difficulty.

On September 12, 1919, a letter from the rector of Swanton

Novers, written on September 11, appeared in the Times, from

which we quote the following extract:

I might mention that directly the house was reopened last

Monday morning [September 8], and before Mr. Williams arrived,

three splashes had occurred about 11.30 a.m., to which Mrs. Guy
(alone at the time) had her attention drawn by the maid, who
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that the atmosphere had eau<ed iv. Guy hoard the

of water being moved from the sink, the water splash, and

the bowl replaced with noise in the sink. She secretly tasted it,

<>und it was salted. According to plan, she did not there

and then accuse the girl, but waited the arrival of Mr. Williams

and his party. I might add that on coming to i

12.30 by the kitchen I tasted the spilt water myself, and

borated the facts. After the girl was caught 1 '. both her

parents, who v. upset at first, and refused to believe that

the girl was guilty; but in face of the evidence, and in spite of

the girl's denials, they agreed with our views expressing great

. and offering to do all in their power to make good t he

damai: Phillips the mother spontaneous
and clean the house, and Mr. Phillips stated that he would

back all our things himself.

ings have be loubt-

less owing to some outside influent

Lastly, I am glad to have the opportunity of recording these

facts, as it may be of use to others placed in similarly >

stances, and sa , from much trouble, worry and

xpense.

(Sgd.) Ilr., H G

P.8. I have just discovered that the packing of tin pump was

saturated with paraffin. This would account for the oil -

nto t

In view of the statements given above there can be little

. in spite of the girl's subsequent denials, that : In-

;i were due t.. h-r direct agency and w> hm her

\pla: .-ed be sought. We print this report of the case

wishing a good example of the kind of deceit against

investigators of su.-h phenomena must be on

iiard.

I

> CA E

.E following case was reported to us by the per*

ho has been for some years an associate of the

related her experience to the Secretary on

Yhru. . at the Secretary's sugges-

tion, she sent us a written statement with corroboration
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The experience appears to have been of a premonitory char-

acter, but regarded simply as a premonition it is not very

striking and might be accounted for by chance-coincidence.

What lends interest to the incident and seems to make it

worth recording, is the curious form in which the impression
was received. It appears to have been an automatism of

speech, and the percipient informs us that it is unique in

her experience. The names and addresses of all persons con-

cerned have been given to us, but by request pseudonyms or

initials are here substituted. The percipient, Mrs. McKenzie

(pseudonym) describes her experience thus :

April tih, 1919.

About two years ago I was sitting alone in my room at home,
when I became aware quite suddenly that the muscles of

my throat and tongue were being used compressed by some

energy quite apart from myself and I heard myself say aloud

the words :

"
[Angus (pseudonym)], D.S.O."

The sensation was so extraordinary that I spoke of it to my
children. A will other than my own controlled my muscles,

while I was wide awake, seated in my arm-chair, and so far

as my recollection serves not thinking of my sons at all. The

words did not arise in my mind, they were spoken without

any sort of volition on my part.

I had three sons serving two on the active list, one not yet

passed fit after being on Gallipoli my sons had all been on Gallipoli

and all suffered from severe illness contracted there. [Angus] in

particular, though able to return to active service, never went

into the trenches without shortly having a recurrence of dysentery

fever, or being wounded so much so that his hard luck had

become proverbial in the family, and we felt that he had less

chance than most people of gaining distinction. The words

spoken seemed to us very unlikely to have any practical signi-

ficance. He was wounded for the third time on the 4th Novem-

ber 1918.

Towards the end of January this year my husband received

a letter from [Angus] in which he said :

" One of Mother's dreams

has come true and I have been awarded the D.S.O."

My daughter and I were together upstairs, and my husband

called the news to us, and my daughter instantly reminded me

of what my tongue had said.
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This son is the only one who has gained any decoration.

I enclose a letter from a niece who has lived with us during

the war to whom I mentioned the incident and also one from

on.

[E. M. MrKKx/.iE.]

The following corroborativ. >nt was enclosed from

Lt. Angu- Mi Km/if (p-'-idnnvm) :

'19.

I remember son ago that my V :

received an intimation of some sort that I should

D.S.O.

I remembered the incident sufficiently d > refer

when I wrote to tell my that I had

rder. [A\:rs .M< !\

A further corroborative statement was received from a

niece to whom Mrs. iad related her experience
before its vi-;

it a year and a half ago my a

cue of a curious thing t! while she was at

iom<

She said that when she bad V>< ^ in hn mon.

lay she had had a curious feeling in her throat and she was

breed to say aloud "[Angus), 1 .ing more. She was

rery diffident about telling me, as she said it was such an un

onnected thing, and was forced : in such a jerky man

entirely as if some one else was using her throat muscles.

\\htn 1 hraid that her son [Angus] had been awarded the

'. I at once remembered what she had told us. M. 1. II

CORRESPOK1
'

" THE REALITY OP Ps^

To The Editor of the JOURNAL OK

I ADAM, Mr. Whately Smith in his interesting paper (Proc.,

J06-333) on Dr. Crawford's remarkable n
aents on "

Physic ,il

"
jli-nonirna remarks that "results of M

;mportanc
i \\ould not be unreservedly accepted by Phyn

it thorough confirmation by independent investigators."
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A careful perusal of Dr. Crawford's book should convince any
one who has some slight familiarity with experimental work, and

who has no great a priori objections to these phenomena, that

the results given are substantially accurate, the more so in view

of the wide margins which Dr. Crawford allows for instrumental

and observational errors. Still to the ordinary reader, the hypo-
thesis of illusion is always available as an explanation though, as

was clearly shown in Count Solovovo's paper (Proc., Vol. XXI.,

pp. 436-482), this hypothesis is untenable when the movement of

inanimate objects is effected. Still, confirmation is indeed very

necessary. It cannot be said that the occurrence of these pheno-

mena is yet evidentially established as a fact. The presumption

in their favour (owing largely to Dr. Crawford's work) is, however,

so significant, that it is a matter of prime importance to establish

them beyond the possibility of refutation. When this is done,

and not until then, we may profitably begin to frame theories to

explain the modus operandi of these occurrences.

Confirmation employing the same medium and circle without

which any results could not be strictly comparable is difficult.

The introduction of new observers appeared very often to have an

adverse effect on the production of phenomena.

We have however a ready, and equally, if not more, satis-

factory, means of confirmation by the use of automatic recording

apparatus to register the various motions and efforts which, in

Dr. Crawford's experiments, were recorded only by visual in-

spection. Such apparatus is already available which permits of

the synchronous registration of pressures, muscular efforts, etc.,

with far greater delicacy than is possible with the spring-balances,

and other somewhat crude and insensitive apparatus, used by
Dr. Crawford.

I have lately been reading M. Jules Amar's book Le Moteur

Humain (of which a translation is about to be issued by Messrs.

Koutledge). In this book considerable space is devoted to the

pneumatic method of measuring efforts and pressures, due to the

French physicist Marey.

In outline the method consists in providing a
"
tambour "

(a

small vessel with an elastic diaphragm), or a rubber bulb at the

place where the pressure is to be measured. The pressure to be

measured acts either directly, or through springs, on the tambour

or bulb. The latter is connected by a rubber tube, which can,

if required, be of considerable length, to a similar tambour whose
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diaphragm
- a >tyle. The movement of this stylo is

proportional to the pressure exerted on the bulb or

tambour. By the interposition of suitable springs, between the

of application of the pressure and the rubber bulb, quite

considerable pressures (as much as 1" Kj. in .\

can be dealt with, while by ali he pressure to act il

on the transmitting tambour, and increasing the length of the

style actuated by the receiving tambou:

be made to giv uents of :it amplii

ral sets of r apparatus are mounted on a slid*' in

front of a recording drum (similar to that used for chronographie
measurements of very shoi on). The slide is tr.

onal speed of h line

of apparatus can be readily calibrated before and after an *

. ini* known weights at the 'in^ end, and

noting tip onding ordinates of the traces. the

value of the pressure, say in i

ilogrammes or grammes,

spending to 1 ight of ordinate can be accurately
It will be observed that a of absolutely syiu-lu-

's can be obtained of the pressures at separat*

places by ng a corresponding numl t>. Tims,

in the case of a tabl. on, it would be possihh
simultaneous records of the horizontal and \

beneath the table, the variations in weight of the mediui

quasi-rigidity of her muscles, if, as may be the case, this is

d by an alteration in bulk. Also if the op<

-fht be possible to explore the tin*

psychic Mnall \>u might not

cause serious interference. As the graphs can easily be

permanent, and can be reproduced by hography

thereby be possible to give evidence, which could not be r<

the stated phenomena actually did take place.

Another great advantage of the apparatus is that the

(ould be installed in a room adjoining the seance room
'ns could be observed in full white li^ht.

he field of the psychic operations would not be en \\ith

iilky apparatus, such as weighing machines and spring balances.

I would also suggest the following simple direct reading arrange-
ment to register table, i

style working in a tube with a delicat*

his to a side of the table so that it can mark on a
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sheet of smoked paper or a similar surface placed on a vertical

frame at the side of the table. If, as appears to be the case,

levitations can be obtained with but slight lateral oscillation, a

trace of the vertical movements would be given on the paper as

the spring would maintain a sufficient contact between paper and

style for moderate lateral displacements.

At a later date, when levitation as a fact is definitely estab-

lished, M. Amar's technique contains suggestions which might be

applied to the investigation of the physiological condition of the

medium. He measures the expenditure of energy in working by

comparison of the consumption of oxygen and the respiratory

quotient with those obtained when the subject is in a state of

rest. Space does not permit of a description of the apparatus,

but its application should enable a definite decision to be given
as to whether the expenditure of psychic force causes a corre-

sponding expenditure of physiological energy. A decision whether

negative or positive would be of great value.

A last suggestion, and I think an important one, is that the

possibility of fraud (conscious or unconscious) should be eliminated

by what I believe physiologists call
"
control

"
experiments. Any

careful reader of Dr. Crawford's book will probably come to the

conclusion that many of the levitations, etc., could hardly have

been effected by the sitters however much they tried. Thus

experiments Nos. 23-5 are manifestations of a force which it

would seem impossible that the sitters could have exerted. Still,

to make this quite certain, the attempt should be made to repeat

the experiments, with everything precisely as before, but with a

circle of independent, and preferably sceptical, persons equal in

number and as far as possible similar in physique to the sitters,

without, of course, any attempt to call in
"
psychic

"
assistance.

If, and when, the repetition of these experiments by normal means

is found to be impossible, surely the action of extranormal forces

is demonstrated, and we are released from those interminable

and unsatisfactory discussions as to the bona fides of this or that

medium and circle. G. E. WRIGHT.

II.

NOMENCLATURE.

To The Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

MADAM, Much of the prejudice involved in the subject which the

Society for Psychical Research investigates is due to the fact that
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there is no - for this subject. "Spiritualism"
carries too heavy a burden of u and besides it is a

philosophical term with a technical meaning of its own.

i> .-till uglier, and with some people arouses even

more prejudice. We often take refuge in
"
Psy arch";

but this denotes the investigation, and not the subject. Cannot

the S.P.R. coin a neutral and respectable-sounding word for us to

The need is really urL"

I notice th ;igt or spiritual healing, ati

little attention from learned people until more scientific, or at

t more cumbersome names were in < >r perhaps the

names followed the learned people: in any case we find now the

most orthodox I frankly immersed in psycho-thera petit ii -s

and psycho-analysis. Perhap.-
-

analogy we ought to ii

a good clumsy name for the learned, and a really ni. name

aid put into a sonnc uiple folk.
"

Ps;/-

Diaphory" is the kind of thing th -ts would like, to desc

ena or alleged phenomena of communication from

another plane of existence. A nice English name would be i

l>m the S.P.R. contains many people who could

help in this pretty art of word-making.

Ought we not also finally to discard i "Medium It

will never L"-t rid of the associations of Mr. Sludge, and does great

injustice bot subject with which we ar. ned and

to a respectable class of people. "Set is better ; but

I think we could improve upon it. bef<>r- it has come into gen

This is not a small matter. We hardly realise how necessary

good terms are, and how much harm is done by bad ones. An I

the S.P.R. has .- and power to coin the neco.^

words. PERCY DEABMER.

Aug. 25/A, 1919.

VIKWS.

Experiments in Psychical Science. By W. J. CRAWFORD, D.Sc.

(John M. A\ Cecil Court, Charing Cross. 4/6 nc

Although Dr. Crawford's latest book does not break new ground
same extent as did his IH--T. it contains a great ai

interesting and very valuable matter.

The first part is devoted to experiments designed to confirm
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and amplify the conclusions to which his earlier researches had

led him.

He finds that while his first
"
cantilever

"
theory of a simple

rigid arm connecting the table to the medium holds good for the

easier levitations, a more complicated form of structure is used

for cases where heavy pressures are involved, or for such pheno-
mena as the shifting of the medium and chair bodily along the

floor.

This is what one would expect, and all the results seem to

hang together extraordinarily well. Especially simple and striking

are the experiments (pp. 68-70) in which he locates the ends of

the
"
psychic

"
structures pressing against the bare floor or against

the legs of the medium's chair.

Perhaps the most suggestive and intriguing point in the whole

book is the strong hint on p. 16 to the effect that means have

been found to render the levitating structures visible to normal

eyesight. It is impossible to over-rate the importance of this

advance if it has actually been achieved
;

if an observer can

actually see the structures in position, there could be no further

hesitation about accepting Dr. Crawford's results at their face

value, and the progress of further research would be very greatly

accelerated.

Scarcely less important is that part of the book which deals

with
"
contact

"
phenomena.

It is well known that there are many people who possess

sufficient mediumistic ability to produce strong table movements

of this type. In fact, the chances are probably in favour of any
four people being able to produce some sort of

"
table turning

"

effect if they try.

Dr. Crawford's experiments show that the movements obtained

are greater than any which can arise from muscular pressure.

This is a fact which is not really any less remarkable than levita-

tion without contact. The difference is only in degree and not in

kind. It is greatly to be hoped that students of the subject will

lose no time in repeating carefully the very simple experiments

described and thus checking Dr. Crawford's work. Experiments on

these lines put the chance of doing real research work on their

own account within the reach of most who are interested in the

subject.

In this connection one very curious anomaly may be noted.

Contact phenomena, as their name implies, are essentially de-
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pendent upon the I >uching the table. In other WOl

physical phenomena seem to be more with con

than without it. <! finds that if the medii;

bare hand touches the levitated table in the course of non-coir

phenomena the tabl- which is a

non in the one case is fatal in the other.

In his last chapter Dr. Crawford describes some experimci

performed with a
"

MI. These took place in

1 darkness, and Dr. Crawford riuhtly r.-fu^c- ich any

great importance !

All the sai. are well worth pn' . and, in the

opinion of the present writer at least, distinctly increase

of this type of phemonenon.
, of course, one problem of si; net which

stands out pre- among the many connc.

tena, na ion of : and

origin of the curious substance which set

tie medium and is formed and of

1 16 extraordinary apparent loss of weight by
i associated with its prod This substance seems to
4

cropping up'* at various poi <-Id of P.<\ i

1 appears as almost the on researches of

." -Ir of Madame Hiss.

i id the whol of Psychical Research bristles

< it.

Its existence seems incontestable, but its con-titutio!

< >scure and forms t!
1

t e physical side. l)r Crawford'- ises,

gathers, to deal with his researches on the subject will be

e gerly awaited by all students whose intere-

t pe of problem. W. 8.

I n Fenomeni d'lnfestazione. By ERNESTO BOZZANO. (Luce e

his caref
, Dei I ! nfestazione, Sign*

B >zzano gives us so interesting a work on the subject in question
tlit one is almost tempted to forget that t >tandj>oint of

my investigators the veridical existence of many of the pheno-
>na discussed is still open to do
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In a brief notice of a long work, its merits too often have to

be dismissed with a cursory word of appreciation, while the

reviewer concentrates upon some criticism. It is in this spirit

that I am commenting upon Signer Bozzano's interesting chapter

upon so-called
"
Poltergeist

"
phenomena, in which, with all due

deference to the relatively well authenticated examples he quotes,
I think he proceeds to classification with rather too easy an

assumption that the existence of the genuine Poltergeist is an

established fact.

It is true that Signor Bozzano frankly admits the difficulties

almost invariably attendant upon the thorough investigation of an

alleged Poltergeist ;
but I venture to think that on page 156

he goes possibly too far in stating that the police authorities

when called in
"
scarcely ever achieve a solution of the mystery,"

or if he be correct in this statement, then I am inclined to

question his implied deduction therefrom that a solution beyond
the achievement of the police must necessarily involve supernormal

agency.

Signor Bozzano goes on to say that where fraud is alleged,
"
the very skilful charlatan capable of deceiving the

'

professionisti

del'ordine
'

is in most cases an ingenuous adolescent girl."

Now I think Signor Bozzano has in this passage and con-

sequently in his subsequent conclusions tended to overlook two

points :

(1) That all police are not
'

very skilful.'

(2) That ' an ingenuous young girl,' especially at the age which

of all others is productive of hysterical disturbances (an age

which, as Signor Bozzano reminds us, so often figures in the role

of Poltergeist medium), might, while duping a police agent, prove
no match for a medical man well versed in the vagaries of con-

scious or unconscious hysterical trickery.

In making these brief remarks I hope I shall not be misunder-

stood, either by Signor Bozzano or by any prospective reader of

his valuable work. I am not suggesting that genuine Poltergeist

phenomena, and other alleged but infrequently investigated types

of phenomena, do not exist, but only that further investigation

should precede the assumption of their existence. U. V. T.
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ZEKHANIKLAAK, DR. I., 39 Sarphatistnuit, Aiu.stfrdiim, Holland.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

THE 165th Meeting of the Council was held at 20 Hanover

Square, London, W., on Wednesday, October 22nd, 1919, at

.'{ p.m.; THE RIGHT H>.\. <;I:KALI> \V. HALFOTK in the chair.

There were also present: Mr. \V. W. Baggally. sir William

Barrett, the Rev. M. A. Bayfield, Captain E. N. Bennett, th<>

Hon. Everard Feilding, Sir Lawrence Jones, Sir Oliver Lodge,

Dr. T. W. Mitchell, Mr. J. G. Piddington, Mr. 9t Gfc Pol Pitt.

Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, and Dr. V. J. Woolley ; also Mrs. Salter,

Kditor, and Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council \\viv

igned as correct.

Eight new Members and twenty-four new Associates were

ilected. Their names and addresses are given ab<>

The Monthly Accounts for July-Sep 1919, were

presented and taken as read.

D1CAL SE( 11 CH IK IV K)B
I'SYi llli AL RESEAK< II.

a Meeting of the Council held on October 22, 191'.'

vas decided that the Medical Section formed in I'.U 1 sh<>ul<l

>e suspended. The Section was formed
"
to promote tin-

ni'lv ..f the psychological side of medicine, especially tin-

mi. iples underlying <. :Wma of treatment by suggestion
nd other psycho-thera icasures, dissociations of consn .n

. ess, and analogous problems; to publish original contributions

v medical men on these subjects in special Medical Parts of

i be Proceedings, to appear from time to time ; to consider

t i<* possible bearings of these studies on Psychical Re-

1 -oj"

The Coum-il came to their decision on the groin tin-

t urpose for which the Medical Section had been created was

row being carried out by other medical and psychological

Societies, and they held that the objects of the Society would
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be better attained by appointing a Medical Committee to

watch the work that was being done in various quarters, and

to report on any matters which appeared of special interest in

relation to Psychical Eesearch. A Committee was therefore

appointed for this purpose, and the following Members of

Council have consented to serve on it : Dr. W. M'Dougall,
F.R.S.

;
Dr. T. W. Mitchell; Dr. V. J. Woolley ;

Dr.

Maurice B. Wright.

THE CASE OF WILLIAM GILLAM.

[EDITOEIAL NOTE. The following case is one in which a

veridical statement was made in automatic writing, purporting

to come from a deceased communicator, concerning a fact

not known at the time the script was produced either by the

automatist herself or by any other persons with whom she

was in touch. The automatist, Miss A. Childe-Pemberton,

has been an Associate of the S.P.R. for several years. From
the time when she first began to write automatically towards

the end of the year 1917, she frequently talked over her

writing with the Secretary, Miss Newton, and it was at Miss

Newton's suggestion that she wrote the following report.

The purporting communicator is Miss Childe-Pemberton's

nephew, Lieut. Edmund Childe-Pemberton, who died of wounds

received in action on April 13, 1917. Since allusions are

made in the following report to sittings with Mrs. Leonard

at which Lieut. Childe-Pemberton purported to communicate,

it seems desirable to note that in the opinion of his relatives

good evidence of his identity was obtained at those sittings.]

REPORT BY Miss A. CHILDE-PEMBERTON.

WILLIAM GILLAM was Edmund Childe-Pemberton's servant.

He was with him at Vimy Ridge when he was wounded,

April 13, 1917, and went with him to the Hospital at

Barlin, and was by his side that day till he died (April 13).

Gillam was faithfully attached to Edmund, and wrote immediate

accounts of all that happened to Edmund's mother. It was

through him that we knew about Edmund's last hours, and

that his mother received his last message. Later he sent
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home Edmund's note-book and watch and other things that

he had on him when he fell.

Gillam got leave in August, 1917, and came to see Edmund's

parents at 12. Portman Street, on August '29 and

when he gave further details, and proofs of Iris faithful attach-

ment to Edmund. After he returned to the front to his

Regiment (llth Hussars) I sent him parcels from time to

time. These he acknowledged promptly. I received answers

on the following dates: letter ironi tivml. ved Nov. 1'J.

1917; field-card written Dec. 17 82, 1

(.17 : le

"ived Jan. 8, 1918 ; field-card, dated March 3, 1918. This was

the last communication I received from Gillam and I did not

'imunicate with him a^ain myself, until 1 >nt him a parcel
on April 8, 1918, which he never acknowledged (see bel

This parcel was not despatched until three days after the

script of April *>. 1918 (see below), in which it was stated

tlat a man (subsequently identified as Gillam) had lately

(1 (!. It will tluMvfnre be seen that at the time when this

s< -ipt was produced I had no reason to suppose that anything
h d happened to Gillam. Before passing on to consider the

s ipts written on and after April ">. 1918, something u

b said of a statement contained in earlier scripts.

In very early scrawls, when first I got writing from my
n phew Edmund, some allusions were made to \Villiam (iill.im

V.v-mber 29, l'17 he said that William (Jill

that !-. was now with him. It is my habit, when

lucing aut<- ?ig, to make statements or to ask

q< -stions which are commented upon or answered in ^the
When I received a field-card illam on December, 22.

1 7. written on December 17, 1917, I told Kimun<l. u

I vas writing automatically on December 22, 1917. that he

ha been incorrect. In reply, he wrote in the scrip
1

/e make mistakes, must be more careful to verify dont

wa * gammon you off writing still believe G. conies

bef re long awfully sorry seemed a liar am not please dont

doi bt it's absolutely me

< n December SI, l'.17. I had a sitting with Mrs. Leonard,
dui ng which I begged Edmund to be very careful not to

ma e mistakes as he had about Gillam, and he said (through
A 'J
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Feda)
"
he would make no wild predictions, but be very

careful." He made allusions to this in the script of January 4,

1918, saying :

" Must go more cautiously than I did." Also

in the script of January 16, 1918, he said : "A mistake to

suppose we are prophets & it has thrown people back in

belief I know I almost did you about Gillam." Again
in the script of February 13, 1918, he said :

" When I first

came here I was so uplifted that I thought I was grown into

a kind of prophet, because one does sense such a lot of new

things."

It will be seen from the above extracts that at the end

of November, 1917, a statement was made in the script that

Gillam was already dead. This was afterwards admitted to

be an error, but it was suggested on December 22, 1917, that

Gillam would
" come before long." This was how matters

stood until the subject was brought up again in April, 1918 :

EXTRACTS FROM THE SCRIPT.

April 5, 1918.

I have something interesting for you. (pause).

A. C.-P. 1 What is it ? Are you gone ?

Well it is about a chap that has lately come along here,

not Roland, another you are interested in. I won't say

yet, having made mistake before, you see You must find

out for yourself then you'll see . . .

April 6, 1918.

A. C.-P. What about that one about whom you won't

tell me which it is, but who, you said yesterday, had come

over ?

Well I'm not going to, so don't get excited.

A. C.-P. Is he a friend of mine ?

Someone you know, but not exactly a pal, but you are

interested in him for my sake. You'll know in good time

yourself. He's all right here. I have my reason for doing

it like this, perhaps seem tiresome.

April 7, 1918.

We don't need go back over the other matter ; time

will show you why I am so mysterious.

1 These initials signify that the remarks following them were addressed by Miss

Childe-Pemberton to the purporting communicator. ED.
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A. . have you a reason for it {

. 1 h..v- a meaning in We'll go on please

mustn't try and pump me who I alluded to having

come here, because I shall keep it to myself, till you r

do find out. It will be better Test, so don't try and get

it .rm it out of me sideways, dear old inquisitive

thing, because I've decided to work it out mysteriously
tii!- must have patience : that is \\hat one

acquires here. This matter is not vital although it is cer-

tainly interesting, and I shall be surprised if you don't agree

when at length you know my mystery all in good time.

A ril 13, 1918.

I find myself often with others whom

my way good fellows several served under with me are

COIn

IS.

Soon you will be finding out about my mysterious one

that I won't tell you the name of

Don't tell me now I want to wait and find out

for m\-

l.ut huv- giv.-n hints perhaps you have guessed but no

MM

i
f
ay 6, 1918.

I must say things are going in the <i 1 hoped
for without my direct intervei. : will my
often alluded to mystery.

A. C. 1* I have guessed it for son

Of course yon have already guessed who it is but we

will keep up the ga M.I only remember I did trll

you as near a- 1 oookL I think sometimes it is dill.

to g!\<- hints and indications one wants to tell and yet

wants to make no slip or error to

J a '18.

(Vote by A. C.-P. to foripi of May IB, 1918, I had sent

Gillam a parcel and letter (separate) on April 8th ; no

answer yet. I wrote to Collier, Aldershot, on May 7th.)

(jetting no answer from Gillam acknowledging
sent April 8th, I have now written to Sergeant-Major
to get information about him.
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You did all right writing to Collier, but I don't think

you will get a satisfactory reply, at least from the point

of view from which you put your enquiry there is no doubt

something did happen which caused him not to write about

your parcel that's enough from me letter will do the

rest again don't hurry for this answer when it comes will

be complete and conclude the information close the matter . . .

The following reply from Sergeant-Major Collier was received

by me on May 27, 1918 :

EAST CAVALRY BKS.

May 27, 1918.

Your letter to hand [of] May 7th. I have enquired
Records York, also to Command Depot and cannot find any
trace of him sent home wounded

;
so as far as I can find out,

he is still with the Regiment unless he was killed in the last

big fight the llth Hussars was in. A good many of N.C.O.'s

and men who are home seem to think he is alright. I trust he

is
; if I can be of any assistance to you I shall only be too

pleased.
S. W. COLLIER, S.S.M.

By this letter it will be observed that there was no reason

to suppose Gillam was dead.

EXTRACTS FROM THE SCRIPT.

May 25, 1918.

What about Gillam ? You have never heard from him

lately have you ?

A. C.-P. No.

I suppose you wouldn't. Well go on work it out yourself,

time will show my mysterious meaning.

May 30, 1918.

A. C.-P. I have now heard from Sergeant Collier. He
can find out nothing about Gillam from Depot. Now I have

written again to Gillam at the front.

Go on working it out about Gillam if you can that you
ferret it out for yourself for surely you will get it soon and

I shall hold my tongue to the end. But please remember

you got no reply to your last Gillam letter he may be

laughing somewhere else who knows ? Well, no more said

at present work away . . .
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On June .'3, 1918, we had a sitting with Mrs. Leonard at

\vhi<h Edmund's father was the sitter and I the recorder.

A reference was made through Feda to
"
a youiii: man living

with him [Edmund]
"

and a description was obtained of what

happened to that man.

TRACTS FROM TIIK SCRIPT.

June 5, 1918.

about Roland or Roly as said there have said

enough but the other "friend seemed living with him"
I gave account to convey over here pretty carefully, because

I wished you to note it down and if you get the chance

to verify it carry your thoughts also to my often givon

messages of mystery, which I have repeated with meaning
and without giving name wanting you to clear up have

you yc
A. r.-p. I have not, but am still making enquiries.

Well you understand me and why I keep mystery up
but put this and that together and you will have guessed
and jumped to conclusion n- e descrij*- itten

down it will be useful for reference and it will be seen

I am accurate that is if you can get to clearing up state-

ment on your side a matter I have at heart rather

you'll see why perhaps guess as said so far so good.

J> e 6, 1918.

Note by A. C.-P. On June 6, 1918, 1 received back my letter

to (nllim <>f April 8th, marked "address unknown

A. C.-P. 1 want to tell you to-day I got back my letter

of Aj.nl s. to (iillain returned marked "
address unknown."

-what should just expect! as said at Feda'*

livinu with me" got OV.T here first your I '-sent

and letter got too late you are on the way to discovery,
I "it nn; fully my puzzle I mean
riddle pretty well solved now but better persevere and get

luite cleared up do not forget to take note of that I

1 lea . he had spoken about RoUnd at length at the h/

191 >. with Mrs. Leonard.

* The description given a
Ifatf wttfc Mrs. Leonard on June 3, I'.tls.

ind -ecognised at the time a* applying to Gillam. with I- tails as to how he died.

1 U the sitting with Mrs. Leonard.
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gave about his earth-end though it is quite worth noting

so do ...

June 7, 1918.

A. C.-P. To-day I wrote further enquiry about your friend.

Did you what ? oh yes almost done to death, (strange word

for me) mean you have spoken so often tell me when you

get to final solution

June 17, 1918.

The next item in my scoring I shall have to call attention

to, will be my very good friend here, very usefully busy ;

though not cleaning boots or belts
; thoroughly happy and

both congratulate ourselves we are in a better place than

before now I say I shall be able to drop no not metaphor
but mysterious hintings and veilings of this person and

let him show himself in his true name and colours so to

say then I natter myself there will be another number a

good figure added to my
"
score up." . . .

June 27, 1918.

. . . Scoring the figures to be entered before the Gillam

mystery cannot yet be fixed but a high one . . .

July 1, 1918.

A. C.-P. I have something to tell of interest about the

man you gave mysterious hints about I guessed pretty

well who you were driving at. Papa wrote to the War
Office asking if a man called Gillam could be heard of

;

last night a reply came from W.O. that W. Gillam was

wounded on March 22 [1918]. This is the latest of many
enquiries tried have you got this clear ?

Well, well yes. I've got it what a wonderfully long

job to find out simple fact whether a man is dead to earth's

army or not fancy what long time finding it out. Yes,

having gone on so long my dear old
"
Mrs. S," don't be

done by red tape of army officers but persist till you get

it in black and white for my credit sake as it were as

well as for your own satisfaction not to be done don't

be discouraged in time you will certainly believe in me
more than before if possible and you will conclude your

painful investigations please by putting things together ;
I

have given hints of in half hidden language then add to

these the talk last,
"
Feda's

" ;<

about the young man living
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with me "
and work in a continuous and ingeniou> whole

I believe you'll think it worthy of my literary reputation

and my adroit way of arrangin without committing

myself well it's got to be solved somehow and we are

laughing at the red taping of the British Army nff the field

I mean "
the stay on office

"
and we compare again to

this wonderful world of ours to our and its great advantage
so it is again all very very well : and we are as happy

as kings. . . .

July 8, 1918.

Have nothing to add to yesterday's talk about my pro-

longed mystery case hardly decently -d now lut

we'll keep up the game and joke no, it isn't thai

real a matter there it is good

10, 1918.

A. < -I
1

. P. has written aain to the War Office a^iri^

for further information.

Good now the Gillam nut must surely be in the last

stage of being cracked so l-t it n-main for tin- present

moment then talk of the whole affair as I said putting
all hints togeth

( /ote by A. ( -18.

My lam sent May 30, 1918, returned

to-day.)

. ug. 3, 1918.

read to . his father's manages to him

he had received to-day from War Office l news of (iiila

"wounded and missing since March 22

Yes of course, ready I should just think so

v my good friend and H. \V. (iillai

1 This letu-r, which wan dated Augmt _'.,.!. I'.US, ran as follows :

11181 Pte. W. (Jillam, ilth HuMsars.

ther reply no 1918 concerning the above-named

in you that enquiries have been made and it is now
-ted from the Base that he hat been misuing since the date on which he was

unded22n. '18.

regretted that the fact that he wa* mining was not reported earlier, hut

the circumstances of the fighting on the front it is not possible for conimamlm^
icers always to know whether a man known to have been wounded has been

iked p by our own stretcher bearers.
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well at last have these slow coaches arrived at the bare

fact that he was missing all these months say date again ?

A. C.-P. Since March 22nd.
" Good that is so now as to P.'s enquiry whether we can

add further to what I tried to get through at Feda's last talk

I had to be very firm and make her repeat she got

something intelligibly clear at length to this P. alludes

I heard you two also going over it being drawn first, I

will give P.'s best remembrance to Gillam he will be very

pleased he has told me of the visits he made to P. 1 Street

all alluded to.

A. C.-P. Can you now add to Feda's account ?

Well what he says is this he got wounded very far

out

A. C.-P. Mounted or dismounted ?

Mounted they were for the first time before he often was

in trenches,
2 he told you he says they went on with sort

of charges and retreating more or less the while he got
left and by that time the Hun was over the ground as

said he could not be reached.

A. C.-P. Was he taken prisoner ?

No, he did not become prisoner he lay there what seemed

a long time to him how he doesn't know but he lay

till he passed over no one came the ground was difficult

he was more or less concealed he was spared being prisoner,

he says, thinks he got stunned falling when hit from horse

all mixed in his mind hazy he says now we need not

go over it again he is a first-rate chap as proved to him

on earth he and I met at once on his reaching consciousness

he called & asked for me then we were right glad to

meet I saw to him from that onwards till he got all

right soon and is as happy as I am now you say this

to P. & you my dear old S. now you see how to get

it straight and clear from the start what I mean is from

the first mention I made wrapped in mystery, (of course

I saw you soon guessed )
but no matter, I was resolved

to keep it more or less veiled because of previous wrong

1 Gillam came to our house, 12, Portman Street, and saw Edmund's parents

Aug. 29 and 31, 1917.

2
Yes, see my statement above, p. 113. A. C.-P.
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assertion it's odd why I made that unless for once I pre-

dicted in a sort of way, well however it was see to this

make the whole story clearly put out and so that the critics

may study and compare it and be dumb. I am you see

specially glad to correct and put straight owing to formerly

being caught out at all events being too previous then

A C.-P. Well, however painful Gillam's passing out may
have been we are now so glad to think of his happiness

with you.

Yes, don't regret for Gillam who had far from a pleasant

time . . . We won't remember that he is worthy here of

the happiness he has Sometimes he thinks of the] girl

was fond of going to marry but I daresay she wasn't good

enough so I tell him I showed ^him many things] and

he is progressing fast he likes the job of doing jobs as) a

sort of servant messenger for DM !! thanks I*, for] his

n membrances very respectfully a true gentleman] likefyou
he says and also thanks you for what you several times

sent him for my sake I know that you did. You see

I m >-t <ii 11am when he woke was warned about him . . .

ivgust 4, 1918.

A. C.-P. About th> (Iillain account yesterday it V.TV

clearly filled in what was given at Feda's.

Yes, it does the Vol. is now completed or will be when

your labour of _r it together it completed quite a

good Vol. and gives me great satisfaction . . . leave no

stone unturned to make this Gillam Vol. as clear and good
a set-oi roof as possible you haven't an M
fun I had trying to tell you by hints and hiding it all the

time a sort of game. I liked doing it have you anything

more to ask as to it now the last thread of mystery dressing

up is removed? well, I think you got it straightened out.

A. C.-P. Ab< rt at Feda's she seemed to

want to say he had been ill and recovered how did that

fit on to second

Yes, that was said at Feda's it was not long I

though I think will ask him not now he has related r in-

many things the point to get clear in your heads at Feda's

was the second time she tackled it I got it out fi

about his "lying in a ditHrultj j>iar<-

"
tin- whole
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turned on that as was said yesterday fuller and thus it

was the wind up of earth for him he is very happy over

his new birthday and life here quite unexpected too few of

us got any real inkling of what to expect after we were

knocked out and fewer indeed had any idea or glimpse of

the splendid radiant gay and joyful state in which we find

ourselves and which opens out more and more wider and

great hopes and works and opportunities and love and

rejoicing and happiness undescribable. . . .

On Jan. 16, 1919, I wrote to Mrs. Gillam (mother of William)

and asked her, whether amongst returned prisoners, news had

been heard of her son.

I received the following reply from her :

232 POSTMAN BUILDINGS,

Jan. 20, 1919.

In answer to your kind letter which I received last week kindly

asking me if we have heard more of my dear son William, I am

sorry to say we have not. I enclose the latest report we have

had from the Red Cross about him. I ought to have answered

your last kind letter but at the time I was very ill with Rheu-

matic Gout which is very painful. My youngest son, a lad of

19, has just returned from Germany being prisoner of war for

10 months. I am very much afraid we shall never hear or see

anything of William again. M. GILLAM.

The following is the enclosure spoken of from the British

Red Cross :

December 17, 1918.

We have, I deeply regret to state, received sad news from

L.(cp.) M. Parsons, 9852. [Full description and address given.]

He tells us he was with the Hussars attending to a sick horse

on March 21st when a shell exploded near him and your son

among others was killed by this shell explosion. We feel certain

that death was instantaneous. We do not consider this evidence

conclusive, though we feel it our duty to send you this report

and are continuing our enquiries.

May I assure you how much we sympathise with you.

On receiving Mrs. Gillam's letter and enclosure from the Red
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f'ross on January J. 1919, I told Edmund about this, when I

was writing the same evening.

He had repeatedly asked me when Gillam's case would be

hided for publication, and I had said this would not be till

the prisoners' fates were known.

K.\ i i:A< 1 i K>M THK SCRIPT.

January 22, 1919.

A. C.-P. She [Mrs. Gillam] sent me a letter from the R-<1

Cross, that a man, come home, reported his death. . . . He
was seeing to a horse when a shell fell ami killed 1 1 ilium with

others instantly .

Gillam would like to give his vcr>

-I'. I remember what he said b

Yes, but the conclusions of this man's report vary from

Jam's it is true there was a shell but he was not done

with on the spot he remembered being hurled somewhere

& left & not found that's what he says but he says

"for my part it doesn't need going into as to !

only to be exact & its not easy to be that
"

because, he

says, & said before he was dazed & uncertain, but he's as

sure as he knows haw to be that he wasn't killed in a moment

i.nt lay a while.
"
What, Sir, I wish to state is that I

did come over here then, & here I've been ever since &
much happier tell the lady tha I was before or when

she saw m<

In reply to enquiry sent to th i \Var < Ml'n . my brother.

Mr. rhildi'-IVin'r received the following on 1 IS,

>>ruary K'

reply to your letter of the 21st Jan. 1919 cone

H. MM' i

1

'-. W. (iillam. Ihi, Hussars, I am directed

-hat it is regretted no furtl. nation has been received

this office, and that he has not been traced as a prisoner of war.

In th'-> >-s, and in view of the lapse of time, it is

<1 that the chance that he may be still alive is now small.

Every endeavour is being made to obtain complete lists of

prisoners of war and repatriated prisoners of war are being ask-'i

to give any evidence they have about the fate of the mists ii

If any definite ion should be obtained the next-of-km

will ho notified immediately.
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I am to express the sympathy of the Army Council that it

has not been possible to obtain any definite information con-

cerning this Soldier.

In the script of February 13, 1919, Edmund commented

upon the above letter from the War Office thus :

Then we can let fly for of course they cant find the chap
Grillam on earth & now you have got him presumed dead, you
can publish our case & not fear but what it's capital evidence

for any but the blind ... as for us who have got to the

close of it at last praise to your patience dear S. from your

very delighted & jolly glad author & nephew E. C. P.

Since this date Mrs. Gillam has received from the War Office a

certificate of the death of her son William Gillam.

THE INDIAN ROPE-TRICK.

IN the Strand Magazine for April, 1919, there is printed a

photograph, taken by Lieut. F. W. Holmes, V.C., M.M., of

the famous
"
Indian rope-trick." The S.P.R. has already

printed two reports from witnesses who have seen this per-

formance, but we have never obtained any photographs. We
endeavoured therefore to get into touch with Lieut. Holmes

with a view to examining the original negative, but in this

we have not so far succeeded.

The photograph depicts an open-air scene, a stretch of

grass apparently with a few trees in the background ;
in the

foreground stands the conjurer, holding in his left hand the

lower end of the rope which appears to be about 10 ft. long.

The boy is balanced vertically on the upper end of the rope,

which rises straight into the air
;

his arms are extended and

his legs are hanging down on either side of the rope. His

whole figure and the upper half of the rope are silhouetted

against a light sky. The scene is thus described by Lieut.

Holmes :

One day in May, 1917, I was standing on the veranda of my
bungalow at Kirkee, near Poona, in the company of several

other officers, when an old man and his boy came up to us over

the open ground, to give us his performance. He had no pole
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a thing which would have been impossible of concealment.

He began by unwinding from about his waist a long rope, which

he threw upwards in the air, where it remained erect. The

boy climbed to the top, where he balanced himself, as seen in

the photograph, which I took at that moment. He then de-

scended, and the conjurer, holding the pole with one hand, tapped
it gently with the other, when it collapsed into rope-like flexibility,

and he coiled it round his waist, as before. I offer no explana-

tion. I simply relate what took place before my eyes.

Included in the article in the Strand Magazine is another

statement by a witness who saw the trick performed ly a

native conjurer in Delhi in 1896, and again by the same man
>nares in 1897. His e.\ was similar to that of

Lieut. Holmes, but he did not take a photograph. The

ace of the photograph is an important point, because one

explanation of the performance which has been put forward i*

lhat some illusion or hallucination is produced in the spectator,
; nd the rope is nevrr -limbed at all. Hut such an explanation
nil not hold where a camera is concerned. The a<

by Li* MIT. Holmes suggests that possibly the effect

light be produced by a very finely jointed rod made in

he sen i Maine of a rope which would stiffen when thrown

illy into thf air. To manipulate such a rod so that a

oy could climl. d poise himself at the top would be

.irkable feat of jugglin*;. but not perhaps beyond e

onal skill. That the faculty exercised in the performance
f this trick, wh;. may be, is as a Monal

:s shown by the fact that the performance is so rare.

t is worthy of note that after the boy had descended from

1 ic rope, as Lieut. Holmes tells us, the conjurer tapped it

ntly witli his hand. If it was a jointed > the

< oject of the tapping may have been to dislocate the joints.

Two reports by eye-witnesses of the Indian rope- trick have
1 ^en printed in the Journal. In the Ml port, by Mr.
-

T. hur.hell (Vul. XL. p. -jwj, it is stated that the rope

a ipeared to ascend to a height of about 15 to 20 feet.

The raised portion of the rope remained erect, while the other

p >rtion lay on the ground The boy then began to eliml

t) e rope, hand over hand, with legs twisted round the rope in
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the ordinary way of climbing. When he got to the top, the

boy disappeared, but I could not tell the exact moment of

disappearance. One seemed to be gradually aware that he

had disappeared, but not able to fix the exact moment of dis-

appearance. The conjuror then commenced to harangue the

crowd and ask where the boy was. The boy then appeared
in the open space, but I do not remember whether he descended

the rope or came from the outside of the crowd.

The second report (Vol. XII., p. 30), written in 1904 by
a lady whose name is withheld by request, describes the

performance of the trick in 1897 by a
"
party of conjurers

"

outside the verandah of a hotel in Bombay.

One of them threw a rope into the air which hitched itself

up to apparently nothing in the sky above
;

one could see the

rope going straight up as far as one could see anything, and

it certainly did not on being thrown up at once fall back to

the earth again. A small boy then swarmed up this rope, becom-

ing smaller and smaller, till he likewise vanished from sight, and

a few minutes later bits of his (apparently mangled) remains

fell from the sky, first an arm, then a leg, and so on till all

his component parts had descended
;

these the juggler covered

with a cloth, mumbled something or other, made a pass or two,

and behold ! there was the boy smiling and whole before us,

and the rope was jerked off its invisible hook and rolled up,

and the trick was done.

The jugglers were seated well below us on the open ground,

with no attempt at concealment, with nothing about them but

the very scant properties of an Indian conjuror (too well-known

to require description).

It will be observed that of the three reports printed above,

the least sensational is Lieut. Holmes', which is corroborated

by his photograph. Mr. Burchett's report agrees with Lieut.

Holmes' save that he estimates the rope at fifteen to twenty

feet, whereas the photograph taken by Lieut. Holmes shows

that upon the occasion when he witnessed the performance the

length of the rope was only about ten feet, and Mr. Burchett

speaks of the boy as having disappeared from the top of the

rope, whereas Lieut. Holmes tells us that he
"
descended,"
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mably by means of the rope. Upon this point Mr.

Burchett's statement falls more into line with the third report,

made seven years after witnessing the trick : the hoy is de-

scribed as climbing to a great height.
M
becoming smaller and

smaller until he likewise vanished from sight," and descending

to earth apparently in ji & This conclusion, which is one

of the traditional features of the rope-trick, was apparently
omitted upon the two occasions when Mr. Burchett and Lieut.

Holmes witnessed the performance.
A t-. n of the three reports given above suggests that

some of the more sensational elements in the trick are to be

means of the usual arts of the conjuror. ruling

a certain expectation in the spectator- mind and distracting

his attention at the crucial moment. For what actually

ed on one particular occasion the photograph taken

imes is the clearest evidence with which we have

so far :;

pro*

.=

NOTES ON PKKloDK'ALS.

Proceedings of the American Society for Psychical Resell, Vol.

XIII

e nuiiiIxT opens with an I , lyslop which gives

the results of a questionnaire he ha ited to test the allega-

tion that the evidential a hunt his relatives which he had

obtained in his sittings with Mrs. Piper might have been due

u-nces. The questionnaire was very full and

d, and Dr. Hyslop has no difficulty in showing on

returns that chance could not possibly have done what was

claimed for it. But his argi > less convincing n

case than when he so ingeniously tested the value of the identifica-

tions of '

spirit '-communicators through mediums by the close

ism of the messages sei ommunicators in the flesh

who were not allowed to give their name- /oc., Pt. XL I.

^npendix AJ : for it is clear that the questionnaire embodies only

he
*

hits
'

in the ssages.

second arti e, is devoted to a

study of the
'

Great Amherst Mystery.' It is shown

inclusively that wh n due deduction is made for the defects

n the quantity and quah presented in Mr.
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Walter Hubbeil's book (now in its 55th thousand !) and its accounts

are compared with the records in his original journal, the case

conforms closely to the ordinary
'

Poltergeist
'

type, with Esther

Cox as the perpetrator of the mysterious pranks. Dr. Prince,

however, does not accuse her of conscious fraud, but supposes
that she was suffering at the time from '

dissociated
'

personality,

due to the shock of an unpleasant experience she had had shortly

before the manifestations began. Dr. Prince's fine study practi-

cally establishes this interpretation, but it is a pity that it is

obscured by an unfortunate misprint on p. 118, where the vital

date is given as 1879, instead of 1878 (cf. p. 126).

In the third article Dr. Hyslop gives an account of his investi-

gation of a real estate broker at Lynn, Mass., who frequently

suffered from veridical symbolic hallucinations referring to the

character and occupation of strangers who visited his office. On

being , scientifically tested, his success was nothing like so great

as the newspapers reported, and Dr. Hyslop's attempt to convert

the apparent evidence for
'

telepathy
'

into proof of
'

spirit
'

agency by taking him to his medium Mrs. Chenoweth also did

not yield anything very conclusive. But the case is undoubtedly
of value as throwing light on the antecedents of

'

mediumship.'

The last article is a translation of Dr. W. Mackenzie's account

of the '

thinking dog,' Kolf of Mannheim, published in the Archives

de Psychologie de la Suisse Romande, No. 52, December, 1913. This

article was fully reported on in the Society's Journal for June,

1914. Now apparently, as there foreshadowed, evidence has been

got showing that Rolf did not understand the intelligent responses

he gave and that consequently the intelligence shown was not

his. A certain Dr. Neumann (at a time which is unfortunately
not stated, though it must have been before Frau Moekel died

a year or two ago) tried four types of experiment upon Rolf,

all of which gave consistent results. (1) When Dr. Neumann
held the board on which the dog tapped his responses, the results

were wholly negative.
" No intelligence was manifested."

(2) When Frau Moekel held it, but was ignorant of what the

dog had to do, the answers were wrong. (3) When she, or

one or more of her daughters knew, the answers were right.

(4) When experiments ofj|the third typej|were repeated in the

absence of Frau Moekel, the dog at once failed to answer the

questions he had answered correctly before. Dr. Mackenzie,
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who very candidly sent a copy of Dr. Neumann's paper to

Dr. Hyslop, is, not unnaturally, now afHieted with
"
very dis-

comforting doubts about the actual genuineness of the whole lot

of
'

results
'

obtained with the Mannheim Dog," though he protests
that

"
I have no direct evidence of any sort, about tricky com-

munications that might have been exchanged between the Moekel

children and their (now deceased) mother, such as to vitiate

my own experiments." Still he thinks that
"
Mrs. Moekel.

in perfect honesty, may have undergone much self-suggestion,'

and apparently believes that he was tricked, although he all

hi- paper to be republished. There appears to be. moreover.

ii" prospect of further investor hoimh I; -till

ali\--. "he is said to 1-
-leti-ly negative" while Miss

M Moekel, now married, has "lost all interest about the

and refuses to exhibit him any further. The del

is as com]>lete. and just, as that of the (Jennan Kin

Ajid yet it is only fair to point out that, if we judge by tin-

re corded evidence alone, neither are all of Rolfs achievements

e> plained. nr i* fraud (whether deliberate or as the amusement

of an hysterical invalid) the only remaining explanation. Unlike

I)
1

. d succeed (according to Inn

it getting intelligent answers from Kolf under conditions when

was in a position to prompt him, as notably in the card

e: p m which he elaborately assures

u only Rolf could have seen the cards. Other observers in

7 erseele have made similar allegations (cf. Journal, .lun< h-ii

p 256). i. ally also both these results and Nemn.t

i some conn |)atliic

Bl leterln. liypotheeis (cf. Journal, .Inly.

1' 14, p. 272). But no doubt amid these perplexities most

n m will accept Dr. Neumann's verdict as final, though h<

a] parent ly too cautious to allege fraud
; they will prefer to

b< ieve that Dr. Mackenzie and the others who thought they
h 1 made sure they were dealing :lfs unaided intelliL--

w re careless observers and have not reported what actually
h; *ned. And unfortunately such mistakes are so common
tb a no experienced psychical researcher will feel confident that

th jy are wrong. I .
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REVIEW.

Life after Death, Problems of the Future Life and its Nature.

By JAMES H. HYSLOP, Ph.D., LL.D. Kegan Paul, Trench,
Trubner & Co., Ltd. London, 1918. Pp. ix, 346.

There is |no more indefatigable investigator of psychic matters

than Dr. Hyslop, and both the quantity and the quality of

his researches inspire respect, even in those who believe that

the principle of the inverse^ratio to some extent applies,] to them.
In addition there is no one more ardent and assiduous in writing
books to popularize his researches, and the present volume is

only the last of a long series. But Dr. Hyslop would be more
than human if he had not the defects of his qualities. Intensely
conscious that he is struggling almost single-handed against the

bias of the whole academic world, he is careless of condensation

and style, and sometimes omits to pass the whole of his output
through the critical filter. In the present volume nearly all

that is of value is concentrated in the last five chapters, especially
those on the

'

difficulties of the problem
'

and
'

the process of

communicating.' The historical sketch of the beliefs in immor-

tality in the first six chapters is very inadequate, and often

misleading. For instance, this is how he introduces James's
famous

'

transmission
'

theory of the relation of body and soul

and the origin of consciousness in an ultra-physical sphere.
"

It

meant that, even though consciousness might be a function of

the organism it might be transmitted to (sic) some other reality.
.... He recognized the law of transmission of motion and

thought consciousness might conceivably be transferred in a

similar way from the physical body (sic) to some other subject
"

(p. 156). He goes on (p. 157) to ascribe to James an "
accep-

tance of the materialistic view that consciousness was a function

of the brain or organism. Hence whatever sympathy he had
with survival had to be indicated in a theory of transmission

which seems to the present writer rank nonsense." So it does

to the present reviewer
;

but the nonsense is Dr. Hyslop's, and

suggests that if he ever read James's Human Immortality he
has completely forgotten it and reconstructs its argument, as

the German professor did his camel, out of his inner conscious-

ness. Or rather out of the word
'

transmission,' which he has

unhappily equipped with the wrong prepositions. For James's
'

transmission
' was not a transmission "from the physical body

to some other subject," but through the body from a spiritual

sphere, and suggested that our minds
" come from something

mental that pre exists
"

(Human Immortality, p. 58). Also James
was careful to explain the ambiguity of

'

function,' and to show
that it might be either

'

productive
'

or
'

transmissive,' whereas

Dr. Hyslop seems to confuse
'

transrnissive
'

with
'

transitive
'

(p. 137).
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Dr. Hyslop is on firmer ground when he discusses in the light

of his abundant experience the modes of transmitting messages
from the

k

spirit

*

world, their interpretation and the nature of

the spiritual existence thin revealed. He is emphatic in declaring
his conviction that psychical research has accumulated evidence

enough for him to
"
treat the hypothesis of survival as scientifi-

cally proved
"

(p. 233) ; but his main aim appears to be to

discourage the inference that therefore
'

spirit-communications
'

can be trusted to reveal the nature of the after life, and insists

on the difficulties and complications of the process of communi-

cating and the extent to which its products are coloured by the

personality of the medium and liable to U- vitiated by various

sources of error. So that in the end little appears to him to

be established, as yet, beyond the fact of survival, and his dis-

cussion is calculated to have a moderating influence alike on the

credulity of those who are ready to swallow anything that authen-

ticates itself in an abnormal manner, and on the presumption of

those who make bold to rejei-r er does not them
consonant with their pr- i notions of spiritual dignity
and propriety.

In contending against these attitudes it is gratifying
th it I>r Hy>l..p has considerably n hilosophic
co ice

i
A 'spirit* is no longer a simple (and

tk'ref" 'soul-substance' lurking behind <

es to exist apart
fr m the physical bodv. The invocation of idealist:

th i: hidi the somewhat grotesque
in tation of this v revealed by the messages,
wi h spiritual houses, clothes, cigars, etc., used to

co stit Hyslop is disposed to believe that post
m< iem ex. wholly mental world.' Hut In

til ies to think realistically about the absolu v of our

pr lent world; whereas, if idealism i> in order, nothing is easier

th o the suggestion that it too is relative to a mental condition,
n so of a like ith the world which resembles

it <o much. hi plainer language, if it is legitimate to suppose
th, t the world of th< spirit messages is a dream-world, and
if ihysical reality may appear to be

possessed by dr

I l.e that our world i> a f
: e of this

am that our actual experience is of a dream - world too. We
cai get no assurance of its absolute r .rh-r from i

presupposes the data of experi<n
WO i

1 of physical n-n ce, which exhibits to

UH oream-worlds M nd out of them. Conse-

quent! .L'ht w-U win lik- awakening
.. and whetln-r \\e .should l,-li<-ve ourselves to be

pasdng into a more real world or lapsing deep
woi Id depend only on tl.- and value of the

nev existence as compared with the old. And obviously the
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inherent difficulties of communication would remain precisely the

same, whether we supposed that the denizens of a dream-world
were trying to impose on people so wide awake as ourselves,
or that more enlightened

'

spirits
'

were trying to arouse us
to higher realities : in either case they would have to be overcome
before literal credence could be given to the information received.

They would have to be overcome to a far greater extent than

they have been, before the communications themselves could be

regarded as adequate proof even of the fact of survival. Dr.

Hyslop's contrary conviction that to obtain supernormal knowledge
of personal characteristics of the departed proves at least that

they still exist and are concerned in its transmission, even though
the bulk of the message may be grotesque or false, is surely
too precarious ;

for a number of alternative interpretations have

been, or may be, given of the apparent situation. To mention

only one of the former, which though not very attractive or

elevating in itself is of great antiquity and congenial with powerful
interests what if both the supernormal information and the

mimicry of the departed should proceed from the craft and

subtlety of the devil ? It is clear that all the established

churches, which naturally regard
' mediums '

as doctors do un-
licensed practitioners, must incline to this view, and notorious

that the Church of Kome has always officially done so
; moreover,

metaphysical philosophers also are more likely to accept this

theory, when cornered and forced to admit that a priori reasoning
can determine nothing about a future life, than to take to patient
scientific investigation of the alleged facts. 1 There is little likeli-

hood therefore that the path of the psychical researcher will be

made less arduous in the future than in the past, though there

is much to be said for Dr. Hyslop's contention (p. 329) that
"

if our religious minds could have the courage to frankly abandon

purely deductive methods, to make their peace with scientific

method and to follow inductive methods, they would soon find

their way out of the wilderness. They have everything to gain
and nothing to lose by the appeal to facts instead of a priori de-

finitions and deduction from premises including more than their

evidence supplies. Prove immortality scientifically, and theism is

most likely to follow as a natural consequence."
F. C. S. SCHILLER.

1 Cf. Mr. Bradley's Essays on Truth and Reality, p. 440.

COKKECTION.

In the October number of the Journal the price of Dr. Craw-

ford's book, Experiments in Psychical Science, was incorrectly

given as 4s. 6d. The price is 6s. nett.
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NEW MEMBEES AND ASSOCIATES.

Names of Members are printed in Black Type.

Names of Associates are printed in SMALL CAPITALS.

Elected }7th November, 1919.

Barcellos, A. M. S., 47 Hampstead Road, Wallasey, Cheshire.

Benson, E. F., 25 Brompton Square, London, S.W. 3.

Bond, Major W. C., O.B.E., Shalesbrook, Forest Row, Sussex.

Bush, E., 11 Silver Street, Wakefield, Yorks.

Hart, Mrs. H. Burcham, Eshott, Eastbury Road, Northwood,
Middlesex.

Platt, Mrs. Evelyn, Kingwood, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

Thompson, Owen, K.C., 2 Arkwright Road, Hampstead, London,
N.W. 3.

Wright, Captain A. F., Trent Valley House, Lich field.

BOND, MRS. W. C., Shalesbrook, Forest Row, Sussex.

BROWN, LEO. M., P.O. Box 953, Mobile, Alabama, U.S.A.

CLARK, MRS. CECIL, c/o Royal Bank of Canada, Port of Spain,

Trinidad.

HICHENS, MRS. W. LIONEL, 15 Buckingham Palace Gardens, London,
S.W.

JAMES, BRIG.-GENERAL C. H. L., C.B., C.M.G., United Service Club,

London, S.W. 1.

JOHNSON, MRS., Abbot's Bay, Nr. Keswick.

LYELL, MAJOR A. G., 68 Upper Richmond Road, Putney, London,
S.W. 15.

SMITH, REV. WILLIAM J., St. Marnock's Manse, Kilmarnock.

SOUTHERN, H., 24 Carholme Road, Forest Hill, London, S.E. 23.

THRUPP, T. C., Claremont, Woodlands Road, Redhill, Surrey.

Elected Wi December, 1919.

Carter, Mrs. H. A., Mena House, St. Erth, Hayle, Cornwall.

Davies, D. Berrington G., J.P., Parcygors, Llechryd, Cardigan-
shire.

Hobhouse, Mrs. Henry, 1 Airlie Gardens, London, W. 8.

Trethewy, A. W., 4 St. James's Place, London, S.W. 1.

ALDEN, H. W., 21 Edison Avenue, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.
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HILLS. Miv H. D.. :,:, \VJ M ,; ;. Kalii.^, London. W.&.
HOTHI.AI K. FRANK A., Fail-Held, Hambh"l.n, Hants.

MlLLK.K. MKS. CAROLYN A. 1 lain.-sville. Florida. I'.S A

\. K H.. U.K.. Camorta, St. Leonard's 1 ^bourne.

WKINT.KIK;. In:. A. A., Conservator of the Psychiatrical Laboratoiy,

Helperootteinge] 2,
'

m, Holland.

MEETINGS OF TI1K COUNCIL,

THE 166th Meeting of the- Council was held at I'M Hanover

London. \V.. on Mon: i-cr 17th. 1919, at

p.m.: THK KK.HI \\u\ D \V. P.vLi-nri: in the chair.

Th- also present: Mr. \V. \V. Baggallv, Mr. .)

Piddini:-
'

. \1< '. Mi,.

llcnrv Sid^wirk, and Dr. V. J. tifooU0J tor,

llditor. and Miss Isabel Newton, Secreta

Th.' Minutes of the last Meeting of the Cmmril were read

i nd signed as correct.

it new Members ai new Associates wen- <>!,>, -ted.

heir names and addresses are \i <>ve.

Monthly Accounts for October, 1919, were presented
nd taken as read.

A letter was read bom Hr, K'-ildmg, resi^i pootion
j s Iloimrarv Secretary of the S.- accmmt ..t his tic.pi.-nt

; bsences from liomc. Th- il accepted Mi. Folding's
i signation with mu< h regret.

Resolutions to be proposed at the Kxn.iunJ neral

.le**' 'he S.nietv to be held at 1 p.m. <m the saine

' 'ere brought lefore the (ullFlcil all-: ved.

I ''7th Me-.tmLr ,,f the Cuuncil was held at 20 Hanover
^ juare, London. \V.. ..n Tuesdav. Drrrmb.-r !th. l!l (

..

I rn.; MR. .1 . PIIHUNKTMN m the .-hair. Then* were also

Mi. \V. \\. I'.a^allv. the I!,-. . M A. Kivl.eld. ( ap-
i in K. V l)i \ .1 \Vuollrv; also Mrs. Salter.

I ditor. and Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.
The Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council were read

t id signed as
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The proceedings of the Extraordinary General Meeting held

on November 17th were read.

Four new Members and seven new Associates were elected.

Their names and addresses are given above.

The Monthly Accounts for November, 1919, were presented

and taken as read.

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETINGS OF THE
SOCIETY.

AN Extraordinary General Meeting of the Society was held

at 20 Hanover Square, London, W., on Monday, November

17th, 1919, at 4 p.m. ;
THE RIGHT HON. GERALD W. BALFOUR

in the chair. There were also present : Mr. W. W. Baggally,

Captain E. N. Bennett, Mr. H. B. Fitch, Mrs. Home, Miss

S. Boucher James, Mr. J. G. Piddington, Mr. St. G. L. Fox

Pitt, Mrs. W. H. Salter, Miss F. R. Scatcherd, Mr. Sydney C.

Scott, Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, Dr. V. J. Woolley (and by Proxy :

Miss Balfour, the Rev. M. A. Bayfield, the Hon. Everard

Feilding, Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Lawrence Jones, and Dr. T.

W. Mitchell) ;
also Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.

Notice of the Meeting and of the subjoined Resolutions was

read.

THE RESOLUTIONS ABOVE REFERRED TO.

The following new Article shall be inserted after Article 11,

namely :

lla. The Council shall have power in its discretion from time

to time and for such period or periods as it shall deem

expedient to suspend the election of Associates of the Society.

The following Articles shall be substituted for Articles 16,

17, and 21, namely :

16. The annual subscription payable by Members of the

Society shall be Two Guineas or such larger sum as the Council

may from time to time determine ; provided that any member

may compound for such annual subscriptions and become a

Life Member upon making a single payment of an amount

equal to ten times the Member's annual subscription for the

time being.
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17. The annual sulcription pavaMe 1\ \ fl of the

by shall l>e < me (iuinea or such larger sum not exceeding

thr amount of the subscription for the time Ixnn^ pavaMe
hv Members of the Society a- thr Council mav from time to

time determine : pm\ id-d that any Associate mav compound
n-h annual suin iptions and hccomo a Life Associate

upon making a sinulr pavmnit of an amount (Mpial to ten

times the Associate's annual >iileriptiun for the time IMMIUJ.

_M. Members and \ all lie entitled to pun-hase

all tlie j>eriodiral pul>li-atinn> of the Society at half the price

at which tli- >old to the puldic.

The Hon. Tiea>mei. M;. .1. (i. Piddington, mo\fd that the

said Resolution- !.. pansed en &/<><: the motion \\as seconded

d.

06 was givOQ that the >aid l!f>nlutinii> \\niild lie Mill

n itted for continuation as Special Resolution^ to a further

il Meeting <>t t to be held

llano. :e on Tuesday, December !Mh. I'.M

j.m

held

20 H.mover Square, London, \\
. on I I) .ml>er

! h, 1919, at 4 p.m.; Mi:. '. ( <. PlDDIHOTOM in the cktir,
r

l lore were also present : Mr. W. \V. Baggalh The i;t. II. >n.

< -raid \V. I

1

. M. \ B*ji B

I -nnctt. Mrs. houst.-.- !l. I'. Pitch, Mr-. W. II 8

>i8 Scatcherd, D; \ J \\

I irrtT
I

h 1. \\ Hit keli

EUd Hall. \\i II- g Lad]
f

l oubridge) ; also Miss 1-al-rl N.-wton. s.-cietaiy.

Noticr nf the <

' ' h- I,'- ofotlOl ' b*t

_' ol til.' >

i. d on November 17th. I'.'l'.'. was read.

lue Minutes of the pri*\i<u- I. . i Mi-etin^

\v re read and signed as correct.

1'lir .-:on> \\i LM\-n in dct.nl in the .Minutes

01 the preceding K naiv (imcial M-

fo ' confirmation as S} i ied un,tnimoii>ly.
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CASE.

L. 1228. TELEPATHIC IMPRESSION.

THE following report of an impression apparently derived from

a telepathic source received at the moment of waking, has

been sent to us by Mr. B. Jordan-Smith, an Associate of the

Society. In sending his first report of the case Mr. Jordan-

Smith wrote as follows :

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

ORCHARDLEA,
GROSVENOR ROAD,

CAVERSHAM,
READING.

November, 27, 1919.

THE enclosed details I think come within the category of
"
Telepathy

without Conscious Effort
" and may be of use to you for publica-

tion in the Journal, or for the Society to keep.

Miss E. M. Thomas is a Birmingham friend of ours and staying

at the above address for a few days. So far I have never tried

any telepathic experiments with the lady.

After relating what she said was her dream, she modified it

by saying that she was more or less in the stage of waking

(half awake).

Mrs. Jordan-Smith confirms these statements as she was present

at the time.

B. JORDAN-SMITH.

The following statements were enclosed with this letter :

November 26th, 1919 (written 10 a.m.)

I.

At 8.30 a.m. this morning at breakfast at the above address, Miss

Ethel Thomas, a visitor, related what she said at the time was a

dream, just on the point of waking up, as follows :

"
I was counting the number of men and women going on

board ship at Southampton, and the number was fifteen.

I could almost tell who they were."

I mentioned that I thought that this was a case of
"
telepathy

without conscious effort," and related that at 8.15 a.m. I was
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shaving in an adjoining room, and counting up in my mind the

number of people going on board ship on Thursday, and on a

ship at Southampton, the same time. The total number \\,

.Mr-. Jordan-Smith ju.-t after 1 had shaved went into Mi>^

Thomas's room to rouse i

B. JORDAN-SMITH.

11.

Nowendn'i iM, I'.M'J.

[1 was
| ju>t dreaming when Mr.-. I'.. .Ionian-Smith called mr

.orning (or rather she came into my room and touched me
and said :

"
Breakfast will soon be ready, but no hum

I got up, without hurry, and came down and found Mr. and

Jordan-Smith having breakfast. I said to Mrs. Jordan

Smith :

"
1 was dreaming about a ship when you came an. I \\oke

Mr. Jordan-Smith then took it up: "What about a ship?"
he asked. "Oh," 1 replied, --it was just giin^ from Southampton,
and I stood by counting the i nig a boat ll.\ many!"
be asked.

/ / replied.

II.
'

;

,. -n koU D I thai j
:-' I 1 at the time Mr-. Jordan

? \\\{\i broke he was shaving in bath-roon

linking .\.-r a -hip sailing from Southampton next day, on

A hich he had fifteen passengers.

to Mr. Jordan-Smith t<> emjuire \\hethei he

t the best of his belief no mention had

1 ?en made in Bliss Thomas's hem that he had

j sailing fmm Southampton on the following Thin

. id we also enquired whether M mas would have any
il reason for u- g with him a ship sailing I MM,,

> mthampton rather than anotlier port. In reply we received

i r following answer from Mi th :

Fu reply to yours of the H r- my i-xperiem-i-^ with

\ I-:. .M. Tkomat, i \\ithout (nn.M-io

Th- to this experit-m . 1 in no way men;

u out Passengers, Shipping pton to Mis.- Thomas or

a iy o! llea.

1
p.i.-.>eci your letter \\ithoiit

ing 1 1
.-. riiilM-r
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3rd, 1919) to Mrs. Jordan Smith and on reading the same, she

commented to me :

: ' You never mentioned anything about

Shipping then, and generally you never talk about your business."

I have no objection to my full name and address being used

in connection with this.

I sent your letter on to Miss Thomas without comment, and

herewith enclose her reply.
B. JORDAN SMITH.

The letter from Miss Thomas to which Mr. Jordan-Smith

refers, was as follows :

127 BARCLAY ROAD,

BEARWOOD, BIRMINGHAM.

December th, 1919.

I HAVE read the letter from the Editor of the S.P.R. and will

now answer his questions, which I think he has every right to

ask, as personally I consider these instances no good at all as

evidence, unless they are questioned and looked into from every

point of view.

As far as I can remember during my thirteen days visit to

your house, only one ship was mentioned and that was when

you remarked you might have to go to London for the day to

see some people off from some docks there, and I said,
"
Oh,

if you go on a Friday be sure and visit the Caledonian Market,"

knowing your interest in antiques. I was not at all interested

in the ship itself and can't even remember where it was going to.

That was in the early part of my visit and the dream occurred

on the last morning of my visit, the only morning in fact that

I had breakfast with you ; having got up early to go into town

with Mrs. Jordan-Smith.

Re the day before (Tuesday [November 25, 1919]) I saw you at

lunch-time, but you didn't come up to tea, and I decided not to

go to the dancing-class with Mrs. Jordan-Smith, my foot being

painful. I therefore spent the evening alone finishing a novel,

and also looked at one or two humorous journals, with a view

to getting ideas for my own art and work.

You and Mrs. Jordan-Smith returned about 10.35 and we had

supper, talked about dancing and went to bed, my mind being

set very strongly all the time upon my art work and getting ideas

for same (I never draw ships or anything to do with ships, or

the sea, as you know).
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It was in fact only by the merest chance that I me.ntioneil

inv dream to you at all, not IMMIII; at all superstitious about

drear .:. or taking any notice of them.

I also think that names and addresses should he mentioned

and he is quite at liberty to use mine.

ETHEL M. THOM

It appears from the above statements that Miss Thomas

had no special reason on the morninir of Wednesday. November

L't'th. MHi. for thinking of a ship sailing from Southampton,
and the further close coincidence between her waking imp!
and Mr. Jordan-Smith's thoughts, both in time and in contents,

makes it difficult to ascribe the incident to chance.

\\V are indebted to Mr. and Mrs. Jordan-Smith and Miss

Thomas for the trouble they have taken in this matter and

n to print mes and al

CORRESPONDENCE.

the Editor of the JOURNAL OP THE S.IM:

NOMENCLATl I

1

> \DAM, AB suggested by the Rev. Percy Dearmer in In- Inter

o Aug. 25th. there seems to be room for impr

th or lens commonly used in connection with

p ychicai research and it would no doubt be benefn i a i dard

n nienclature could be agreed i: 1 authoritatively adopted
b- fore such terms become stereotyped in current hteratm

1 a matter whirh I think should be dealt with joiritlv by t he

im-ils of tli- h and American Societies for I'sydn, al

I! -earch.

\\ith reference to a general name to cover the whole ti.-ld of

in e*tigation, the termM
"

Spiritual nd Spiritism," as

, p< nted out by Mr. Dearmer, are both unde nd more

,>ed, they ref-r only to one branch of the -ubjert.

A ,'urtli- to my mind, lies in their tendency fco

th difference between soul (psyche) and spirit (pncuma) in the

fcliinan trinity of body, soul and -pint. The tuo \sords are often

en ployed HO indiscriminately, tl I spirit come to be

l a> identical. Kegardin^' tlie investigatioiiH of the ,S /'./,'.
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as being relative to the soul, I think that for a general name for

the whole subject,
"
Psychics

" would best meet the case, as

being the simplest and analogous to physics, mathematics, etc.

Following this analogy, the corresponding adjective
"
psychical

"

should be adopted and the abbreviated form
"
psychic

"
should

be dropped.
I am not quite sure whether the term "

psycho-diaphory,"
for the phenomena or alleged phenomena of communication with

another world, is put forward by Mr. Dearmer as a definite

proposal, but if so, I think he must have overlooked the medical

term
"
diaphoresis," used to signify sweating. This will probably

be a fatal objection to the suggestion.
" Medium "

ought certainly to be discarded entirely. In the

Glossary at the commencement of Human Personality, Myers stated

his preference for
"
automatist

"
or

"
sensitive," and of the two,

the former seems the better, being free from implication as to

the origin of the phenomena.
J. T. COOTE.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OP THE S.P.R.

II.

MADAM, Dr. Dearmer's letter in the October issue of the Journal

raises a point of real importance.

As we are the Society for Psychical Research the subject which

we investigate must obviously have a
"
^

"
in it.

The "
ology

"
which properly belongs to use has been appropriated

by others. I think, however, that
"
psychics

"
is still to let.

This term seems logically correct. As an analogy we have the

physical society dealing with physics.

The objection is that the term "psychic" has been somewhat

widely used to describe a sensitive or automatist. This use

however is not very widely spread and can probably be sup-

pressed in due course.

We can frame several nice long words on psychics, e.g. the

study of
"
physical

"
phenomena becomes psycho-dynamics, a

sensitive is dia-psychic, ordinary people are adia-psychic.

Undoubtedly the term medium should be eliminated but we

are hardly likely to get any better substitutes than sensitive

and Automatist.

The "really nice names for simple folk" are impossible of
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mment. All the simple nice names, and nasty ones too, have,

like the simple houses, been taken long ago.

And why do we want names to
"
put into a sonnet

"
{ Does

the Reverend Doctor wish to see the terse prose of the S.P.R.

proceedings give place to lyrics { If so, our poetical sub-liminals

will ha\v to write the papers as well as supply material for them.

G. E. WRIGHT.

To THE S.P.U.

111.

MAPA.M. Mr. Percy Dearruer's letter of August 25, is very much

to the point. Many people who are interested in P>\\hual

Research do not call themselves spiritualists hut would have

no objection to be called Psychists (Greek. / be >"ul.

istes, one who is skilled or has studied). Again, instead of talking

of Sj.irn let us talk of Psychics i

ka. things relating to), just as we do of ( ting

10 the science of magnitudes.
is much more in a name than many realise, and a

eneral adoption of the above would raise the whole subject

a the opinion of the public to a

J. ARTHUR FINDI.AY.

"t the above self i the letters which have reached

8 The suggestion thai the terms
"
psychism

"
or

psychics
"

should be used has been made by other correspondents

IIKVIKNV.

'inmonplacf Book. By J. T. 1 1 -. 1'. Fis!ier I" num.

Mr. Haekett, who has been an Associate of the Society for many
3 jars, has, in the intervals of practising as a lawyer in Australia,

C implied a very interesting *<! those passages in literature

> *ch have par acted his attention. Mr. i

i umate friend, from his youth upwards, of I hard Hodgson,

MM enthu-i i.sti. work the Society owed much in

d iys, and, as he tells us in face,

1 of the m i Hodgson.
:alia in 1H77, but
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spondence until 1886. . . . Thus directly and indirectly Hodgson has

much to do with the book, and, if it had been practicable, I would

have placed his name on the title-page,

This circumstance will give the book a special interest to members

of the Society, who will find much in it to attract them on other

grounds. It contains a wide and varied selection from authors of

different periods, but especially from authors writing in " the seventies

and eighties
"

of the last century, concerning many of whom, since

they have fallen out of sight in recent years, the reader will be glad

to have his memory refreshed.

Besides the quotations, Mr. Hackett has introduced many notes

and comments of his own. Thus to the well-known passage in

which Myers explains how he came to find the Hellenic ideal of life

inadequate, he appends an interesting, if contentious, expression of

his own views on the subject.

All profits derived from the sale of the book will be paid to the

Eed Cross Fund
H. DE G. S.
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BALFOUR in the chair. Other Members present were : Lady
Anderson, Colonel C. E. Baddeley, Mr. W. W. Baggally, Sir

William Barrett, the Rev. M. A. Bayfield, Captain P. E. Beavis,

Captain E. N. Bennett, Mrs. Boustead, Captain C. Cave,

Miss Corry, Miss Cotterell, Mrs. Courage, the Hon. E. Feilding,

Mr. Hugh B. Fitch, Rev. W. S. Irving, Sir Lawrence J. Jones,

Mr. F. A. Leaf, Mrs. Oldham. Mr. J. G. Piddington, Miss

Radclyffe-Hall, Lady Rayleigh, Mr. W. H. Salter, Mrs. W. H.

Salter, Miss Scatcherd, Mr. Sydney C. Scott, Mrs. Henry Sidg-

wick, Mr. W. Whately Smith, Lady Troubridge, Miss Upton,
Lieut.-Colonel L. P. Winby, and Dr. V. J. Woolley.
The Report of the Council for 1919, printed below, was read.

The audited account of income and expenditure for the year

1919, also printed below, was presented and taken as read.

MRS. LEILA BOUSTEAD, who had given notice of her intention

to speak, rose and spoke as follows :

MRS. BOUSTEAD said she was present on behalf of a large

number of Members and Associates who felt convinced, as

she long had, that dissatisfaction exists with regard to the

methods of the Society. She had invited correspondence on

the question and had received a great number of letters, all

practically without exception endorsing her views of the dis-

content at the lethargic state of the Society. That morning
she had received a letter from an important Member, Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle, stating that he would support the

resolution.

The Society's sound and critical methods were well-known
;

it was called a Society for Research, but she submitted that

too little research work was done. The Journal was often full

of matter that was valueless and uninteresting.

Another subject upon which reform was desired was the

papers read to the Society. She put in a plea for simpler

papers. Those by leading lights in psychical research, men
whose names did not require to be mentioned, had always
been interesting and to the point. But they had heard some

papers which were not. One, of a medical nature on the

conscious and unconscious complexes, was most technical and

could be followed only by the deepest scientists.

The S.P.R. had fallen into a rut of lethargy and had adopted
a non-progressive policy. The whole subject of psychical
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arch had become one of the burning questions of the day
people would no longer be content with such slow

methods.

Mrs, Boofltead suni^ted that new members should be el-

on to the Council and should be people who had leisure to

give time to the work, which many of those now on the

;cil had not F<>i this reason she suggested that half the

iir\\ members should be women.

also suggested that more research officers should he

appointed, not necessarily paid; such officers to be elected

from the Members and Associates according to their a hi

asked why tli \; fcfl of Dr. Crawford at Belfast

had not been taken up. These well-attested physical pheno-
.,i should long since have engaged the attention <>f the

v. and she would ask why such things were neglected.

suggested that several well-known mediums should be

investigated and reports published. She knew that fr this

p irpoee money was necessary, but if the Society was not a

wealthy one that was its own fault. If things were on a i\\

p ogressi -ing, a large membership would come in. As
it was, members resigned. She was sure many people would

c- me forward with fund- if the work w.-re more acti\

Mrs. Boustead th.-n proposed to submit a Resolution to

tie me't::_ I rman (Mr. G. W. Balfoun point. <1

tl at no not he Resolution had been given and no copy of

Secretary, although it appeared to be i

If 8 in the nature of a vote of censure on the Council. It

v & doubtful whether Mich a Resolution would be in order, at

its at this stage <

eedings. He thought how-

Urs. Boustea t be allowed to put it before

tl
'

meeting as an an :>ort.

ft was T!:.MI proposed by Mrs. Boustead and seconded by
C< lonel Baddel' the following Resolution should be

p; ed as an amendment to the Rep<
Whilst fully !< -oL'm -.inir the importance tied and

iou- in oo into psychical research, and the perman-
en t tli- work done .divadv by tin- S.P.K.. wr think

th time has come for a more active and progressive policy.

The impression widely exists that the official attitude of the

8.P.R. (negative rat i more that of
^

A I'
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tive, anxious to expose fraud, than that of an open-minded

investigator.

Accordingly we desire the addition of new members on to

the Council, who will inspire a more active spirit into the

Society ;
also the appointment of at least one additional

Research Officer, with or without remuneration, who will give

a patient and sympathetic enquiry into all evidence submitted

by members and others."

COLONEL BADDELEY said that he had talked the matter over

with members of the Society and they gave it as their opinion

that there was not a close enough connexion in the Society

between the various members scattered about the country ;

it was thought that if there were a closer connexion many
would be willing to do work and more research would be

done.

The Society inevitably had split up into certain groups of

thought and it was desirable that work should be carried out

in all these groups. One group included those whose evidence

tended towards the spiritualistic hypothesis. A second group

thought that most of the phenomena could be explained by ab-

normal psychological processes, but agreed there was a large

supernormal residue. A third group had not found evidence

for any extraneous phenomena whatever. It was a pity that

the Society should carry out its research along only one of

these lines
;

it should be carried out along each.

MR. EVERARD FEILDING asked along which line it was carried

out, but Colonel Baddeley said that this was rather an invidious

question.

(UNA) LADY TROUBRIDGE said that, in reply to Mrs. Boustead,

she and Miss Radclyffe-Hall had only been members of the

Society a short time when they came to the Secretary with

some reports ; they received every encouragement and assist-

ance and were very shortly asked to read the paper which

had recently been published.

SIR WILLIAM F. BARRETT said he had had many letters

from Members and Associates urging a more active policy, but

he wanted emphatically to say to those who might be dis-

satisfied with the somewhat slow and cautious methods of

the Society that any attempt to depart in the slightest way
from the strictly scientific proceedings of the Society, or from
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the fundamental basis upon which the Society was founded

would meet with the most strenuous opposition on his part

and on the part of many others.

COLONEL BADDELKY interposed to say that he was not

complaining of the critical and sound basis upon which the

Society forked. The work of the Society was excellent, so

far as it went, but it did not go far enough.
SIR WILLIAM BARRETT (resuming) said that a crisis had

arisen in the history of the Society in its very early years.

,iin influential members were an.\i>u< that the Society

should proceed more rapidly and approach miv nearly to

what they regarded as the spiritualistic standpoint. Their

views did not meet with the approval of the Council at the

time and several of them resigned. But to the views they

advocated the Society had steadily approached. You could

n >t hurry psychical research ami vou must not expect rapid

progress.

CAPTAIN BENNETT said that, with regard to the investiga-

t on of sporadic haunting*, the failure to investigate was

'ten due to the fact that the number of people able and
v illing to undertake these researches was limited. If those

r embers who would give a general undertaking to do this

\ ork, if possible, would send in then names to the Secretary,
1 terest in the Society would be spread over a larger area

a id good work would be done.

BAGOALLY said he could speak from many years'
e perience of investigating haunted houses, etc. It was neces-

s rv to have experienced investigators.

MR. BAYFIELD said that the Resolution contained extra-

linan- demands and he did not see how any Society could

V' te on all this at once.

As to the cry of discouragement by the officers of the

& ciety he believed it was to be found in th. prospectus
01 rules that they earnestly asked all members to do all they

1 for the Society. The complaint, he thought, was that

m tubers would not do enough. The Society had welcomed all

tli it its members would do.

"Secondly, as Mr. Baggally had stated, very few people were

ca >able of carrying on well a difficult investigation. The

BO?J- ild find itself in an extremely false position it
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appointed a member who was unqualified and unsuitable for

ofiicial research. An incapable investigator would damage
the prestige of the Society. Its position in the eyes of the

public depended very largely on the fact that it was careful,

sober and deliberate.

MR. WHATELY SMITH said he would like to answer one

specific point which Mrs. Boustead had made. With regard
to Dr. Crawford's experiments, the Society, he believed, had

got into touch with Dr. Crawford three years ago and had

tried to enquire into the phenomena. Two years ago there

had been a suggestion that he himself and two members of

the Council should go over to Belfast to have sittings. But

Dr. Crawford had not agreed to this and up to the present
was not willing that any other investigators should take part
in the case.

MR. FEILDING endorsed what Mr. Whately Smith had

said about the attitude of Dr. Crawford. His reason for

refusing an investigation was that he was engaged on a series

of experiments on one or two points, upon which he was

anxious to satisfy himself before admitting the public in any

way.
Mr. Feilding also drew attention to the great amount of

work that was done without there being anything to show for

it. He said that having been Honorary Secretary for a number

of years he had seen that a great many cases could never be

brought to the point at which any report upon them was

possible ;
he himself had been recently investigating a case of

that sort. He doubted whether, even if Mrs. Boustead's

suggestion of appointing another research officer were carried

out, it would make much difference in the work of the Society.

After some remarks by the CHAIRMAN on the importance of

maintaining the high scientific standard of the Society, the

Resolution was put to the Meeting as an amendment to the

Report and was defeated by a large majority, only five persons

voting for it : the Report was then adopted.

The Chairman announced that the five retiring Members of

the Council offered themselves for re-election, and that to

fill a further vacancy, caused by the previous retirement of

Dr. Milne Bramwell, Dr. L. P. Jacks, late President of the

Society and at present a co-opted member of Council, was
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proposed bv Mr-. Henry Sidgwick and seconded by Mr. J. G.

Piddington. No other nominations having been received, the

following were declared to be duly elected Members of the

C'.uiKil : Sir William Barrett, The Hon. Everard Feildimr,

Dr. L. I

1

. Professor Gilbert Murray, Mr. J. G. Piddiiur-

ton, Dr. !'. C. S. Schiller.

MEKTINCS OF THE COUNCIL.

168th ' incil Wai h'-ld at 20 Han.\vr

Square, London. \\ .. on Wednesday, .lanuary 28th, l
(

.20, at

p.m.: THK Kr. U LD \\ . BALFOUU in the chair.

ere also pi- Mr. W. W. Baggally, Sir William

Rev. M. A. Bayfield, Cap N. Bennett. Hon.

: Feildinjz. Sir Lawrence Jones, Mr. J. G. Piddington.
u. Mi>. 11,'iiry Sid.u'wk'k. and Dr. V. .1.

\\M,,H.V: also Miss I. Newton, Secretary.

The Minutes of read and signed as

c< n-

The (ouiuil tilled the vacant place among their elected

n ;mbere, caused by th oS Lord Rayleigh, by appoint-
ic 5

to it Dr. T. W. Mitch'll. hitherto a co-opted im-m!

4s a result of the increase in the cost of the pr<>diH ti<>n

ol the Proceedings and Journal and in other expenses <>l th>

Council decided. n th- II

t< suspend tli.- !<( t ion of new Associates.

Che Report of t < il was considered, and approved as

ai ended, foi '19.ended, ;

1

' M
'

MU' of tile Council was li.-ld at 20 Hanover

$<! iare, London, W., on Wednesday, January 28th. I'.'J"

mi nediat.-lv afj Annual General Meet ,_ T,,, |;, j| nN

;\LD W. BALFOI K in 1 were also present:
W. W. Baggally. -M WiDki Captain K. N.

Beinett. Hon. I. 3n Lawrence .!",, Mr.

J. G. I'iddini/tori. Mr. Sydney C. Scott, Mrs. H.-nf\ Sid^wick,

an( Di \ I \\ also Mrs. -
Kditor, and Miss

L !Ie\
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Dr. William M'Dougall, F.R.S., was elected President of

the Society for the year 1920.

Mr. J. G. Piddington was re-elected Hon. Treasurer
;

Mrs.

Henry Sidgwick, Hon. Secretary ;
and Mr. John Avery, Auditor,

for the current year.

The following were co-opted as Members of the Council

for the year 1920 : the Rev. M. A. Bayfield, Sir George Beilby,

F.R.S., Mr. G. Lowes Dickinson, Sir Lawrence Jones, Mr.

W. H. Salter, Dr. V. J. Woolley, and Dr. M. B. Wright.
Committees were elected as follows :

Committee of Reference and Publication. The Rt. Hon.

Gerald W. Balfour, Sir William F. Barrett, the Rev. M. A.

Bayfield, the Hon. Everard Feilding, Dr. W. Leaf, Sir Oliver

Lodge, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, Mr. J. G. Piddington, and Mrs.

H. Sidgwick.

Library Committee. Sir William Barrett, the Hon. Everard

Feilding, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, and Mr. J. G. Piddington.
House and Finance Committee. Mr. W. W. Baggally, the

Hon. Everard Feilding, Mr. J. G. Piddington, and Mr. Sydney
C. Scott.

Corresponding Members and Honorary Associates were

elected for the year 1920.

Fifteen new Members were elected. Their names and

addresses are given above.

PRIVATE MEETING FOR MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES.

The 61st Private Meeting of the Society for Members and

Associates only was held in the Council Chamber, at 20 Han-

over Square, London, W., on Wednesday, January 28th, 1920,

at 5 p.m. ;
THE RIGHT HON. GERALD W. BALFOUR in the

chair.

MRS. W. H. SALTER read selections from a paper by MRS.

HENRY SIDGWICK on " A Report on Some Book Tests obtained

through Mrs. Leonard." It is hoped that the full paper will

be published later in the Proceedings.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE YEAR 1919.

IN our Report for 1918 we drew attention to the fact that

the total membership of the Society which, as a result of
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the war, showed a marked during the years 1914,

I'.'l"), and 1916, had since then been increasing. It is satis-

factory to be able to report a further substantial increase

of 99 during the 8 -'iity-three new Members have

been elected, the average annual number .elected during the

previous nine years being 27, and 17 Associates have b.

Members, of whom a considerable proportion have taken this

step as a result of the appeal for donations towards the

of printing; !!' new Associates have been elected and
> M -niK.T- have become Associates. The unusually large num-

ber of Members elected in proportion to Associates is a point

of some interest in view of the financial position <li-

below. The losses from death during the past year. s

bere and 20 Associates, have been exceptionally large: the

losses from resignations and failure to renew subscriptions

amount to !'.* Members and 43 Associates.

ership of the Society now stands at

cf whom 403 are Members and 902 Associates, as com;

\ ith L".<> Members and 953 Associates at the end of P.'i:;.

1 ic last year before t

e of the increased interest taken in the Socic

< in also be derived from th< --nt use made of the

I ibrary, and from the sale of publications. As regards the

I ibrary. r of books borrowed during the last

ears exceeds the total number borrowed during the preceding
t .11 r. The total amount realised during the past year !>\

t le sale of publications in this -uuntry is 149 16s. Od. by
.-vies to the general public. 111 <)g. lOd. by sales at half -pri<

t Members and Associates.' Thus the unusually large sum
iH4 15s. 9d. obtained by sales to Members and Associates

i 1918, has been exceeded. More significance attaches to

t ese figures when we remember that they are not affected

1 the recent increase in the price of publications and that

t e output <f the Society has again been small. The sum of

I l.'J-. Od. has been realised by sales in America.

Lord Rayleigh was elected President of the Society last

J inuary and gav !' ,<l-nti.il Address in April. His

I mented death in .Jun has left us for some months without

a President, as it seemed better not to fill the va<

tie usual time. The Society is to be congratulated that th.ii
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presidential chair was filled by so eminent a man of science,

even for a short time, and it will be a lasting honour to us to

have his name on the roll of ex-Presidents.

The Society has suffered another loss of a much valued

member in the death of Sir William Crookes, a former President

and Vice-President.

The Society will regret the retirement of the Hon. Everard

JFeilding from the post of Honorary Secretary which he has

held since 1903. Mr. Feilding has been abroad for the greater

part of the last five years, and is rather frequently called

abroad by business, and he thinks he can serve the Society
as an ordinary member of the Council as well as he could

in the capacity of Honorary Secretary. For the moment the

Council have not filled his place.

The retirement from the Council of Dr. Milne Bramwell,
after giving us for many years the benefit of his support,

leaves a vacancy on that body. Dr. Bramwell would have

retired in rotation after this Meeting, which has the duty
of filling his place and that of the five other members of

the Council who retire in rotation.

The casual vacancy on the Council caused by the death

of Lord Rayleigh has been filled by the Council itself, under

Article 33, by the election of Dr. T. W. Mitchell, previously
a co-opted member. Dr. Mitchell's services to the Society are

well known.

The expense of printing has continued to be a subject of

anxiety to the Council. The generous help they have re-

ceived from Members and Associates in donations (91 9s. Od.

during 1919, including 50 from "Mrs. Salter, and taking 1918

and 1919 together about 206) and the additional subscriptions

received from those Associates who have become Members,

prevent immediate financial difficulty. But it now appears

probable that the larger part of the expenses of printing,

that depending on labour, is likely to remain at its present

high level. Other expenses, such as salaries, are rising, and

presently rent will also rise. It would be impossible to go
on indefinitely appealing for donations, and the Council feel

that some way of permanently increasing the available income

must if possible be found. If we divide expenses by the

number of Members and Associates of the Society, we find
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that the share per head is considerably over the guinea paid
bv Associates, and the Council hi\v derided that for the

nt at least, it will be best to try the experiment of

electing no new Associates, hoping that most of those who

would have joined as Associates will he willing to join as

Members. The elasticity secured by the changes lately made

by the Society in its Articles of Association renders this

arrangement possible. Kxistinir Associates will continue as

re. It is also proposed to raise the price of both ninvni

and past Parts of Proa- outsiders. The half-price paid
1\ Members for extra copies or back Parts will of course

go up automatically at the sat

The Council hope that these arrangements may secure the

ssary increase of revenue. If they do not. other steps
will have to be taken to enable the Society to cany on its

work: but the c..tincil arc rd ith.-r to raise the t

paid by existing Members and Associates or to reduce the

utput of work or publications, if it can be avoided.

amounts for 1919, like those for 1918, look more

favourable than they should because the amount ..I ma

published during both years has been small. Only one I'.nt

)f Proceedings was issued in I !!'.'. This has been

partly due to printer's delays and partly to other difficulties.

l'h' result i* a M "f matter for publi

ation, the first instalment <>f which is Part 78, completing
tfhen the Index is read\ has been cii

his month. Two further Parts should app -ly. for

*e have waiting for publication Dr. .Mitchell's paper on the

Doris F <

ase, read in 1918; the Report on tin- Sittings

.vith Mrs. Leonard arranged by the Society which was read

n part in Jan Dr. Jung's paper read in .Ink

1919; and Mr. Hubert Wales' paper read in part in October

'.M'.t: !
;

The i *'tui n of peace has, as we hoped, led to marked

?^ns of increasing activity in 1'sychical Research, and the

a greater number of competent workers into tin-

leld is lik-lv to increase the amount of work done. Not

hat we can reasonably expect much more rapid progi

n systematizing the knowledge acquired. That this should

EM <>f the utiii.^t importance, but progress-
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in it must almost necessarily be slow if it is to be good,
and in order to secure a sound basis for interpretation further

accumulation of empirical knowledge both by experiment and

observation is greatly needed. It is in the accumulation of

this that more workers are especially needed. As members
of the Society well know, however, mere goodwill in an

investigator is not enough. Neither spontaneous cases, nor

experiments, are of much use unless carefully observed and

recorded, and to do this well some experience is usually

needed, as, without it, points which it is important to look

out for and record are not always realised. Some good work may
lose its value in this way. But it is also to be observed that

work well done may sometimes have to remain in the archives

of the Society unpublished and unprinted. This may easily

happen in negative cases, for if investigation leads to the

conclusion that there has probably been trickery or self-

deception it is often impossible to say so publicly without

giving pain or annoyance to people who have perhaps taken

special pains to give facilities for investigation. This kind

of disappointment is not perhaps very important, because

though the particulars of such a case may be helpful in

other investigations, it is of course positive evidence that

we are in search of. Another and more regrettable disappoint-

ment occurs when an investigator is unable to look into a

case with sufficient thoroughness to make his researches of

use
;

or when having obtained all the available evidence he

is unable to make up his own mind on the conclusion to

be drawn.

All this is perhaps something of a digression from a report

on the work of the year, but the Council is anxious it should

be fully understood that not all the investigations conducted

can be included in the publications of the Society.

The widespread interest taken recently in psychical research

and in
"
spiritualism

"
has resulted in an increased number

of interviews with people visiting the Society's rooms in

search of information and advice, which has been freely given.

This is a kind of work which has little immediate result,

but from which both the public and the Society are likely

in the long run to benefit.

All spontaneous cases or experiments that are sent to us
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with permission to print, if they seem to come up to the

vidential standard required, are printed in the Journal or

find their way into papers in the Pro-

It is perhaps a symptom of increasing help received by
the Council from members of the Society, and an earnest

of still more in the future, that we have during 1919 had

nine good spontaneous cases to print in the Journal as against

MX in 1918 and seven in 1
(.17 BiflM nine, except a premonitory

case, are all recent, and have been recorded at intervals of a

fortnight to ten months of their occurrence, and what is inter-

ng four of them were apparitions at the time of death,

a kind of case important in itself and valuable because of

the definiteness of the coincidence. The Council also atta< h

it importance to the piece of research carried out by Mr.

Hubert Wales independently and on his own initiative. If

more members could find opportunity for equally valuable

work the Society would greatly benefit.

The Society was glad to have the opportunity last summer
f hearing a paper from Dr. C. G. Jung, which, it is hoped,

will shortly be published in Proceedings. Much of the work

which is being done now in other branches of psychology
das an obvious bearing upon psychical research and un\r

.vhich conduces to a rapprochement between workers outside

u r immediate circle is all the more desirable now that our

wn Medical Section has been suspended, as explained in

:he Journal for N l>er.

The Society's American Agents, the \V. P>. Marke Go., 1.

retired from business, the F. W. Faxon Co. have now been

ippointed in their place and are conducting the business

ictively and efficiently.

mcil have made arrangement for an investig

)f the medium known as
" Eva C.," of whose phenomena so

nuch has been written by Dr. von Schrenck-Notzing and f.v

Madame Bisson, the lady with whom Eva C. lives. !!:

iblished reports, including Dr. von Schrenck-Notzing's l><

.ere reviewed by Mrs. Salter in Proceedings, Vol. XXVI I

in l'll. The phenomena are curious and puzzling and

10 far, as we think must be admitted, somewhat incondu

But there are indications of some unexplained physiological
r p>y. hi<'iil phenomena, which need further elucidation. Madame
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Bisson and Eva C. have accepted an invitation to come to

England next month for a few weeks' stay, and a small

Committee consisting of Mrs. Salter, Mr. Feilding and Mr.

Whately Smith has been appointed to make the necessary

arrangements for the investigation, and to invite the assist-

ance of such sub-committees of doctors and others as may
seem advisable for the purpose.

Part 77 of Proceedings was published in July 1919, and

Part 78, dated December 1919, has appeared this month.

The number of Meetings for the reading of papers etc.

held during the year was five.

On January 31st, at a Private Meeting of Members and

Associates, Mrs. Salter read a paper on "A Report on the

Trance-phenomena of Mrs. Leonard."

On April llth, at a General Meeting, Lord Rayleigh gave
his Presidential Address.

On July 4th, at a General Meeting, Dr. C. G. Jung of

Zurich gave an address on
" The Psychological Foundations

of the Belief in Spirits."

On November 7th, at a Private Meeting, extracts from

Mr. Hubert Wales' paper on
" Some Experiments in Thought-

Transference without Conscious Agency," were read by Mrs.

Salter.

On December 9th, at a General Meeting, Papers commemora-

tive of Lord Rayleigh and Sir William Crookes were read by
Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir William Barrett respectively.

NOTICES.

A member of the Society is at present conducting some experi-

ments in dowsing for water in the neighbourhood of London.

Any Members or Associates who have had some definite ex-

perience apparently indicating that they possess a faculty for

dowsing, and who are willing to take part in these experiments,

are invited to communicate with the Secretary, at 20 Hanover

Square, London, W. 1, who will forward their letters to the

experimenter.

A group of experimenters have lately received by means of

various kinds of automatism a series of quotations which, it is
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may form part of some : re^pondences. H

any other persons have had similar results, they are invited

to communicate with the Norwegian Society tW Psychical

Research, '2'2 Xordahl Brunsgade. t hristiania. Norway.

J3E,

P. PREMONITORY DREAM.

THK following case of an apparently prophetic dream

reported in /./*//</. S<>] 13, liU'. : the name> and

addresses of those \o\\n t us. l>ut l>y

Monyms are used h'

from the Bi
' M>- Jai

(pseudonym) li her fiance's death a few day> U>fore

it occurred, when he was in apparently good health. In

reply to a letter from the Secretary asking tr tint her de'

ind corroborative evidence, Miss Jameson wrote as follows :

[Received September 1

In ansvv. I'Jth. I had tin- dr.-.mi \\hirh

[ wrote about on thr- 2nd [of August, 1919], and told my mother

ibout it (.11 the 4th, as I had thought it unlucky and did not

iko to mention it before. My fin day

ogether on the 5th, and he was perfectly well seemin^lv \\hi.-h

sill he appeared ii health and on

he following day the 6th, he died.

If t more details you would like to knov I uiil

?ve them, hut I would pn-fi-r. for j.rivat*- reasons, that my full

lame should not appear in anything puhlic. (',. H. (.!AMF>

To \ lameson's signature was appended thus :

lri-d cor" [<iWKNDOl.INK IV .!.\.MKSi.

In reply to a further en.juiry Miss Jameson wrote t

[Postmark. X. {.(ember 18, I'.'l

Tn a !), I am afraid t li-

ttle I can add about ml ii.ve already mentioned

hat I bed as usual on 1919] (i

avi: , \tliing or thought of an>-thing likely to cause

nightman-) and droamt that I was beside a grave and SOIIM--

>aid in my h : h is [Leonard]." As the funeral party
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advanced I noticed Mr. V. and Mr. L. (two of his greatest friends)

among the followers
;
when the burial was over and as they

all moved away, I stumbled away from the grave and someone

took my arm. On turning round I found it was Mr. L. This

was my dream and it came true in every detail on the day
that [Leonard] was buried. I enclose my mother's account of

it. You ask if I have ever before had any psychic experience,
I have had a few minor ones, but none which could be con-

sidered evidential. G. B. [JAMESON].

With this letter was enclosed the following corroborative

statement from Mrs. Jameson :

My daughter told of her dream on the Monday [August 4,

1919], adding that she had felt first of all disinclined to, as

it seemed a very unlucky dream. She was rather nervous about

it, and told it to me in detail as in the account in Light. She

often dreams vividly, and I remember that some have come

true before, though I cannot recall exactly what they were.

[GWENDOLINE B. JAMESON].

We then wrote to Miss Jameson to ask for a statement

concerning the cause of her fiance's death in order to establish

the point that there had been no reason to anticipate it.

We also asked for some press notice giving the date of the

death. In reply Miss Jameson wrote thus :

[Keceived September 25, 1919.]

I thank you for your letter of the 22nd. The first thing

necessary to complete the case I can tell you now. The verdict

of the cause of my fiance's death was
"
Angina Pectoris and

heart in a state of Fatty Degeneration." None of his friends,

nor myself, nor even [Leonard] himself had the slightest idea

that he had any disease of the heart, as, having always seemed

normal, he was not medically attended at any time. As for

the notice of his death, I am trying to obtain one through the

Press Cutting Association and will send it as soon as it arrives.

G. B. [JAMESON.]

A report of Mr. T 's death appeared in one of the daily

papers of August 8, 1919. We print the report below with a

few alterations to conceal the identity of Mr. T .

Afternoon visitors to the - on Wednesday [August 6, 1919]

were shocked by the sudden death of [Mr. T
.] [A certain
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part of the entertainment] had just been completed, when [Mr.
T

] collapsed in his chair and died of heart failure.

It will he seen from the above report of the case that at

time of Miss Jameson's dream neither she nor anv one

had any conscious knowledge that Mr. T ieath

was lik !!. At the same time the pin-
conditions which caused his death were actually in e

at the time of the dream, and therefore we cannot exclude

possibility that some knowledge of them might have i

\ed eitl unconscious observation, or telepathic-ally

from Mr. T himself, who may have had some sir

knowledge of his pi tate.

CORRESPOND!

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OP THE s i'.i;

-iKi NKW II-XT FOR EVIDENCE OF SURVIVAL,

MADAM, It has occurred to me that experiments on the lines

i idirated below migh dence of survival
' 'hat differeir we are familiar.

the Society has depended >n
'

ic ostensible roinmi,- nowledge, ability
r i

>

powers of the automatist ,,ed,
rommumrutor as known in life. The

bet of accepting such evidence as conclusive lies

ill of assL -'cise up-ri..r limits to the
> x>pe of e test is

\ early needed which shall be as urn-jU'-lv
. h ir

i tunicator's mind as a thum or a set of anthropo
i leaHurement be of his body.

I suggest that a close appro \

I v an adaptation of th<> test sometimes used
i v psychoanalysts to discover the suppressed cause ous
<

:

sor.i"' I-: -d .1 li-t >f. say, one hundred words is

i ad is asked to reply to each with what-
\ ord or idea first comes into his mind. These reactions are sta

t > be character^' ttt, and. in tip- li^ht of psycho-
a .al .oe, they ly afford a o] he cause

our purpose the procedure would be somewhat as follows:
t of standard words would be prepared and persons willing

t test would be asked to "react t.. tl

ii the manner described above. The reactions would be r

a id preserved, but should be known only to the person U-
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The same test would be applied to the automatists who work
under the supervision of the Society.

If, after death, one of the tested persons purported to com-

municate, he would be asked to react afresh to the same list of

words and these new reactions would be compared with those

given by him before his death.

If the two sets of reactions were found to be (a) identical or

unmistakably similar, and (6) different from those of the automa-

tist, the evidence of identity would, I think, be very strong.
The argument would be as follows :

" The way in which ideas are associated together in a person's
mind is a function of that person's individual experience.
But the experience of every individual is unique.
Therefore the association of ideas in every mind is unique and

thus characteristic of that mind."
There are, of course, certain complications which are obviously

likely to arise.

It would be necessary to ascertain, for example, by means of

separate experiments, to what extent reactions vary from time to

time, and it might prove desirable to obtain a new set of reactions

for every person concerned at fairly frequent intervals.

It might also happen that the automatist would not record the

actual reaction of the communicator to the test word, but that of

his or her own subliminal mind to that actual reaction-word as

stimulus. But even so an exhaustive study of the automatists*

associations might enable us to trace the connection.

Mrs. Salter has suggested to me that it would be interesting
to apply this test to (a) an automatist in the normal state and

(6) to
"
controls

"
of the trance state. Quite apart from the

question of survival as such this might well throw much light on
the psychology of trance personalities and should certainly be tried.

I should very much like to receive criticisms of this plan and

suggestions as to the best means of carrying out the experiments.
In particular I should value the opinions of psychologists as

to the
"
uniqueness

"
of such reactions and as to the kind of

words which would be most suitable for use as tests.

W. WHATELY SMITH.

ERRATUM.

WE regret that in the last number of the Journal, p. 143, a

line of type was accidentally omitted. Our correspondent, Mr. J.

Arthur Findlay, had referred correctly to optics as
"
things relating

to the science of seeing."
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A GEOUP OF PSYCHICAL EXPERIENCES.

EDITORIAL NOTE.

The following report of her various psychical experiences was

originally sent by Miss Alice MacLellan, of Bridgeport, Conn.,

U.S.A., to Sir Oliver Lodge, and forwarded by him to the

Society. In response to enquiries from us Miss MacLellan

obtained corroborative evidence in several cases. In some cases

it has not been possible for one reason and^ another to obtain any
detailed corroboration, but Miss MacLellan's statement is perfectly

clear, and the accuracy of her recollection is attested by the corrobo-

ration obtained of other incidents. It seemed best, therefore, to print
Miss MacLellan's statement as it originally reached us (with a

few slight omissions), only breaking up the incidents in order

to insert corroborative statements.

With regard to the last incident in the series, it is evident

that this dream made a very great impression on Miss MacLellant

and an impression of this sort is not to be dismissed as valueless

merely because it is subjective and incommunicable to others.

At the same time, it is to be observed that prophecies concerning
such an event as the end of the recent war have not the same

evidential value as, for instance, the definite and speedily fulfilled

prophecy of a railway accident included in Miss MacLellan's

narrative (see below, p. 170). Innumerable prophecies were

made concerning the end of the war, more or less correct or

incorrect, as the case might be ; Miss MacLellan's prophetic

impression is noticeable not so much for its correctness as for
the vividness with which it was stamped upon her mind.

We are much indebted to Miss MacLellan for the trouble

she has taken in obtaining all possible corroboration. The names

and addresses of all those from whom corroborative statements have

been obtained have been given to us, but are ivithheld here at

Miss MacLellan's request.

STATEMENT BY MISS MACLELLAN.

From time to time during my life there have come to me

strange dreams which foretold future events
;

there have

been dreams in which I gained various items of information

concerning trifling personal matters ;
and in these last few
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years the dreams have shown me another world, akin to this

one, peopled by those whom we call
i; dead." The Scotch

are said to be gifted with " second sight," and it may be

that from some long dead Scotch forebear I may have inherited

that trait in a slight degree. It has seemed best to me to

write down some of these experiences, especially since a few

of them have an apparent value for students of pyschical

arch, and there are a few items which are perhaps of an

unusual value.

I.

first dream I recall, as one from which any definite

information was gained, came to me about t \\vnt \ ago.

In the early summer <>f the year preceding I had ht a.

small scarf-pin, attractive in its design and valued 1W the

sake of the L'iver, but of trifling value. At the time of its

loss there was no recollection in mv mind of when <>r \s

it had last been worn, and after a careful search <>f the li-

ne pin was given up as lost. The next year (r

f my recollection of the matter is correct) I awoke one

noraing with a dream still very vividly in my mind. In

he dream I had gone up into pushed aside a

runk. I iiid the missing scarf-pm lodged in a

a the floor. On awaking that morning my first a

o don a dressing-gown and go hastily to the attic. When
he trunk in question was pushed aside my missing
>in just as in the drear

'

I had no conscious knowledge

ny such spot in the flooring, nor did I rememl,, i ha\m_'

forn the pin up in the ,r- The only explanation which

uggests itself to me is that my sub-consciou- mind knew

,-hen and when the pin was dropped, and after a lapse

, tonths succeeded in communicating with mv conscious mind

uring sle.-p. Ti;; tl the only theory I have had.

In Jam

11.

mary of 1899, it happened that I was in Toledo,

the guest of an old school friend and former neighbour.

was a most happy one, and her friends showed me
. (harming 1 . BO that it seemed to me that I had
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rarely been so delightfully entertained. One morning some-

thing waked me very early and the impression came to me
that I must leave Toledo at once. Daylight found me puzzling
over the kindest way to cut short my visit, and to break

several engagements which had been made for me. It was

a rather difficult matter, and my hostess felt rather aggrieved
that I permitted a trifling cold to upset our plans. She

had a small and very informal card-party planned for the

next week, the invitations for which were to be given that

day. But for some reason I did not then understand it

was easier for me to be firm in my decision than to agree
to stay longer. For two days it was impossible to get a

reservation on the train east, but on Friday she accompanied
me to the station and saw me started east again. The
moment the train pulled out of the city, the weight which

had oppressed me began to be lifted. I felt that I had

left some unknown care behind me, and that my decision

to return east had been wise and just.

Early Sunday morning her father died very suddenly, and

his funeral was held the very day she had selected for her

card-party !

This experience made me believe that somewhere there is

knowledge of coming events, and that such knowledge can

be communicated. In this instance only the fact that it

was necessary for me to go home (and thereby to end our

planning for the following week) was sent out to me.

III.

In 1906, while I was in Boston with one of my most intimate

friends, she sat for a photograph at the studio of one of

the fashionable Back Bay photographers whose work we

greatly admired. This was the last week in June. A few

days later the proofs were sent her and she selected two

of them, ordering a number of photographs like each of the

two proofs. The last week in July I met her and inquired

if she had received her pictures yet, saying that I had hoped
to have one given me on my birthday, early in August.
The night of July 31st there came a dream in which she

called at our house with a package in her hand and said
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that the pictures had arrived but that tin* photographer
had finished up the wrong negatives. As \ve sat at dinner

on AiiLru>t 1st (my birthday). >he came to call on me with

a package of photographs, and said exactly what she had

-aid in i n of the previous night.

11 a pux/.le to us to know how the mistake could

occurred. OOfr were clearly marked, and the

photographer acknowledged his error when his attention was
d to t and sent the other photographs L

But how did I see the mistake '. The pictures were in the

\ at the time of my dream. Did I sec them in the mail

'.\z my shvp IS some one at the otlice of the phot..

grapher cognizant of i and was this communicated

to me '\ Or was it one of those cases where the natural doubt

ng orders, which n may not be executed cor-

vctly. dominated my mind ( Or i^ it true that everything
.\hich happens on this plan*' is but a reilection of that

.vhich has already occurred on the astral pl.it:.-
and in my

Iream did I catch a glimpse of something on the astral plai

CORROBORATIVE STATEMENT.

\VhiL- in Boston during the last week of June, 1906, I had a

iniriL' with a photographer there who took a number of pictures

f mo. The proofs were sent to me 'eport and I showed

hem to Miss Alice MacLellan who had been with me at th<

dictograph cr's in Host.-!: faun these proofs I selected two and

rit TM.TII hark to Boston, ordering pictures finished up like both

f these two particular proofs. About the end of .Ink I

iiss MacLellan and she asked if the photographs had yet been

eceived, adding t had hoped to have one for her birth i

n August 1st. On the day of Augu
rrived, but on ..i'j- 1 found that throtiL'

rror the photographer had finished up the photographs from one

correctly, while he had finished up some photographs from

er proof which I did not lik- and h- had omitted to send

graphs fr si-rond proof I had selected.

Bur I took the package up to show Miss MacLellan that night.

Vhen she saw me she - d that she had dreamed the previous

light that I came to see her with some photographs and had said

t'> her that t "u'rapher had finished up the wrong pictures.
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This was absolutely true, and it was the particular proof which

she preferred that had been omitted. The photographs were in

the mail at the time she had this dream, as they had been mailed

from Boston on July 31st, 1906. And when she told me of her

dream I told her that that was exactly what the photographer
Jiad done.

I returned the photographs to Boston, the photographer apolo-

gized for the error, and he sent the right photographs later.

[Signed] G. H. L.

IV.

In July, 1911, came what was at that time the most amazing

experience I had had of this sort. On July 8th, 1911, my
only sister was married. Two of her college friends were

among the wedding guests and they remained over Sunday.

Sunday night [July 9, 1911] I dreamed of a terrible railroad

disaster. I could see the bodies lying on the ground after

being lifted from the wreck, and distinctly saw some one

taken to the Galen Hospital for treatment. At that time

the Galen Hospital was a small private hospital, and emergency
cases were usually taken to one of the large general hospitals,

or to the Emergency Hospital of the city.

On coming down to breakfast my first thought was to

look at the morning paper and see if there had been such

a wreck. No such wreck was reported, but my brain was

too absorbed in my dream to permit of my being tactful,

and I remarked that I had dreamed of a terrible wreck.

As our two guests were to leave on a mid-morning train,

and as my sister was away on her honeymoon, the topic of

railroad disasters was hardly a nappy one, and was speedily

laid aside. When the noon papers were out and there was

still no mention of such a catastrophe, it convinced me that

what I had seen in my dream was yet to happen. By this

time the matter had gotten on to my nerves quite thoroughly,
and without doubt I had gotten on to the nerves of my
family. That night, the Federal Express (the night express

between Boston and Washington, or rather in this instance

running from Washington to Boston) went off the viaduct

at Bridgeport, and the wreck was horrible. And, when the

first
" Extra

"
appeared, it announced that one of the first
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three victims taken from the wreckage was sent to the Galen

:ral.

It has always seemed to me as if in my dream I saw

this wreck happen on the astral plane (if that is the proper

j>hrase) before it happened on this physical plane. But like

all such speculations on my part, it is all pure surmise. I

du not understand the source of the dream, and am only
.^ure of the dream and its horrible realization. [For corrobora-

tion see below.]

V.

In the fall of 1912 (October, I think] wo had a letter

brother who lives in Buffalo, N.Y., saying that he would

leave for Boston Sunday night, and aftT transacting his

luisiness in Boston would stop off and see us on his way
Xew York, probably on Tuesday. We heard nothing more

i him. and ursday concluded that an urgent
nust have recalled him to Buffalo. On Knd.iv aft moon
1 think it was Friday) I sudd here's some-

hing terrible happening, and it's so near I can feel it. In

in hour or so the newsboys were calling the Extras of the

oVestport wreck, anoth >ad wreck at Westport a few

niles away from Bridgeport It wa- impressed on me i

ny brother was very close to that wreck, and 1 <<>ul(i fed

us presenc My mother reassured me that he must

lave been out of New England earli.-r in the week, and

ogether we kept my intuition about the matter from my
ather's knowledge. Several days later we heard from my
Brother, and as he did not mention the matter I was very
nuch puzzled. I was absolutely si; he had been near

he wre<

r.il months later he was at home with us for a day,
. nd suddenly remarked: "By the way, yoi never

new how near I came to being in that Westport wreck."

mmediately I exclaimed,
"

I told them that you were in

i\t Westport wreck and they would

!! explained that business had detained him in Boston

1 >nj: he had expected, and he had then been obliged

<>rd, Conn. He had hurried into the II

Cation that afternoon to take the ill-fated train just in time

t) see it vanishing down t \'>ry much annoyed, he
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had waited for the next train, mentally berating himself for

his tardiness. When the next New York train came in he

started for New York. At New Haven he heard the news

of the wreck at Westport, and mentally thanked the Providence

which kept him from being on the wrecked train. At West-

port the track was still blocked by the burning debris and

his train was switched past on another track. So that he

was in reality very near the wreck.

Two corroborative statements have been obtained concerning

these incidents. First the dates and circumstances of the accidents,

including the particular circumstance that one of the persons

injured in the first accident was treated at the Galen Hospital,

are attested by the Librarian of the Bridgeport Public Library,

thus :

In the files of the New York Tribune in this library, the issue

of July 12, 1911, contains a complete account of the Federal

express which occurred in the early hours of July 11, 1911. The

engine and seven cars leaped from the viaduct into the roadway
beneath and on to the lawn of the adjacent Horan property.

There were twelve people killed outright, and forty-eight people

injured.

In the list of the injured, the first person mentioned is Joseph
L. Elkridge of Maryland, and the paper states that his injuries

were treated at the Galen Hospital.

The files also show that on October 4, 1912, the express from

Boston, via Hartford, was wrecked near Westport. Ten cars,

were wrecked
;
seven persons killed, and thirty persons injured.

[Signed] H. S. Librarian.

Mr. F., a friend to whom Miss MacLellan spoke of these

two impressions before their verification, has made the following

corroborative statement :

October 6, 1919.

I remember very well seeing Miss MacLellan the day before the

Federal Express wreck, and that she seemed quite agitated about

a dream she had had the previous night, in which she had seen

a terrible wreck. This was on Monday, July 10th, 1911. Early
the next morning the Federal Express went off the track at

Bridgeport, and the wreck was very terrible.

The recollection of this incident is very clear because that

Tuesday I took my wife and Miss MacLellan out in my automo-
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bile to view the wreck. The three of us climbed uj> on the via-

due* :iLr down at the wrecked engine anil 1'ullman

sleeping cars which were thrown clear of the viaduct and part of

k lay in a roadway beneath and over on an adjoining

lawn.

1 alsn reiiieinlMT hearing her insist after the \Ye-tport

that her brother was near that wreck, and my endeavour.-

reassure her. by telling her that so long as she heard nothing

about him. or of any ma: -liiiL' him. she should

worrying about it, for all the \ iil\ listed. She

Certain that he was near the wreck and 1 knew that sin-

hail been greatly depreoed the at"' n which the wreck

.rred. Several months later it wa> (pute interesting to n,.

l.-am of his missing the wrecked train and of his coming alomj

past the wreckage on a later train.

,ed) T. I K.

f IHl") the' !,, JIM- ;I1 e.\|

h surprised me. The study of j.almi-

las always i
\\hile it seems very absurd

m the MIT face the results are sometimes amazing. T!

.eems to be as mm h indication of a person's character in

he lines of the hand as in the expression <>f th< In

hat book of Lombroeo's, The Female Offen \\\\\ recall

hat the author lays great stress on certaii

>T exaggerations in the heads and faces of the pictured MI!>

ects. While to speak of palnn dme a

vhich is associated by most people with < hat la

he mark> in the hand a careful observer may learn much.

7heir<). the famous palmist, has written so much of int.

u his book on the subject, ami included plates of the h

>f such people as Mrs. Besant, Mme. Melba, the late William

T. Stead, fc] Boa \N
. K. Gladstone, and immv others

Hially well known, that I have greatly enjoyed studying it.

Lad, being inveigled into it I I i tonnd it

|iiite possible to read hands. Whether all the thin-

n people's hands < to me from the lines, or whether

he- unconscious mml reading about it. I d< not

<nov I? .i!:..i/ed me to find that a sign known to pal'i
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as the "
Mystic Cross

"
which appears in both the hands of

Mrs. Besant and Mr. Stead is also in my own hand. But

the following experience has robbed it of any amusement or

pleasure for me.

In 1915, being in New York one Saturday at an opera

matinee, I went out to the suburbs to spend Saturday night
and Sunday with some of my most intimate and dearest

friends. The husband has been my friend since our babyhood,
our mothers having been close friends since girlhood. His

wife and I have been warm friends ever since we met, and

their home has always been a very happy rooftree under

which I have spent many pleasant days. After dinner that

night, we began a game of dummy bridge, three-handed.

We had been playing for some time when I suddenly remarked

to N., who was dealing,
" You've a mighty interesting hand."

He and I have been such chums since childhood that he

commenced to chaff me, and to assure me that he knew

me as a palmist to be a genuine fakir, etc. But his wife

wanted to have me read his hand, and finally (after I had

read hers) he gave me his hand to read, although he did

not cease his ridicule of the whole subject of palmistry. When
he gave me his hand across the card-table he looked at me
;a bit queerly. I know now that it must have been beseech-

ingly, but I did not guess it then.

After looking at it a few moments I was utterly puzzled,

and said,
"
Why, I can't read your hand." He pulled it away

very quickly, but his wife wanted to know why it seemed

unreadable. Finally I said,
"

It's not like you at all ! Why,
you've got the hand of a crook." At this he pretended to

be terribly aggrieved, but I explained that probably there

were certain little lines which by their relative positions

counterbalanced the tendency of the main lines, and that

that was what puzzled me.

He teased me unmercifully about my palmistry, and carried

the matter off with a great deal of ridicule, varying his teasing

by pretending to be terribly insulted. It was a puzzle to me
how such a man as I had always known him to be could

have such a hand.

Last year he committed suicide. This was attributed to

overwork. His death was a great grief to me. A few days
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hi< death I B0W him in my dreams, and he seemed

upting to explain something to me. He seemed

anxious and worried lest I should condemn him. I

myself out of a sound -
rlaiming.

"
It's all ri^ht.

all right !

"
later 1 was horrified to learn

that he committed suicide when he could no longer conceal

"/zlem.-nts from estates of which he was trustee, and

that at the time I read his palm in l'r> he was carrying

in his pocket every day so if he were apprehended

Did I see into his mind, or did I read it in his hand {

I ha vet gotten o -hock of his death.

Vli.

In the spring of 1918, at East- re came a dream

in which I seemed to be talking with a former acquaint;.

of mine. We had met but a few times about ten vears

previously. Her home for a of years was in the

;ity of New York, and I had once been a guest at

ind over-night at her apa She had also dined with

ne at the hotel where I was stopping. For years i had

leard nothing of her beyond that about ten years ago she

vent to Paris as the representative of an Mi-iiiess

louse. She was an extremely clever woman, and had a

ne great !\ I-'..- two or three days I seemed to be haunted

jy v. although unable to understand why
.hou Id come to my mind so persistently. A few days 1

he New York papers death,

ind her secretary were killed in the ohu

>n Good Friday when the !'. h.-< -helled Paris with their

ong-range gun.

Mil.

later years have brought to me a kind of di

hich is quite unlike any other variety of dream in my
'luenfly tind mvself in a beautiful unknown

ountrv. It seems to be a world very much like this one,

nly much more beautiful. Th- light is always very brilliant

.nd the atmosphere has a quality very dirt-

a which I ii.. Then seems to be a flood of the most golden
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yellow sunshine over everything ;
the sea and sky have the

gorgeous colouring of the Southern seas and skies
; there

are beautiful trees and flowers to be seen, but never a faded

flower nor a withered leaf. And all the people whom I meet

in this dream country are the people whom we call
"
dead."

They talk to me and seem very much like themselves. These

dreams come to me at different intervals of time
;
there seems

to be no regularity about their coming.
The most important message which has ever come to me

came at the beginning of the year 1918, either one of the

last days of 1917 or among the earliest days of 1918, and

therefore ante-dates these last two experiences. But it has

seemed wisest to me to put it at the end rather than in

its chronological order.

In this dream I found myself once more in this beautiful

country where the dead live. In the easy manner of such

happenings in this other world I was soon engaged in con-

versation with the most delightful man I have ever seen.

He was an elderly man, of about medium height, though
he may have seemed shorter than was actually the fact

because he was a trifle heavily built for his height. He wa&

a man of very great dignity, and combined with this was a

most delightful simplicity of manner and the greatest personal

charm. When he spoke it was with the assurance of a man
whose opinions must of necessity carry weight. It is quite

impossible for me to express in words his wonderful personality,

but I have never seen so altogether charming and perfect

manners before nor since. Dignity and assurance without the

faintest trace of arrogance or hauteur
;

the appearance of an

intense interest in the affairs of this world
;
and a supreme

kindliness ;
these were the strongly accented characteristics

which made a most overwhelming impression upon me.

His first remark which I recall was this :

"
England has

been going through a very terrible time."

To this my reply was that it was a very terrible time for

all the world.

In this he immediately acquiesced, adding,
" But the end

is very much nearer than you think."

On my expressing the hope that the prophecy would prove
to be true, he replied, "It is true."
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tinning the conversation he said that there would come

favourable to the Allies in a comparatively short

time; that not long after there would be a surprising happen-

ing ;
and that then the end would come at once. He added.

" The end will come so suddenly as to be amazinij .'

'

;>ite the doleful predictions as to the length of the

struggle with which 1 \ -leans (and nearlv every one

) had been somewhat depressed in spirit. 1 believed him

absolutely. He seemed to-be so Witt, to have such a tremen-

dous affection for England and her Allies, and to be so certain

of the truth of his statement, that I was convinced. Then

it seemed to me that I should like to know the identity of

M with whom I was talking. So, a little shyly and

rifle abashed by my own temerity in asking the |uestion.

I said, "I really should very much like to know who vmi

:le with which he received tin* remark was the

most radiant and charmim: smile imaginable as h <piietly

jaid, with just a glint of amu-ement in his eyes, "I suppose
hat you would call me the late Kini; '

;ing in the morning, this dream was so vividly

efore me -TV detail <>f it seemed real. 1 was .

inced that m >on licable \\ message had c

rom the Beyond, that for a : ments it had been my
riv. o see through the veil which separates the

bates of being. '1 uport of the dream

: ie, but never fur a munint was there a doubt of the truth

f the statement about the ending of the Ore

>'d to me that this message was of such importance
rant establishing its receipt beyond anv .l..ubt

'

he took pains to tell ,,i my dream to a few fn-

\ ho could vuiirh for the fart irh a <lream was told

t> them months bef..re the ending of the Great War. To
< I-ers 1 m.-rely stated my opinion that the war would end

i 1918. The opposition which this view met was extreme.

\ rom all sources of in: n came the word that the war

vould ( one, two, t even five years. And
t-t any and all whu expressed any opinion of Mich long duration

f< r I ,"! that the war would end verv shortly.
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and left them to consider me a fool, a victim of delusion,

or a stupid sentimentalist who wanted the war to end and

therefore believed it would end. No amount of argument

changed my opinion nor my expression of that opinion. I

firmly believed (and believe to-day) that the message came
from the Beyond ;

that those who dwell in that other world

have prior knowledge of events in this world.

CORROBORATIVE STATEMENTS.

September 5, 1919.

One evening in March, 1918, Miss Alice MacLellan who lives

across the street from us, was spending part of an evening with

us, and we were discussing the Great War in its various aspects.

Bridgeport has been a munition-making centre for years, and that

fact has made the war a particular and vital interest to many of its

citizens, for the problem of housing and caring for the vast

number of workers who have nocked here during the war has

been difficult of solution. It is a patriotic city and the citizens

of native and foreign birth have worked together to raise money
for the Liberty Loans, the Red Cross, and the various war

activities. All of this made up a part of our talk, and we were

putting into words something of the widespread desire for the

ending of the conflict, when she asked if we- would like to hear of

a dream she had some time before, foretelling the end of the war..

She then told us of a dream she had in which she seemed to be

in another world, and that she had had a talk with a man there

who told her that the war was much nearer its end than was

generally supposed. He told her that something surprising would

happen and that then the war would stop immediately, and added

that the end would come so suddenly as to be amazing. When she

asked him with whom she was speaking, he told her that he

supposed that she would call him "
the late King Edward."

This was a somewhat unusual dream, but she seemed to have

confidence that it told the truth, and in opposition to the belief,

then general, that the war would continue for years she insisted

that the war was nearing its end.

People here were imbued with the idea that it would take a

few years to finish the conflict, so that her dream was by no

means in accord with public opinion.

We thought it a very interesting and unusual dream, and when
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the end did come very suddenly in November of the same year,

the dream seemed to have been a true proph-

[Signed] E. P. 0.

J. 0.

A>i
; i>i*t 2u\ 1919.

One Sunday in the late summer of 1918, about the beginning

of September, Miss Alice MacLellan was at our home and we \\

talking over the outlook for the Allies, and the probable length

of time before the ending of the war. All opinion- which hail

come to us from supposedly authoritative sources expressed

that the war would continue for a long time, perhaps year-.

She was ver 1 in her expressed belief that the war would

be finished in the autumn of 1918, and that, despite all advices

from military and other sources, the war was near! illy

she asked if we would be interested in a dream of hers, and

our expressing a desire to hear it, told us that she had h.id ..

dream at the beginning of 1918 in which she seemed to be in

ai other world and talking with a very interesting elderly man
w 10 told her that England had been going through a terrible-

tine, hut that the war was nearly o\. i !! said that something
v ry surprising would happen, and that then the end would come

a once, and come so suddenly as to be amazing. She asked him

w 10 he was, and he replied that he supposed she would call

> Edward

This prophecy seemed to be <int. p r .

JH, th,. U L

w iat we were being told relative to military at:

Hiss MacLellan seemed very confident that her dream was a true

p >phecy, and relating it as she did it impressed itself on our

n ads.

3ne other detail : Dr. F had been waiting a call to *

f< some time, and she told him that he would not bo in

e vice very long, and he did not report for duty until the day
af er the armistice was signed.

[Signed] I G I

The following general corroboration of the above incident*

l>* srnt to >/.v by Miss M<i<'h'U,,'s fntln'f :

./,*!>, I-'. 1919.

have known of every occurrem* nipanyjiiL'

m at at th- time of its happening. In relation to the dream

wli ifh th- ending of the Cre.it \\"ar w.t> fon-tnld to her, she told
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me of this dream the next day, and from that time on she never

faltered in her belief nor in the expression of that belief that the

war was near its end. Keports came to us from time to time

that the war would be of long duration. Some came from military
and Red Cross sources, but to everyone she expressed the opinion
that the war would be over in 1918. I know of one case where
she had a little talk about the war with a well-known lawyer
here. She told him that the war would be over in the autumn.

(This was in August, 1918.) He said that it would run from

three to five years longer. In November he told her that she

was either a good prophet or an excellent guesser.

E. A. MACLELLAN.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOMENCLATURE.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

MADAM, If
"
Psychics

"
is the word that will be accepted,

then psychics let it be. And let us forswear the word "
Spirit-

ualism," except for those who use it as the designation for a

religion.
"
Spiritism

"
might be left as a term of abuse : it

seems generally thus used
;

and it has that sort of sound.
<;

Psychism
"

might then be used for the practice, and
"
Psychics

"

strictly for the science. One man may study psychics, another

may believe in psychism.
I am afraid I for one cannot agree with Myers' suggestion of

'"
automatist

"
or

"
sensitive

"
for the horrid word "

medium."
He gave us

"
telepathy

" and some other admirable words
;
but

he was not always so successful
"
subliminal self," for instance,

was not happy. We cannot easily find a better word than
"
undermind "

for that, in English ;
and we need an English

word for so important a part of us.

May I venture to suggest instead of
"
medium," the perfectly

clear, good, and intelligible word transmitter ? Or, better still,

to give it a more personal form, a new word,
"
transmitter."

Another possible word would be
"
transmittary," which might be

used of one particular form of transmittorship.
"
Automatist

"

might then be reserved for those who do automatic writing.
Would not that be a great gain ? The matter is one of quite

serious importance at the present time. I do not think we shall

get the public to give sane attention to the whole subject until

we get rid of bogey-words, and adopt a scientific terminology that

begs no questions.
Would not the Council of the S.P.R. give a few hours to this ?

PERCY DEARMER.
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NEW MEMBERS.

Aundn, Marquis de, Palazzo di Spagna, Rome.

Busk, Mrs., 6 Wadham Gardens, London, N.W. 3.

Davis, Mrs., 46 Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park, London, W. 2.

Kennion, T. Alfred, The Canadian Bank of Commerce, Mexico

City.

Librarian, Iowa State Library, Des Moines, Iowa, U.S.A.

Neville, Lady, Banstead Place, Banstead, Surrey.

Prideaux-Brune, H., 21 Micheldever Road, Lee, London, S.E. 12.

Rajagopaliengar, R. V., Royampet, Tiruvadi P.O., Tanjore Dt.,

Madras Presidency, India.

Slight, Leonard, Ch. Gr., R.N., 66 Wadham Road, North End,

Portsmouth.

Westray, Mrs., 25 Cavendish Road West, St. John's Wood, London,

N.W. 8.

MEETING OF THE COUNCIL.

THE 170th Meeting of the Council was held at 20 Hanover

Square, London, W., on Thursday, March 4th, 1920, at 4 p.m. ;

THE B/r. HON. GERALD W. BALFOUR in the chair. There

were also present : Mr. W. W. Baggally, the Hon. Everard

Feilding, Sir Lawrence Jones, Mr. J. G. Piddington, Mr. St.

G. L. Fox Pitt, Mr. W. H. Salter, Mr. Sydney C. Scott,

Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, and Dr. V. J. Woolley ; also, Mrs.

Salter, Editor, and Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.

The Minutes of the last two Meetings of the Council were

read and signed as correct.

The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting, as printed in

the Journal for February, 1920, were presented and taken

as r/ead.

Ten new Members were elected. Their names and addresses

are given above.

Dr. L. P. Jacks, Professor Gilbert Murray, and Dr. F. C. S.

Schiller were elected Vice-Presidents of the Society.
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will need to be duconnted.
^.| Vjr

we think, be of some interest to tkffce who have
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read our paper, if we comment briefly upon the waking
Mrs. Leonard's impression of her trance speaking in this

instance. There are three points in the evidence which she,

in the normal state, has remarked upon to us.

One point in particular appears to have impressed her,

because she feels that it is unusual. She tells us that when

reading the paper, she was conscious of a feeling of complete

detachment, that she felt that the trance utterances therein

set forth could not have been made by her. She tells us

that try as she would, she could not feel that the paper had

anything to do with her personally, and that moreover she

felt herself to be an entire stranger to the purporting com-

municator, A. V. B. She states that nothing she read seemed

capable of stirring the faintest chord of memory in her.

This surprises Mrs. Leonard, because we gather that it is

not invariably the case. When she has read other recent

publications concerned with deceased persons who have pur-

ported to communicate through her, she has apparently felt

that she knew the personalities, and that what she was reading
was vaguely familiar. I gather that although she has almost

complete amnesia of all that occurs during her trance, the

amnesia is not always proof against a direct stimulus to

memory, such as would be afforded by a clear record, read

by her in the normal state, of what she has said and done

when in trance. Several of these recent records referred

to have been available to Mrs. Leonard, so that she is able

to form a judgment
1 on this point. I myself know that

Mrs. Leonard has told me in the past that if she allows herself

to become quiescent or drowsy directly after a sitting, frag-
ments of phrases and detached names will float across her

mind, phrases and names for which she can find no normal

association, and which, therefore, she has grown to associate

with something that has occurred during a sitting. She

has told me that subsequent to any sitting she purposely
avoids the quiescent and drowsy condition which appears to

be productive of this fragmentary memory. We have come
to the conclusion, however, that to all intents and purposes
the amnesia is practically complete, unless she permits the

conditions above mentioned, or applies the direct stimulus

to her memory of reading her own trance utterances, though
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even when the three conditions above referred to are present,

I gather that she cannot remember things in any detail.

It is strange that the sense of familiarity which she has

noticed when reading other publications about her trance

utterances, should be so completely absent in this case, for,

not only have Lady Troubridge and I, we think, had a greater

number of regular sittings than any other sitters with Mrs. Leonard^
but all our sittings have been wholly or partially concerned

with the OODimimicatO] A. V. B. Moreover, >ince our

paper on Leonard evidence was completed, the A. \

\trol. spoken of in the paper, has greatly developed.

easing in interest and characteristic feat';

B upon which .M l.-'.mard

i inputs, will be found on page 41 Vol. XXX.

By reference to the above page it will be seen that we
:imented up.. ii tli.- fact that I <! her
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{lace in - "Cm/..
11

she corrected he mciatiou

t. "Truth." the l.itT.T being the Spanish pronunciation, and

i icidentallv the pronunciation that would have been used

If the pu' communicator A \. B., who was acquainted
T ith Spanish. but no- that is habituallv

i sed I- ish people, especially if they are untravellcd.

i fact, we thought at the time that thi- point was of ft

i iterest. But Mrs. Leonard now states that she once tn<-d

i > I--,!' -h. and that she retains a sufficient HKM

i her efforts in that dn.< tion to be aware that the n

ii ijiif-tion although spelt "Cruz," should be pronoun* !

1 nth." She says that she would have told me tins

1 ad I asked i knowing her as well as I do, I .mi

( mvinced that she would have done so. I admit, hou

t iat i' occurred to either Ladv I

'> or me to

r use this point with Mrs. Leonard, and had it done so, I

t link that we should ha\v thought it inadvisable to mention

t the waking Mrs. Leonard a name closely connected with

: -1.

!lv, Mrs. Leonard its upon a GUliotU mention

k which occurs on pages 390-391. Tin mention

of an by A. V. B. had no meaning for us at the

t me, . we been able to trace the refe inoe.
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We thought, however, that we had obtained a clue to

its possible source, through a conversation which we had

with the medium in 1917. Some remarks of Mrs. Leonard's

on that occasion led us to suppose that she liked house-boats,

and that in her opinion they provided an enjoyable form

of vacation, and we understood that her liking was based

on experience. This was the reason why we put forward

the hypothesis that the medium's memory of house-boats

had intruded itself at that point in the sitting when the

mysterious
" Ark " was mentioned. Feda, in speaking of

this Ark, went on to say
" Feda thinks like Noah had."

Certainly a house-boat is strongly suggestive of a Noah's

Ark. But Mrs. Leonard, having now read the paper, states

that we misunderstood her regarding her having ever spent

a vacation on a house-bo&t ;
this she says she has never

done, though at one period of her life she spent much time

on a sailing boat. She tells us, however, that in the summer

of 1917, shortly before the conversation above mentioned,

she had, while house hunting, seen several advertisements

of house-boats, and that she and her husband had considered

the question of taking one that year, and this we think must

have been the source of the impression which she conveyed
to us. This question of her taking a house-boat did not,

however, arise until 1917, whereas the reference to the
" Ark "

occurred in 1916. (See page 389.) So that we cannot suppose

that the house-boats of the advertisement influenced this

statement regarding an
" Ark "

which was made a year before

the advertisement in question was seen. In Mrs. Leonard's

opinion her mind was in no way responsible for that reference.

I have carefully questioned Mrs. Leonard regarding our

paper as a whole, asking her to put forward any further

remarks that she may wish to make, but she tells me that

beyond the three points which I have mentioned she finds

nothing to comment upon.

CASE.

P. 293. THE WOODD WARNINGS.

IN an article by F. W. H. Myers on The Subliminal Self

(Proc., S.P.R., Vol. XL, p. 334 ff.) there appears (p. 538 ff.)
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a report concerning the traditional warning received on various

occasions by members of the Woodd family ;
this record

extends over a period of three centuries.

The earliest account appeared in Dr. Robert Plot's Natural

History of Oxfordshire (edited 1>77), thus:

I must add also a Relation, as strange as it is true, of the

ily of one Captain Wood, late of Bampton, Oxfordshire,

now of Brise Norton, Captain in the late Wars for the King.

Some whereof before their death have had warning given them

-i certain knocking, either at the door without or on a table

or shelves within; the number of stroaks and distance between

them, and tin- plae.- wh.-re. for the most part respecting the

imstances of the person to dye, or their d-ath< t linns.-

It is subsequently explained that, according to tradition.

if the knock is heard within the house, it portends the death

oJ some immediate memher of the family residing there; if

it is outside, then the person to die is a r- or near

friend residing elsewhere.

The article in Proceedings records seven occasions upon
v hicii the warning appears to have been 1. One

these occurred in 1893 upon the occasion of the death of

fc r. 0, II. \< Wbodd Tli-- v.. nning was heard by two member-

o the family. <\\\- "ntly of each other, and one

these two was Mr. Woodd's s I: I B. Woodd.
It now appears that M; I IV Woodd has heard the

v irning once again. On October 30, 1 '.!(. he sent to the

S retary, Miss Newton, the following account of his exj>

On Monday, October 20th, 1919, at about 9.:in p.m., I was walking

u tairs and I heard a strange knocking outside the house

(: John's Vicarage, Fitzroy Squar. i. I called my servant, Cyril

( asked him whet heard it and what it was.

1 ooold D04 -.iv. I >.!.:. I- is tin- Woudd <. Some
01 e is going to On Wednesday, Oct. I was called

b telegram to see my cousin, Miss Katharine Isabella I

V >odd, as she was very ill, at her residence Zetland \\<

K ! (1 had written that very day inviting my>elf to

In ich <-n tho following Sati: was unwell.)

81 e died at 7.30 next n Oct. 23rd. My servant reported

w iat I had said to my housek' dia \Vilkin>. I did not
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remember it again until Saturday, the 25th. Cyril Cooke had

never heard of the family superstition and rather laughingly
told my housekeeper I thought someone would die.

TUDOR BASIL-WOODD.
I certify the above is correct.

J. H. CYRIL COOKE,
LYDIA WILKINS.

In reply, Miss Newton wrote that we should like to have

independent accounts from the two servants, and should

like also to ask a few questions ;
she suggested that she

should call and see Mr. Woodd. This she accordingly did

by appointment on November 21st, 1919, and we give below

her report of the interview :

On Friday morning, Nov. 21, 1919, I called upon Mr. Woodd,
and he told me that he had not heard the

"
warning

"
since

the occasion on which his father died in 1893 (Proc., S.P.R.,

Vol. XI. p. 540). As it was not clear from his account whether

his servant, Cyril Cooke, had heard the knocking, Mr. Woodd

kindly sent for him, and in reply to my questions, Cyril told me
that he heard the knocking, which seemed to him to be in the

next house, as if some one was knocking nails in the wall. The

knocks, he said, came in threes and that Mr. Woodd said that

it was the Woodd warning, and some one would die. He had

not heard Mr. Woodd speak of hearing knockings before, or of

the
" Woodd warning." He had told Mrs. Wilkins about it.

I asked Cyril to write a brief account of what he remembered

of the incident, and he went away and brought me the following

account, together with that of Mrs. Wilkins, about half an hour

after. Cyril Cooke looks about sixteen or seventeen. Mr. Woodd
told me he had not been long with him.

Mr. Woodd then sent for Mrs. Wilkins, who told me that she

had nearly forgotten about it, but she seemed sure that Cyril

Cooke had told her the following morning that Mr. Woodd had

said that some knockings he and Cyril had heard were the
" Woodd warning." Mrs. Wilkins knew of the

"
warning." She

went away to write her account, which is appended.

The two statements handed by Mr. Woodd's servants to

Miss Newton were as follows :

November 21, 1919.

At about eight o'clock on 20 Oct. I heard a strange knocking
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as I was going upstairs. Thinking it was some one in the next

house I said nothing of it. Then about an hour aft or. Mr.

ld called me up and asked me if I had heard the Woodd

knocking, and I said I had heard some knocking, but could not

say what it was. [Signed] CYRIL COOKK.

Nv M, 1919.

On 21st Oct. Cyril Cooke told me that he had heard some-

kno< -king in the next house. Then about an hour aft or he

told me that Mr. Woodd said the knocking ho hoard was the

king, a sign that someone in the Woodd Family was

od] LYMA \Vn

It will ho soon that according to Cyril Cooko'- aooount

given above, he heard the knocking at about s p.m.. whereas

Mr \V(xxld heard it at about 9.30 p.m. It is not clear

Cyril Cooke heard any knocking at the time when

Mr. \V, M l,i heard it.

In a furtln-r effort to clear up this point Miss No
\ Tote to Mr. Woodd as follows :

2Mh November, 1919.

\\ . f..] .it as one of the witnesses records the kn<>

,-s having been heard at 8 . nd also an hour afterwa

uld be an advantage to the case to have a further statement

is I note that in your armunt you do not de-

he kno.-kiriL'- nor say how 1... yon onh

hem when it 9.30? And. if so, were you

It

home earlier in t
:ig ?

I am very sorry to trouble you again. i>ut tin

his point weakens the eviden
I NBWTON,

(Secretary)

In reply to the ab A,,odd wrote as follows:

November 27, !'.!

It is so hard to get a clear statem* -nt from |>eople of

rind. Cyril Cooke now says he first heard the knocks in ti,.-

fcudy about 6 o'clock and as he went upstairs they se< i

follow him up. !!' is not thinks h. heard them

.gain wh.-n I ,! r.-rtai; H- now

hinks he didn't hear thorn whm I did, and I think the last

ime h 'h.ru was 7.15. I dined at 7.30, and probuMy
ame in at about 7.20.

; 9 hai

I-
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I heard them only once, 9.30, and they did not continue for

more than a few seconds, I should say not more than 3

knocks in all. T. BASIL-WOODD.

It will be apparent from the above statements that the

evidence given by Cyril Cooke is not to be relied upon. The

boy evidently became confused, and we cannot clearly ascertain

whether he heard any knocking at the time when it was

heard by Mr. Woodd, namely, about 9.30 p.m., or not. This

is unfortunate, since it prevents our getting any corroborative

evidence as to the nature and duration of the sounds heard,

and especially as to their objective character.

What, however, emerges clearly from the report is that

Mr. Woodd heard, or thought he heard, some knocking at

about 9.30 p.m. on October 20, 1919, and that he interpreted

the sounds at the time as the Woodd warning. This point
was adhered to by Cyril Cooke throughout, and is corroborated

by the statement of the housekeeper Lydia Wilkins. In

view of the fact that Mr. Woodd does not believe himself

to have heard the warning since the death of his father

in 1893 and that its traditional meaning was fulfilled a few

days later by the sudden death of Mr. Woodd's cousin, we
have put the case on record as a sequel to the earlier report

published in Proceedings.
A notice of Miss Woodd's death appeared in the Times

of October 27, 1919, thus :

WOODD. On the 23rd Oct., at 14, Zetland House, Kensington,
KATHARINE ISABELLA BASIL WOODD, youngest daughter of the

late Basil Thomas Woodd, D.L., J.P., of Conyngham Hall, York-

shire, sometime M.P. for Knaresborough. Funeral Service to-day

(Monday) at 10.30 a.m., S. John's Church, Fitzroy-square. Burial

at Westerham at 2 p.m.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE SITTINGS OF MISS EADCLYFFE-HALL AND LADY
TROUBRIDGE WITH MRS. LEONARD.
To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

MADAM, Those of us who are interested in the question of the

survival of personality after death in my view, beyond all com-

parison the most momentous question that can occupy the human
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mind owe, I think, a debt of gratitude to Miss RadclynVHall
and Lady Troubridge for the report which their careful and

laborious work has contributed to its study. 1 feel, however.

-particularly at a time when the froth of popular credulity

and sentimentality appears to have risen unusually high our

hods of inquiry cannot be too rigorous, our guard against

unwarranted assumption too watchful and unwearying ;
and I will

therefore ask your perm: DM! brielly two points arising

f the ret

i the first point 1 wrote privately to Miss RadclyiYe-Hnll

some ti and in her kindly r the

. but witho dithculty. It is con-

\\ith the incident of the dog "Hilly." particularly the

The author> of the rep,

! this as a piece of for survival. ]

do i ssly say so, -tandpoint that they

furnishing W I think, implicit in the whole

iep< thi> particular felt to b<

"xceptionally good Duality, because it was unk:

.nyone pre?-
I agree as t> iut

-.r thinkin-j it >o i- .-rse of theirs. 1I>\\ the

d was obtained by the medium i-. in t

irr.

tteanute the facts were

t ni >!>, u-ho had dif<l. T: -rtant gap in the

seems t<-

-H, or at lea.*' b.-m i i/.ed. So

fToniin-.' 1. the seems to i<

..n. of tin- nm-t M-riou-, b|n\s -. t. ;.othesis to be

oimd in is of the So.

nstance of a represented a

irnate miixl. which demonstrably could not have em;'

rom such a sour

My second < is cone* ii profession;

n gen as a

'^text for }rins.r in.ii it to the front. On the hyjxrthesis of IV

have never been able to understand the

or the presence of "f a friend of the deceased

>erson or person- purporting to communicate. ;,- from

he c-.\ <ld analogy of a traveller, returnn
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civilization after being lost for forty years in the wilds of the

world throws no light on the matter. Such a man would have

to give identifying details about himself to the first person he

met, who, in turn, would have to verify them : he would not

need his friends to be present before he could tell his story. In

common, no doubt, with most members of the -Society, I have

deceased friends who were interested in the question of survival,

friends with whom I discussed it. If survival be a fact and

communication possible, I should expect them, like our returned

traveller, to send me a message with identifying particulars through
the first channel that presented itself, asking any one present to

forward it to me. I find the strain on probability becomes too

severe when I am asked to suppose that they would do that only

upon my going to a medium and paying a fee. Such a supposi-

tion would appear to require us to set up in the beyond some

sort of doorkeeper or
"
chucker-out

"
of spirits for whom friends

on this side had purchased no tickets of admission.

From the point of view of professional mediumship, however,

I can see the vital importance of having the occurrence of pheno-

mena dependent upon the personal attendance of a " sitter
"

or friend. It is the essential condition, indeed, the corner-stone

supporting the professional fabric : for it is manifest that people in

general would not pay for communications represented as coming
from strangers to them, however accurate the statements might

prove to be and however consequently valuable indeed, in-

valuable from the point of view of science. Looking at the

matter in that light, I feel disposed, for my part, to conjecture

that, not only this
"

sitter
"

convention, but perhaps also the

casting of phenomena in the form of communication from the

dead, have been subliminally developed in the interests of pro-

fessional mediumship.
It may be said in objection to this view that the

"
sitter

"

practice has obtained also with non-professional mediums, such

as Mrs. Thomson. I feel inclined to reply that professional

mediumship has so habituated us to it, that it has probably never

occurred to any one to make a serious effort to dispense with it.

Study of the two short records of Mrs. Thomson's case reveals

many incidents suggesting that with her a
"

sitter
" was by no

means indispensable. I have a recollection, for instance, of

several references to Nelly having been found
"
chatting volubly

"

when no one at all was present. Nelly had not the pecuniary
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interests of her primary in her charge : she could waste her sweet-

ness on the desert air, or to non-pay in.LI .-tranters, to her heart's

nt.

The dispensableness of the sitter is even more evident in the

case of Mrs. \Villett, through whom has been obtained what is,

in my view. the most impressive evidence for survival yet pre-

i to the world. She has got rid, not only of the sitter
"

h. with all tin- sentimentality and personal "slush" that goes

vith it, but also of r nftni" feti>h. One could hope,

indeed, that her mediumship might be taken as a model : lut I

it is a hope most unlikely the pn
d's subliminal- which, like all suhliminals, no doubt, is its

prii ugly intent upon >er\ ing

desires and prejudices is probably quite cute enough to know

that the public is not going to pay any guineas for an "Ear of

-ius."

Ilr r.i i WALES.

REPLY To Mil. Ill I'.Kiri WALBS'fl LOT

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OP THE S.P.I:.

MADAM, While thanking Mr. Hubert Wales for the appreciative

manner in whi<

phei .bridge . to a\ail

our.-- to some of the p<>

raised in hi ore BO as he appears to be under a

misappr- due doubtless to s<> liiMdity in

paper in ({iie>ti<>n, but which indicates that we have in at least

one instance failed to convey to a reader a - nj-ression of

ude towards

\\ ' .

.-rdially agree with M- \\ .'. thai methods of enquiry

innot be too rigorous, and in

would g 1 his demands and add that we consider that

they should i\ be so irresjK-i -tivc of popular credulity or

of -i lie opinion, and \\- \M-ICIHIM- tin- discu.^ioii of any

Aspect of any incident by us that ma;. truck a

As regards Mr. Wales's comments on the incident of the dog
cannot see that he makes good hi- argument

that because the facts regarding certain of
"

Hilly s
"

symptoms
were unknown to the purporting communiraior. A. V. !>.. during
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her lifetime, their reception as emanating from her surviving

intelligence is evidence against her survival or that of any one

else.

If Mr. Wales is going to view with suspicion any signs of

a deceased intelligence having acquired new knowledge of any sort

subsequently to bodily death, I think he should be prepared to

tell us why, in his opinion, granted the possibility of survival

with personality sufficiently unimpaired to make communication

with and recognition by incarnate survivors possible, we should

assume a total cessation of the faculty of acquiring knowledge,

either from incarnate or from other discarnate sources.

Is Mr. Wales by any chance a disciple of a certain clerical

author who has perpetrated a harrowing work in which he tells

us that the departed, even those of the most meritorious nature,

lose instantaneously practically all the faculties which they enjoyed

on this earth, becoming aimless bits of spiritual thistledown, and

refraining perforce from any effort at communication with this

earth, a privilege monopolised entirely by those who accept the

assistance of the Devil and his angels ?

Personally we cannot see why, granted for the sake of argument
a surviving A. V. B., she should come to a full stop on leaving

this world, and if she retains any faculties at all, as we under-

stand them, why not the faculty of obtaining information useful

to the work she has in hand, by telepathic or other means

which, for all we know to the contrary, may be available,

either from incarnate persons who do possess the requisite data,

or in some cases from other discarnate intelligences.

In the case of the dog
"
Billy," we are not in a position

to say for certain that no one had died in possession of the

facts regarding his ailments possibly some one known to the

veterinary surgeon may have heard his case discussed, and sub-

sequently died prior to the mention of
"

Billy
"

at Mrs. Leonard's ;

in any case, we cannot see, if A. V. B. survives at all, why her

difficulty in ascertaining the facts she required for the getting up
of her case should have been any greater than ours in verifying

them. It must be remembered that we have every reason to

think that she did know, prior to her death, that
"
Billy

" had

existed, and she may have known that he had spent his latter

life at Boscombe. She may therefore, hypothetically, have known

where to go for her facts. Or, supposing she had lacked even

that knowledge, why should she not have found in Lady Trou-
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bridge's mind the facts known to the latter concerning
"

Hilly,"

and learnt from her of Boscombe as a likely source of further

information ? We cannot prove that she did either of these

things, or that she did neither the one nor the other; and we

cannot prove that Mrs. Leonard, Feda, or any one rise incarnate

obtained fcelepaAhioftfy facts which we are satisfied were unknown
to the medium normally. Therefore, in our opinion, the

"
hilly

"

it her proves nor disproves any-

thing, except tha' -mmuniruted from one intelligence

to another in a way which --gulate or muler-

-1, and that brings us hack (after many days, so to speak)
to the misapprehension under which we believe Mr. Wale- to be

labouring, namely, that in our pa) intended

ng the .1 for consideration we COMM.P

y good e f survival.

In our paper we intends; <d no

:ion as to the M explanation of the ph,-i

with, beyond a statement that in i tances v

f normal knowledge on the part of the medium

as quitr ii, ,ud we been asked ran <>ur

;is to wl: , if any, among those d

with, was ; suggestive of survival, d both

unhesitatingly have selected the incident of
"
Daisy's 8e<

in preference no- Iv
"

MX ,t to any
[ phenomena r, 'ion

I" riiaps of certain chara MIS observed by us in

so-cal i IN-rsonal <

Th' r does not n-.ill.

personally, but since he has set the ball rolling, we

a push grat .Mr. Wai.

a
"

personally known to tin- purporting -mmuni<'..

appears an indispensable adjunct of medr i. Ib

suggests that the disctn they can communicate at all,

should dispense with the prrsnii of a receiving in

knmvn r thrust -o upon any stranger

\'ho has ears t> or possibly, like Nelly, "chat volubly"
to an empty room.

M what would be gained by either of these c

Hy|K>thetically, wer- \ \ I :
. KM .-,.

strangers t she has purported to gi

rds made by strangers would not treat
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adequately innumerable apparently trifling incidents, turns of

phrase, pronunciation of words, etc., which, heard and recorded

by any one familiar with the supposed communicator, add to,

or detract from, as the case may be, the value of the evidence

received. Were she, on the other hand, to babble to the empty

air, we should be inclined to regard it much as we should have

regarded a like proceeding during her life-time as a symptom
of mental derangement or imminent nervous breakdown !

Seriously, however, much as we appreciate the value of medium-

ship such as that of Mrs. Willett, we think that Mr. Wales must

admit that each type may have its advantages, and it is only

fair, to Mrs. Leonard for instance, to state firstly that, although

a professional medium, she is not by any means backward in

affording the same advantages to sitters whose means do not

enable them to pay her as to those who can pay her fee, and,

secondly, that so far from Feda voluntarily absenting herself

until she hears the chink of a guinea, or to be up-to-date, the

rustle of a Bradbury, she, like all the
"
Controls

"
or secondary

personalities whom I have met in person or in literature, asks

no better than to monopolise the largest possible share of her

medium's daily life, and has only been relegated to her routine
"

sitting
"

appearances by stern repressive efforts on the part of

Mrs. Leonard.

Two more brief statements I will add : that the reception by a

sitter of evidence regarding, or purporting to come from persons

unknown to him is a frequent occurrence
;
and lastly that, while

admitting the regrettable presence of much excessive sentimentality

in the communications purporting to take place between friends

or relations, received through many, especially through weak

mediums, we deny the existence of anything that could by the

most severe judge be termed sentimentality in Mrs. Leonard's

phenomena as known to us unless, which we do not think, Mr.

Wales wishes to apply the term
"
personal slush

"
to all and

every personal expression of affection or interest received through

a medium as purporting to come from a communicator who

would have felt and expressed such affection and interest during

life.

Personally, we have never received through Mrs. Leonard's

mediumship, any expression of sentiment that we would have

considered
"
slush

" had we been conversing with incarnate entities.

M. KADCLYFFE-HALL.
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' L1KK AKTKK DKATH."

To the Editor of (!,. JOTKNAL OF THE S.P.R.

MADAM, I have to offer a few corrections of Dr. Schiller's

statements in hi of our last Pro- iiul of my book,

after Death.

Dr. Schiller has entirely mi>taken tlie real signiticunce of the

ODD broker case, or "Case of Pictographic Phenomena," published
in the annual Proceedings. The thing that I emphasized was not

at all that he was mediumistir but that, whether mediumistic or

his own memories -ed for interpreting the

stimuli that came to him. I emphasized the fact, that it might
throw light on the place which the subconscious has in all

mediumi.-tie I

re was another point no nd it was that it dearly
illustrates how people select their eviden< ir tin.

All that was reported represented it as tl. in my <>\\n

riments and those of rd shows ,rl\ thai

its whidi couhl at least 1" -ted spirit IM ically

quite as well as t lly. As a matter of fait, some .f

had th> characteristics of spirit messages, rather thai

:-athy. It was that fact that led to the < TOSS

exp I was not able to carry on the rmss-rrferenceB as

thoroughly as I wished, but there was certainly enough to shou

that ih.-n- was no reason to believe that it was telepatl

Dr. S.-hill.-r sa)r8 about my .lames

has some force and I am not disposed t<>
<|U.IIT< 1 parti< ularlv

about it I <>nly wish to correct an error or t\u> and anv mis-

taken impn-sMon that others might have as a consequence of

I
1 S -hilU-r'a statement. Dr. Schiller seems to think 1 n

not have read Professor James's book on Immortality at all.

(
1

)
I read the book twice. (2) I read portions of it several t i i

re to see if I Mold make out what Professor James m*

orne of his terms, and i was able to find out from

.inn he said, save >ns. (3) i did not

onstrur? from the mere use of the word

''transmission," but from the necessary og of the illus-

trations which he chose. I may be entin-lv un>n<_' in n

meaning if he had any, for my ditli(ulty

to find out whether he had any < than the one

1 gave, and I was criticising the only thing that was
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intelligible in it. Dr. Schiller's distinction between
'

transmissive
r

and '

transitive
'

I do not admit for a moment. They mean the

same thing save that one is active and the other passive ;
or

one is the name of the facts and the other implies causal agency ;

but the phenomena are exactly the same.

Dr. Schiller's comment on my attitude toward idealism and

realism mistakes the argument. My argument with the idealist

was ad hominem, not ad rem. Before I could apply that method

to the realist I should have to convince him of the spiritistic

theory. The idealist has every reason to believe it, when the

realist may move toward materialism. I did not fall back on

realism, for I have nothing to do with either idealism or realism.

Nobody has ever made the terms very clear, especially idealism.

The difficulty always with Professor James was to determine

technically what he meant by his language on a crucial point.

As a popular writer he was clear enough, but the moment he

touched on technical problems you never could be sure that his

language had the accepted meaning of history. It is quite

probable that if I could have found what the meaning of his

terms was my animadversions would have been very different.

But I must insist that the terms mean either what I said, or

they mean nothing.
JAMES H. HYSLOP.

[Note by the reviewer.] I believe Dr. Hyslop to be wrong on

all the points to which he takes exception in my review of his

book. But I refrain from demonstrating this because their interest

for members of the Society is too slight for me to make demands

upon the valuable space of the Journal. I will only thank Dr,

Hyslop for stating plainly and in print what I have long believed

to be the real root of the trouble philosophy-professors have

with the thought of William James. He did not employ technical

jargon enough to be easily assimilated by the professional mind. But

this is hardly a condemnation of James.
F. C. S. SCHILLER.

THE REGISTERING OF SUB-CONSCIOUS IMPRESSIONS.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

MADAM, 1. In the Journal
"
MAN," 1904, No. 115, in an article

by Mr. N. W. Thomas, I came across the following remarks

bearing out his suggestion that many of the witch-doctor's divina-
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tions are the result of the unconscious transference, from the

niind of the subject to his, of the answer sought. He was

engaged in studying some ancient Bushman paintings in a Ml

which had a projecting roof in the form of an isosceles or equi-

lateral triangle. While doing so his dogs discovered some hidden

>kins, which he recognized as part of a collection of his own.

He suspected a postboy, but said nothing. Then, in view of

the disappearance of other articles at various times, he sent

for a witch doctor to smell out the culprit. .Sixty nativ.

collected including the culprit. Mr. Thomas stood behind

avoid giving any indications of hi-< thoughts unconsciously. He

ly told the man there was a thief and he wished to tind

him. The witch-doctor went through tin- custom.: illation,

and drawing figures on the ground with his (ft> r

<tne he began drawing triangles (italics are min. ). then boldly

: that the stolen articles were hidden in a cave and

finally ; suspect as the thief. As it turned out,

ihe culprit afterward* confessed, and the suspect was found

nnoo-ij. I rest of the story is that the witch d<

.ppea have read N.W.T.'s thought.

J I ollowing from Vol. VI o< I'roceedings, S.I'. I!..

i. 6'.' .-nts in Hypnotic I airvoyun

j Professor Charles Ri i The hypnotised subject is att

ng to read cards sealed in opaque envelopes.
' in

she arrived at the results was very curious possibly very

if any real clue to the process can be found. She

i.-ld the envelope between her hands, and then drew on a sheet

/ paper a club, a hea imond, a spade; and sh<

hese drawings over and over again. >aying.
M

it is red, black,

lub. hear- making up her mind to a definite

till after a long period of uncertain! the exact

mmber of pi pa was to be told) she counted on her fingers,

epeated the process again and again ad nauseam (italics mine).

3. Again, Proceedings, Part LXX1I <1'.)16), p. 59. Professor

Murray, in his Presidential Address, describes his thought ;

;..
n My daughter thought of Savonarola and the

burning (things) in the Square. I first felt 'this is Italy';

not modern '

: then hesitated, when accidentally a

! tumbl.-d out of the lire. / smelt <

and so got the whole scene. It seems as though

subconscious impression, struggling up towards conscious-
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ness, caught hold of the burning coal as a means of getting

through
"

(Professor Murray apologizes for his anthropomorphic

tropes). Readers who have studied this very interesting number

of the Proceedings will remember several analogous cases in which

Professor Murray arrived at a correct result through the influence

of external accidents of this kind.

4. Part LVII. (1908) p. 227. In the cross-correspondence,
"
Angel," Mrs. Verrall's script was as follows :

"
Write 3 words ;

something about their serried ranks the avenging flame troop

triumphant no not quite that. Flaming swords no (Latin

quotation) but wings or feathered wings come in somewhere,

and with twain he covered his face." . . . (two lines omitted)

"... long pointed rainbow wings. But you keep going round

the ideas (quotations from Milton and elsewhere follow), triumphant
hosts in long array, the wings point upwards behind the martial

hosts (lines describing a picture omitted
;
then finally) Leave it

to-day, his flame clad messengers, that is better F.W.H.M. has

sent the message through at last !

"

5. Lastly, when we are trying to recollect a name, the usual

method we employ is to go over the letters of the alphabet in

the hope that the appropriate letter will attract the word we

are groping for, and bring it into the light of the supraliminal.

Now, between 1, 2, 3 and 5 there are certain similarities of

process. There is the groping action or attitude in all of them.

But in 1, 2, and 3 there is groping after the unknown.

The associative principle seems to be at work in all four cases ;

we may, in fact, say in all five cases, because in 4 the subliminal

operator is clearly trying to switch on to the
"
angel

"
association

and bring that word or idea to light.

But the question we require to answer is this : was the witch

doctor already subliminally in possession of the 'cave' idea and its

association with triangles, and were motor impulses being exerted

to make him draw a triangle ; or, on the other hand, was the

drawing of the triangle purely fortuitous, and was the effect of

it the same as that in Professor Murray's case : namely, to

relieve, as it were, the telepathic tension by producing the idea

just as crystals appear out of a strong solution of a salt under

appropriate conditions if a fragment of solid matter be dropped
into it. The scribbling with the stick looks like a casting about

as it were, for a rise
; yet, the subliminal effort may be going

on at the same time. At any rate, in Professor Murray's case
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the falling of the coal was pun-lv chance. In No. '2 we are

I with a number of ditlieult!. \ _r- ,it number of

were obtain- lis subject, with cards, unknown to Professor

I; '. ip in envelopes, which lie considered to he too

thick to havr sjiven any indications through liyperaeM hcsia.

Th- 'he subject followed i- interotiiiL' when we consider

it in relation with the other i above.

II'T-- r i- hardei ,m the two motives which

promoted the Miltject t. draw and n-rkoM on her lingers because

th in a livniL' mind, from wh.ich the indication

required could ha\e l.r.-ii eli-pat hically. Vrt the same

metlnMl as in I. and. we n plojad.
I tin- faculty of clair\ | re.d one 1 The numl>er of

Cases where the e influence of livin.ii iniinU is ruled out,

v small : hi .tlicimt to establish clair\..\

n as a

th- modus operatidi in inteH^M... 'n,, , lll( l ,1,-awin^

oje- ve a

fa nt in :

:-jirjiria'-

urface of the u

these cases a good deal

|>re

to be go u competent

KK\ II..

Recent PhOo9oj.>

M.A. I

1

;.

\\hich some pliiloNnphrrs

bad. It I-
j.
laved d words as oov

1 aid 'explain' them, all except one, in t

l>y which .

t not be

r Iccted on or analysed th t rule of the ^ame hut

r of possible metaphysics

ally infinite. S. rule.^ .

I-

fld be extracted l>y pun- tl. \\itl,

"thed m
, and. at Iqast, ; no

A for the meaniir.

idiiional. un-

ated to expc? ;callv. though
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chronologically an affiliation to ancient superstitions may frequently

be traced in them. As a rule no two metaphysicians use them

in quite the same sense, and it is quite in order to change from

one sense to others, according to the needs of the argument,
in the course of the game. This practice also greatly increases

the variations of the game ;
but it thereby comes rather to

resemble the royal game of croquet as played by Alice at the

court of Wonderland. It is no wonder, therefore, that meta-

physicians should get very much engrossed in their game. They

play on, the world forgetting by the world forgot, and are per-

fectly satisfied that nothing but metaphysics ultimately matters.

It is very difficult, therefore, to interest them in any scientific

or practical problem, and it is a great condescension when they

apply even one of their
'

categories
'

to one of them.

It shows a fine spirit, therefore, in a first-class metaphysician
from Cambridge, to risk his metaphysical prestige by joining

what he, somewhat optimistically, believes to be the
'

rapidly

increasing
'

company of psychical researchers (p. 328). He devotes

the long concluding chapter of his book to a detailed consideration

of the compatibility of the various types of supernormal pheno-

mena which are the subjects of Psychical Research with his

metaphysical principles, and comes to the conclusion, in each

case, that they have adequate analogies with things he does

believe, and that there is no reason why they should not be

believed. This is not very positive support, perhaps, but as

much, no doubt, "as could be expected. His inquiry is a little

overweighted with metaphysics, and his metaphysics are not

wholly free from the foibles mentioned above
;

but he bears his

burden gallantly, and is evidently determined to come to grips

with the facts. If he is at all a young man, he would probably

be a valuable recruit, and would soon discover that in psychical

research it is necessary to question everything, to take nothing

for granted, to jettison metaphysical prejudices, and to entertain

with a widely open mind a multitude of the most tentative

and bizarre suggestions.

For instance, he might begin by allowing the facts of multiple

personality to call his attention to the somewhat serious vagueness

of his own metaphysical ultimates. His favourite category is

that of subject-object, and he is never weary of insisting that

the former is an indivisible unity,
"
so absolute as to render

meaningless any attempt to split up his feelings and activities
"

(p. 152). He is also psychologically orthodox in dividing the
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!f

'

into the 'I' (subject), and the 'Me' (object). Accordingly
he holds that the 'dissociations,' e.g. of the

'

Beauchamp
'

family,

are affections of th- M , except where there is evidence of

double consciousness, when "
two distinct foci of attention must

involved, and therefore two distinct subjects" (p. 309), which

A'hy hi' approves of the idea that
'

Sally
'

was a possessing

rit
'

(p. 282). But it has not apparently occurred to him

analyn-
'

the very searching question' In virtue

of what common nature or property are the "i" and tin- Mr

identified and united toother in the same <-lf It is dear

that for common-sense they are somehow one, and Mr. Richardson,

lik'- .very one else, assumes this too, when he is not on his

her p-yrhology nor metaphysics ordinarily contrive

:fy this assumption. Psycholoj: the 'I'

i the Me.' l.ut is at a loss to describe their union. Meta-

physics attaches enormous importance to the distinction of subject

and object, but the a I -i does not get dowi

the ac -mctions between, 'subjective' and '

ohjc<

that are ni;i . waking
aid dreaming'. :i of reality and hallucination. In \

c ilar, it play> Mr. i n fal>e. He is (very seiisiblv) trvm-j

t be a 'plural not alone in the

\orld. fails to observe that his 'subj-

least to blfl pluralism.

I >r m Dg i> knoun about a BU]

> ^ hich can never be an ol.j. I'^ge, he has no riyi

;.k th.it hideed the
'

piiih iplc-

'

i

t tan one > -!i..uld be postulated, ami that the various

il personalities should all be conceived as dissociation

a Which, of course, would knock out

I
ur .aid lead to an extreme, though not very edifying,

f rm oi v a belief in a plurality of 'subjects,'

tie admitted
j

J
' M< '

mu.-t som.-ln.w be

i ade relevant t.. the apparently unaj / Or, in

;

c In word- -'ose belief m tlie m the self,

i i spite of these psychological and metaphysical distinctions,

i ust b ted.

;> 198, where what he says does not seem to apply either t< -
1

-elf.'

*A^ xi.
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Now it is in overcoming these inadequate distinctions and
expanding the unduly narrow conceptions psychology and meta-

physics have formed of the Self, that Mr Richardson should
find the study of the abnormal

'

dissociations
'

useful. For though
superficially they exhibit normal personality dissolving into chaos,

they really attest a deeper, subliminal unity of the Self. For
it seems that the dissevered personalities can be reunited, and
even when they perish, they can pass their contents, or what
was valuable in them, on to their heirs. They contain therefore
the presage of a psychology that is no longer classificatory but
active and therapeutic, which will mould the psychic material
into forms far more beautiful and regular than nature now attains.

It is true that technically all these
'

dissociations
'

would have
to be assigned to the

'

Me,' but the very fact that outstanding
personalities like

'

Sally Beauchamp
'

or
'

Sleeping Margaret
'

in the
'

Doris Fischer
'

Case require a distinct
'

subject
'

for their

accommodation, on Mr Richardson's own showing, only strengthens
the demand for a better conception of the Self that will represent
the

'

I
'

and the
' Me '

as really belonging together. For
'

Sally
'

was far too intimately mixed up with the rest of the
'

Beauchamp
'

family to be seriously regarded as a separate entity. The proposal
so to regard her is only the desperate device of an artificial

theory. So is the dogma of the indivisible unity of the Soul,
which dates from a time when little was known about it, and
much of it, especially the unconscious depths, had to be left a

perfect and absolute blank, and so could be labelled
'

subject,'
and regarded as disposed of by this metaphysical

'

category.'
Now the indications are that the Soul has actually a highly complex
structure, probably quite as complicated as the body. What
unity it has is plainly functional and acquired, with difficulty
and imperfectly, or else resides so deep below the surface that

we can still only guess about its nature. Moreover, what is

true of the Self holds even more signally of the other topics of

Psychical Research. They all summon us to reconsider our

established beliefs
;

all are too essentially experimental to form
a suitable playground for the a priori notions, cut and dried

categories, and hard and fast distinctions of metaphysics.

F. C. S. SCHILLER.

Man-Making from out of the Mists to beyond the Veil. By William
E. Benton, London. John M. Watkins. 1919.

THIS book is essentially a compilation of data having a human
interest, from the habitability of the planets to the price of

radium. The preface modestly indicates its character by declaring
that it is

"
merely for casual readers, and attempts nothing

worthy of the attention of the habitual student." Its attitude

towards Psychical Research is highly sympathetic, and it contains

(on pp. 161-2) a list of the Presidents of the Society from Henry
Sidgwick to Lord Rayleigh.
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NEW MEMBERS.

Elected April 13, 1920.

Broad, C. D., Litt.D., 159 South Street, St. Andrews.

Clarke, Mrs., Jersey Avenue, Central Park, Vancouver, B.C.

Dingwall, E. J., 73 Corringham Road, Golders' Green, London,

N.W. 4.

Enthoven, Mrs. F. V., 33 Cambridge Square, London, W. 2.

Fernald, Mrs. 0. B., 4 Maryborough Road, St. John's Wood, London,
N.W. 8.

Moncrieff, Captain M. M., Hemley, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

Parsons, Miss Llewellyn E., 99 Park Avenue, New York City,

U.S.A.

Rust, Dr. Montague, Boyndie, West Newport, Fife.

Sloss, Mrs., c/o Sunderland House, Curzon Street, London, W. 1.

Tatham, A. T., Mountain Rise, Pietermaritzburg, Natal.

Wilkinson, Mrs., Cromwell House, Haresfield, nr. Stonehouse, Glos.

Elected June 1, 1920.

Baha, M., c/o Librairie Ikbal, 2 Sublime Porte, Constantinople.

Bjarnason, Professor A. H., Ph.D. (on behalf of the University of

Iceland), Hellustmd 3, Reykjavik, Iceland.

Bryans, George, Court Royal, King's Cliflfe, Brighton.

Garden, Dr. W. A., Lulworth, Eltham, Kent.

Cook, A. G. H., The Villa, Washington, Co. Durham.

De Grave, Miss D. M., Pioneer Club, Park Place, St. James's,

London, S.W. 1.

De Koven, Mrs. Anna P., 1025 Park Avenue, New York City,

U.S.A.

Hanson, G. F., Department of Pathology, University of Oxford.

Hendrix, J. A., Marion, Ala., U.S.A.

Hillman, Hugh H., White Cross, Banwell, Somerset."

Librarian, General Theological Seminary, Chelsea Square, New
York, U.S.A.

Mappillay, K. I. Varughese, Puthumadam, Chennithalay, Mave-

likaray, Travancore, S. India.
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Price. Harry, Royal Societies' Club, 63 St. James's Street. London,
S.W. 1.

Routledge, Mrs. Scoresby, 9 Cadogan Mansions, Sloane Square,
London, S.W. 1.

Warburton, A. P., c o A. Scott & Co., Bankers, Merchant Street,

igoon, Burma, India.

MEETINGS 01 THK COUNCIL

THE 171st Meeting of the Council was held at 20 Han
-

lare, London. \V . on Tuesday, April l:*th. 1920, at 4.30

p.m. ;
DR. F. C. S. SCHILLER in the chair. There were also

: Mr. W. \V Baggally, Dr. T. W. Mitchell, Mr. .1

Pi : Mr. W. H. Salter, and Mrs. H>nry Sidgwick ; also

K<litor, and Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.

Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council were read

ind signed as conv

Ele\ v Members were elected. Their names
< ddresses are given ab<

Mr. W. Whately Smith was co-opted as a Member of the
1 'nuncil for the year 1!'

Monthly Account f . 1920, was presented

rnd

taken as read.

'HE ITi'ml MM'tiu_r of the < 1 at 20 Hanover

<tuare, London, W., on Tuesday, 0, at

p.m. : 8 :n tin- 'hai:
I re were also

resent: Mr. \v. \V. Baggal! \v. F Barrett, tl..- Rev.

I. A. Bayfiel (Jeorge 1 Captain K onett,

ir Lawrence Jones, V l'i Islington, Mr. \V. H Saltn,

. 1:

"
\V. \\'i.v.-lv Smith an-1 I>r \. .1.

Woolley; also Mrs. Salter ami Miss Isabel Newtm.

The Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council were read

a nl signed as correct.

en new Members were elected. Their names ,ni<l

a Ulresses are given above.

Monthly A vil ami May were present*-.!

;i id taken as read.

A3
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PEIVATE MEETINGS FOE MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES.

THE 62nd Private Meeting of the Society, for Members and

Associates only, was held in the Council Chamber at 20

Hanover Square, London, W., on Tuesday, April 13th, 1920,

at 5.30 p.m. ;
DR. F. C. S. SCHILLER in the chair.

MR. G. E. WRIGHT read a paper entitled
" Some Impres-

sions of a New Associate," which, with the discussion that

followed, is printed below.

THE 63rd Private Meeting of the Society for Members and

Associates only was held in the Council Chamber, at 20

Hanover Square, London, W., on Tuesday, June 1st, 1920,
at 4 p.m. : THE PRESIDENT in the chair.

MRS. W. H. SALTER read selections from a paper by MRS.

HENRY SIDGWICK entitled
" A Discussion of Cases of

' Phan-

tasms of the Living
'

which have appeared in the Journal."

The full paper will be published, it is hoped, in the

Proceedings.

SOME IMPRESSIONS OF A NEW ASSOCIATE.

BY G. E. WRIGHT.

AT the present moment it may perhaps serve a useful purpose
to place on record some of the impressions which the past

work of this Society has made on one whose introduction

thereto is but of recent date. Also to submit some suggestions

as to possible future activities in psychical research. The

impression which the structure of evidence as embodied in our

Proceedings makes on one who, so to say, meets it for the

first time in the aggregate, is necessarily different to that

produced on older members who have seen each component of

that structure during its erection.

In regard to suggestions for future research, I am well aware

that they are framed on a very imperfect knowledge of the

difficulties, and limitations, of psychical research ; but they will

at least afford an opportunity for others, better informed, to

re-state these difficulties and limitations, a re-statement which

at the present time would seem to be needed.

I will therefore endeavour briefly to set forth a few re-
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nYct ions on some items of the past and present work of this

v. and a few suggestions as to future activities.

In regard to past work the outstanding achievement is, of

course, the establishment of telepathy as a proved fact of

human experience. Although the powers and limits of the

Mthic faculty are far from being precisely defined, yet the

e of
" communication between human beings by other

means than through the recognized channel- of the senses
'*

is

not in doui it from the nun .unparatively recent

is notablv the instructive series of experiments
-s Mile- and Mi- len the researches, and the

"iiing, contained in that great classic I'hiiitasms of

aiyone who investigates the subj

il spirit.

In regM :>re<ent requirement- in telepathic MM
additional mlly a capital need as far as the mere

p-Oof of the phenomenon
"f well authenticated cases of spontaneous

telepathy, and the carrvniL' investigations in the ex;

r ental ibt.-d value

connihutiiiL: to a ; knowledge of the modus

ternnJ> of v \ 000 idenblfl numbc'

c e ' class have been published m the Journal

1 om tr i if. I .JL'est that tlie tim' is no\\

f r these cases, and its pub:

t >n in the Proceedings.

Leaving, thru, the ,thv m uhich the

a ready 'o be adopted in

f rther rese, >ubtful. some otlu-r

-na which fall within the sphere of the

t IB >

For present piirpo-i-.-. these may roughly be grouped in

d visions, though there is some little overlapping between the

t -o groups.

firstly, we have the phenomena which hypothecate
T. i-flOfl influence the great subject Mmmcation with the

d ^embodied, to whirh -he energies of our investigators

h ve been devoted. In this d t the issue is clear. If

tl ere is sufficient evidence and many would say that om

especially those of the cross-correspondences, provide
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that evidence that communications are received by the hand

or voice of sensitives which cannot be accounted for by nor-

mally acquired information, by telepathy inter vivos, or by
chance coincidence, we are, in our present state of knowledge,
driven to the conclusion that these communications must have

an extra-terrene origin.

The second group of phenomena are those which, even if

their occurrence is a definitely proved fact, do not necessarily

require any extra-terrene hypothesis to explain them. They are

indeed popularly explained as being due to the operation of

extra-terrene intelligences, but this explanation is quite

gratuitous.

It is difficult to find a satisfactory generic term to cover all

these phenomena. They include a number of alleged mani-

festations popularly described as materializations, spirit-photo-

graphy, apports, levitations, the physical phenomena of

spiritualism and so forth. All these terms are obviously

objectionable and question-begging. Perhaps they might be

termed parapsychic phenomena. This term does not commit us

to any exclusively psychical hypothesis, but allows us to admit

that they may be psycho-physical or even only hyper-physical.

Smile Boirac who is one of those who incline to the

opinion that many of these phenomena may be ascribed to the

operation of some pseudo-radiant energy capable of being
emitted by certain persons sensitives or somnambules under

special conditions trance or hypnosis has introduced the term

bioctinism to define the collection of phenomena in which there

is, apparently, manifested action capable of being exercised on

animate beings, or on inanimate substances, other than by the

normal means of the senses and the muscles.

It would seem that F. W. H. Myers did not reject this

hypothesis, for we find him writing in Human Personality :

"I do not know how my will moves my arm, but I know

by experience that my will generally moves only my arm and

what my arm can touch. . . . Yet I can sometimes move

objects not in actual contact, as by melting them with the

heat or (in the dry air of Colorado) kindling them with the

electricity, which my fingers emit. I see no very definite limit

to this power. I do not know all the forms of energy which

my fingers might, under suitable training, emit."
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I do not think that- there has been, at least during the last

fifteen years, any systematic and coordinated attempt to

investigate these phenomena as far as this Society is concerned.

One species of them has, indeed, received some attention at

the hands of our investigators. In regard to the so-called
"
physical

"
phenomena psycho-dynamics, if the term may be

permitted we have the admirable im-estimations carried out at

les in 1908 on the manifestations produced by Eusapia
P.illadino which are recorded in Vol. XX I II. of the Pro-

We have also the record of Miss Johnson's invest!

gations of the phenomena ma
l>y Mrs. Williams (see

Vol. XXI.). The>e. ho\\- ra all that the last ten

volumes of the Proceedings has to teach us on the subject.

The most cogent evidence for the reality of these phenomena
and in a series of researches, with which this Society has

had no official connection, namely. Dr. Crawford's Belfast

experiments.
I

. think that it is unfortunate that these t*>.

rients, which appear to be of profound sign should

lave been carried out in entire independence of this Soc-i-

! i any other <! nt of research we can hardly conceive

t lat an investigator who had produced results obviously of

i ovelty and value, would not bring his work before that

i istitution or society which was charged with the furtherance

< f research in t ,r subject. Coordination in psychi<
i s in physical research is a prime need of the present day.

>ngst the impressions of a new Associate, one of the most

]
rominent is that there is a real and pressing need for the

> rotematic experimental investigation -e para-psych i<

I
henomena. An investigation which shall adopt the methods of

1 16 laboratory, which shall be concerned with the production,
-

attempted production, of the alleged phenomena, and not

i lerely confined to the criticism and analysis of evid*

( sewhere obtained.

't is, clearly, of no practical value to state an abstract

I oposition of this sort. It mu>t be translated into concrete

s iggestions which shall both l>e within the available resoir

i f the Society in experimental material, and shall also not

c mflict with, or compromise, other lines of investigation wind:

nay be in progress.
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It is also necessary to suggest the sequence in which the

very varied phenomena comprised in this class should be

investigated.

Obviously we should select for our first research the pheno-
menon which has, on the one hand, the best attestation for

jts occurrence, and which, on the other hand, is the simplest

and most amenable to strictly experimental treatment.

The combination of these desiderata is certainly maxi-

mum in the case of the so-called
"

spirit photography."

May I, in order to eliminate a prefix which is so objectionable

to us, call it
"
psycho-photography

"
? We may define it as

the impression on photographic plates, either of something not

apperceptible by the normal human senses, or of some normally

perceptible thing, in a manner not normally possible. The

definition is clumsy but will suffice for present purposes.

Those who are charged with the direction of the research

work of this Society have much on their hands. It is not

therefore to be expected that they should contemplate opening

up a new line of research unless there is a prima facie case

that it is likely to lead to profitable results. Our decision as

to whether any phenomenon is or is not worth investigating

must be determined by the respectability of the general testi-

mony for its occurrence. The testimony to the broad fact that

photographic plates, placed in proximity to a sensitive or

somnambule, receive impressions which they could not have

received by normal means, is at least respectable. Definite

pronouncements to this effect have been made by Ochorowitz,

Darget, De Rochas, Durville, Baraduc, Morselli, Hyslop. Car-

ington and other competent authorities. There is, therefore,

clearly a prima facie case for investigation.

In regard to simplicity and ease of observation psycho-

photography compares very favourably with other subjects of

psychic research.

We are not here dependent on personal observation for the

registration of the phenomenon. The photographic plate gives

the decision. The possibilities of mal-observation or hallucina-

tion are therefore definitely eliminated, an elimination which is

of the utmost scientific value. The application of conclusive

test conditions is also easy. All that is needed is a thorough
examination of the camera, slides, and plates, and continuous
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supervision during exposure and development. It should be

to ensure conditions which would render substitution of

plates, double exposure, or deception of any kind, impossible.

The third point is the question of available experimental

material, and the possibility of interference with other lines of

research. 1 take these two questions together as they are, to

t
1 extent, interdependent. If these para- psychic phenomena

were only to be produced through the agency of trance sensi-

tives it might, on this account, be said that their investigation

able. Our available material in the case of t ranee

sensitives is very limited. Those of them who have been

enlisted in the service of psychic research have, so to say, had

their sublimimils specially trained for the reception of extra-

terrene communications. The subliminal of a trail-

I very delicately balanced mechanism. It might destroy its

ie for the more important igation that of extra-

terrene communication were suggestion applied to it with the

endeavour to lead to the production of para-psychic phenomena.
\\ have an object lesson, in the case of Mrs. PipcrV

mediumship, of the ease with which the powers of a trance

sensitive can be destroyed.

unately, in these investigations in biactinism we do not

need to employ trance sensitives. Somnambnkfl .r"- also

available as subjects, and of these there should be a sufficiency.

may, however, be said that the fact that psych" photo-

graphy and other para-psy. roved to be

producible, without extra-terrene influence, by hypn< -'cts,

would not : vhen manifested

by sensitives. 1 think, however, -e is general ajr

ment that the state of the subject under hypnosis, and of til--

sensitive in is psychically and physically the same.

Their common .pi,
Jit v is disintegration of personality,

acl. a state in which the supraliminal illy

inhibited, and the subliminal is partially freed, to function

independently of the censo

ate of disintegration is externally induced as in hypnosis

(ffctcro-8nggestion), or internally induced as in trance

suggests ild seem to make no difference to t
1 bant

state.

1- uggested that the first experiments in psycho photo-
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graphy should follow the lines of those carried out by Dr.

Ochorowicz, Darget, Carrington and others, in which no camera

is employed. The plate is wrapped in opaque paper and held

in the hands or placed against the body of the subject. The

experimenter then suggests to the latter a word, subject or

diagram to be impressed on the plate. Alternatively the

subject is instructed to concentrate his attention on some

actual object before him, and to transfer his visualization of

it to the plate. This phenomenon sometimes called
"
thought

photography
" which is specially well attested, can readily be

subjected to definite experimental proof.

The same method could be applied to test the claims of

those spiritualists who allege that their
"

spirit guides
"

can

impress a message or picture on a given plate in an unopened

packet. Prof. Henslow, for example, has given in his recent

book, Proofs of the Truths of Spiritualism, a case where an

unopened packet of plates, securely sealed and marked for

identification, was sent by him to a certain spiritualist seance

and received back unopened with a psychograph impressed
on the third plate from the top of the packet. As Professor

Henslow gives the testimony of two independent persons,

that the packet had never been opened, the case can hardly

be summarily dismissed as one of fraud.

No one would suggest that this Society should generally

embark on the investigation of spiritualist phenomena. It

is useless to investigate any claims to supernormal powers
where the claimants demand their own conditions before these

powers can be exhibited. Where, however, as in this case,

Affective test conditions can be imposed by the investigators,

the subject would seem to be a proper and necessary one

for our investigation.

We will next consider experiments in which a camera is em-

ployed. The use of the camera to record psycho-dynamic

manifestations, and so-called materializations, is of course

familiar. Dr. Crawford has, apparently, obtained photographs

showing that, in the case of the levitations observed by him,

there is some sort of semi-material structure which raises,

and maintains in position, the object levitated. Photography
was also extensively used by Dr. von Schrenck-Notzing in

his researches on the materialization phenomena exhibited by
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'." which were discussed by Mrs. Salter in Vol. XXVII.
of the Proceedings. His elaborate monograph, Materializations-

Phan&mene, of which an English translation is now in progress,

profuse photographic record of these manifestations.

The Research Committee are to be congratulated on having

been able to arrange a series of sittings in this country with

this remarkable sensitive.

It is obvious that any investigator will apply the test of

the camera in such cases, wherever possible. My pre>ent

object is to suggest the use of the camera in a different

line of research. It is probably common knowledge that

most of the authorities above quoted who accept "thought

photography" as a fact, also tentatively accept the reality of

the iialization of nemuity." in the case of sensiti\e>

and Bonmambules where di.-int.'u'ration of personality has been

ied to some length. Tin- opinion is supported by so-

reputable a psychologist as fimile Bor

These investigators state that, under certain conditions, a

subject can be caused to ex? something which can

be recorded photograph ically. If it could be definitely pn
that a sensitive can under 069 be caused to

exteriorize a "double" the implication- of this proof would

be of
| importance. It \\<>uld Lrive us a natural

ixplana
1

many materialization phenomena. which are

jo bafflini; with regard to their investigation, and so repellent

X) most of u- "wing to tin* dubious -n\ ironments in which

hev are often produ
a real need for the systematic photo-

graphic study of -omnambule-. in various degrees of hvpn<
md under various suggestions. This M .Id probably b.-

jarried out with littl- TV.

I am aware that ti rnalixation is mixrd

ip with much undesirable and un-ci.-ntitic -peculation \\

)ccult and Theosoj)hical lii.- admixture -hould. hou-

isrdly deter us fro: of the

i le te- for the phenomenon, and

he profoundly important conclusions which would result from

to <>n.

to which If

Methods can be applied, and which. I think, demand- att.-ir
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It is not para-psychic, since the most reasonable explanation
for the alleged facts is the action of non-human intelligences.

This subject is the alleged
"
instrumental

"
communication with

those intelligences, communication where mechanism takes the

place of the human organism of the sensitive. It is stated by
two Dutch physicists, Drs. Matla and Zaalberg van Zelst, that,

as the result of prolonged experiment, they have received

messages from extra-terrene sources by means of apparatus.
This apparatus may roughly be described as follows :

It consists of an electrical contact capable of being actuated

by minute pressures ;
a type wheel rotating at a very slow

speed, the usual paper tape passing under the wheel, and a

platen actuated by the contact key, through a relay, which

presses the paper against the type when the circuit is closed.

It is claimed that intelligible messages have been received

through this apparatus, the key being pressed by some external

force when the desired letters were in the position for printing.

The experimenters' description of their researches has not yet,

I believe, been translated into English. An interesting sum-

mary thereof is given in Dr. Carrington's recent book Modern

Psychical Phenomena.

Here is another opening for laboratory research which,

although it requires somewhat elaborate apparatus, should not

be beyond the experimental resources of this Society.

It may seem an impertinence to offer suggestions on experi-

mental technique to a research committee which has the advioe

of some of the most distinguished physicists of our time. I do

however venture to think that there is one matter in con-

nection both with experiments in para-psychic phenomena and

also with sittings with sensitives which needs attention. This

matter is the systematic record of the atmospheric conditions

during any experiment or sitting. The barometric pressure, the

temperature, and, above all, the hygrometric state of the

atmosphere, in the seance room, or extemporised laboratory,

should be recorded as a matter of routine. It is often said

that atmospheric conditions affect psychic manifestations. This

simple routine would soon verify or disprove this supposition.

I would also suggest that, where possible, experiments should

be made as to the effect of special artificial environments. The

effect of varying qualities of light should be tried, to see if
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there is any truth in the statement that light rich in red rays

is favourable, and light rich in violet rays unfavourable, to the

production of psychic phenomena.
Other matters to be are the f artificial de-ir-

cation, of ozonization, and of a condition of electric stress. In

al investigations apparatus and mechanism cannot

help us. The more reason why we should use them in every

may be .nee. The

history d h in Natural Science has. surely.

made abundantly clear the need for recording every condition

to an though at the time it may
to have no direct bearing on the result.

regard to the investigation of sensitive- purporting to

produce phv>ical or materialization phenomena, and \\ith special

to the forthcoming experiments with
" Eva C.,"

:!d suggest t ,1'ility of carrying out tests analogous

biologists.

In past discussions on the records o ts with sin -h

ve> much time has been spent in b .irguments

as to whether the conditions of lighting, and of hand oi I.M.I

holding, or the positions of furniture, curtains, and the like

i that the sensit M possibly have produced the

lomena exhibited by normal means.

a- in the case of the Naples experiment- \\ith

Eusapia* Palladino, or those conducted by I
1 Schn-nk

ng with
'

Eva C." and as no doubt will be the case in

those now to be conducted with th. Ian, r > -n-itive an
it.- and detailed record is made of all these conditi.

>hould be possible to reach relative certainty

repeating the the same sex

and a: e same age and physique a

A professional illn uitabl.-

un<ler>tudy or pseudo-sensitive would be subjected to

same examination, tests, and restraints as

oplied to the real s<- placrd in the same room as

cances had taken place, with the same
same condr rig, and the same relative

'ns of sensitive, furniture, curta; Tin- nude-

.vould hf informed as to the phenomena to ! produced
ie could.
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If it was found that although doing her best, so to say, to

cheat she could not produce some of the phenomena exhibited

by the real sensitive, our belief in the extra-normal origin of

those phenomena would be greatly strengthened.
In the absence of experiments of this kind, it is always

possible and easy for the sceptic to allege fraud in general,

without troubling himself to explain how any particular pheno-
menon could be fraudulently produced.
The one and only safe rule in regard to evidence in this depart-

ment of psychic research is to accept no phenomenon as, even

potentially, extra-normal unless it is clear that the sensitive

could not possibly have produced it by trickery however much he

or she tried to do so.

This proposal must not be taken to imply any suspicion of

the bona fides of such sensitives. But in strict experimental
research bona fides can have no appreciable weight from the

evidential point of view.

So far for the suggestions which a new Associate ventures to

put forward. The impressions of that Associate are, however,

by no means confined to the feeling that certain extensions of

the experimental work of this Society require attention.

Far more cogent is the sense of appreciation, of respect, for

the work already done. The older members of this Society

specially those who have taken an active part in that work

cannot probably appreciate the effect which the
"
cumulative

massiveness
"

of the evidence for communication with the dis-

embodied makes on one who meets it for the first time in the

aggregate.

In regard to
"

direct
"

communications one is impressed by
the wisdom of the decision which was taken to study ex-

haustively one sensitive Mrs. Piper. The value of continuous

observation, such as was devoted to the trance phenomena of

Mrs. Piper, is, from the evidential point of view, considerable.

Only by prolonged and continuous observation, and by the

accurate record of all that is said at sittings, can the boun-

daries of a sensitive's normal knowledge be denned. For this

reason the Piper records are of the utmost value, since we

have not to guess whether any piece of apparently super-

normal information may or may not have been normally

acquired. The records of- past sittings, and the knowledge
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which time brought to the experimenters as to Mrs. Piper's

normal sources of information, leave but small opening fen-

uncertainty on this point. There is therefore no need for hesi-

; in drawing the conclusion that there is a substantial

;u!ii of information in Mrs. Piper's trance communications

which could not have reached her by normal channels.

The telepathic hypothesis is. however, alwavs at hand to

hinder our positive acceptance of the extra -terrene origin of

such communications.

If I in pardoned a personal note. I would say the

Is of direct communications, impressive though they are,

would not, for this reason, have sufficed to induce me to

iie communication as a proved fact. But the

:ice afforded by the cross-correspondences and also 1>\ the

consecutive correspondences, if I may so describe sin -h scripts as

that const it ir Monysius" case has made it

difficult, if not impossible, for me to resist the coiu-liiMon

that some of the coum. -is received by the hand and

voice of sensitives have been originated by other than human
embodied intelligences.

It is agreed that by no means can the telepathic hypothesis
be strained to explain the complex multiple (TOSS correspon-
dence.- 1 den rial ist, then, stand or fall on the

tness of the interpretations which our investigators have

to the scripts of which n composed. If we found

that any critics had produced equally plausible

which changed sense into nonsen.- 'dance into <

our rontidenee in the cross -correspondences as revealing the

would be rudel

his. During inimtlv long
hese records have been before the pubh< \\, do

not find that the >till nut inconsiderable number of men of

who reject any super-normal explanation, have

endeavoured to demolish the evidence m the only way in

Inch it can be demolished, namely, by showing that the

of the scripts given by our investigators are

wrong or at least doubtful. Our confidence in the evidential

value of the cross-correspondences is not a little strengthened

by the fart that <>ur opponents have, almost entirely, failed to

apply to them any reasoned cnti<
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Finally, there is one last impression which may be mentioned.

It was argued some time ago that there is much decadence in

the literary quality of scientific publications ;
that our scientists

of to-day compare unfavourably in this particular with those

of the last generation. The accusation is not unimportant.
Ease of style and clarity of expression are needed by the

scientific publicist as well as by the man of letters.

In this matter our Society is indeed fortunate. The literary

quality of the papers which compose our Proceedings is, I

venture to think, exceptionally high. For example, to make
clear and interesting the analyses of cross-correspondences is a

difficult task, but it has been successfully accomplished, notably
in Vol. XXII., and in the various papers by our past and

present research officers. The late Mrs. Verrall's analysis of her

own script, which fills Vol. XX., is also an outstanding example
of an obscure subject made clear by careful treatment. In

regard to other matters it can be confidently said that the

impression which the scripts constituting The Ear of Dionysius
have made not only on ourselves, but on many outside this

Society is largely due to the lucid manner in which the scripts

were explained and annotated by the author of that paper.

While for clearness of exposition and convenience of arrangement
that monument of industry, Vol. XXVIII., is noteworthy.

May we not ascribe this quality, rare in scientific publica-

tions, to the influence of one who was in his time perhaps one

of the great masters of English prose ;
one who hesitated not to

devote his exceptional gifts to a then discredited study. A study
the transcendent possibilities of which he foresaw when he wrote :

"
It may be that for some generations to come the truest

faith will lie in the patient attempt to unravel from confused

phenomena some trace of the supernal world to find thus at

last
'

the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things

not seen.'
"

A discussion then followed, of which an abstract is given below.

KEPORT or THE DiscussioN.1

DR. SCHILLER said he was sure everyone would agree with

him that the Society were very fortunate to have secured

1 This report gives only the substance of what was said ; it is not verbatim.
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.i rising recruit who was capable of bringing before them his

with so much practical energy and in so scientific a

^pirit. and, perhaps he might add, with such robust optimism.
Mr. Wright had pointed out that it was extraordinary

that the Society had not undertaken any research into the

phenomena of Miss Golliizher, but it was not the fault of the

Society that this res as not undertaken. In tlu

1918 Sir Oliver Lodge and he himself were ready and anxious

to go over to Belfast, but on several occasions they

if, and in t possible for them to get

sittings.

!! agreed with Mr. Wright as to the need for

laboratory methods; he was qu that it was a

important matter which th- Sue-jet v ou^ht to bear in mind.

It ought to have a laboratory, although laboratories wen n<>t

a safe passport to success. He said this lankly in view of
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mistic
; the Society would like a great deal more evidence,

and would like to be able to meet the doubts which were

still being expressed.
MB. PIDDINGTON said that he agreed with Dr. Crawford.

The main object was to get the work of investigation well

done. Dr. Crawford published his results so that everyone
could read them. He thought there was a certain advantage
in having an independent investigation, for there were a

certain number of people who looked with suspicion on any-

thing done by the S.P.R., and therefore any independent

person who brought out a report was well received by many,
particularly if he was known as a scientific man. He sympa-
thised with Dr. Crawford for this reason.

Mr. Wright said in his paper that co-operation and co-

ordination were highly desirable. He thought Mr. Wright was

for a moment forgetting the difference between the investi-

gation of psychical phenomena and the ordinary investigation
of physical science. In the laboratory, the personality of

the investigator was unimportant ;
the same thing still

happened if a person was sympathetic or unsympathetic this

would not affect the actual physical phenomena. In psychical

phenomena the investigator made an enormous difference, and

he thought that the difference might be in the fact that the

medium did not know an investigator.

MR. WHATELY SMITH thought Dr. Crawford ought to let

the Society make an investigation on scientific grounds. At

present the report rested on the authority of one person only ;

the medium might lose her powers, or she might die, and

then the critical public would say that there was no con-

firmation, and the whole of that very valuable work would

be wasted.

With regard to the evidence for survival, one impression
made in his mind was that the whole thing was getting

confused. It was very difficult to advise a person as to

survival until they could put something definite, or that

could be called conclusive, before him. He thought it

might be worth while to strike out on entirely new lines.

He had written a letter a few months ago which was printed
in the Journal in which he made this suggestion, and it

naturally called forth a certain amount of criticism. But
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he thought the v miizht venture to investigate as to
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part in a series of experiments, and it was discovered that

a young man who was present went into trance. She came

at once to the Society and she was received with the utmost

courtesy. Miss Newton invited her to bring the young man
to the Society's rooms, but unfortunately he could not be

persuaded to be investigated.

The HON. EVERARD FEILDING thought that if members

were to take the line of the lady who had just spoken they
would find that they would have exactly the same experience.

The Council was always ready to form a Committee of

members, who had had experience in research and investiga-

tion, and who had certainly experience of the sources of

errors. The difficulty was to get people to subject themselves

to any long series of experiments by which alone good
results could be obtained.

So far as the subject of the paper was concerned he had

himself much sympathy with the suggestion made by the

writer. He had for a long time thought that a laboratory

where a few simple laboratory appliances, weighing and other

instruments, could be installed, would be of great use.

DR. SCHILLER having then called upon Mr. Wright to make

a reply, if he wished to do so, MR. WRIGHT said he only

wanted to correct one impression which had arisen from

his paper. He did not mean that there was the slightest

neglect on the part of the Society to investigate Dr. Craw-

ford's medium, but he meant to imply that it was regrettable

that as a scientific man Dr. Crawford would not permit the

investigation by this Society.

APPENDIX TO PAKT LXXVIII OF PEOCEEDINGS.

THE Appendix to Part LXXVIII. of the Proceedings, circulated

with this Journal, completes Vol. XXX., of which bound copies

will soon be ready. Part LXXIX., which was recently circu-

lated, is the first Part of Vol. XXXI.

EEPvATUM

IN the Journal for April-May, 1920, on p. 188, Mr. Trevor

Basil Woodd is incorrectly referred to as Mr. Tudor Basil Woodd.

We take this opportunity of correcting the mistake.
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SIR OLIVER LODGE in the chair. There were also present r

Mr. W. W. Baggally, Sir W. F. Barrett, Rev. M. A. Bayfield,

Hon. Everard Feilding, Sir Lawrence Jones, Dr. T. W. Mitchell,

Mr. J. G. Piddington, Mr. W. H. Salter, Dr. F. C. S. Schiller,

Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, and Dr. V. J. Woolley ; also, Mrs. Salter,

Editor, and Miss Isabel Newton, Secretary.

The Minutes of the last Meeting of the Council were read

and signed as correct.

Five new Members were elected. Their names and addresses

are given above.

The Monthly Account for June was presented and taken as

read.

It was agreed that the Rooms of the Society should be

closed this year on July 31st until September 13th.

GENERAL MEETING.

THE 161st General Meeting of the Society was held in the

Robert Barnes Hall of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wim-

pole Street, London, W., on Monday, July 19th, 1920, at

5 p.m.
A Presidential Address was delivered by DR. WM. McDouGALLK

F.R.S., which will be published later in Proceedings.

CASES.

I. AN INCIDENT IN A SITTING WITH MRS. LEONARD.

THE above report of an incident which occurred at a sitting

with Mrs. Osborne Leonard has been sent to us by the sitter,

Mrs. Beadon, a member of the Society. We have had other

reports of her sittings from Mrs. Beadon and know her to be a

careful and accurate recorder. The case gains an additional

interest from the fact that the apparent communicator, whom
we will here call Mrs. Parkinson, is the same lady who was the

apparent telepathic agent in a case printed in the Journal for

July, 1919 (pp. 83 fL), when a priest received, as he thought, a

telephone message summoning him to the bedside of a dying
woman desirous of receiving the last Sacrament. In the earlier

case the impression was received a few hours before Mrs.

Parkinson's death
;

the sitting with Mrs. Leonard, recorded
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P. [T only wrote the
" P "

as I never accept the

letters she writes in the air unless she names

them as well. J. E. B.]

J. E. B. I am sorry I do not recognise anyone.

(Feda then began to speak of another subject,

and then suddenly interrupted herself to say :)

FEDA. [Kitty !] he gives that as a clue [Kitty] would

know [Stevenson] helping [Stevenson] Ask

[Kitty Stevenson]

Keeps pointing to his own side and says here

mysterious Now J again J is helping to do

with some one who has passed over [Kitty]

should know

The above is all that was given except that I am almost sure

she added
"
G.", which I hear is her [Mrs. Parkinson's] husband's

name, but it is not in my notes, so is of no value. I remember

saying : "Is there a message for [Kitty Stevenson] ? Feda

replied :

"
It is too soon for messages find out who it is first."

I had no idea who S. P. might be, but I have a friend whose

name is [Kitty Stevenson]. I was much interested at the vivid,

clear way the whole name was given.

Mrs. [Stevenson] has had no experience of spiritualism, and has

never seen Mrs. Leonard.

My sitting was on a Saturday. The following Monday I went

to see Mrs. [Stevenson]. She was in bed recovering from influenza.

I went up to her room. I asked her if she had lost any friend

from influenza in the present epidemic. She said she had not.

I told her why I asked. She was interested that her name had

been brought in by a stranger who did not know of her existence,

but it seemed to be in the wrong connection, as she knew nobody
who had died lately.

A couple of days later I had occasion to telephone to Mrs.

[Stevenson]. Her husband answered the telephone. He said :

"
Poor [Kitty] is dreadfully upset, she has just heard of the death

of a great friend [Sylvia Parkinson]. She is particularly upset
because it seems she died nearly a fortnight ago and [Kitty] feels

she should have been told she was ill. It was pneumonia following

influenza. [Kitty] is so distressed that she was not sent for."

Evidently S. P. stood for [Sylvia Parkinson]. J. is my own
name "

Joanna," and may be that I was
"
helping

"
by receiving
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a previous sitting [with Mrs. Leonard] the initial H. was given in

a connection which I thought might refer to Mrs. Stevenson under

her maiden name H
,

but I am not sure about it. [Mrs.

Beadon then gives an account of this incident, but it has no con-

nection with the present case, and so is not printed here.]

A few days after Mrs. [Stevenson] had heard of Mrs. [Par-

kinson's] death she told me the story of the call for the priest

which she had just heard from Mrs. [Parkinson's] sister. When
I saw it reported in the S.P.R., I recognised it, but I do not

know who sent it.

J. E. BEADON.

II.

M. 106. A CASE OF CLAIRVOYANCE ?

THE following case is one in which a train of thought, closely

associated with a particular object, was apparently aroused by
contact with the object in a manner not easily explicable by
normal causes. The narrator of the incident. Mr. H. S. Cowper,
of High House, Hawkshead, Ambleside, originally sent his

record to Sir Oliver Lodge, by whom it was forwarded to us.

The record ran as follows :

September 25, 1919.

In July, 1917, at the dispersal of the well-known Pelham

Clinton-Hope Collection at Christie's, I became the owner of a

remarkable Egyptian statuette of black basalt. The figure is

eighteen inches high, and is a portrait of an old priest. The

work is of considerable artistic value, being in the remarkable

realistic style of the XXVIth dynasty (Saitic), 662-525 B.C.

In the same summer my son Christopher, then over 14 years

of age, was at my house in Kent for the holidays. Of course

I showed him the figure, and I should mention that at that

time the long inscription at the back had not been read, and

I was unaware of the contents. I was, however, aware that it

was Saitic, and represented a priest or scribe. As far as I can

remember it was early in the holidays, and probably in August,
that my son was looking at the figure in my library, and standing

alongside the table with his hand on its head he said,
"
Father,

what is the story about the lost Atlantis ?
"

There was nothing to lead up to this question. I had told

him the story of Atlantis vaguely a long while before, and when

he asked me I was absolutely at a loss where to look it up and
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The incident took place at Great Loddenden, Staplehurst, Kent,

which I have since sold.

We subsequently wrote to Mr. Cowper asking ^if
he could

remember whether, when^he first told his son the story of

the lost Atlantis, he had said anything to him of its con-

nexion with a priest of Sais. He replied as follows :

January 7, 1920.

With reference to your enquiries enclosed,

(1) I think it is quite impossible that when I told my son

Christopher, then a mere child, about the Atlantis story, I could

have mentioned anything about a priest of Sais. I do not think

I knew at that date that a priest of Sais had anything to do

with the story. It was only a story of a lost or submerged
continent, which I thought would interest a child.

(2) On the other hand, when I showed him the statuette / am
sure I told him it was of the Saitic period, because I recognised

it as of this remarkable art period when I bought it.

It was only when he began to talk about Atlantis that I had

to look the story up, and then found that the priest of Sais

came into it.

One cannot remember these things, but my impression is that

my knowledge of
"
Atlantis," when I told the child about it,

was obtained from a clever modern novel on the subject, both

title and author of which I now forget, and not from study of

ancient authors at all. H. S. COWPER.

It would therefore appear that any knowledge Mr. Cowper's
son may have had concerning a connexion between a priest

of Sais and the lost Atlantis did not derive from Mr. Cowper.
But it is, of course, impossible to prove that the boy had

never had any knowledge at all of such a connexion. He
would not at that age have read Plato's Timaeus, but he

might have come across the story of Solon and the priest of

Sais told somewhere as an anecdote. But even if we suppose
that he had some latent knowledge on this point, we have

still to take into account the close connexion between the lost

Atlantis and Mr. Cowper's statuette revealed by the reading

of the inscription at the back. At the time of the incident

described by Mr. Cowper, neither he, nor his son, nor, so far

as can be ascertained, any other living person knew anything
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CORRESPONDENCE.

EVIDENCE OF SURVIVAL.

To THE EDITOR OF THE Journal of the S.P.R.

MADAM, Some years ago I had an experience which raised a

question similar to that suggested by Mr. Hubert Wales and

answered by Miss Radclyffe-Hall, a propos of the incident of
"
Billy

"
the dog. I received through a medium a statement

that my Will contained an error. The remark was spontaneous ;

I had neither inquired about, nor suspected, an error
;

he did

not tell me what was the nature of the error. I sent for the

document (which was not in my keeping), and as I could detect

nothing wrong I forwarded it to a friend (a Judge), who replied

saying that the Will, as drawn, contained a
"
bad blunder

"
which

he had known solicitors make on some previous occasion. It was

of a technical character and not one I could have recognised.

The question this suggests is : Was anyone who had died

likely to have known of this in his lifetime ? An affirmative

answer seems impossible from the nature of the case. Before the

medium made this statement, however, he described to me an

elderly man whom I recognised as my Uncle and Guardian,

though I did not say so
;

he then said, that he got the word
"
uncle," and asked whether he had helped me to draw up any

document before he died. I replied that he had helped me to

draw up my Will. It was then that he said very emphatically :

"
I get incorrect so strongly."

Although the bare statement concerning the error does not

point to communication from the departed, if isolated from the

context, any more than does the statement of facts concerning
"
Billy," the association of this statement with a clearly recog-

nised personality should be a factor and perhaps the determining

factor in forming a judgment as to the source and significance

of the statement. I am bound to ask : Why should the clair-

voyant faculty of the medium see my Uncle before telling me of

the error in my Will ? If the discovery of the blunder is to be

attributed to travelling clairvoyance, and it is supposed that

by this means, and this means alone, he was able to discern a

technical error unrecognised up to that time by any living person,

why did he previously see the person who may have been, un-

intentionally, responsible for that error before he died ?

The fact that he was my Guardian and had taken charge of
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my financial affairs for many years makes it entirely suit uMr
that he should try to point out the error if he became aware

of it after his death ; but I do not see how the undirected clair-

voyance of the medium a<vomits for the incident in a reasonable

manner. There is a coherence and purposefulness in the circum-

stances which seems to me to require the recognition of an

lligent mind which is not that of the medium, who kne\\
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T e Gate of Remembrance. The present scripts, written betv

bober 16, 1909, and '

1918, contain prophecie-

wr pr
'"' I'.'ll and 1912, and prophecies of

d. <* of the spring of I

Tl e latter are of a remarkable character. The

2! (Good Friday) ng stater

ami >h

isU-i mcnU will fig'

and bo u- omnplinli nded trap

they have fai

Easter Monday the for the first

tire with th.- headlines and in a 1-

pu dished on April 2 (Tuesday) the correspondent of the //

Ch onide wrote,
" The luck of the weather has turned for about

th first I to mind, and gone cot

ag. inwt the enemy." h 27 (Wednesday in
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Holy Week) had already affirmed,
" The balance rises and will

soon show a full preponderance on the side of intrinsic right.

The last great effort passes away." As early as March 13 the

following was written :

" When the eighth month of the year
ends failure (?) will be more evident in those (?) that ye pursue.

The twenty-fourth day will see surcease (?) of battle." It was

added, however, that
"
an outward semblance of war may con-

tinue sporadically and intermittently long after the opposing
nations [the enemy] have ceased to desire it." It cannot be

denied that this prophecy dates with substantial accuracy the

great and unexpected collapse of the German front which defin-

itely placed victory in the hands of the allies. From August 25

the Germans ceased to be capable of taking the offensive.

These brief extracts from the somewhat lengthy scripts will

be sufficient to show that we have here unusually strong evidence

of precognition. How the information was obtained by the

automatist, whether through inhabitants of the spirit world

(the
"
Watchers

"
of the "script) or more immediately, the reader

may speculate at his leisure
;

the scripts afford little guidance
in either direction. Of one thing, however, we can be sure,

that the source was not
"
Augustus Caesar Imperator," (some-

times
"
Imperator

"
or

"
Imper.") whose name is appended to

a long script in English, dated October 15, 1909, which contains

a quotation from S. Paul and begins with three Latin sentences :

Fortuna fuit. Caelum ruit. Labor fruit in aeternum. The

remarkable word fruit is apparently intended to mean "
bears

fruit
"

! Several of Mr. Alleyne's scripts in The Gate of Remem-
brance are in monkish Latin, and it looks as though these words

were meant for four lines of verse.

The book also contains prophecies of certain world-convulsions

to take place after the war, and much space is occupied by
philosophical matter. The latter, the scope of which is mainly
confined to the war and its consequences, embodies much that

is both truth and wisdom
;

the inherent self-destructiveness of

evil is insisted upon, and the predominance of spiritual forces

in determining the course of the world's history is strongly

emphasised. In this connexion one would like to know more

of Mr. Alleyne's personality.

The work is one which no student of Psychic Science should

leave unread. M. A. BAYFIELD.
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IN MEMORIAM : JAMES HERVEY HYSLOP.

BY SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

JAMES HERVEY HYSLOP was born at Xenia, Ohio, August 18th,

1854, his father's name being Robert Hyslop. He graduated
at Wooster in 1877, and after studying in the University of Leipzig
from 1882 to 1884, was awarded the Ph.D. of Johns Hopkins

University in 1887, and the LL.D. of Wooster in 1902. In

1891 he married Mary Fry Hall of Philadelphia, who died in

1900, leaving one son, Dr. George M. Hyslop, and two

daughters, one of whom lived with and nursed her father

to the end of his life.

He gave instruction in Philosophy at Lake Forest University,

Illinois, and at other Colleges in the States, from 1880

onwards
; becoming Professor of Logic and Ethics in Columbia

University, New York, in 1895, and holding the chair till

1902. In 1895 the American Branch of the English S.P.R.,

which had begun in 1884, was discontinued, owing to the

death of its secretary, Dr. Richard Hodgson ;
and about that

time the American Institute for Scientific Research, which

had been incorporated by Prof. Hyslop in 1903, became

the American S.P.R., and carried on its work independently
of the English Society. The energy and enthusiasm of Prof.

Hyslo'p enabled an endowment fund of 170,000 dollars to

be accumulated
;
and in the October number of the Journal

of the English S.P.R., 1907, the following sentence occurs :

"It is very satisfactory that the American Society

should already have found so much material of interest

and value, and it is hardly necessary to add that their

cautious and scientific treatment of it shows that they
are fully alive to the necessity for keeping up the standard

of evidence in psychical research."

It is understood that although Prof. Hyslop had given up
his chair in Columbia University in order to devote his time

to a subject of which he realized the great and growing

importance, he declined to draw any salary from the funds

of the American Society, and for thirteen years gave his

services without remuneration, so that all the funds subscribed

might be used for the necessary work. Whether or not it
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was wise thus to handicap himself by restricting his social

opportunities, may be uncertain
;

but his action aroused the

keenest admiration in America, and increased the respect

universally felt for the devoted and self-sacrificing spirit and

the energetic work of Prof. Hyslop.
Under his guidance the American Society* have issued bulky

volumes of Proceedings and Journal, a great part of which

was written by Hyslop himself ; and he was also the author

of the following worl

of Logic, 1892: of Hum*'. 1893; D
1899; Logic and Argument, 1899; Syllabus ,,f Psyrholo-zx -. L

Problems of Philosophy, 190:- e and a Future Lit,. 1

Enigmas of Psychical Research, 1906; Borderland of Psychical

i, 1906; .1 Research and the Resurn ,
; , p.H>8 ;

Research and Survival. I'.H

Contact with tin- Other \Vorl- i

In 1899 t! A\ So, .slop one of its

Presidents, a recognition which pleased him, especially as

his stand f..r P>yhical Research in America had the effect of

uttini: him otT from a good deal of academic association.

v in 1920 Hyslop, whose health was never good, ha<) t

-,
fmm whirh he only partially recovered. It

power of speech, and he was troubled with a good deal of

aphasia, especially m the difficulty or impossibility of remembering

proper names. He was minh intm-sted in this feature of hi*

illness, and desired notes to be taken of ins attempts at na

of people exceedingly well known to him, in order to
O0tt]

those attempts with the efforts of mediums to report pr<

names of communicators on "the other side." II idM

sumably was that this early symptom of dislocation, or in accessi-

bility of a portion of the brain, might correspond with a similar

inaccessibility by a medium's br .j.athir or other

purely psychic impressions.

l>
was converted to belief in survival and the possibility

.' roinmumratmn, nt the : ance, by messages from

father through the mediumship of Mrs. Piper, with whom he

made a long series of experiments laboriously reported in the

En^' \ "1 XVI.. I. ut his later investigations v.

carried on chielly with of an American medium known

as Mrs. (>th ; a great mass of this evidence. <oll'<ted by
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himself and other sitters, being reported in the American Pro-

The result of Hyslop's concentration on Psychical work, which he

had the advantage of entering as a Psychologist, was to render

him contemptuous of the hypothesis that every piece of information

gathered from an entranced medium could be traced to telepathy
from the conscious or sub-conscious mind of living people. He
considered that the tendency to stretch telepathy, as an explana-

tion, far beyond the experimental evidence for it, was illegitimate ;

and he held moreover, as we all do, that telepathy is a name

for a process, rather than an explanation of how it occurs. He
considered that people were liable to confuse telepathy as a fact,

which it is, with telepathy as a full explanation, which it is

not.

At the same time he admits that the mere fact of telepathy, as

a mental process beyond the range of the ordinary senses, was

in itself an idealistic argument, tending in the direction of

establishing a separate existence for mind and body, and strengthen-

ing the probability of survival of one without the other
;

and

this part of the argument, near the end of his life, he summarised

thus :

" The lesson to be learned from the fact of telepathy,

though no explanation of it has been found, is that normal

sense-perception is not our only source of knowledge.

Materialism must stand or fall with the evidence for the

limitation of knowledge to sense-perception ;
and telepathy,

if it applies to information acquired at great distances, is

a complete refutation of that theory. If we do not accept

the large body of evidence for the existence of spirits, we

are obliged to substitute for that view the theory of telepathy,

which is in itself a guarantee of a transcendental world of

some sort, since it implies that the brain is not the sole

condition of consciousness."

Of Hyslop's position in the world of Philosophy, the writer

is not competent to speak, but he ventures to think that it

would have been even higher than it is, if Hyslop had had the

gift of expressing himself in clear and simple English. Throughout

his voluminous writings the sentences are frequently involved,

and sometimes so curiously constructed that it is difficult to

disentangle their meaning. The writer once took him to task

for this defect, assuming that it must be due to haste or careless-
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ness; but in reply to the question, why he dictated his pa;

and did not take the trouble to correct them, Hyslop indignantly

repelled the implied accusation, asserting that he wrote his papers

himself and took a great deal of trouble with their composition.

r involved and at times barely readable character thus

becomes in itself a psychic ph- . to the elucidation of

which the present writer has no rim*.

The last thing he desire is to end on a note of

-ism. Amid a confuted welter of credulity on the

hand, and .-"If-satisfied ignorance on the other, the \\.rk

organising a Society for Psychical Research in any country must

lous and sometimes discouraging task For the i

:ig and pertinacious labours of Hy>lup no one who K

him feels anything but warm admir \nd those who 1

d for the much-needed rational study of psychic phenomena

rica, apart from s . n on the one hand and preji;

on the other, fe-l that they owe him a debt hardly

hope to repay.
!! di.-d in \,.w Jersey

V 1 OF SOME EXPERIMENTS IN AUTOMATISM.

following case has been sent to us by Miss II

Ramsden, being a record of certain results obtained by a

group of Members of the Norwegian Son

Psychical Research. -ntly together, and of whom
- Ramsden is one. The

;
method emploved ,,.,

occasion for the recoidinu' "f the automir

was a board upon which the letters of the alphabet were set

out and a glass pointer upon often placed
their hands. The real names of the person from whom the

messages p ami of her i have been

given to us by Miss Ramsden, but at her request pseudon
re printed Ii

dnesday, October 15, 1919, the m le consisted .f

Dr. RTenide, l>r. Zogbaum, Froken Bredsdorff (our medium),
Fru Berg, Fru Ramm, II i.ihlsen and myself.
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We received several long communications which, were per-

fectly intelligible, and then the following :

" Dora hates Helen."

On Tuesday, October 21, the circle was the same as before,

with the addition of Herr Thomassen. We first received a

quotation from Tennyson which we believe to be the first of

a series of cross-correspondences, after which there was a

personal message to H. E. and then :

"
Dora hates Helen Amelia de Dinard."

We said :

"
Please explain who you are

"
;

but there was

no response to further questions.

On Saturday, December 6, we held a special sitting for

Consul Aall and his sister
;

he also brought a friend, Herr

Kielland. None of the former circle were present except
Frk. Bredsdorff, Fru Berg and myself.

After two messages the following was addressed to me :

"
Alice. Let me try to communicate."

I was very much surprised, as the name suggested a Mrs.

Percival whom I believed to be alive and well.
"
I was here the other night with the family."

This referred to a night when Frk. Bredsdorff slept at

16 Incognito gade and had a vision of six spirit forms. I then

asked :

H. R. But when did you die ?

Nobody died, I am here.

H. R. But who are you ? What was your husband's name ?

Adolphus you mean ?

H. R. Yes, but I did not know you had left this world.

May I come again ?

H. R. Yes, do come.

Thank you.

This was followed by a communication to Consul Cato Aall,

after which came the following from our mysterious com-

municator :

Give me hope. It is Hel, Helen ;
Dora hate Amelia Dinard.

H. R. Who are you ?

Don't you remember ? I went not so long ago.

H. R. When did I meet you ?

1892.
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H. K. And where? In what place?

What ran I tell you ?

II. K. I don't yet understand who you are.

Dora Helen de Dinard hates Amelia.

II. H. Who is Amelia ?

My husband's second wife. I am so awfully unhappy,

help me if you
H. II. What ma <o unha:

II.

11. It. Where is your husbaii

11'- was a beast, when he M me I shut the door.

H. It. What ran 1 do for you?

Pray for an unhappy soul.

II. K. H.iv. you any messages for f

1 to pray for

Ml! >u forgive your husbm

1 II. Try tn love him and you will be !

I ii ; :..-. unhappiness (i.e. that she

I. It. Hav-

ody is here without that beast
'

'= shut

door for him.

1 in.

i can sp

words in italics would be correct in N

of a seance, th-

is apt to read like a translation fi gian

ii Bredsdorff says that

i like that of an English person.)

On Monday, December 8,

ittle seance alone, in order to find out if possible

t \\a- ire" had di- ter two other com-

nunications the following came:

1 '.

'

. T.-ll me y

ir communicate: one who had 1

\Jj. .aJ.

3. H. T 11 in'-, is it true that Alice is on your side?

know, 1 will try to find it out. Is it a mistake?
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H. K. Was she one of those who came that night ?

No, I thought you knew them.

H. R. Please tell me exactly who was there.

(Five names were given as having been there besi4es

the communicator herself.)

H. R. But Alice told me that she had been here with you, is

it not true ?

No.

(Then we had a very long talk about other matters, all

perfectly natural, and I am convinced it was as genuine
as any such conversations can be

;
but we have seen

how very easily mistakes slip in.)

Write it out and help me :

Dora Helen hates Amelia.

H. R. Who is Amelia ?

My husband's second wife.

H. R. You must tell me your husband's name, otherwise how

can I understand who you are ?

Percival.

H. R. What is his Christian name ?

Don't ask me, I will tell another time. Do help me,

I am so very unhappy. He has forgotten all our love.

H. R. You must try not to hate Amelia so much.

I will kill Amelia.

H. R. If you talk like that, I won't have anything more to

do with you. What was your mother's name ?

Dinard.

H. R. Where did you live ?

Do help me !

I have altered the names according to the usual custom

of the S.P.R. The name exchanged for
"
Percival

"
is an

exceedingly well-known name, and although I had no recollec-

tion of having ever met Dora Percival, I knew that it would

not be at all difficult to identify her if she ever really lived,

which I doubted. First I searched the Peerage, but in vain.

Then I turned to Who's Who for 1917, and there I found her.

I confess it gave me an unpleasant shock. 1892 was the

date of her death, and all five names were correctly given,

except that they were sometimes misplaced. For instance, the

communicator is Dora de Dinard, and the name of Mr.
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'*<?: Some E -J4.~)

Percival's second wife is Helen Amelia, whereas on one .

she calls herself
M Helen n and her rival

"
de Dinard," but

the confu>ion i- more likely to be on our side than on hers.

The ay, and to my mind the most interesting,

part of all i- tin- mistake about "
Al; I regard this as

ely due to my own sul>< Dora de Dinard

mu communicated the name of Peivival to me, but
instead of LT pointed out on the >pir

name translated itself in my mind to "Alice," Alice

Percival being the only lady of that name whom I kn

But it is certainly \ tliat it: nscious imagina-
-hould ha\ 1 a whole conversation with Alire.

especially as it must have been transferred from my mind

medium's, as I am alv. -hau usually careful

to influence the glass pointer when 1 MU asking

questions.

I had many experiences of this kind during my telepathic
eriments with Miss Miles, when it seemed as though my

mmd w. T,. being helped to get at the right thing by means
of something nearlv approaching to it. Compare our

i _
' Luxur in Egypt."r^ .e had a- . omnium. '.ition. This

I asked:

II I,
1

. Is Dora de Dinard there? We have not In-.ml of IKT

She is ng.

II II. xplain to you that it ia 27 years H

this world, and your husband must be a ray old

in now, so it is time you forga

has no ag> <_;
and too \\.

to be laughed at.

tuember your sister's name ? (if she had a

sist i d proof of something that was not

>'s Who).
I had a husband that I loved so dearly.

- name ?

don't ask n :: 10fl Ainrlia is the only i,

You didn't know my unhappiness.
i know Amelia b ir husband married li-

.is a fri-nd.
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H. R. As an enemy then ?

No.

H. R. Did your husband care for her in your lifetime ?

I don't know, but very soon after, too soon, just after,

when I wept for my child and my beloved husband.

Dora died in 1892, and Mr. Percival married again in 1893.

At a later sitting on February 23, 1920, when Froken

Bredsdorff and I were alone, the following was obtained :

Hate.

H. R. Who is it ?

How can you ask ? I love.

I only saw the awful picture Helen Amelia in my place.

H. R. Your husband is still alive, what did you mean by

telling me that he was with you and that you had

shut the door on him ?

H. R. He shut the door for me (i.e. on me) that first time I

went back, and my door has been shut (i.e. ever since).

H. R. But is he in this world, or in yours ?

I don't know, I only see that picture.

(" that picture," i.e. that sight, that vision, it wrould

be correct in Norwegian ;
the English messages nearly

always read like translations, and I am told that the

Norwegian messages also read like translations from

English !)

On this occasion the medium had a distinct vision of Dora

de Dinard. She described her as very tall and fair, and said

she pointed to the photograph of a child and to a pendant
which she wore it was a large single stone set in diamonds.

I will try to find out whether this description is correct.

One always forms a mental picture of a person, and I had

fancied her to be a small woman and very vivacious, not

at all like the medium's description.

EDITORIAL NOTE.

In a letter to us dated March 29, 1920, Miss Ramsden

writes :

The maiden name of [Dora de Dinard] was (her

father's name), but [de Dinard] was the mother's name

and she was christened by it.
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Subsequently Ramsden informed us that she had

: rained that Mr. Percival (Dora de Dinard's husband)
was still alp.

It will be observed that Miss Ramsden and Froken Breds-

dorff were the only two p> at all the

sittings at which Dora de Dinard purported to communicate.

It appears exceedingly improbable that the names and facts

within the knowledge of Fmken Bredsdorff,

whose influence it>lv seen in the foreign turns of

language used here and other hand the curious

<>de concerning "Alice Percival" slmws. a- Mi>s Ramsden

herself has pointed out, that her \\n mind was by one means

or another influencing the communications. It is evidently

impossible to pnve a negative, namely that Miss Ramsden

consciously or unconsciouslv known anything <>f

1 ><>ra de Dinard or he' stances. All that can be said

< n this point i< that, so far as she is aware, Miss Ramsden
lad never met of his two wives, and

the investigation she entered upon in consequence of the

; ratements made at the >ittings failed to evoke any remll.M

1 .on in her mind of having I>eople conce

! nown anything about tl

\< ir i.'_'. given at one mgs as the date

t which Miss Ramsden met Dora de Dinard, was

r of the as is mentioned in Who\< \\ />.

his her suggests that if t l.-d-je

i the automatic messages was possessed unconsciou

iiss Ramsden, Who's Who was the source >f that knowledge.
1

is so, the case is a remarkable insta- vptumnesia
. ad unconscious dramatisation.

t Kaiiwdvii uk us to ty that she quite agree* as to Who** >

I sible | ae knowledge shown, the copy having b< jioaaeuion

joe 1917. What {jarticularly was the peraistence of t >uni

^ -to: in none of the autumatisU took any ,
also

a
'

us to say that although she doea not tl, or any
< .m family, his official position make* it not improbable that ul

ooflM acroat htm at social
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CORRESPONDENCE.

I. CASES IN THE JOURNAL FOR JULY, 1920.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

August 4, 1920.

MADAM, Referring to the case of possible clairvoyance on pp. 230-

233 of the July Journal, does it not seem that the possibility

of chance coincidence has been overlooked or insufficiently allowed

for ? The point is, why did Mr. Christopher Cowper ask his

question about Atlantis at the moment when his hand was resting
on the statuette which had unknown to Mr. Cowper, sen. a

roundabout connection with the lost continent ? It is perhaps

tempting to suppose some supernormal connection psychometry
or what not but this should be done only if normal explanations
seem insufficient. I suggest that the Atlantis story is brought
to mind by many things, and may have come to the surface of

the boy's consciousness by an association-chain beginning with

anything in or about America. In my own mind I believe there

is always a conscious awareness of the Atlantic Ocean when I

think of America, and I know that I sometimes think of Atlantis

in consequence, though I am not specially interested in it and

have not read Plato's account for some time. Perhaps Mr.

Cowper's son had been thinking about something American

President Wilson or Charlie Chaplin ! which brought up the

thought of Atlantis at the lucky moment. Anyhow, whatever

the process, it does not seem that the fact of the Atlantis remark

at that particular moment is beyond a chance-coincidence explana-

tion.

Somewhat similarly with the Mrs. Leonard case on pp. 226-230.

The point is, is it unreasonable to suppose that Mrs. Leonard

had normally acquired knowledge of the death of a Sylvia Parkinson

and that the latter had a friend named Kitty Stevenson ? It

may be unreasonable, but it is a difficult thing to feel sure about.

Some sitters talk a good deal to the medium, and the latter's

knowledge, supraliminal and subliminal, may safely be regarded

as very extensive.

I have no prejudice against supernormal hypotheses, in fact

I am compelled to adopt some far-reaching ones in explanation of

my own experiences ;
but we must keep the standard of evidence

high, carefully considering all normal interpretations before allowing

ourselves to go beyond them. J. ARTHUR HILL.
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II. 0.\ KVIDKNOE FOR SURVIVAL.

IIN'AL OF THE S.P.R.

,

MADAM. It is the impression of an old associate that the

inv. i of the Society with regard to survival are largely

.red ty what seems to be ti assumption that minds.

<ons. whether dead or ali'. parate. mutually
exrlusive entities. When a phenomenon occurs the question is

emanate ntity A (who is alive) or from

y B (who IB dead)? I suggest that this is a bad way of

puf question. It \\- jjard mind as

al, and persons as ness in it.

:enon occurs we are, to start with, in doubt as

ianates from a centre of consciousness at all. It

may be that when a number of centres, r less consciously

<x -operating with one ar o/. thai !><

f rthroming, the result may be that a desire to that effect is

t up in impersonal mind. Such a desire may become a trans

ii ipersonal centre, a kind of pseudo-person, in telepathic raj

v th the liv , it may att:

Material (e.g. literary quota; fashion it and return it aa

f if." rou^'h ii We then get a

v fiich was not designed by any centre of consciousness either

c: 'ad or al

R. GORDON Mn i

i;i;\ IK

/ Imm< Development and Value. By
Th- I'.aird Lerture. Kdiiiburgh, T. & T.

k. I'.'l'A I'p.
-.

This scholarly work, by an Scottish theologian, arrives

(.
- might have been expected) at the conclusion that immortality

i; essentially a religious, not a >phi< do. trine,

is bound up with the belief in a personal God, revealed

ii Christ, wh< ti personality in others, and cannot "cast

tl.e souls whi from Him as
'

rull

Tiis means, of course, that Dr. < to leave th-
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question a matter of faith, or, as he says,
"
a sure hope

"
: at

the same time he is not merely scornful of those who aim, more

ambitiously, at scientific knowledge. He devotes some pages to

the
"
labours

"
of the S.P.R., and particularly to the argument

from cross-correspondences, points out (as is indeed obvious)

that
"

it would be extraordinarily hard to prove that these

fragmentary and somewhat elusive messages could only have

emanated from a particular deceased person
"

(p. 96), and

comments on
"
the disappointing character

" and
"
triviality

""

of the messages. His final objection is that the evidence does

not
"
imply more than a limited survival," and that this is not

"
eternal life." In all this, he hardly seems to apprehend the

peculiar strength of scientific proof, which is cumulative though
not final, though he admits that it is

"
just possible

"
that

more evidence may be forthcoming. Of course that is just the

advantage scientific evidence has over other methods of proof.

A metaphysical argument is a hit-or-miss affair, and indeed always
the latter, unless it submits to scientific verification after formula-

tion, as any
'

anticipation of nature
'

should. A religious argument
can only appeal to those who share the faith it presupposes. It

is only scientific evidence that can engender growing probabilities

which gradually appease all doubts. On the other hand scientific

method rather frowns upon the argument from
'

disappointment/
and inquires with what right men form expectations that prejudice

the verdict of the facts. Lastly, the objection that 'survival'

is not
'

immortality,' seems hardly to be more than verbal.

Of course no evidence that a man had survived by, say, five

years his reputed
'

death,' could prove that he would still be in

being five million years hence : but the principle that sustained

the decapitated Areopagite on his memorable walk from Paris

to St. Denis would seem to be applicable to the case. Ce rfest

que le premier pas qui cotite : if a soul can once survive the

change called
'

death,' it surely inspires confidence in its ability

to cope with similar emergencies later. Finally it may be noted

that p. 105 contains a slip. Plato puts the crusty old sea-god,

Glaucus, in the same dialogue with his gay young brother,.

Glaucon
;

but it was to the former that he compared the soul

in Rep. 611 D. The passage is a curious one, for it seems to

imply that neither
'

desire
'

nor
*

spirit,' but only
'

reason,' belongs

to the immortal soul, and so would knock out
'

personal
' immor-

tality : but perhaps it only shows how little even the best
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phil' have troubled to think coherently about the subject

They too have been content to
'

leave it a matter of faith
'

!

F. C. S. SCHILLER.

II. Psychology and Folklore. By R. R. MARETT. London, 1

iiuen & Co. Pp. ix.

Dr. Marett's brilliant and fascinating Essays, which were mostly
delivered as Presidential Addresses to the Folklore and other

Societies, deal with anthropology from the standpoint of a

philosophical psychologist. They are ex elh-nt reading and full

of the vigour and vivacity of all Dr. Marett's writings; but,

unfortunately for the purposes of the present review, they are

tly ant hropological in their outlook, and strictly relevant

t<> their title. That is to say they do not coneern th

.vith Psyr-hical Research as such, and only toueh upon it indirectly

n the paper on >'f Medicine Man, to whom he (con-

vincingly) assigns a place in the pedigree of t rather

;han <>f the Physician. Not that Dr. Marett is hostile or un-

jympath- ideal Research he is too good an empir
o he.* such questions a priori but it does not enter int.. the

>lan of any of his papers to consider the truth-lvalue of the

>eliefs in magic and the supernatural which anthropology
)r rather should record, more fully than it has done. For it

s plain lowest estimation, thes.- beliefs are

minently <> Wh* : r.-over. they should

hrow light on several interesting problems of human psychology.

far exampl' a fact that savages in general >

psychic
1

or
'

medi than civilized That is a

jue>
' should be capable of definite and scientific answer.

it is surely as well worth testing aa the colour-sense of savages,

r the allegations that they are stronger and have keener senses.

nay be an illusion; or ajrain it may tur > be a fact,

ither because
'

psychism
'

is a primitiv.- eni<.win. -nt that is

trophying, or because its intensity has been redu-d in us by

prolonged persecution of ps r the laws against

witchcraft.' Then again there are such rites as the
'

fire-walk
'

vith which no one seems to have concerned him>.lf u
lemise of A l.ang. Anyhow it is clear that anthropology

nd psychical research ought to co-operate.
F. C. S. SCHILLER.
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III. Modern Psychical Phenomena. By HEREWARD CARRINGTON,
Ph.D. 1919. Pp. xi, 331. London: Kegan Paul, Trench,
Trubner & Co., Ltd.

Dr. Carrington's latest work consists for the most part of articles

which have previously appeared in various reviews and popular

magazines. In one way this is a defect, since what appeals to

a magazine reading public is not the sort of material which is of

value to the serious student of psychical research. Indeed it may
be said that Dr. Carrington has done himself an injustice, however

unavoidable it may have been, in republishing those of his articles

which were originally intended for popular consumption.
The book itself is divided into three parts. In the first Dr.

Carrington touches lightly upon such momentous questions as

man's destiny and the origin of evil, whilst a chapter is devoted

to his own striking theories of vitality, fasting and nutrition,

with special reference to recent experiments on the physiology
of sleep. In the second part he deals with current theories and

experiments, one chapter being given up to the dynamistograph,
an instrument invented by two Dutch experimenters, through
the mechanism of which they believe that instrumental connexion

may be set up with discarnate entities. Their experiments and

conclusions have been set forth in a volume entitled Het Geheim

van den Dood (The Mystery of Death) which, by the way, has

been translated into French. Dr. Carrington seems to place

more value on these experiments than appears to be warranted

by the facts. He omits for example to mention that the Bureau

International Spiritisme requested the co-director of the Toekomstig

Leven to prepare a report which was not particularly favourable,

the inventors having already experimented with but poor results

in connexion with a spiritistic group at the Hague. Variations

in temperature and the trouble involved in completely isolating

the apparatus render all such experiments both costly and per-

plexing, and Dr. Carrington seems to have passed over these

difficulties somewhat too easily. Similarly in his treatment of

psychic photography, especially in connexion with the Keeler-

Lee-Bocock photographs, a weakening in Dr. Carrington's usual

critical judgment seems to be apparent which is to be noted

with regret. The volume closes with an interesting discussion

of the physiology of crystal gazing and crystal vision, a line of

research that might be followed up with much profit by future

investigators.
E. J. D.
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>f I: il Inv.-tiLMtions on N-
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.vill. it is hoped, be published later in tin- Proceedings.

TWO EBTHNQ8 \MTII MI:. siTTON.

N consequence of th< reports we had received o

Button's powers as a clairvoyant, it was arranged that ln

} ion Id give two sittings at the Rooms of the Society on
mi I MJn. and a number of Members md

iBsociates were invited to be present.

On these two occasions, Mr. Sutton was not

, uccessful, i -'.suits of any value were obtained.

OIUTIARY

\\ J. CRAWFORD, D.Sc.

VONE who is interested in Psychical Research will have

1 tamed with d*tp n'jrn't of Dr. Crawford's tragic and untimely
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With the possible exception of the late Sir William Crookes'

Researches in Spiritualism, which appeared nearly fifty years

ago, it is probable that no records of investigations into
"
physical

"
phenomena have attracted so much attention

and aroused such widespread interest as Dr. Crawford's two

books on the subject. Even among the strictest sect of

those who unhesitatingly ascribe the great majority of psychic

phenomena to fraud and malobservation, it is very common
to find an exception made in favour of Dr. Crawford's work.

In the opinion of the present writer this attitude is well

justified, for whether future investigators succeed in confirming
Dr. Crawford's results or not, there can be no doubt that

his determination to use objective and quantitative methods

whenever possible invests his conclusions with a unique claim

to serious consideration.

This quantitative attitude, so to speak, was doubtless largely

due to his work as Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering at

the Belfast Municipal Technical Institute, which would naturally
incline him to investigate the fundamental mechanics of

the phenomena, before attempting to study their more abstruse

features. Such a procedure is clearly correct, and future

investigators will owe Dr. Crawford a debt of gratitude for

having given them definite experiments to repeat and a

definite working hypothesis to test as soon as, and if, they
succeed in eliminating fraud from the cases they encounter.

This alone would constitute a valuable contribution to the

study of this branch of Psychical Research, while if the

experiments are successfully repeated and the working hypo-
thesis confirmed, Dr. Crawford's work will undoubtedly take

rank as one of the classical researches of modern times.

It would be idle to deny that certain critics, especially

those who have neither seen the phenomena nor closely studied

Dr. Crawford's accounts of them, will now attempt to dismiss

them as fraudulent. This is inevitable for reasons quite

apart from the intrinsic merits of the case, and it is very
unfortunate that it never proved practicable, during Dr.

Crawford's lifetime, to arrange for thorough independent
observation of his principal results.

The present writer repeatedly urged Dr. Crawford to arrange
for something of the kind, even at the cost of suspending
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his experimental work, and pointed out that although he

(Dr. C.) and many of those who had been present at demon-

stration .t&inrt'ji niiuht have no doubt as to the genuineness
of the phenomena, the general scientific public could scarcely

be expected fully to share in this conviction unless some

collateral support in the shape of independent verification

were forthcom

It is very greatly to be hoped that some such independent
check -'t be applied in order to expedite the assessment

of Dr. Crawford's work at its true value.

In the rneantin. the most captious (Title 1 must admit

the unique quality of that work and deplore the loss of so

entli and ingenious a student of the subj.

\V. \V. S.

\ FOOTNOTE

VIEW OF THI. DORIS CAfll l\ THE

S.P.R. PROCEEDINGS FOR MAY

M . K I'KIVK. Ph.D.

mon with readers, I was interested in Dr.

h'H'> ran* 1

.sagacious study of the Doris Case of

multiple pers<> In th.- ni.nn I ;un sympathetic
his opinions, and would not have what I am to say regarded

Of anything but a courteous explana-
1. -tails nn which we

-nun -what dinvr. ! enience I cite his pages.

hat at t i was an amateur in hvp

hardly so at the present time. Tli.

-VK>WT'S mi. result of my suggestions is

AH Then- \\a^ nev.-r any idea that Sleeping Margaret's
ions were the only ones which could have lx'>n followed

nWOeBsfullv. noi rli.it -,hf. whrth.-r ju'r-Mnalit v. >pirit or sub-

om .;is a scientist or trained phy.-irian.

Hut did I hal.ituallv hvpnoti/..- th.- LMI! '. [4MI] Mv opinion

be reached by a series of <ju Do I
/////

f when I put myself to sleep by suggestion, as I <>ft. -n

I i in t ilU asleep without suggestion, spon-

Yet the same after effects were as
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readily produced by talking to her in the first stage of spon-
taneous sleep as when I aided its approach by suggestion.

(See case of July 4, 1913.) Was she hypnotized when sugges-
tion was employed in the daytime not for the purpose of

inducing sleep ? True, there was between us "at all times

the same rapport as exists between the hypnotist and his

patient," but will Dr. Mitchell contend that she was at all

times in hypnosis ?

Certainly all these phenomena are related to each other, but

they are not all hypnosis. Exactly as Dr. Mitchell finds that

certain helpful effects as well as hurtful ones result from dissociation,

but does not regard them all as deserving the name of hysteria.

It is really a question of words, of names, between Dr. Mitchell

and me. He uses the word hypnotism in a wider sense than I do.

I consider that there is a borderland before one reaches the boundary
line beyond which hypnosis plainly lies, and that sleep which in

no way seems to differ from ordinary sleep except that its

advent was assisted by suggestion does not lie beyond the

boundary. There can be no question that there was a limit

at which I stopped. I did not wish that other personalities

should artificially be produced as appears to have been the

case with Miss Beauchamp. I avoided the hypnotic stunts

of dividing and blending practised by Dr. Morton Prince.

This is what is principally meant by the statement that I

abstained from hypnotizing Doris, though my language might
have been better guarded.

It is stated (34) that Sleeping Margaret dominated me,
and Dr. Mitchell is

"
inclined to think that she was my

commander-in-chief." I am inclined to think that the

reviewer yielded to the temptations of a humorous phrase.

It should be evident from the Report that I had but one

great object in view the cure of the case and that I was

continually observing and experimenting, and shaping my
course accordingly. Whatever worked well there was willing-

ness to adopt and whatever worked ill was discarded. Aside

from all questions of Sleeping Margaret's nature, it was found

that she was the source of much information that could not

otherwise be obtained, and that it usually paid to try out

her suggestions. I was perfectly aware that the advisability

might be self-induced, but that made no difference in the
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policy to be pursued. If to heed the teachings of experience
was to constitute her my

"
commander-m-chief," then she

was that by the definition. But probably most readers will

not consider my own term,
"
chief coadjutor," as defective.

Nor do I suppose that Dr. Mitchell would have counselled

another course. It should be remembered that this long-seated
and complicated case, of whose recovery the records of

dissociation gave no hope, was cured. I never supposed that

Sleeping Margaret was infallible, but even if regarded only as

a means of promoting tranquillity and a favourable soil for

fruitage, it was best to consider well what she said.

hould be noted that the Report, long I is nearly
all devoted to the ob facts and such implications as

would make them understood as facts, in order that students

might have in possession a laboratory in which to work out

their own conclusions. I philosophized and dogmatized very

little, and thu> am open here and there to the suspicion that

I was more naive than really was the case, that I was

committed to every surface-appearan hings desrnl.rd.

I expected that the id< >n of "Sleeping Real 1>

as a separate though inchoate personalitv would be regarded
as "on grounds perhaps inadequate" (35). I would not h

been entirely convinced had I been in tl i place,

and am confident that had the reviewer witnessed all that

I witnessed in mess which is not quite communicable,
he would have had no misgivings.

"
This belief was con-

firmed by Margaret," (35) but that is not all. She "con-

firmed
"

it before she knew that I had any -u<-fi hclicf But

that is only a detail in the evidence.

'c is no inconsistency in saying in one place that Sleeping

Margaret impressed me "as if she were a woman of forty,"
and in a: hat "she is at least as mature as R. D. is."

The first was my full impression, the second a autious

statement, allowing a wide margin.
- a somewhat amusing surprise to find that after writing

I ;00 pages in an effort to tell everything more minutely than

anything was ever told before 1 > hould be suspected of con-

cealing something about Real Doris (38-39). It is said that

in the she is "elusive," that her charact- are

not revealed so fully as those of the other personalities, and
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that I was "blinded" to the fact that the Real Doris of

my account does not win readers as Margaret does. It was
no part of my purpose to make readers like this or that

personality, as I was not writing a novel. But I concealed

nothing. It simply was not necessary to give minute descrip-
tions of Real Doris's conduct, it was so nearly normal. If a

once normal lamb grew two heads, six legs and various

other abnormalities, it surely would be in order to describe

all these minutely, but it would not be necessary to set

down every particular item of description regarding the normal

lamb. Pages 142-145 in the Report contain a faithful and

adequate description of Real Doris. Of course when Margaret
was near the surface and actually influencing the conduct,
there were corresponding shapings. There are plenty of brief

notices throughout the Record which, if taken altogether,

amount to a description of her. If she had displayed
"
many

hysterical stigmata
"

I would have detailed them, as I did

in the case of Sick Doris, who was a typical hysteric.

When my reviewer quotes that Sleeping Margaret
"
appeared

to be a highly analytical and philosophical mind," (63) he

should have added that she expressly disclaimed reasoning
out the abstruse and difficult propositions which she sometimes

announced and that there developed evidence that she spoke

truly that in some sense she simply described what she saw.

Passing over the good-natured though painful thrust that

I was
"
not trained in the methods of science," which is not

correct unless training in a laboratory is meant, we come

to the statement that
"
in the earlier records

"
I was "

un-

biassed
"

(68) but that later I was "
undoubtedly more favour-

ably inclined towards the spiritistic hypothesis." This seems

to imply that my mind was evenly balanced so long as I

was hostile to, or at least determined to exhaust every
"
normal

"
hypothesis before admitting the possibility of, a

spiritistic factor, but that the moment the evidence made
me admit, tentatively, the existence of that factor, I became

biassed. As a matter of fact I was not fully convinced of

such a factor to the end of the case, but simply wished to

be fair to the facts and let readers judge for themselves.

Nor is it quite proper to say that I
"
had to admit

"
that

certain seemingly telepathic incidents were not conclusive in
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themselves, (65) since I calmly asserted this, and it was not

wrung from me as an admission. I did not particularly
care whether telepathy was involved or not. And my point
in saying that these incidents should be read in the light

of others lay in the fact that others were stronger. Dr.

Mitchell cited one of these, and another and more complex

example, which he did not cite, is that of the graveyard.
I \\ould not admit that any imaginable single case of alleged

telepathy could be conclusive by itself. But I see no way
to explain several incidents in the Report on normal lines.

Why he picked out the
"
Adelaide

"
and "Marie" incidents

'

. which an- weak ca>es. 1 do not know.

The reviewer finds it
"

difficult to explain
"

why one rises

from the Report "almost ready to believe that Sleeping

Margaret is a spirit
"

(69). I nowhere say that she- is
;

it

be the magic of the f.i rted which produces the

peculiar efiV

I)r. Mitchell cites certain OQHt) is between Sleeping

Margaret's earlier statements and her later ones when -he

claimed to be a spirit (70). But he neglects the frequent

earlier which articulated better with the later claims,

md which seemed to cause her embarrassment \\

^ecan. :, It is easy for the reader

.ppose that she put on the appearance for a deep and

lark purpose, bu- I : .ears and am certain

;hat this was not the case. Whatever she really was. her

ater claim was made in good f.uth. and in the earlier period
the was practising evasion for some purpose.

H..u it ever was found out that I was "not a little per
urbed b> t the set personality

! cannot fathom The detail in which these mend;;

vere set forth, and the interest displayed in discovering the

ategories in which uht as well

lave implied en ? why should I have been

'tired of reiterating that Real Doris was absolutely truthful"

n that was a fact of large and n -nportance ?

The : has not been estimates of

ay emotions in the coure the Report, the principal

,1 one having been the desire to pn^.-nt a faithful picture

f the facts in th-n jHojHjr perspective.
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But he had a complex subject and a voluminous mass of

material to deal with, and I would be the first to acknowledge
the merits of his excellent paper.

CASE.

AN APPARITION SEEN AFTER DEATH.

THE following case is one in which an apparition was twice

seen by two independent witnesses in a place which the

dead man had frequented during his life. The apparition

was first seen about a year after death and again about

three years later. The names and addresses of all the persons
concerned are known to the Society, but we have been asked

to use pseudonyms here.

The first account was sent to us by a member of the

Society of many years' standing, who wrote to the Hon.

Research Officer thus :

December 9, 1919.

I am enclosing you a letter which with the story I shall relate

will, I hope, interest you.

My cousin, Canon [Hopkinson] was Rector of L
, about five

miles from here. It is a family living and he was Rector for

many years, but died suddenly in (I think) 1914, about a year

after I came to W . His successor was a Mr. [Middleton],

who went to live at the Rectory, and the enclosed is from Mrs.

[Middleton]. I was at a neighbouring parish on November 26,

and the wife of the Vicar told me thai, Canon [Hopkinson]
had been seen since his death by Mrs. [Middleton] and the

caretaker at the church
;

that the caretaker had seen him in

his surplice by the altar rails and did not know who it was

till she got up to him, and that he turned and spoke to her

and said : "I am glad to see you are still doing your old work."

I at once wrote to Mrs. [Middleton] whom I do not know person-

ally . . . and the enclosed letter is her reply.

You will note that she did not know the caretaker had seen

anything, till I wrote.

I have not seen the caretaker, but could easily do so.

Would you care to come down one day and stay the night,

and I would take you to interview her ? . . .

J. STEVENSON.
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The letter enclosed from Mrs. Middleton was as follows :

December 5, 1919.

DKAK [Mn.
-

>.\],

I am sorry not to have answered your letter before, but we
are m re and are not yet into our Rectory, and so have
been very busy. It is quite true that the woman who cleans

L Church and I have both seen Canon [Hopkinson], though
there was an interval of three years between, and I never knew
that she had seen him until I got your letter and went to ask

her about it. -Both times he was in a long white surplice and
in the same place, she saw him at about 12.30 and I at about

4 p.m. I ha anybody before like that, and it

seemed only natural to me that he should be in the Church
that he was so fond of. Believe J truly,

[M. Mimu.KTON].

response to Mr. Stevenson's invitation Mrs. Salter visited

L - on March 16, 1920, and wrote the following rep

MBS. S.\

On the afternoon of March If, I the Parish

Chu L accompanied by Mr. Stevenson and the

preset ^as shown an entry in the Parish Book

kept in the church) which ran as follows:

'.. At about

thr rhurrh to see to the altar vaw utered

or she saw Canon [Hopkinson] standing b-t -.\.-.-n t

ind the Grange Pews. !! was wearing a surplice an- 1

She was about to speak to him when he h -Id up his n<_rlit hand

:.- r speaking. 1 1- MI-M disappear* d. She did

act feel at all frightened. [K. Mi
'J.

I then went on to see the caretaker. \\hom 1 will call .Mrs.

James, and obtained from her an account of her experience.

She told in*' that sin- >aw Canon Hopkinson sitting on "the

hildren's seats in the middle aisle opposite the door." She

ul unlocked the door when she came in. He was wearim,'

1 long white robe. Her first idea was that he was someone

M>me to oe, though she was rather >urpriscd

x> see anyone in the church. He got up when she came in

1 Mr- Mi. 1.1 It-ton's husband, then Rector of L .
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and spoke to her "in a very quiet voice," and she recognised
him at once. He said he was glad she had got the church

work to do, and told her not to tell any one that she had
seen him. He then passed her and went out of the church

turning down the path towards his grave. This happened
about 4 p.m. in August or September, about a year after

Canon Hopkinson died.

I asked Mrs. James whether there was anything unusual

in Canon Hopkinson's appearance, and she said
"
only that

he looked as if he hadn't shaved lately."' Since Canon

Hopkinson habitually wore a beard and, according to what

Mrs. James said, was seen by her wearing a beard, the meaning
of this remark of hers was not clear. On being further

questioned on this point she said that he
"
looked rather

black round the mouth."

Mrs. James told her story very simply and straightforwardly.

She did not seem anxious to make it sensational or striking

in any way. She said she had not spoken of her experience
at the time, except to her daughter who lives with her. She

had had no similar experiences before. Mrs. James's daughter
was present during our interview, and corroborated her mother's

statement. H. DE G. SALTER.

We give below a plan (not drawn to scale), showing the

approximate position of the apparition as seen (a) by Mrs.

Middleton, (b) by Mrs. James :

) I

Vestry.
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It will be observed that the statement made to Mr. Steven-

son (see his letter above) that Mrs. Middleton saw the appari-
tion near the altar was not correct, nor was Mrs. Middleton

correct in her recollection (some months after the event)

that she saw the apparition at 4 p.m. According to Mr.

Middleton's contemporary record in the Parish Book she saw

the apparition at
"
about 6 p.m." This discrepancy, however,

does not appear to have much importance ;
at 6 p.m. (summer

time), which was 5 p.m. (Greenwich time) on September 6, 1918,

the light would be quite good. Mrs. James, according to

her own statement, saw the apparition
"
at about 4 p.m." in

August or September. With regard to the possibility that

some effect of light might have caused a visual illusion in

each case, it is to be noted that, although Mrs. Middleton

and Mrs. James saw the apparition in approximately the

same part of the church. tln-v did not see it in the same

position. There seems no reason to suppose that an effect

ff light which might produce tin- illusion of a figure at point B
( >n the plan) would also produce one at point ('. With

T Jgard to the identifying of the apparition, Mrs. James

'as very familiar with (anon Ilupkinson's appearance, having
.' *n him often during his lit Mrs. Middleton had

mson during his lifetime, but knew

. is appearance from photographs.
Mrs. Middleton is quite clear upon the point that she 1

j othing of Mrs. James's experience at th. rime that she

r IW th''
ft]

kinson died in th<- latter part of August, 1914.

ORRES1

To the Editor of the Jot THE 8.P.II.

MADAM, In Mr. Gordon Millmrn s 'impersonal mind 1 seem

t discover our old friend tin- "Cosmic Reservoir of Memories"

u uer another guise. The idea is made super IK lally more plausible

although it is not < kar how a "mind"

if- to be conceived of, dissociated from any |*T8on."

In the case of -smic Reservoir," it was very difficult

t imagine what the "selective agency" could be, apart fromimagine wj
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the difficulty of conceiving how and on what substance all

memories were imprinted
In the case of this supposititious

"
impersonal mind," it is

difficult to conceive what the nexus between it and the mind of

a living human being can be, and why and in what manner a
"
desire "j can be set up in an impersonal mind.

In these conceptions of Mr. Milburn we plunge into the realms

of metaphysics, and the Metaphysician wants to have it
"
both

ways
"

: when convenient the agency is impersonal, that is

to say, surely, blind and mechanical
;

at another time it is

endowed with consciousness, desire, volition, and initiative, i.e. the

qualities that go to make up what we understand by an indivi-

dualized personality. Why should these qualities be
"
transient

"
?

Although I am aware that the simple explanation is not neces-

sarily the correct one, I must say that I prefer, as a WORKING

HYPOTHESIS, the theory that the real personality survives death,

and under certain conditions can and does communicate with

persons still on earth.

The "
impersonal mind," together with the

"
transient impersonal

centres," recall Prof. Wm. James' conception of a
"
cosmic

reservoir, where the memory of all mundane facts is stored

and grouped around personal centres of association." Mr. Henry
Holt, in commenting on this, remarks that his mind is not

subtle enough to be very seriously impressed by the difference

between a
"
memory of mundane facts stored and grouped around

personal centres of association
" and a surviving personality.

There is, however, another point and a very important one :

a personality does not consist merely of a train of memories, and

many communications reveal peculiarities of expression, modes

of thought, and traits of character, which although possibly

modified to some extent by the new environment, are perfectly

recognizable, and which must receive explanation under *

any

hypothesis.

This point has never received due recognition, although Mr.

Henry Holt, in his book On the Cosmic Relations, states that to

him it was just those expressions of personality, the
"
initiative,

response, repartee, and emotional and dramatic elements
"

that

carried conviction of identity, more so even than the imparting

supernormally of so-called
"
evidential

"
information.

C. E. BADDELEY.
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REVIEWS.

L'Energie SpirUuelle, Essais et Conferences. Par HENRI BERGSON.

Cinquieme edition. Paris, 1920.

In this volume M. Bergson has collected various addresses

delivered, or essays published, by him in the years 1901 to

1913, and among them his address as President of the Society

for Psychical Research in the latter year. In some of the articles

will be found fuller treatment of - 10 in that

address. For this reason, and because almost all the subjects

treated of bear dinvtly or indirectly on tin- work in which our

Society is engaged, the volume should be of great inter.

our members. We may add also because in several articles the

work of our Soei.-ty is r-f t -rred to.

book is written throughout in M. Bergson's delightfully

olear and beautiful styl., wh ,es it a pleasure to read

ill h' even apart froi ilosophical value; and the

treatment of a subject of limited scope in each article requires

>f th- reader leas wide and continuous grasp of philosophical

problems than is the case with M. Bergson's larger works, and

-bus brings his reasoning more within the grasp of the general

eader. This is of course esperullv the case with those addresses

M for popular audiences. \ ON ditli. -ult hut very sugges-

ive essay is the one on the feeling of having previous! \ lived

hrough exactly the preset
"
Le souvenir du present

't la fausse reconnaissance." A ,t cresting essay U the first

n t}.- tt-
" La conscience et la vie." is was originally

i lecture delivered at Birmingham, and was published in English

n the Hibbert Journal for October, lull. It has since been

omewhat enlarged and. if we mistake not, the lat-

hows a <1 HI the appn-i i.ition <f the ^r.und^ for

ing in survival. Certain! view is taken in it that,

tig the author's premisses, conservation and even intensifica-

ion of personality are "possible and even {>rol>ul>h (
(

>

fter the disintegration of the body. And he expresses a confid-

:ioe in the possibility of discovering more about the life beyond,
/hieh should IM- v-ry encouraging to those who are particularly

interested in that department of the Society's work S il y a

our les consciences un a he says (p. 29),
"

je ne vois

]*as pourquoi nous ne decouvrions pas le moyen de I'explorer.]
*as pourquoi
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Eien de ce qui concerne 1'homme ne saurait se derober de parti

pris a Fhomme."
A translation of this book into English by Dr. Wildon Can

was published last year.

II. Is Spiritualism based on Fraud ? the Evidence of Sir A. Conan

Doyle and others drastically examined. By JOSEPH McCABE.
1920. Pp. v, 160. London : Watts & Co.

In this volume Mr. Joseph McCabe sets out in his usual vigorous
and slashing style to castigate the devoted adherents of the

spiritualistic faith and incidentally to cast scorn upon the more

serious side of psychical research. If the writer's intention was

to remind the unthinking public that fraud is common in psychical

phenomena he has probably succeeded in his task, but to the

serious student the book will be found to be of little interest.

Mr. McCabe is at pains to expose the arguments and pretensions

of persons whose acquaintance with the subject is such that they

easily lend themselves to the most crushing replies. But he

himself cannot be said to be over accurate. For example, on

page 33, speaking of the Turin sittings, he says that Linda

Gazzera being a lady and a good Catholic could not of course

be stripped and searched, whereas Prof. Richet distinctly says

with reference to these very sittings that before every seance

she was completely undressed by Mme. R. or by another of the

ladies present and then re-clothed in another tight-fitting garment.

Again, it was not Schrenck-Notzing who sewed Linda in a sack

but Dr. Charpentier, an error indicating that the author's state-

ments must be taken with due reserve. It would indeed be a

thankless task to point out the many mistakes and misrepresenta-

tions with which the book abounds. In actual omissions the

facts are even more curious. Thus the S.P.R. Report on Eusapia
Palladino is silently passed over and space given to the farcical

American sittings. Such celebrated mediums as Mile. Tomczyk,
Mrs. Blake, Miss Burton and Mrs. Chenoweth, are not even so

much as mentioned, the reader being denied the pleasure of

hearing their full modus operandi exposed by Mr. McCabe. For

those, however, who wish to revise their knowledge of the fraudu-

lent side of spiritualism the book may be confidently recommended

as a useful addition to the material already existing. It -could

certainly be profitably read by those persons who are only too

apt to forget the mass of shameless deception which has unfortun-

ately been so often associated with psychical phenomena. E. J. D.
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> REAMS GIVING E\ 01 K N \\ I.KDGE

SUPERNORMALLY Ac\u 11:1 h.

following report of three dreams was sent to us at the

iuggestion of ii.nn M'Dougall, the dreamer having re-

been a member of his psychology classes at Oxford.

The names and addresses of all those concerned are kn<>\\n to

t pseudonyms are used here.

\\ give first Mrs. Munro's account of her experiences, with

u< h corroborative statements as we have been able to obtain,

bus :

In o, |'n we were living in thf <-ity of Ankinj:, in th--

rovin<-- of Anhin-i. < 'hina, which is 250 inil-s from Hankow on

Wuchang, where the Chin- - ll.volu-

i on commenced. Six or seven years before we had lived in this

1 tter city, and the country n.uixl was familiar. Kxactly one

-k U'fore the date of tin- Involution, 1 \vok- in tin- middle of

16 night with what I supposed was a bad nightmare. I saw

owds of Chinese on a n-rtain hill outside Wuchang fighting

asperate! v with tin-arms, and I was in the midst of the din and

* lughter trying to escape. I woko up in a state of terror, and
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could not shake off the impression of coming disaster of some

kind, the fighting had been so fierce. Feeling ill as though from

a shock, I woke my husband and told him of the dream. After

a time I slept again, but on waking in the morning was still

haunted by the feeling that something dreadful had happened,
and I could not shake it off throughout the day. I had no

feeling the dream might come true. Up to that time there had

been no hint of any trouble known to the general public, and we

in Anking had certainly heard nothing, but just one week after

the dream the Chinese Kevolution broke out in Wuchang. This

naturally made a great impression on my mind, but when three

months later Bishop Roots from Hankow, the bishop of the diocese,

showed me a photograph with the remark
"
This was where the

first shot of the Revolution was fired," I felt stunned as I recog-

nised the very spot I had seen in my dream where the fighting

was taking place.

No corroboration of this incident is now obtainable. Its

interest lies in the fact that Mrs. Munro clearly identified the

scene of her dream as the hill upon which Bishop Roots

afterwards told her that the first shot had been fired. She

repeated this statement in conversation with Mrs. Salter, saying

that she had been quite familiar with the place during her

residence at Wuchang. Even if some rumour of the impending
revolution had reached Mrs. Munro (which she does not believe

to be the case), it is curious that she should in her dream

have pictured the fighting in the place where it actually began.

If the dream had a supernormal origin, it was presumably

telepathic ; many people must have known at the time of the

dream that the revolution was imminent and where the trouble

was likely to begin.

MRS. MUNRO'S STATEMENT.

The next event happened during the winter of 1914. A con-

ference had been arranged to take place in Anking, and amongst
those expected to be present was the late Dr. Jackson, President

of Boone University of Wuchang. In making the arrangements

for entertainment he had been allotted to me and I had written

to him asking him to stay with us, but owing to pressure of

work he had been obliged to refuse. Two weeks later, when the

Conference had been in session three days, I woke at about
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2 o'clock in the morning after a very vivid dream. I had heard

Dr. Jackson knocking and callimi at the outer gate of the Coin-

[>ound which was 300 yards from our house. There were build-

ings between, and the wooden Venetian shutters of our room were

At that d t would have been quite impossible to

heard an M<_r and calling, and to this all in the

house agreed the following day. I woke with such a strong

impression that he was there want inn admittance, that without a

moment's thought I roused my husband and told him Dr. Jackson

was at the gate and he must get up and let him in. He jumped

up and half asleep opened the shutters, and it was only then

I realised it was only a dream. I apologised most humbly and

said it was a nightmare, expecting him to return at once to bed

rather wra'hy
'

But he saw a Chinese lantern moving in the

distance, and as the minutes passed he realised there was someone

i-oming across He waited till they were within

ullin_ ien shouted to kno\\ who was there. The

inswer came i; My husband turned to

ne in amazement and asked,
" How did you know Dr. J;

*-as coming?" 1 -ould only answer "I didn't know. Dr.

Fackson had sent a tele.u found Lt.-r. but it \\,

lelivt'ivd till the following afterno-

We have received the following corroboi this incident

rom D: I! Mr-. Minim's house at

October 22, 1920.

I
. that I rememl tl\ tin- incident de-

d by Mrs. [Munro] as occurring in Ankinu in tin- winter

1 was a guest in her house at the time, oreupvm^
he r<" ired for Dr. Jackson, and remember well the

ustle caused by his arrival in the dark of tin- morning, and the

;-.-d by the story of her "j .\hich made a

reat impression on us all.

in thi- OM6 Mi-. Munm's impression would appear to have

I een due either to telepathy from Dr. Jack-on. r possibly to

testhesia. But in this latter case the degree of hyper-
i would seem to have been considerable.
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MRS. MUNRO'S STATEMENT.

On the night of Oct. 26th, 1917, I had a dream about my son

who was in Palestine. I thought I saw him in what appeared

to be a tent, when suddenly he jumped up and put both hands

to his forehead. I realised at once that he was hit, and looked

round for a doctor. At the same time I felt it was hopeless.

When I turned to him again I saw him as he was at the age

of 11 or 12. Someone called out
"

It's the ice-cream he has

eaten which has caused congestion of the forehead." At this

I wakened up feeling very ill and fearing that something serious

had happened to him. My heart was beating rapidly and my
pulse was much above normal. I got no more sleep that night,

and by 8 o'clock I was so ill the doctor had to be sent for. He

found the pulse 130 and the heart in a very bad condition, and

asked if I had had any shock. I told him of the dream, and he

said it was quite sufficient to account for my condition, but tried

to reassure me. He reminded me that the last letter from my
son a few days previously had told us he was in Cairo and had

joined the Air Force, and the natural anxiety I had been feeling

with regard to the dangers of this branch of the service had been

preying on my mind and was quite enough to account for the

dream. I had not consciously been worrying about his taking

this step ;
in fact, as far as I could say, I had felt relieved.

The doctor kept me in bed till Wednesday, and then as we had

had an invitation to town for the week-end he urged us to accept

it, as he thought the change would benefit me.

[There follows an account of an incident which occurred after

dinner on November 2, 1917, and appears to show that both

Mrs. Munro and those who were with her had a strong impression

that her son had been killed, as was in fact the case. But since

the incident is of a personal and subjective nature and very

difficult to put upon an evidential footing, it is omitted here.]

We returned to Cowes, and on Tuesday we received a telegram

from the War Office saying our son had been killed in action on

November 2nd. We received particulars later : "he was hit

through the forehead with a rifle bullet while crossing over our

parapet at the head of his men "
. . . "he lived for an hour,

but was totally unconscious."

[M. E. MUNRO.]
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the following corroborative statement

(addressed to Mrs. Munro) from the doctor who, as mentioned

abov. led her on the day after her dream:

June 6, 1920.

B .Mi-.-. [MrxRo], ... I quite recollect your telling me of

your dream about your son and the circumstances affecting your
condition on the occasion of my first professional visit. The

1 do not think you mentioned, but I believe you said that

he had been either shot or wounded, and I can definitely recollect

\iiiu' to reassure you by saying that the last letter from

your son was to the effect that he was in Cairo, and had been

accepted for the Flying Corps. I don't faiuv you told me these

just at first, but mep-ly that you had had a bad

min-h frightened or up>-t. in reply to my
as to an exciting cause of your heart attack. .

K. B

, n a letter dated Ji !'._'<), Mrs. Munro wrote to us as

. . . My boy wln-n quitr small rould never properly

because he always said it gave him a pain in the

id. Dragging this into my dream seemed to me to be a

._' on the part of tin- nr. C <-\vn in my
(ream it was quite unconvincing. I

My husband can corroborate all I wr< .M Don- 'II. lie

ea4 r
'

illv li>fti,.- 1 >.-n-

\N have r 'in- following general corroboration from

lunro :

October 25, 1920.

I have read arefully tin- three accounts of e\

i irrated by my wife. Mrs. M. E. [Munro], which were submitted

College, Oxford. 1

1 we also read Dr. S ta \\hich refers to the same subject.

h.Tfbv testify
'

OJ the n. i dealing with

W. [MUNRO].

dream about her son had a supernormal
<

-igin.
it would >'.-m to imply precognition. Mrs. Munro
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repeated to Mrs. Salter her statement that she was not in

any special anxiety about her son at the time. She had

hoped that his transfer to the Flying Corps, of which she had

lately had news, would mean that for a time at least he

would be comparatively safe. Her son had been at the front

for a considerable period, and she had had no similar impres-
sion about him before.

NOTES ON RECENT PERIODICALS.

I.

AMONGST recent publications issued by the more serious students

of psychical research, the March number of the American

Proceedings is especially important. Those members of our

own Society who are wise enough to follow the material

published by the American group will remember that in the

third part of the eighth volume of the American Proceedings
an article appeared on

" Some Unusual Phenomena in Photo-

graphy." The photographs in question had been offered for

consideration by a Mrs. Marguerite du Pont Lee, a lady of

some means and well known in Washington, D.C., where

she was at that time living. Amongst other interesting photo-

graphs, which have not yet been explained, occurred a series

of pictures in which figured the features of a certain Rev.

Kemper Bocock, who died in 1904 and of whom two photo-

graphs only are known to have been taken when he was alive.

Mrs. Lee was intimately associated in the taking of the alleged

supernormal pictures with a person calling himself
"
Dr."

William Keeler, a medium who was believed by Dr. Richard

Hodgson to be fraudulent, and who asserts that he took spirit

photographs for Prof. Hare who died in 1858. Mrs. Lee

herself was puzzled as to the origin of the pictures, and was

inclined to believe that they were supernormal, as she says,

like so many other sitters for these phenomena, that in many
cases the plates never left her hands for an instant. To

cut matters short, the mass of material at length found its

way into the office of the American Society, and in the
"
Supplementary Report on the Keeler-Lee Photographs

"
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Dr. Walter Prince has published a masterly analysis and

complete exposure of these fraudulent productions.
all those \vh<> concern themselves with the study of

supernormal pictures Dr. Prince's paper will be found to be

of exceptional interest. He shows that in every instance the

is unmistakably derived from the photographs
taken from life, and completely demolishes the foolish argu-

ment, now so common among spiritualists, that the extras are

in a sense memory pictir from the mind of the

deceased. With the exception of certain minor divergences

the fares throughout the series are identical with those in

the two known life photographs. As Dr. Prince says, there

usands of photographs of Mr. Bo.-ork and not one

f th e to the front, exactly in profile or

o thirds away in either direction. Thousands, and

;er he stands amid the wonders of Yosemite, or sits

at ease in some luxurious apartment, or addresses an audience

with uplifted hand, or plays a violin, or dances a dance

ted on earth since his departure, or endeavors to plant

the lips of his :ner (hut with evident danger
r ear) in all he is resolved to preserve one or the other

of two facial angles, exact to the traction of an inch : in

.ill he maintain- -o and -look -pleasant
'

expres-
"f th- photographic studio; he smiles not. exults not,

irondan not, Lf n- once opens his lips. hut.

is as if fixed in the r.dm of Buddha for ever. In one photo
he is addressing an audience with book in hand, but his

lips are closed and his face is looking calmly over his right

-hoiildfr at u<. In others he U di-do-ed near waterfalls,

on giant crags, but he is not looking at or betraying any
interest in them. In another his arms encircle a lady most

convi- itiire.s show no appropriate rapture,

while his calm L'a/e passes her by utterly."

.inlv all hut the credulous will

dly -ay that Mr. Bocock remembers his life portraits

them till iiijiiiihini. But, as Dr.

so pert in- nark-, ii it not remarkable "that

no such lin, attach to the hand- which are found

"graphed in almost every position ( Strange that spirit

iee which can photograph hand> cla-prd. hands in pockets,
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hands extended, hands gesticulating, hands playing the violin

or piano, hands guiding in the mazes of the dance, hands

with fingers outspread, hands clenched, hands in every con-

ceivable position, should not be able to turn the chin one

inch from its position in one or other of the two life photo-

graphs, or to part the lips in the slightest, in thousands of

pictures."

But enough of such sarcasm. The photographs, like so

many others passing amongst us, are obviously fakes, and

it is not surprising that
"
Dr." Keeler has always been averse

to any expert examination of his claims. Thus he refused

to allow the late Dr. Hyslop to be present under any condi-

tions at his sittings, and like other spirit photographers of

our acquaintance is chary of answering letters addressed to

him by competent investigators.

Dr. Prince is naturally scornful of the
"
recognized portraits

"

claimed by devout spiritualists, who discover them in any

vague smudges palmed off on them by the astute photo-

graphers, and he has little difficulty in disposing of the claims

of untrained observers who "
never lose sight of their plates

even for an instant." The full story of how Keeler is found

by Dr. Prince to have forged the spirit scripts cannot be

dealt with here. We can only repeat our previous assertion

that the whole article is a masterly addition to existing material

on fraudulent spirit photographs and deserves the most careful

attention of all serious-minded students of this difficult subject.

E. J. D.

II.

THE Report of the Conference of Bishops of the Anglican
Communion held at Lambeth Palace during July and August,

1920, includes a statement by the Special Committee appointed
"
to consider and report upon the Christian Faith in relation

to Spiritualism."

The Committee after distinguishing between
"
the investiga-

tions of the phenomena of human consciousness . . . carried

on notably by the Society for Psychical Research," and "
the

religious cults and practices which have been created on the

basis of what is believed to have been discovered and known
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as Spiritualisi : on to pay a tribute to the work of

the Society in the following

In answering the first question we say without hesitation

that we welconi'- scientific inv<-
;

we recognize the patience

and the skill with which m> .>f the Psychical !!

Society examine the mass of evidence of all kinds submitted

to them, and above all the unmistakable desire to safeguard
the inquiry against illusion or fraud, to arrive at truths, and to

..... Our desire is to understand

v. hat <on<-lu>ion> have beei< lines of research.

-e have been u f<>ll<>\\

(1) There is a < of the reality of telepathy, or com-

ition between living beings by means which appear to

dependeif normal MDBe-OIg
I'here is also a conviction of th- reality of a subcoi,

vhich -'.out the "f tin- normal OOnadoUflneM

t nd will (>.<!. in drrar.

does not necessarily imi .unication with being-

10 longer limited by of bodily existence as we
1 now it h- 8T6 are phenomena which appear to support.

1 lat hyp-

(4) In investigating such phenomena great dilli<ii !

impcrffctly understood, of the sub

:<>U8 self in tht- rne<liui and in the empiircr.

Wt can convince the

\ orld we not only want more cases g -i.-n.-.- of th

(

'

personal survival but we want them solidly based on more

1- lowledge of tin- subliminal s-lf and the way it works, more

I lowledge of the conditions and process of telepathy, mon-

i iderstanding of the In which commum
v th the dead oc<

The outcome of these coi from the scientific >id- \\oiild

8' Mil

> To give a serious warning again>t unregulated and undue

- ..f an el.-m.-Mt of human < on^-ioiisness which acts inde-

padently <f the reason and the will, and against allowing reason

at i will to at favour.

|2) 'I , an outlook upon life which refuses to accept
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materialism as a sufficient account of phenomena, and to en-

courage belief in a spiritual explanation.

We welcome inquiry conducted in this reverent and scrupulous spirit.

III.

The second number of the Psychic Research Quarterly*

(October, 1920) contains several articles of much interest to

the student of psychical research. The late Dr. W. J. Craw-

ford discusses the psychic structures observed in the presence
of Miss Kathleen Goligher, of Belfast. Dr. Crawford relates

how after many months it was found possible to make these
"
psychic structures

"
visible, and his article includes several

photographs of the plasma, from which, according to Dr.

Crawford's theory, are made the
"
psychic rods

"
by means of

which the levitations and other physical phenomena associated

with Miss Goligher's mediumship take place. This
"
plasma

"

would appear to present analogies with the
"
substance

"

observed in the case of
" Eva C.'s

"
mediumship, a point,

which, if it could be clearly established, would be of con-

siderable interest and importance.
Mr. Kenneth Kichmond contributes to the number an

article on
"
the powers of the unconscious

"
in which he

considers how the discoveries made by modern methods of psycho-

analysis may be turned to account to investigate the phenomena
of so-called

"
trance-mediumship." Dream analysis, he says,

should be of value in diagnosing unconscious fraud in sensitives
;

and the conscientious sensitive, to whom unconscious fraud is

the greatest of bugbears, should especially welcome this method

of criticism. ... I have given special attention to the analysis

of certain, muddled, unsuccessful sittings with professional sensi-

tives . . .
,

in order to search out any evidence of conscious

or unconscious fabrication. . . .

I could not discover, in their worst muddles, any sign of

fabrication or fraud. At their best they gave evidence of one

class or another
;

at their worst they gave what I can only
describe as honest confusion.

The number also contains (amongst others) articles on

The Evidence for Telepathy : an Historical Survey, by E. R.

Dodds, and Evidential Matter of Practical Importance, by

(Una) Lady Troubridge.
1
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd. Price, 3/6 net.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[.CONCERNING A < ASK OF PSYCHOMETRV i"

s.IMl.

MADAM, With ref< to the incident in connection

with th- Statuette of Nefer Smfi.i <n page 230 of the

July Journal, " rail your i to a fact whirh

may possibly have escaped your notice, as it also appears to

have escaped that of Mr. II. S. Cowper. I "nit arch, in his life

of Solon, gives the name of the Priest of Sais who told Solon

the st< He is there called Sonchis. I have not

the (''
\J

refer you to North's transla-

tion, page 328 in the T - Kdition. IWiMy an

Egyptologist might be able to suggest the hieroglyphic original of

Sonchi same as that which

Mr. i ,ites as \- the u

story hinges on the ass that Nefei Smaa
had !ling <f the Atlantis story to

Soloi know:
- any I- ..f the priests of

Sais at t! i in
<|ii*

. ..nl.l he

. as regards age, he stood to uiaa ?

ish Museum auth haps be able to help.

If
' and both I'rieM* of Nrith at the

iame would LMV- lit to the supposition

hat Nefer Smaa was anyhow present when Solon heard the story

>f A

:aised by .hert. Mr. < ion per.

te to Prof.

lers Pet rie and r

'Sonchis cannot have anything to do with \ f r Smaa.

'here are no continuous records of t ood, only

ike \oiir; nor -hing to fix the date

< f y 'inn a century or more."
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II. THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF PSYCHO-
DYNAMIC PHENOMENA.

To the Editor of the JOURNAL OF THE S.P.R.

MADAM, The probability that opportunities for the systematic

investigation of sensitives purporting to produce psycho-dynamic

phenomena will occur in the future, may justify some remarks

on one aspect of these phenomena, which appears largely to have

been neglected both by investigators and their critics.

For example, in the case of Eusapia Palladino, controversy
centred itself chiefly on the question whether the control of the

limbs of the sensitive was adequate. It was tacitly assumed

both by the experimenters who asserted, and by the critics who
denied the sufficiency of that control that if Eusapia could have

released a hand or a foot, a normal explanation for the pheno-
mena was at once available.

Thus Podmore wrote regarding the records of the S.P.R. Naples

sittings :

"
Things did not, as a rule, happen outside of a moderate

radius say, 3 feet from Eusapia's person. In a word, if Eusapia
could have freed an arm, or a leg, she could have done every-

thing." (The Newer Spiritualism, p. 119.)

There is a clear fallacy in this statement. The effective radius

of hand grasp of a person of Eusapia's build, when seated upright

in a chair and we may surely assume that, even under un-

satisfactory conditions of control and lighting, there could be

no doubt as to whether the sensitive was seated or not could

hardly exceed 2 feet.

In spite of reasoned arguments such as those of Richet in

connection with the 1894 sittings, critics will continue to maintain

that no control which is based on the tactile perceptions of the

sitters can be adequate.

It would seem, therefore, that the chief point on which attention

should be concentrated in any future experiments, is the accurate

observation as to whether any phenomena occur, which could

not have been produced by the sensitive through the normal agency

of her limbs, even if those limbs were free.

In the case of Eusapia the records even those of the S.P.R.

Naples sittings contain many phenomena which appear to comply

with this condition, and the same is true of the Belfast experi-

ments.



Die., :

The practical application of these remarks to any series of

<uld be somewhat as follows :

(1) The Control apart from initial and final examinations

need not go beyond the assurance that the sensitive does not

move, or move from, her chair, an assurance easily obtained

in darkness.

(2) The positions of all articles in the seance room forming, or

likely TO form, sui rer for phenomena, should be accurately

measured before and after the Bailees ami recorded on scale

drawings.

(3) After each sitting an
"
imitation

"
seance should be held.

in which the m<> should be repeated, so that it ctmld

be de iiether they were reproduc-iMe liy normal muscular

means.

If it was found that some object was moved, or tomhod,

A-hieh was definitelv heyond the reach of the sensitive. \\c should

have no alter lie use of ''apparatus" being excluded by
1 and final !>ut to admit that we had

observed a de -kinetic phenomenon.
:v dose measure; needed, since the existing evidence

*eems to show that telekin.-tic extensions (if such there he) do

each more than a short distance bevond the extremities

>f the v

- suggested that this method in which control is con re M-

rated more on the objects moved than on the ostensil.lt> mover

f them i^ unlikely to upset the psychic ri|iiilil>riiim of the

Also and this is ev imj>ortant it relieves the

rs from the severe strain of continuous hand and

"oot control.

It resting to learn whether those members of the

v, who have had -ueh e\critional experience in the conduct.

f these experiments, khfl method \vhi< h I have

oughly outlined offers any prosper- .ess.

G. I-:. \\KK.1IT.
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KEVIEWS.

I.

The Faith of a Quaker. By JOHN W. GKAHAM, M.A. University

Press, Cambridge. 1920.

This book is of very high value for its author's purpose as

a history and philosophy of Quakerism. The story of the Society
of Friends from its foundation to the passing day, in which the

War has set their ideals and practice in a very clear light and

made their tenets a matter of pressing public concern, is told

with fulness of knowledge, with freshness of style, and with an

amiability of tone which very graciously commends the doctrine

it expounds. Readers of practical mind will probably turn first

to the long chapter on War (where, however, this reader fails

to find an answer to the all-important question, why it should

be right to resist a wild beast and wrong to resist a murderous

fellowman), but students of the philosophy of religion will find

much nutriment of thought in the sections on Ministry, Silent

Worship, and especially the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper ;

nor must the last chapter on Evangelicalism be omitted. But

for the specific purpose of this notice the fourth and fifth chapters

("The Living Christ" and "The Personality of Man") are of

the most interest, for these are an endeavour to take up into

the religious philosophy of the Friends the results of recent

psychical research.

Briefly, the author adopts the hypothesis mooted by the late

Dr. Sanday "of an essential unity after all between the Divine

and the Human (in Jesus Christ), so that one whose outward

supraliminal life was wholly the product of heredity and terrestrial

evolution might yet have a subliminal or hidden man not so

different from our own as to destroy his fellowship with us,

but yet pure and right and divine without known defect." One

readily agrees that this conception is somewhere on the way
to the yet unverified truth of the relation of the Human Jesus

to the Divine Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and forever.

The unity and continuity of all human consciousnesses with one

another is, for most of us who study the question, a fact estab.

lished by the phenomena of thought-transference ;
and the con-

tinuity of the human with the divine consciousness is an inference

which we draw with confidence if we believe that the universe
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is one and
"
heaven and earth are threads of the same loom.'*

But that the subliminal influx into the individual mind is the

current of divine inspiration more than of mundane monitions

en of evil suggestions is rendered most unlikely by the

fact that a man's individuality is the highest and most fateful

self of him. while the subliminal consciousness is that part of

his self which is least his own and is shaivd with his fellows.

If prophet and bard

When God made music through thorn could but speak.

His music by the framework and the chord,

it is through that which is most individual in the man. the

framework and chord of his nature, that the divine communica-

tion comes. However this be, we are grateful to our author

for a most suggestive enquiry into "the unity between the

historic Jesus of Nazareth and the Indwelling Christ." for that

is the road, we are >n which theology to-day has

most need to

II.

Psychical Hew Plain M"> I'.y
S. .M. BjorOBIOBD, Kegan

Paul, London. 1920. 1'p ri+271, Price <; s . ,,,t.

Miss Kingsford tells us in her introduction that her aim in

producing this book has been to present
"

in an intelligible and

interest in*; form
'

that seems to prove that si;p T-

d events have occurred.*' In thi> aim a large measure

of success has undoubtedly m \< d.

The records of this Societv have been largely drawn upon for

the evidential items, and, as far as interpretation and explanation

ire c< the author has generally been content to quote
r he published ..pinions of our most experienced investigators.

:on has been judiciously done. It is no

?asy task to compile from the vast amount of matter contained

n the Proceedings and the Journal a collection of excerpts which

hall be both d and interest in^ to the ordinary reader.

Attention may. however, be drawn to one omission. Beyond
t passing to the Belfast experiments contained, some-

vhat inappropriately, in an excellent chapter on Poltergeists no

pace -ted to what is to-day probably the most immedi-

Dl and potentially fruitful depart ment of psychical
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research, namely, the investigation of para-psychic phenomena.
A synopsis of the activities of psychical research which ignores
the work done, both at home and abroad, on the investigation
of sensitives purporting to produce

"
physical

"
or

"
materializa-

tion
"

phenomena, can hardly be considered comprehensive.
It is probable that this omission is due to lack of space. It

is suggested, however, that a remark to this effect should have

been inserted in the preface ;
and that in the next edition

which will, doubtless, soon be required this should be done.

Students of psychical research will be surprised to find no

reference to the trance mediumship of Mrs. Piper or Mrs. Leonard.

This is due to the limitation which Miss Kingsford has imposed

upon herself
;

the exclusion
"
of cases connected with mediums

who receive payment." It would seem questionable whether

such a concession to popular prejudice is altogether well advised.

For it is of the first importance that any serious inquirer should

be led to appreciate, that the powers of subliminal (unconscious)

deception are so much greater than those of supraliminal (con-

scious) deception, that bona fides alone does not carry us very
far

; while suspicion of mala fides does not invalidate results

which comply with the only sure condition, namely that the

information given by the sensitive could not possibly have been

obtained by normal means.

The author might, however, contend and with some force

that in a book of this sort concession to existing prejudices is

an indispensable preliminary to obtaining a hearing from the
"
jury of the general public."

That this book will serve a useful purpose is abundantly clear.

There have been other attempts to present a summary of the

results of psychical research, but few, if any, in which that

presentation has been made so interesting and readable for the

general public.
G. E. W.

ERRATUM.

In the last number of the Journal (November 1920), on p. 265, the

date September 6, 1918, should read September 6, 1919 (cf. contem-

porary record quoted on p. 263.

Vol. XIX. of the Journal is concluded with this number.
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